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-~ \ 

How do criminal defendant·s p,erceive and· evaluat'e criminal 

courts? What kinds of beliefs do 'they bring to their enCQunters 

with court personnel? ·.what affectl~their evaluations of the 

pe:r;formance of their attorney? 
t 

Whl~;t ''Kinds of Qri teria do they 

employ i.11 evaluating the fairness6:r::, their treatment? Do 

their specific en~ounters with criminal courts affect the be

liefs about the nature of court personnel that they take away 

from these experiences? . These ar.e the questions that are the 
" 

central focus of this report. 

There are a variety of reasons why those concerned with 

the operation of criminal courts, whether participants, 

observers, or policy-makers in other institutions t might be 

concerhed about def·endant.atti tudes towardcr.iminal c011rts. 

The growing concern for examining the functioning .of insti,tu-

tions not simply from the perspective of the practitioner or 

"expert l • but also from the perspective of the consumer argues 

for some attention to what defendants thin:k:. Moreover, much 

current discussion of our criminal c01.lrts makes assump·tions 

about th~ impacts pf various changes (e.g., alternative Sys

tems to provide counsel of indigent defendants, what to do 

about plea-q,argaining as a means of caSe resolution, etc.) 

upon defendant attitudes and behavior,. Finally') many would 

accept the assumption that a defendant's evaluation of his 

treatment may have something to do with his future behavior ..... -

1 
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his adaptation to correctional insti tuctions or his future like

'lihood of being a law-violating or law-abiding citizen. Thus, 

for a variety of .reasons, an exploration of defendant perspec

ti ves may provide information of use to those concerned wH:.h 

criminal courts, and this report is intended to beg,in such an 

exploration. 

By the same token, there are a variety of strains ~f 

thought that suggest that weneec1 not be particularly concerned 

wi th what defendants think. One s\lch strain, and I l:;Ie'ldeve it 

is quite common, begins with the premise that defendar'lt per-

spectives are rather uniform and stereotypical. Such a view 

is captured in the comment often 
(~ 

attflibuted to wardens in de-

scribing their prisoners • views of their ca~,es--"we have no 
, 

guilty men here. II This view suggests that defendan~;!s (at lE?ast: 
,! ' 
Ii 

those who have been inca~cerated) respondtol) their Irituation 
, 

by attempting to evade responsibility for their acts and to 

put the onu,s upon others: resP9nd by asserting that everyone 
\, 

else is out to get them, by scapegoating, by refusing to deal 

with "reality" ,and instead by adopting self-serving fantasies. 

Another common view that might argue agains'c careful 

attention to defendant views suggests that there is a trade-

off between actually "doing justice" for defendants and giving 

them the sense that justice has been done. The latter is 

dften dismissed as either excessive att:ention (e.g., "ri~ollY

q>ddling criminals II) or as something of decidedly secondary 

concern ("bedside manner" or "hand-holding"). This view suggests 

, .', ~ 
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that, unlike the first described, things ~ be done to alter 
I' 

defendant evaluations, but that these are not particularly im

portant when compared to the "real u tasks of criminal courts. 

I believe that both of these views are incorrect. As to 

the first ... -that defendants have undifferentiated and critical 

views of criminal-courts--the data upon which this report is 

based simply demonstrate it to be false. There is both a sub

stantial amount of variatio~ in the views expressed 'by defend

ants and a good deal of widely-held opinion quite favorable to 

vari~us aspects of criminal courts. Criminal defendants are, 

. to be s~re, in a tight spot and some of their views may be the 
/~ 

pi,ljJduct of a desire to avoid responsibility, of wish.!ul-thi:rlking, 
b 

or of scapegQating~ But these are things that all of us 4~.) 
II· ."'1' 

not processes that are idiosyncratic to some "c:riminal sub-

culture." More importantly, the material suggests that defend-
y, 

ant attitudes and evaluations are not only variegated, but also 

sensitive to past events and to those that occur in the context 

of p~rticular eXperiences with criminal courts. 

SOlne of the factors that affect defendant beliefs and 

evaluations may be of little interest to policy-makers (except 

insofar as they may be useful in dispelling the myth that de'

fendants do not exercise judgment but simply engage in stereo

typing or scapegoating) • For example, thet:;sentence that a 

defendant receives is a pm'lerful determinant of his satisfac-

tion with the services of his attorney, and his evaluation of 

the performance of the judge and prosecutor in his case: 

!, 
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heavier sentences produce l~ss favorable defendant responses. 

Such a proposi tion i~, not !/surpJ;'ising and not of particular use 

to a policy-maker. We begin with the assumption that a·t:.torneys 

attempt to gain the most lenient possible sentences for their 

clients and., few would argue that judges ought to tailor sen-

tences to make defendants happy. 

We also discover, however, that:defendant evaluations 

their attorneys are sensi'1fve to 'the 'amount of 'time. ,spent with 

th"eir. lawyers andtOwheth~\.t .the defendant's p,g,J3e W.i=\P :!:,,'esolved 

pya trial or by a plea:. mo:r:e time spent V{,i.tp.: cllents. and·~ad .... 

versaXY disposi t,ion p,roqesses proguc€! supstant,:i,.ally highel' sat

isf.ii(::tion'" These relationships mayor may not be surprising, 

depending upon the preconceptions that the reader brings, but 

they surely do have implications for understanding and improv .... 

ing lawyer-client relationships. 

Not only is there variation in defendant belie;1s, but I 
if 

believe that we ought to be concerned with the effects of 

various policies upon de~endant satisfaction. Many members tbf 
!f 

the legal community believe, for example; that the standards 

for an adequate legal defense are best determined by them, for 

they have the experience and expertise to know what kinds bf 

things we have a right to expect from a defense' lawyer. Al

though the legal standards developed by appellate courts to 

define "effective assistance of counsel" may not be particu-

larly impressive, most members of the legal community do 

expect a good deal from a defense attorney. Their notions 
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of what constitutes an adequate legal defense include inter- '" 
,'J 

acf;ion with the cli~;nt, commitment and effort on the part of 

the lawyer, raising of le~al defenses, and obtaining the most 

favorable p'ossible outcome in the case. Yet these criteria do 
I'::~ 

not explicitly encompass providing the defendant with ? sense 

that he has been adequately, represented. 

Pe:t;haps members of the legal community would assert that 

this sense flows naturally from a lawyer's living up to the 

legal community's standards for an adequate defense. Yet my 

experience is that most members of the legal community do not 

respond in this fashion to queries directed at their concern 

with the evaluat~ons of their clients. Rather; when I have 

spoJ.ten wi'~h lawyers" about this matter, most tend to respond 

that defendant evaluations proceed upon a different dimension. 

Lawyers tend to respond to concern about client satisfaction 

in the same way that many physicians respond 'ito concerns about 

patient satisfaction; Doctors and lawyers have some tendency 

to believe that they have a "real II job (curing th~ patient ' s 

disease; giving a defendant the best possible legal defense) 

and that the satisfaction level of the consumers of their ser-

vice i~ a different, secondary, and sometimes even irritating 

issue. Doctors call it "bedside mal'lner ll and lawyers often Use 

the same term, or call it IIhand-holding. II Both are somewhat 

dismissive, and proceed from the premise that what is at stake 

is of secondary concern. 

I think this posture is misguided in several respects. 

\\ 

'/ 
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" .... ".".' '-.................... .. 
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.First, as noted above, there is l';l. feeling in our society 

\' '" '" that evaluation of services--whet.her provided by government or 
II, ,._ \::, 

private institutions--o~ght to embrace £!tore than simply the 

criteria appli~d by pra~titioners or experts. Though it covers 

\:j .a wide spectrum of quite varied concerns, the .so-called "con

sumer movem~nttl embodies this ,broadening of concern. Edmund 

Cahn put it as follows: 

Only when we ••• adopt·a consumer perspective are 
we able to perceive the practical significance of oUr 
institutions, laws and public transactions in ter~s 
of their impacts upon the lives and homely experiences 
of human beings. It is' these personal impacts 'I:hat . 
consti tute the criteria for any appraisal we may make. 
How, we ask, does the particular insti tution<' affect 
.the personal rights and personal concerns, the inter-. 
ests and aspirations of the individual, group, and 
community? We iudge it according to its concussions 
on human lives..-

, A recent study of citizen evalu?tions of various government 

.. agencies expresses the same concern: 

Much discussion about improving the functioning of 
ptlblic agencies comes from pol,icy makers concerned 
with bl:oad strategies of governmental programs, from 
administrators who face practical problems in their 
own agencies, or from specialists whlDtalk in terms 
of increasing the technology of delive:ry systems. 
There is a vast and profound neglect of the percep
tions, experiences, and reactions of: the people who 
themselves are suppo~ledly being served., 2 

Thus,',:in .evaluating varioils activ;i;,t:i.:~§, \'l~~,;{t!lus"t:LoQk .110t~i,lY\ply 

:t.Qt!l~"'c:::;..r.t.t~=.g:·~~ ot expert~~orpracti t.:k9n§J:§,~ but· to the: .. evalua

ti,Q.J}s,ofo.1:bEl.rs a§ we]:l. Criminal defendants are neither 'I:he 

only consumers of the proclucts of criminal courts, nor ar~ they 
: \ 

typically the most attractive or sympathetic characters. Yet 

in a democratic society, any comprehensive evaluation of a 

('I ',' 
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governmental service--including and perhaps particularly one 

that has such a powerful impact as (,the application of the cri-

minal sanction--ought to range beyond -the, legal community' ,s, 

concern with an adequate lftgal defense to include consumer per-

spectives as well. 

Moreover, in the case of lawyer-client relationships, the 
Ii 

notion that there is necessarily a trade-of! between effective 

legal defense and clierd) satisfaction may be often overstated. 

Client attitudes, for example, may affect the quality of the 

defense offered by the attorney. To the extent that the client 

is highly suspicious of the attorney's motives--a situation 

that is often characteristic of relationships between clients 

and public defenaers--the client may not pe open with the attor-

ney about various aspects of the caSe that may affect the de

fense offered. To the extent that the lawyer/client relation

ship i's characterized by mistrust and suspicion rather than 

trust and cooperation, the ability of the client and the lawyer 

to consult and make choices about the best strategy to pursue 

may be impaired. To the extent that relationships with clients 

tend to be unpl(!asant, job satisfaction of attorneys can be 

reduced and their enthusiasm and commitment to their jobs and 

their clients can be affected. 'l'hus, relationships with oli

ents--which depend in important measure upon the attitudes and 

belief~ that clients bring to their encounters with lawyers-

may affect the quality of defense that can be offered" More

over, it turns out that such a'ctitudes are sensitive to past 
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eXJ?erience~ That is to ,say, client satisfaction (or dissatis-

,faction) with a particUlar experience with an attofn~yaffects 

the.expec'tations· tha.;t: he or she ,\vill bring to the n,~xt encounter. 

Thus ,corrcernwith' ho:w clients react to the representation 
"0, 

, afforded by their lawyer is important not o;nly, for;;the quality 

of the defense to be raised in 'the particular case but also 

has implicatfolls for future encounters with attorneys. 
l 

t· 
Fi~ally, the material presented, here suggests that thJ" 

;' 

tactoiis/%chat affect client evaluations are quite similar 'to the 

types of standards emploJred by the legal community itself in 

defining an adequate legal defense. Case outcome <whether the 

defendant is 'convicted.or not and the harshness of sentence), 
.. ,'~ ,l 

time·spent with the attorney, and the mode of dispOsition are 

all reiated to client eval~!1ions. Thus, to some extent", 
/v'(j , 

"consumer's perspectiveU on-./ legal representation involves 

the 

appli ... 

cation of SOirt~ of the same criteria that are employed by the 

legal community. Client evalu,ations are affected not simply. by 

"bedside manner.1I or "hand-holding II < al though these may, of 

course, be important), but also by the interest, c:ommitment, 

'and vigor of 'the defense attorney. 

be~,inter.e'st·e'd 'irrdefendant,ev al ua t·ions ",o,:6,cr imina1 courts • 'In 
.., . -". . ~"- '.~ . .•. . . .. ., : .. . .' ',.. . ;. ,.,.'. .' .' '. , .. , . 

addition:' t'O·~ the'rea.s6ris(:6~:tea'~:'ab(,,"e,,' one' othe:r::·PQ~sib.J.,~·:':r:ea.son 
'. ) . 

:eQ~:attenti'0n: EO ',c:l~i'en:t'-:pers:pec~Bi~Ves;';':'th'e,ef£ec,ts o.f,. sJJ"ch 

evalua:t·;i.:~n·s.:·tip61i·:·tlie,·fu,ttfte··1a.w:::'aDiding 'Or·"Ta:w;...~iol:a.ting·behav

ig~ .. of.·def·endants;;.;;""w~a.S":'Of_ ·:,1.nt-er'e~rE :i'fi"thi s '.S tudy ii: Unfortunately, 
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we were not able to generate material relevant to this issue. 

Attempting to gauge the effects of any particular factor upon 

future criminal behavior is a terribly difficult matter. To 

·assess the effect of one factor--whether it is evalua'cion of 

one's experience in a criminal court, or socio-economic back-

ground, or a personality attribute--requires that we in some 

way "control" for or take out the possible effects of other 

factors that are associated with such behavior. Given that we 

lack an adequate theory of why some people ra·ther than others 

choose to engage in deviant acts, we do not have even a complete 

list of things to control for, much less the ability to opera

tionalize them and actually, test' for t~e influence of the par

ticular factor with which we might be concerned. 

Thus,even if we had had the resources to first measure 

our respondents' evaluations of their court experiences and 

then to follow them for a substantial length of time and see 

whethersa'cisfac'tion or dissatisfaction was associated with 
J 

increased lik$lihood of recidivism, this would have probably 

b~en inadequate because of o,ur i:l,1t:'l.hili t~y to control for all the 

other factors that might have "caused~t future law .... violating or 

law-abiding behavior. 

As it was, given limited resources, what we did was to 

beg.in .withsome attitude scales that have been saiCl. to ,be 

r,el:~ted to"l:helikeliho6d\z>fhaving engaged in past criminal 
. 

behavior. We administered the scales .at the outset of our re ... 
, 

sPQnden ts' cases'ancithen again after their case. was copcl uded . 
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and ''tS:r:ied,J,\ to::S'e-e::w}1ether~, v: ar±O,U~jlCQ:urt: :exper,ience~~ wer.e' ,g,sso-' 

ciat'ed~',wi:th ~chafi(;;rErs"itFth:es·e~at.t:i;:1il:!,ges. Unfortunately, j::;b:i:§ 

p.p~rQ:aCh: dip,no,t, 'prov.e:fruit~:u:l.:'J:l;1,~,.§.:tti:tPcl,~s,P~1.:!f?::>""eyen . 

t1?:~',lgn,s,everal.,had')'l:>een.:¢igy§,+,o~eq:,qp.".p()P:U:lat;i,.QnR·,g9.nt~;i;J1ing 
i,l)g;:i;yi,duals~whOihp.ye:'ep'gageq, in::: de:v:± ant '''acts ,0; did : not" work, very 

we:llamortg,ciut respondents. That is to say, they did not seem 

to tap a coherent set of attitudes. This is in part the result 

of the fact that both for scales developed on general popula ... 

tions and even for those that have been used on deviant popula

tions, our sample was sufficiently skewed~~that is too say, many 

respondents fell as one extreme of the scale--that there is not 

a great. deal of variance to explain. Furthermore, there is 

sufficient "error" or "noise" in the scales--responses, that 

are relatively random and cannot be explained by the variables 

with, which we were concerned--that attempts to measure. change 

in scale scores were generally unsuccessful, for most of the 

"change" appears to have been random rather than Ureal" (i.e., 

repres;enting true shifts in attitudes). 

The i'tel!ls and::;cales dealing with' atti,tudes'toward court 

per~§9nnel,on' the other hand;. do:. appear to be' substantially 

mQre,·99.herent. in .o.ur.s.amp..1,e§.;an,q,change ,that, o.ccurs irtthem 

dp,e,s, appear sYstemmat:i;o rather than random. Thus, we shall 
., 

, concentrate, upon attitudes toward court p.ersonnel, not gene,r-

a;t:lzed <a.·tti tudes toward legal .and, sociaL institutions. This 

does not mean that court experiences are irrelevant to future 

behavior;' it does mean that the effort here to measure change 
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in attitudes that are alleged <;'1;0 be l::elated to. future behavior 
OJ 

did not succeed. ThUS, we cannot make assertions about whether 

the experiences of our defendants and their effects upon their 

attitudes toward Judges or prosecutors or defense attorneys 

will be reflected in future law-abiding or law-violating behavior, 

though such connections have an intuitive plausibility and may 

in fact exist • 

The basic design ,of· the reseal::ch involved, ,interviews ,with 

a rgn4gm,p~~ple of men Charged with felonies intletr.oi t, 

BCiltimore, a..ng .Pho,enix. 812 such men were ,intel;'v;i.eweCi shortly 
~} 

. a,fter the'ir arrest on felony charges. The initial group of 

reI?PonClen:l:;,s( to be called T1respono.ente ) were then tracked' 

thro'\.l.gh tb.e cou.r 1:;sY$tem ~mg most were reil1.terviewed after their 

caseS were cO'mpleted (a total of 628 , 'r2 'ini:erviews were'.con

dllcted before the field woxkwas terrninateg). The basic data 

for the stuoy, then, comes from these two :interviews. What 

came between them was, basically, the resolution of the charges 

upon which the defendant: had originally been arrest~d. 3 

The. report begins with a brief descrip'i:ion of the three 

ci.ties in which the i,n,terviews took place , focussingtipon the 

differing stYles Q:Ecase resolution that characterize each. 

Tlleci ties were chosen because they differ from . one anothe'r in 

terms of the incidence of 'brials arid pleas, and the ways in' which 

coups.el al::epr6vided to indigent. d.ef.end.ants. We do not ,hOW

ever, generally analyze each city separa'tely. Rather we deal 

with all respondents together. The relationships that we report 

'\ 
\ 
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generally. operate across the three cities, and only when the 

cities appear to differ do we break the analysis down py'cities. 

,Affer,:a.c':description·of' 'the> three;.ci,ties.,., .::we,'i;Ulill;.:,t() a ppJ;,ef 

of .:~b~'men~·who',served 'as ·.respondemts itf the $t.l,ldX-., 

,We then turn to the first major question to .be addressed; 

what~.ar:e',the pr~gisp~:H~it.i9nst,Qwa..rd crimirtal','oouPt;stha;t our 

res.;PQndents .. bring with. them"';: We generally charaoterize and com

pare their general images of judges, prosecutors, private attor

neys, and public defenders. It '·is,.these ini tial;images""'~der,ived 

f~t:omtheTl' :intet:V;!,7W--i:.h~i:$er'il~. as. thE;9tcp:;'i:ingpQint;EQr ... our 

(.c3J'l:§l1.y.s::i"s J;:),;f 'how. adef.endant eval uat,es his experience with ari-

. 1 t' 4. Th d ' , t . Id If TI1~!la· -.C:~\lr_§.i" ese pre ~spos~ ~ons cou serve as se -

fulfilling prophecies. For example, defend~ts may believe 

that public defenders are poor lawyers and private lawyers are' 

good ones and evaluate their own lawyers accordingly, regard

less of what happens in the case, and they may thus leave their 

encounters with their initial beliefs intact. Alternatively--

and this' is what actually appears to happen--their initial be

liefs may have an influence 'upon their evaluations of the spe

cific court personnel they encounter, but actu'al events may 

also influence their evaluations. Moreover, defendants may 

thus learn lessons from their encounters, coming with a set of 

belief~, perceiving,and eVC3:luating the specific ~T.ldividuals 

they encounter, and then modifying their general beliefs on 

the basis of their experience. In any event, their initial 
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beliefs are the starting point for our analysis. 

~ft.er .exploring~cthe 'd,efendan ts.'initi i;,\;I..pr~d:i.spo.~i ~~ons, 

w~' .t\lrn t.o' tlieir'eValui:t1:I6n::i:: Of 'the" spe;Cificcou.:r.t'pe:t:~ppnEfl 

th~:y ·~,nQQUnt~.:r.~~t.J;l!:t pa:+,tiqy,::I;i3,;L :L1'lwy~;r" jugge,;, Cind'pr9:$e~uto.:r. who 

h,angled tn-eir" case." We explore the determinants .of their evalua~ 

tion of the performance of these participants, trying tc see 

what appears to influence them. We alse willexplere briefly 

the question of general defendant evaluatiens of the .fairness .of 

their treatmen"t, trying to see what types .of dimensiens or cri-
, " 

teria defendants appear to be applying when they judge their 

.overall treatment. The d.atafe;t" these ,secti,ens"f99t:ll?s:j,ngupen 

the def~nd,a:n:t:' s evaluation of his s.pec.ifiq, ellcoulltf3.r".come from 

the .sec.bhd interview, adrnini$tered·'.after the· CcU?e wascempleted. 

Finally, we.,.complete the ,circle and leok at th,e generalized 

beliefs about court personnel that defendants take away frem 

their encounters with· criminal ceurts. The secend interview 

included re-administratien .of nearly' all the items that had been 

administered during the first interview. We thus are able te 

examine what changes, if any, occur in defendants' beliefs abeut 

criminal courts and attempt to see what factors are asseciated 

with changes in defendant beliefs. I . call, ita IIcircle i! hecause 

we ,begalJ.withthe defei1dantsi, generalized be1iefsandcalled 

thempredispbsiti.ons~ We looka't spec:i.:/;iceVents iii the'defend

ant'senc(:)u:li.;ter with criminal courts', and~G~c~;llethe'r they 
'\.11;>' 

affect .,generalized,. beliefs. These :generali~j~r,;1 beliet"sat. ,the 

II end II of the casethenoeoome tne"prediSpo.sitionsll th,at Cl,e:fendcui CoS 
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p'~,.in9."\\'ft:,i?h: " ~Agm:' ,t.~E3\','!l~~~ ,:t~~ 1l1E:! ,:,,~l;l.eX;;~;~'~=~P:Y~lJ.:Y,~'9-. :wi<:t:h, c'x: 1111i n al . 
J ", • c " . .". f y'" _'.", ,. ", •. ,,~.,,~ """.,~, .. ~"c .. :;,\ •. , , , 

c'.O:Uf:f's. Regrettable though it is ,the probabilities of .: s~ch va 
" , , .. " .' , . 'l;:, . ",'. 

, "; , ~~ . ' 

f'l:ltu~Fe encounter are relatively great\" ~ormost of thQse ~ho 
I· 

are :i:I,rrested are riot first-timers. 

; These, the'n a.re some of the issue!'? to be discussed here. 
\1: 

.. Ii . \' 

They:: are not, I believe, the only ones ',of concern in understand-

" ing,and changing the ~dministration of justice. By the same 

tokeh, they present a perspective on the proceSs that has"by 
I ~ " . 

andflarge, been neglected. Thepre.mise,ofthe's;tudyis,.that' 
,I' 

any.,itqmpt:ehensi.ve:consiQ,e~g.j;;i:<:m, ,Qf, .. ·:t:b.~ ••. 9pe;l{.ati,on' or'our.,criminal 
i 

q;>,\J,rlj:s:must: .. include. :'at,tenti-()l};t:c;>"<i~f ~:t}dal1t:, pe:p s'peGtives·and 

t;,Q;,a.:-;ianY';:gQmPJ;'E:l!t~n§j:xe".dis:cuss'i0rio.f.,ch811gEt. :;j,p.:;l;hEllse' '~Q$;.tij:u

tJ(:>ns'··Qu.gb:t:to:·t:~ke':account,. of ,the:iJllpa,qt,Qf.,§]Jcb.;"gJJ.§.nges:.~p()n 

q;~1:: ~J1.g,p,n:t;;:nQti 0P~t:Q:f.'wh~,t;,i,$.fai.r i:lnd just., 
, .. -', '"-,, 

'i , 
" 

J 
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1I THE THREE CITIES 

. The defendants whose views are thesubj E\ctof this report 

come from three cities: Phoenix, Detro.1:t;.,ani<lEaltimore. The 
I 
I' 

criminal justice systems in each of the thre~ cities vary sub

stantially and this section will describe bril6fly th,e disposi-
, ' , . 

tional process in each. 1 The cities were sel(~cted because of 

their differences. Inorder·t()t~.stt:hee££eG)t,s: of yarious 

~spec~~.o.fq?-,se·' dispoo5:L.tion, .upon defendant. at~\;Ltudes, 'i t:is 

nec.essarythatther.:~. be o5uffi.cient .. variat;.i.Q:n C:\ffiong ,the respond

ents· in" t'erms.'o£ these cha:racteristics; .• ' 'I.'hU.s,I! ;for e~ample;;i.f 
, 

w.~wisht.Os.ee \'il1ether. tJ:lOse who have, trii=lJ.,s r~~sPQ:rt1i differently 

th.art . thQsewho pl:ei=ldguil ty, wemu,st have. a$,p,~~ple in 'Which 

s.ybst:,aP:ti,alnumbers of defendanto5 haVe' had, tria~l,s, and in this 

coUntry ,it is .. gif;fi'ClJ,lt to ,ij,nq .such people. Bial timore was 

se.leqte.Q; because it 105 one of tl1efew. major ci t:~es in this coun-

1:;x:y:thataqt\l~l-],y disposes q;f thebul'kof convi\?ted de£en,da.nts 

bymeap§ of atrial rather than a plea. o.f guilty. By the same 

token, we wished to see whether public defenders were perceived 

differently from assigned counsel. Baltimore an,iP' Phoenix have 
\ 

,ap'qplic d~;fefider system, While. Petrpit.does not. We wish to 

S~e, wh~th¢.r: the. outcome of the caSe makes a diff~t;ren<::e, and 

hence we. n.?1vE;lselected ci tie~.i,p which the"!.outcom:~s differ, sub

stantially. 

Th~s, the cities are "different. Ii In reporting on the 

analysis of the data, we generally treat the defendants as a 

15 
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,s.ingl.e.grO'up. Thus,cwe 1umptogether those whO' had" trial$;:, O'r 

thO"se ,whO' received'prO'batiO'n, :or thos4e'whO' wereS,~:l1t to' pr:isO'n, 

.r.l?gar.dless;:.O'fWhich"c,itythey came; fJ:"O'!l1. The "diffexences" 

among the .oi ties are, ,simply used tOll generate sufficient var..;. 
. .' . ,'. ' 

iation on the dimensiO'ns with which we are cO'ncerned. By the. 

same token, we have tes.ted (but do not generally report) to see 

whether the relationships that are reported here hO'ld in all 

three qities. Although such tests sometimes involve rather 

small nlJ;mbers of resPO'ndents, the relatiO'riships reported here 

do appear to hold acrO'ss cities. 

* * * * * * 
,) 

Thethr:e:e c;::i.t:i.:es differ.; f,irst, in .the cas~, ¢l.,isposi tion 

techniques (here to' be called "mode O'f disPO'si tiO'n II) • There 
" " ,~. . ' 

arE!:ba$:i,cally three modes ofdispbsitiO':h: dismissals, ple~s 

of. g,u:i,J:ty, and trials. Dismissals (we will here treat nO'1les 

and ~tets as equivalent to dismissal) are the.s:i.mPlest ang. may 

,or ~ayhot ).nvo],ve an adversary proceed.ing. A dismiss.al maY 

Qccur very 'e a:r;:,ly , in the case by virtue ,O'fa prosecutO'r,' s re

flJ,§al t.ofile a fO'rmal charge after a case has been 'po 're~,ented 
), 

by thepO',lic;::e. S.ucha dec::ision may be based uPO'n a jUdgment 

tha.tthe case is PO't IwC?J:"th" i;l. pr!<),secutibn,' CJ4e,stions ap9ut 

PO'lice pt'o,cedures O'r the stifficiei1cy' O'fthe evidence, the. will

ingness O'f yict~ms to' pro,ceed with charges, O'r ~a gecis,ion .. by 

the. prO'secutO'r that prO"ceeding with the case WO'uld n,O't 1;>e An 

the "best interests of justice'. II A cas.e,' that,survi.ves initial 

pJ:O'secu~orial scrutiny may l~t.ill ~t, a . later date result. in. a 

, 
·1 
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distniss:al. Such an outcome may reflect one of' the reasons 

above, or may be the'result of a motion by the def'ense. 

Cases that do not res.ult in. Clismissalsare+~splyed either 

by: a pl.~a of guil tyor. a trial. ~,~) Our three oi ties differ sub

$tant;ially in the modes of disposition used~' Put crudely, 

ol1e of the cities,Baltimor~, relies quite he~vily upon dis

missal·s and crim:in~l tr,i:Stls; Detroit has relatively :f'ew. ,dis

mis.!;>als. and few trials;' Phben.i~ nE.lS few trials and a moderate 

number of dismissals. 

Let us begin with a brief description of the process in 

DI9troi t. In Detrai t, those charg.edwi th felonies are taken to 

the GO.unty j ail within several hours of arrest . and ¢tetained 

pending arraignment ontlte felony charge," Arraignments are 

held each day in Recorder's Court (the felony court for the 

city of Detroit). Between the time of arrest and arraignment, 

the de:fendant's case is screened by prosecutors. in the warrants 

section of the Prosecuting Attorney's office. The scrutiny 

given is not cursory. In addition to the arrest report, the 

warrants prosecutor often speaks with the arresting officer 

and with the victim of the. crime. A decision is then made as 

to whether to proceed with the'. case .at all, and, if so, whether 

to proceed with a misdemeanor or felony charge. Estimates 

vary as to how many "felony arrE.~sts" result in no charge at all, 

but the common one was somewhere around a quarter to a third 

of such arrests are dropped within a matter of less than a 
2 day. If the charge lodged is, in fact, a felony, the defendant 
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is then scheduled for a preliminary hearing (usually to be held 

wi thin a matt6'i:- of three weeks). If the hearing is held (a 

recent'estimate was that about 30% are waived3 ), the judge 
, I' 

decides whether to dismiss the charge or to bind the defendant 

over fo+:, 'trial on the chab;re. After a bind-over decision, a 

quite formalized plea-bargaining system comes into play. 

Each case bound over for trial is firs't scheduled :for a 

"pre-trial conference." At these conferences, the defendant's 

at'torney meets with one of three prosecutors who specialize in 

p:lea~b.argai,ning. The l:>argaining sessions are' re1.atiyely~asy.

going affairs; and in many of them there is not a great deal 

of haggling, for the rules of the game are relatively well 

known. The bargaining qenters almost excJ.us,ively -around,charge, 
I 

rather: than sentence, for it is not common for the prosecutor's . .. 

office to make a sentence recommendation to the judge. The 

most ,common bargain involves ,reduction of a Charge fr,bm a sub-

I} s~a,ntiv~ ot.fense (e.g., burglary, grand theft, robbery) to a 

charge of "attempting" to commit the sUbstan'cive offense., The 

Mi~h;igan penal code provides that the attempt of most offenses 

carries one-half the maximum penalty specified' for the'C,ommis-
\ 

" 
sion of the offense itself. Thus, breaking and entering ~n 

unoccupied dwelling carries a maximum penalty.of ten years in 

Michigan, while attempting to break and enter an unoccupied 
I 

dwelling carries a maximum of five years; possession of heroin 

calls for a maximum of four years, while attempted possession 

of heroin (a not uncommon conviction charge in Detroit, though, 
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a pit out) carries a maximu~ of two years. 
,~ , 

Thus, 
'~, 

~\. '\ 

,the offer by th"l1 prosecution typically involves dropping the 

charge down tc;> aJ\,attempt • 

. If the defense\.accepts the offel.~ at the pre-trial confer-
. \\., 

enee, the,;defendant f~~>typicallY brOUgh~in the same day and 

his ple~ is entered. I\f, on' the other hand, the defense refuses 
\\ 

'. '. \ 
the offer, the ne;x:t maj oi\. event is the trial date. 'There are 

,,' \' 
\\ 

.strictly enforced rules for;:p.idding the prosecutor who is 
'.' 

assigned the case for trial from coming to any agreement as to 

.a plea' bargain. There is, in addition, a policy (made known 

tq attorneys by means of a sign in th€lreception area of the 

pre-trial conferende prosecutprs: ,IINo plea bargains on t:r:ial 

day II ) that if· the defendant does, not a,gree to the offer 1;>efore 

the date on which the, trial is to be held, the offer no longer 

stands and the defendant will either have toC(o to ,'trial or 
""'\ ~ I 

plead guilty on the nose to the original charge. 

This institutionalized plea-bargaining system provides a 

forum fo~ bargaining through which all cases pass and places 

the bargaining in the hands of only a few prosecutors. The 

system produces a large number of guilty pleas and relatively 

few trials. 
,,~, 

~ . 
Phoenix iilso ;relies beaVily uplon guilty pleas, al though 

,/;:'/ 

the syst~11) :i,~ much l~~s ;t:ormi:\li1i~d. As in Detroit, a felony 
~. 

case is reviewed within a matter of a couple of days by a pro-

secutor, but the scrutiny is not so intense as in Detroit. 

If a felony charge is lodged, a preliminary hearing is scheduled 
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in .Justice Court (the' court having jurisdiction over misde-
',' 

~~ 

me.anors and serving as (1 screening mechanism for felony cases), 
~:, 

again 'Wi thin a matter of three weeks. At. the tim~ of the pr,e-

liminary hearing (usually on the day of it), the prosecutor 

assigned to the Justice Court in which the p~rliminary e~a:m 

has be.en scheduled may engage in" bargaining (\i th the defense, 
\0.. ' 

attorney. The bargaining is typically over ch1~ge, and in-
~\ ' 

.vo1'ves the possibility of reducing a felony charge to a mis'-

demeanor in return for entry of a plea of guilty that day in 
, '. 

01 \' 

Justice Court. Su,ch bargaining, for exampl2'e, is common in 

grand theft cases. On the day of the prEhiminary exam the .\ , 
prosecution will frequently offer the defend~nt the oppo.rtunity 

, ;', I 

to plead guilty to misdemeanor grand theft (grand theft, like 

some oth~r crimes, is a so-called "open-end" charge, being 

either a felony or misdemeanor, depending upon the sentence 

actually imposed). The defendant typically 'accepts the bargain 

and pleads guilty in Justice Court. Marijuana possession, 

likewise an open-end charge, is often reduced at this level to 

a misdemeanor in return for a plea of guilty. 

During the period of this study, the Prosecuting At:torney 

was implementing a policy of reducing plea ... bargaining in order 

to increaol3e the penalties and thus the putative deterrent ef

fect of the criminal justice system. The policy was,imple

mented by promulgation of a rule which se:t forth a group 6f 

offenses (e.g., robbery, burglary, assault) for which the pro

secutors were forbidq,en'to make any plea-bargains. The list 
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cov:ered most serious felonies, and in thes'e cases, the prose
~ 

,,'"; 

cutors worJdng in Justice Co~:r.t were simply forbidden from 

making al1Y kind of agreement. Thus, fol' these cases, the pre

liminary hearings were either held or waived for tactical rea-

sons, and the defendant either dismissed at this point or, 

much more frequently, bound over to the Superior Court for dis-

position. 

In Superior Court, the prosecutor assigned to the judge 

who received a particular case was, likewise, forbiddel1. to make 

any charge concession. The defendant was supposedly required 

to either plead guilty on the nose to the original charges or 

to stand trial. Charges could neither be reduced, nor could 

any on the proscribed list be dismissed. In practice, the policy 

did not work precisely as was intended. The incentives to bar

gain are sufficiently strong that ways ~round the policy were 

frequently found, so that bargains in fact if not name were 

often struck in Phoenix. One strategy involved securing the 

cooperation of the judg-e. If a defendant, for example, faced 

a charge of burglary, the prosecutor and defense attorney 

might approach the judge and discuss what the range of sen-

tences might be. A contingent bargain could often be struck: 

the defendant would plead guilty to the original charge, with 

the understanding that if the judge, after receipt of the pre-

sentence report, decided to impose a sehtehce greater than 

some agreed-upon figure (e.g., to impose a sentence of impri

sonment rather th?Ul j a,·.;~ or probation, or a prison sentence 
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lorige~ than an agreed-l.lpon CChree years), the defendan·t would be 
, Cl.. 

given t:he option of, withdrawing his' plea. In such a ca.se,tpe 

defendant plead gWU ty on the nose to the original cha.rge, thus 
) ",'\ 
/// 

obeying the prosecutorial rule about no bargain~ and i?he judge 

took,up the burden of being the crucial figure in the bargain~ 

ing process. Many JUdges felt that the advantages ox bargain

ing were great"o~that the prosecutor's policy did,)not make sehse, 

and were quite willing to take up the slack. 

A somewhat more ingenious method around the no-bargains 

policy involved what is called a 'Isubmission. II If a defend-

ant chooses to go to trial, he may '~ctually have a full-blown 

trial, or he may IIs-qbmi til the case to the' judge, with an agreed 

set of facts sent along as the basis for.the judge's finding of 

guilt or innocence. This agreed set of facts might be a state-

ment agree<;l ·to by proseqution and defen;Se, or a copy of the 

transcript of the preliminary exam, or both. In any event, in 

cases in~olving multiple charges, the prosecutor, defense at.tor

ney, and judges sometimes came to an agl':'e!3ment about a ~ub

mission. If a defendant l1ad, for examplie,' two charges of burg

lary, neither of which the prosecutor could dismiss or reduce 

because of the no-bargains rule, it might be agreed that, the 

case would be submitted and the judge wou,ld find the defend-
o 

ant guilty on one and not guilty on the·other.· Thus, what in 

other jurisdictions would be a straight-forward charge bargain 
.. . 

,by the prosecutor might, in Phoenix, appear on the record,s as 

a not gl.lilty plea and ,a finding of guilt on one count. Such a 

procedure!; similar to the "trial by transcript" tb:at u$ed to 

. (~ 
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be common in Los Angeles; or the "not guilty with a'stipulation 

as to the factsU that is still found in Bal'cimore, operates to 

promote the bargaining process in a situation in which, for one 

reason or another, the advantages of ple~-bargains are desired, 

but the appearances are hot. Thus, ih Phoenix, although there 

existed during the period of this study.an apparently quite 

strict rule against plea-bargaining for most serious felonies, 

in fact there were large numbers of guilty pleas that were the , 

result of some agreement between the state and the defendant. 4 

. Baltimore is one of our few major cities that relies pri-

marily upon trials to dispose of felony cases. There is Some 

mystery as to why this is the case--why the Baltimore system 

"has not adopted plea-bargaining to the extent that it exists 

in other cities--but the trial system still predominates. S 

Unlike the. "reform" prosecutor in Phoenix who campaigned for 

and attempted t,o eliminate plea-bargaining, a "reform ll prose

cutor was elected in Baltimore during our field work period who 

was committ~d to increasing the amount of plea-bargaining. Plea

bargaining does exist in Baltimore, but it is not the typical, 

mode of disposing of criminal cases. 

In Baltim<?re, though again there has been some change in 

recent years, there is relatively little prosecutorial scr~en

ing at the outset of felony cases. During our field work per

iod, the police officer who made the arrests actually prepared 

the criminal complaint which constituted the formal ch.arge. 

The defendant '\.liaS taken to a precinct station by the officer, 
\ 
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and the charges were formally filed 'oy tbe officer himself. 

The preliminary hearing was scheduled for about two weeks in the 

future, and in many cases the state's attorney's office simply 

did not become aware of the charge, much'less evaluate it, 

until the day of the preliminary exam. During the period under 

study here, it is fair to say that, compared to Detroit, rela-
, . ' 

tively little scr'eeniI).g occurred until 'the }day of the prelimin-
, 

ary exam. This produced in Baltimore a falirly large number of 

dismissals at or around the time of the preliminary exam, ·for 

it was at this st,age that the prosecutor's office made, a d~ci-

sion about charge. 

If the case was not dismissed, the preliminary exam was 

either held or waived (or,in some cases, not held because the 

District Court judge refused to hold it--in Baltimore there is 

no statutory right to such a hearing). If the defendant was 

,bound over~ a trial date was set when the case reached the 

clerk's office in'the felony court (ca.lled the Supreme Bench). 

The trial date was ,typically a mipiinum of thirty days after 

the defendant had been bound over. Because the preliminary 

" ," , examinati~:m was often not held--often simply at the, behest of\;' 

the judge who referred the case' to, the Supreme Bench without 

permitting the defense ,to have a preliminary exam-...;there were 
~. ,. 

a substanti.al number of dismissals at the Supreme Bench as well. /, . ' . , " 

Most defendants who are cop.victed,thBugh, do not p,lead 

,guilty. Although some plea bargCiining occurs, most defendants 

wh9 do nob receive dismissals have trials. These trials, 
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sometimes with juries, more often bench trials, are relatively 

short affairs, accomplished in less than a day, but theY are 

real trials--both prosecution and defense present witnesses, 

and the fact-finder makes a de'\:,ermination. Although tbe vast 

proportion rE7sult ina finding of guilt, they are by no means 

"phony II affairs in which the outcome ,is arranged in advance. 

If the defendant is convicted, he is either held for three 

weeks pending a pre-sentence report or, more ,often, sentenced 

on the spot" since the resources available for pre-sentenc0 

report~ are greatly overtaxed. 

* * * * * 
The cities differ not only in terms of mode of disposi

tion, but also in' the way in which they provide counsel to 

indigents. Phoenix and Baltimore have a public defender's 

office thai'.' handles indigent defendants. In Phoenix, the Pub

lic Defender I s office staff handles· all indigents. 'unless there 

is a conflict among co-defendants., In Baltimore, all indigents 

are assigned the Public Defender, but a substantial proportion 

of indigents are not represented by staff attorneys, but by 

private attorneys who are assigned the case by the public 

defender (the p,rocess is called IIpaneiling out ll a case). The 

Phoenix public defender's office has a so-called "vertical~ 

representation, with the same attorney assigned the case from 

the preliminary exam stage through conclusion. In Baltimore, 

those cases assigned by the public defender'S staff. are handled 

by one set of attorneys who serve the District Court (represen-

" 
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tation through 'bind over) and then ,other attorneys who handle 

felony dispo'si tii:ms at the supr~m~ Bench ~(a so-call.ed if zon~" 0 

., \., 

or "horizontal" system). Detroit has no public defender. 

Indigents are assigned counsel at the arraignment stage. ~here 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

1\ ' is a private d,?fender organization that represents approximately 
.. ~ 

\ \.1 25% of indigent defendants. The Legal .Aid and Defender ~sso-

1\ ',' ciation operates like a public defender, fot its staff, attor-

, ii neys are not paid by the case, but are on salary. The fees 

\1 paid by the state for representation of each indigent are paid 
:\ 

directly to the non-profit private defender corpoi!ation. IJ'he 

bulk of .defendants in Detroit, though, are represented by pri

vate practitioners who are assigned to the individual defendant. 

* * * * * 
ThUS" the three cities differ substantially in the styles 

,·of· case' resolution and the method by which counsel are provided 

to indi,gents. The above characterizations of the cities' come 

from observation and interviewS. We can further examine these 

differences in terms of the data We have from the' defendant 

o?amples in each city~ 'First, let us briefly examine the charges. 

on which, the respondents were arrested. We will use rather 

general categories for charges, for when more refined cate-

90ries are used, the numbers tend to be small. (See Table II-I.) 

Several sharp qifferences appear. F~rst" there is{) a much 
, . -". '-' . l,\', 

great~'r propor'tion 'of crime~ against the person in Baltimore.. 
;~,.' ,'-,.' ." '" ~, . ~~. "'"., , .. '~' ,',;' " . 

Th~s~e il;:e basically '''street crimes,,--robbery and assault--an¢l 
'- . ' ." ,. '. , ... ' '. . '".. .. .. ~. .. " " 

I' do not know why,th,ey are so much more prevalent in thEf'~ 

o 

\ 
I 
! ' 
I , , 
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\, 

TABLE II-I: MOST SERIOUS ARREST CHARGES IN EACH CITY 

MOST SERIOUS. CHARGE PHOENIX D~.T~9IT '. BALTIMORE 
.; .... 

Crime against person 21% 27% 51% (34%) 

. Crime against property 31% 55% 35% (40%) 

Drug charge 42% 12% 9% (20%) 

Other (16% 7~(, 4% ( 6%) 

100% 101% 99% 
-(201) (203) (224) 

628 

o 

• I 

I 
I 
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Bal timore,sample than in the, other: cities. Some data from a [J 

recent studyof.Ii'B~;t. timore, Detroit, ,flnd Chicago is consistent 

wi th the above f'i'~aing' that Bal~imoreh~S a substantially ia:rg~r 
o 6 

number, of arrests for· perso¢l crimes. than Detroit. This greater 

n,umber,of crimes against. the person could reflect different 
r 

patterns in crime (a rather implausible hypothesis) or differ-

ent patterns in police-enforcement or charging practices (re

call that in Baltimore, the charging decision was duri~g the 

period under s'tudy basically a decision made by the arresting 
~ 

. officer and his superiors). ·:t~t·;;my ,~V~p.t, . respondents in Ec;I,l ti-

assaul·t>ive crimes .. 
~" .. " ,. ,: " -'.. . .~ 

Th~9t.h~+ ;:maj~~ 'dif.fereli.c'e aQ+q~~". tlJ,~ci.t:i"es i.nvo'l vas the 

~xtr~mely,higb. prQPQ:r;ti~m'()t.· ClJ;'p,gcnarges in ,Phoenix. As indi-
"., -, ,. -,,-- ~". - .. ' " ,." ." . ,. . 

c:::a"t::~~'ao6v:e,'this' is not' the resurt. 9f,Phbehix having aomore 

se.tiou~ .. IIc:i~r~g problem"than.do tl1~. o~lle+ twc> pi ties", J(atner 

.. ~~,;i,s, .gn~;rtifact ofa d,;Lfference iii the statute g.~aJ.ing with 

mariju~tl.~~PQp;ses:si:qn ,.and. of 'charging, Pl:.'CI,ct:i,ces in LlPhoenix • 
. :.' .,~,,, .- '::; 

The bulk of the drug charges in our sample were fQr possession 

of small quantities of marijuana; respondents arr.E!lsted'in the 

other cities for a similar offense would not have ,'met the sam

pling criteria, for they would have been charged Il;'ot with a 

felony, but a misdemeanor. In analyzing the data at various 

points, I have excluded the marijuana offenders in,Phoenix on 
;: 
I' 

the ground that they may have been "different" bec~lluse of the 

fact that they were charged with what· most regard as a petty 

'! • 

i' 

I 
I 

" ' 
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offense. However, they have been retained in the results dis

.cussed here because their exclusion does not affect any. of the 

re+ationShips reported. 

As discusse~ above, the cities differ in their case dis-

position styles. Using the three-fold categori2lation of mode 

of disposition introduced above, the three cities look like 

this: 

TABLE II-2': MODE OF DISPOS:tTION IN THE THREE CITIES 

MODE OF DISPOSITION PHOENIX DETROIT BALTIMORE ALL 
(all respondents) 

Dismissal 30% 16% 40% 29% 

Plea of guiltya 61% 72% 22% 50% 

Trial 9% 12% 37% 20% 

100% 100% 99% 99% 
(201) (202) (223) (626)b 

- - ; - - - - ~ - -.- ~ - - - - - -. - - - - - - - - - --
(convicted respondents) 

Plea 87% 86% 36% 71% 

Trial 13% 14% 64% 29% 

100% 100% 100% 100% 
(140) (169) (134) (443) 

aIncluded in plea of guilty are 19 cases i.n which the 
defendant received diversion status or accepted probation 
before verdict. 

b . 
The two cases not accounted for include one defendant 

who received a commitment to a mental institution prior to 
adjudication and one for whom we could not determine the mode 
of disposition. 
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The experience of defendants aoross the three cities is 

" quite different. Let us begin with Detroit. Among those 
" 

against whom felony charges were filed, about, three out of 

four ended up pleading guil ty. Very few had their charges, dis", 

missed, and only one in ten had a trial. The very low dis

missal rate, especially when we compare Detroit with the other 

cities, is an artifact of the screening system used for felony 
. " 

cases and our sampling method. We attempted to sample, in each 

of the three cities, men "charged" with f.elonies. In Detroit, 

,this "charge" occurs only after the prosecutor's office has 

carefully screened the case--eliminating some brought by the 

police entirely, and reducing others to misdemeanors. Thus, 

the weakest cases--by "cases" I mean those that corne to the 

attention of the poiice as possible felonies--are typically not 

charged as felonies. As a result, relatively few of those that 

are formally charged are ev'entually dismissed. The second fea

ture of the Detroit system is that the adjud~.cation process is 

not frequently characterized by criminal trials. Eighty-six 

per cent of those who we're convicted did so by virtue, of a 

plea rather than by virtue of a trial~7 

Next, let us turn to Baltimore, for the system there is 

in sharp contrast to that in Detroit. First, we see a very 

high proportion of dismissals--four out of every ten respond

ents had their cases dismissed. The high dismiss~lrate re

flec,ts the lack of extensive prosecutorial screening of ca.seS 

prio~ to the filing of felony charges. The other striking fact 
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about.. t:he B.al timore process is the relative~y large numbers 

'of trials. Of those convicted, nearly two-thirds had trials 

rathe:r: than pleading guilty. 8 

l?hoeni~, . finally, stands somewhere in between the two 

other Cities. In Phoenix, with some hut not extensive prose"; 

cuto~ial screening, about one in three cases results in a dis

missal. Of those who are convicted, nearly nine in. ten choose 
9 to plead guilty rather than to have a trial. 

Moving on from mode of disposition to overall outcomes, we 

see rel'ated differences across the three cities (Taqle II":3,page 32). 

.As was implj.ci t in our discussion of mode of disposition. 

the cities differ significantly in terms of the probability 

that. a defendant charged with a felony will be convic,ted. In 

Baltimor'e, four of ten respondents received no c0nviction; in 

Phoenix, one in tb:ree; 'and in Detroit only one in five emerged 

without being convicted. Moreover, among those who are con

victed,the penalties imposed in the three cities differ sig-
.. 

nificantly., At the harsh end, in Baltimore, nearly two-thirds 

of those convicted received a sentence involving incarceration 

(jailor prjson); in Detroit, half received such a sentence, 

while in Phoenix, fewer than one in three. Phoenix ha,s a larg~ 
, 

number of fines, the standard penalty for a'marijuana chargee 

~oreover, Detroit relies sUbstantially more heavily upon pro

bation than does Baltimore. 

If we examine both convicted and non-convicted respondents, 

the differences across the cities emerge sharply (Table 11-4 on 

page 33). 
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TABLE 11-3: OUTCOMES AND SENT~NCES IN THE, THREE CITIES' , 

CASE OUTCOME 

Dismissal/Acquittal 

Conviction 

SENTENCE IMPOSED 

Time served 

Summary probation 

Suspended sentence 

Fine 

Probation 

Jail 

Prison 

OVERALL CASE OUTCOMES 
(all respondents) 

PHOENIX 'DmTROIT BALTIMORE ALL 

31% 20% 42% 31% 

69% 80% 58% 69% 

100% 100% 100% 100% 
'. (201) (201) (224) (627) 

SENTENCES IMPOSED* 
(convicted respondents) 

PHOENIX DETROIT BALTIMORE ALL 

7% 1% 0% 2% 

6'% 0% 0% 2%, 

0% 1% '2% 1% 

30% 1% 2% 11% 

26% 48% 30% 35% 

14% 20% 15% 16% 

17% 30% 50% 32% 

100% 101% 99% ' 99% 
(138) (161) (131) (430) 

*The sentences are ordered in terms of severity. If a 
respondent received more than one' sentence, the most serious is 
recorded here. 
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TABt;lE I1:-4= CASE OUTCOMES AND SE'&TENCES IN THE THREE CITIES , 

CASE OUTCOME 

Released wi thou'\:' punish-
ment* 

Probation or less** 

Incarceration*** 

PHOENIX 

31% 

47% 

21% 

99% 
(201) 

DETROIT 

20% 

40% 

40% 

100% 
. (202) 

*!nc1udes dismissal or acquittal. 

BALTIMORE 

. 42% 

20% 

38% 

100% 
(224) 

ALL 

31% 

31% 

33% 

99% 
(627) 

**Includes tim61. served, summary probation, suspended sen
tence, fine, probation. 

tern. 

***Includes j ail or prison senten.ce. 

Baltirnore 1 as indicated above,/ has a highly bifurcated sys

Defendants in Baltimore were, in about equal numbers, 

released. completely or received a sentence involving' some form 

of incarceration. Incarceration was relatively rare in Phoenix, 

'While in Detroit, conviction 'Was hi~'hly likely and a sentence 

of incarceration about as likely as in Baltimore. The peculiar 

and somewhat draconian system in ,Baltimore is further evidenced 

by the length of terms imposed upon those sentenced to prison: 

TABLE 1I-5: LENGTH OF PRISON TERMS IN'THE THREE CITIES 

PHOENIX 

Mean Term in Months* 69.2 

Median Terrnin Months* 39.0 

(24) 

DETROIT 

36.6 

29.8 

(47) 

BALTIMORE 

82.9 

59.8 

(6rH 

*Excludes four r'espondents receiving life terms. , 
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. The terms are not adjusted "for parole e.+igibili ty, but are the 

minimum term imposed when the sentence had a minimum and maxi

mum. ~~~:;imbre~not"onlyha:s the, highest mean ~minimum term 
O"'"_~'_" ..... , ~~. _'" '"~~,.,. , ., •• ,' ,,'.<" ... ,. "~,, _,." 

( ;iu'stunaer seven ".earsJ.buk i tsmedian( h' hd" sts "f lJ ...• _... " " ....... " Y .' , . " w ~c a ou,. ',. or 

tl1~:poif:ent:i;;~l.E!ff~9tOf· ~few· v.erY longtetm$ pv.~lingup thE! 

citY:!s. ~rne'a.nj. is,~'.:substan·tia'lly .longsr thJ:J.fi ~1::Aeother. t~o. ,cjities • 

~jrs'; . al thougiiBaltimQt~ ~nd. Petroft ilend a sUbstantially 

gl7-eciter:'.numb~r;~ of· :r~spondents to prison~~ljey <:;10 'sofor som€!

w.hatd·:i.ffer~nt. terms. This further emphasizes the bifurcated 

nature of the Baltimore system--respondents there had a sub

,stantially better chance of being released entirely, but if 

they were convicted, they were likely to be sentenced to prison 

and for terms substantial.ly longer than the .other c'ities •. 
I' 

Thus, the three cities are characterized by quite differ

ent styles of case resolution and also by somewhat different 

sentencing paJf:terns. One final issue may be briefly de.al t with 

here: the relation'ship between mode of disposition and sen

tence imposed. It is often asserted in the liteJ;(,ature dea·ling 

with criminal courts that those who plead guilty tend to re-

ceive somewhat more lenient outcomes than :those who have trials, 

for the plea-bargaining proces,S "rewards ll those who agree to 

a plea. Among the respondents in this study, there was such 

a relationship between mode of disposition and sentence imposed 

(See Taple II-6). Notice that the relationship between mode of 

disposition and sentence impos~d for all the cities combined 

is~omewhat deceptive. Overall, we see'a relatively strong 
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relationShip, for 2/3 of those who had trials received sen~ 

tences of incarceration, while among those who plead guilty, 

nearly six of ten received a sentence of probation or less. 

This somewhat masks the fact that in Baltimore there is only 

a very weak relationship between the two variables--those who 

plead guilty were only slightly more likely to receive lighter 

sentences. Yet the direction is the same across all three 

cities, and the basic proposition that having a trial is asso

ciated with a somewhat harsher sentence appears to hold among 
10 these respondents. 

TABLE II-6: RELATIONSHIP OF MODE OF DiSpOSITION AND SENTENCE 
RECEIVED (convicted respondents only~ 

MODE OF DISPOSITION PHOENIX DETROIT BALTIMORE ALL 

Plea Trial Plea Trial Plea Trial Plea Trial 

Sentence 
probation or 

less 70% 38% 52% 27% 40% 31% 57% 34% 

Incarceration 29% 62% 48% 73% 60% 69% 43% 66% 

99% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
(122) (18) (145) (15) (48) (83) (315) (116) 

(431) 

* * * * * 
Thus,. we have a sample of men charged with, f~lonies that 

comes from tl;lree different cities. The cities themselves are 

characterized by somewha,t different case reschlutibn and sen-

tencing p,q.tterns. 'rhe selection of the cities as research 

si tes in fact depended upon these differs'nces, for we wished 

I 

I 
I 

I 

I 

I 

,I 
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• ii' ' to' obtain i~ group of respondents who had had c1.ifferent types of 
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if 
',I 

experience 'in the courts. 
, 

, J 
When we examine the central que,stl.ons 

of this s1;:Udy--for example, the factors that affect a defend-, 

ant's evaluation of his attorney or hi,S judge-:"'we shall ,treat 

the defendants as a group, not city by city. ,That" is to say, 

if we want to examine the effects of the mode of disposition 

'Qpon defendant evaluations of th;eir attorneys, we sha.ll prOCeed 

as though" a "trial" in Phoenix is equivalent to a trial in 

Baltimore~, or a plea in Detroit is equivalent to a plea; in: 

Baltimore. At various points in the analysis we have attempted 

\~ to see whether the cities are somehow unique, whether the rela

tionships 'we report are accurate' in Baltimore but not S:n Detroit, 
" '~" 

for example • 'Basically ,:!:he data tend to support, the proposi-

tion that, at least at the level of a~alysis used here, the 

relationships teno. to hold across all three cities. In this 

sense,' it does not ma'tter that the cities are different in their 

II case resoluti,on styles or patterns of sentencing, for we are 
. 
treating them as though the city from'which,a respondent comes 

does not make a difference. This appears to be a, satisfactory 

course of action given the types of relationships we are test-
e' 

ing, yet it is important to remember, that if a much finer set 

of relationships were' tested, more attention to breaking the 

relation~hips down city by city might be appropriate. For o:ur 

purposes, though, the differences in the':, cities are basically 

important because they produce a mix, of 9haracteristics in the 

respondent population. ' 
,;.::::, 

I( 
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III THE SAMPLE 

I , 

'l'h~ individuals' 'whow.ere .interviewed compl".~ise . a., s~mple of 
,. I , 

men ,charged with' felonj;~s i~ 1;h:r;ee oi ties ,;P~oe.n:i,;>{" Petroi t, 

anCl., B:altimore~ A detailed discussion of the samp.lin<i methods 

ls' contained in Appendix I • Here; we shall briefly describe 

the sampling procedures and some of the attributes of the ·indi .... 

viduals who were interviewed. 

'1'b.e i:Q.terview;i.,ng took place in two waves;, First,i; r~dom 

sa,mp.teof me.n fQrm~;L,ly cha,rgec;i with, ;e),onies (i.e .. ;.against 

whom forma19Q.p.rgeswere filed, either by .i.nformation.or'indict

meni;) was obtained oVer a three-month period during'th$ sp:r:ing 

of ,J...~7.S, in e'pCho.f ·>the cities. Attemp'ts .were then made to 
.. , \ 

locate and interview these men by the organization carrying.out 

the field :research, the National Opinion Research Center. We 

encled ,\1P wi tb 8.l~.·coInpleted int:e;rYi.ews, cUstributed rel.a:t;i;Vely 

evenlY .a,crQsS the thr~e cities. The responSe rate 'among those 

samp),ed,altho\lgh V a:r;yin.g, between the three cities, wa~ 59.9%} 

Thus, the firs t body of da,t.a, used here comprises these 
, 

• .j . 8l? interv~e~s with men arrest~d. .,.on felony charges. (to. be. called 

• 

• 

• 

'~ , 

the Ufirst wave" dr'IITI" interV'.l.ews). The .i.ntervi~winq:J.uded 

a !aJ;'gevar:j..ety of items, dealing with dernoqr'aphic:chara.cter..:. 

is,tics,; general attitudes ~ t.ow.ard legal' and so.cial: insti tutions, 

'expe:r;i.€!Jlcewi th criminal courts, and auti tudes ,·toward various' 

court pers'QI:lne'l. The interviewers I ware, with one exception, . 

males and were, when possible,matched by race with the respond-

37 
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. ents. F.,o~~~':Sp:ahr:§hS:gi'eakiI1g±,espond'eh:ts~':::a<:sp~:iSh\.~re;,~:~on o:E 

't:p~~::~ijiffronnairEi :wa~':;u'Sect:~'if:,::th~ .. r,esPbnd,en~"·:,~:i:,S,,h~g. .All 

respondelntS\iere' assured that their answers would be held. in 
,'. . , 

strict: confidence, . that the stuq:y had no connedtion'to the 

crimina~ court system in their community, and that.participa

tion would neither aid nor' adversely affect their case. Re.~ 

~e,9P.g~.n1;.s'wer'e.;:tC>ld:;at:;the:.·:eon.Clus'i&h/'o:E·'''·the"'"first' :·£hterview .' 

thati::wE:C:woiild,·',;linci;-{'to;,.talk: w:Ctff :them;.ag-Cfin"after ·<thei;;t;oi=:\se • ; .... ,."""<.,~." . . , ".' . , , ,", ' , 

; . 1 d d '0. th t th' 1d jJa,p··'aid .. ,$,lQ -f th' . W~~;:,9.2~fl::lJ.. ,. ~ .. : " ... ~,.~.,:~.:.,., .. 9:~.:"':,.<',.:~y'::WQJl. . '. ;l; ,. ;,:.. "".~Y; cQm-

P~.~.t:ed.·::the:;':sec'c5fia'::'interV:J: ew. 

. The:::p'r:ogre'ss\:~of .. the'" 812:r:esponderl'ts"wa'sL tr,ac'jq~gtbl;ough 

't:h~:£.Q.Y;1;.F,(,::sy:s.tem~',:'.,and: as,>:bhei.:c' c~..eg§ :'we.t'Etoomp,l,e;,t~<i:l'tb,~Y were .. ~--. . 

cQJ1t.ac,teg.:.::e.nc;1L::iM;!'ked ·;:to ,submi~ . tQ'::anp thelq il1tl:-F:v.tL:~w-'§hQrt J. y 

a:e.:t;~:r;:.:.~:tlE;t!:P":I<=Ci§,~::;:··W.~£~ 99mpleteru. (i. e., case dismissed or deo:

fendant acqui'tted, or after sentencing following a trial.con-
d 

viction or guilty plea):' The second period of field work l':lsted 

until April of 1976. 'In,:9.:~cJ.:x·.§~.@~,:·(?~·:;:t;:he<. 'origin;a-L81,2're:spond.-
, , 

~p.1'~.:.';~~J.;",e.:i:nte~Yi::e.we!:t .. ·a:, :S·e':conq:~"t.ime .. (to: .. be.· .. callsd: JthesJ!'s,'econd 

~.~Y~iJ:I" ~or;,II~:£:~I.'~P-:B~~y:j:~w:>, 'TJ:?Y§L"".]}~13J~. ·.~.'!=,~hQ§,e:~.i:n t.eryj.e.wegL~d;be 

.f';;:~?j~:, =ti'rn.e :wer"e~':il'fte.fvi.ew,~dtb.:e:~ .,s'e:cong'1;;~me':~,~we.ll ~ In f.ac t , 
~ - . ' 

of the 812 original 'interviews, ·139 re,sponde,nts had cases- still 

in progress,and hence were not approached. for th,e second,int7r

view by the time the field work was terminated. Thus, the 

cQmpletron-.·rate'::fbf.·~tlre':se'c6ria ":wav,e·, .. base-d:zupon.,.;thd'se . whose 
. ') 

.i~c-ases~:.:na:ab"e'ert~cbmp .. :1;,:~.:!;:.eq,.:::\w.a~':a6.:~%:·:·{§gS:, 0,£..::.12;:3 ) .} 

The second interview involved readministration of the 

>, ' 
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attitudinal items from the first interview, as well; as a nu:mber 

of questions dealing with events that 'occurred in the defe~d.-\ 

ant's case and qqestions about the particular court personnel 

that were encou~tered. 

,', 'l',hUs.,"t}:le Alata_ ,for the stiidyare,based :upontw6 inter

v;i,~WS'i,each'las:ting ,aro,lihd'an'lh6tir. ;r.'hEL,'CU,J.a;,1YI:ri,s "that. deals 

with ',wh.at. }'leshal,l ,c;:aTl de£:~ndantsi Hpred:LspOsitionsllto~ards 

crim,:i,;11a,J,·C9urtS!~ .. theattitudes· ,thatth;ey .pr,iIl9with ,them' to 

t:,heiJ:"enco,un1:ers .,w:i;i:;h-tne oourtp-~i~,.bas,eq. upon 'the :fi;r:st wave 

interviews with the,8,l~1l\ert~ The analysis of the defendants' 
,"",,, "'" . .. ~. " .~' ",.'" ~ " 

evaluation of court experiences 'and of the effects ,of court 

experiences upon changes in defendants' attitudes toward court 

personnel is base~ u,Pon the 628 men with whom we conducted b,oth 

interviews. In order to give. a flavor of the attributes of the 

men in samples interviewed, ,I shall here briefly describe some 

demogr.aphic attributes of 'the men who were participants in this 

study. 

Put in the most general terms, the ,defendants in, this 

study are predominantly young, black, unmarried men, with less 

than a high school education, relatively limited job skills, 

and relatively extensive experience with the eriminal justice 

system. (Se~ Tabl~ III-I.) 

The r,espondents thus are quite close to the typical image 

,of the individual most likely to get involved with criminal 

courts--a person from a minority group coming from relatively 

margi.nal social status. This image is further confirmed if we 
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" TA..BLE III-l :DEMOGRAPBIC ATTRIBUTES OF THE Tl SAMPLE 

. , 

III-lA; AGE 

Less than 18 years old 

\:) 
18 21 years 

'22 25 years 
~.~ \' 

26 30 years 

Over 30 

Mean A.ge 

Median ,Age 

III-IB: AACE/ETHNICITY 

,. White ,.Ii 

:Slack \\ 

J 
Spanish 

. . l' 
surndme 

\\ 
\\ 

Other ~"'" \~, 

III-Ie: MARITAL STATUS 

Never marrieq 

Married or 1iv~ng as married 

Divorced', separated, widowed 

(1'\" 
""" \ ) 

5.3% 

37~2% 

22.6% 

16.0% 

18.9% 

22.5 years 

26.7% 

64.0% 

8.4% 

.8% 

99.9%. ,.(812) 

. 
63.4% . 

21.8% 

14.8%, 

100.0% (812) 

, 
\ 
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,~ 
III-ID: 

\'- . 
EDUCATION\, ' 

Less than 8th grade 

,Some high school 

Highschool graduate 

Post high school education 

15.0% 

52.3% 

22.3% 

10.4% 

100.0% (812) 

III-IE: EMPLOYMENT STATUS AT TIME OF ARREST 

Working full o'r part time 

Unemployed but in job market 

Other (student, retired; etc.> 

(j 

40.0% 

51. 7% 

8.3% 

100.0% (8;1.2) 

Q 
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Ipokat ·the past criminal records of the respond.ents:· 

TABLEIII .... 2: PAST CRIMINAL RECORD OF Tl RESPONDENTS' 

. Never been .arres ted 

Arrested but not convict~d 

c;onvicted but never incarcerated 

Served previous term in jail 

Served previous term in prison 

14.1% 

22.2% 

17.3% 

19"8% 

26.7% 

100 .1% (810) 

'These statistics, based {'l;,on reports obtained from. the respond

ents, .not court or police records, ind~cate a fairly high degree 

of·past experience. Only ,iiliout one man i11; seven reported no 

previous contact with criminal just~ce institutions, <;il'l:d nearly. 

one in two had served a term either in jailor prison. This 

suggests that .the respondents are likely·to have formed views 

about the nature of criminal justice institutions in some large 

m~asure based upon personal experience, not simply street cul-
" tureor images obtained from school, mOVies, television, or 

other general socialization media. We shall also later See 

·that the extent of past experience (and, in some sense, past 

unfavorable experience, since increased experiehce indicates 

increased severity of punishment) is in fact related to the 

types of images defendants bring with them to their enc,ourite.r 

with the criminal courts. 

In sumrnarY,t:he.· data upon which:this' report is based 

l 
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,C:0Jl1~,.;>r.9~ ,interviews withmeri11 charged witn'feloI).,;i;,~~,:i.I).:,three 

.q~f;ie·$;,' '!'h.e reSpo?dent.,s appear. similartotneImage' 'of. what 

rno,st crirn:i,nal def~nClant§ arelike.that 1sopta.in,eg. f:t;'om su,oh 

~Q\ltces.· ,as theUnifQtrn G~:j:meR$Pbr~S. 'l;'hey are meno~ ,sorn~what 

rna:t:'gin~l socia1 statu,s who are,. bY~4 large, not first-timers 
. . '. . ., .' . . '" 

but' wbo baV'e nadvaryin9 degr.ees of previous, e~qSUre to: the 

wO:rking,s of. cl:'irninal . cO'Qrts. With this gener,al background, I 

wish to turn to the fil:'st question to be addressed here: what 

kinds of images or prE?dispositions do defendants bring to their 

encounters with criminal justice institutions. 
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IV INITIAL IMAGES OF CRIMINAL COURTS 
4 

Wllen our respondents evaluate the activities of the attor

neys, prosecutofs, or judges that t?ey encounter in their cases, 

their general beliefs or expectations about what such partici.;.. 

pants are like are important determinants of how. they under

stand and evaluate the particular people they encounter ~ More

over, when we focus later upon attitude change, the ~tarting 

point is the beliefs that they brought with them before events 

led them to change or stay the same. Thus, in this sect:i,on, 

we will characterize the sets of. beliefs thAt our' respond.ents 

"had about what "most" private attorneys, public defenders, 

judges, i3.nd prosecutors are like. The items to be discussed. 
" 

here were a.ll administered at the first interview--after arrest 

but before the respondent had any s~,gnificantexperiences in 

,the particul~r case that led him into o~r sample. We will 
,. 

examine their beliefs on several dimensions--openness to hear-

ing and bei,ng concerned with a defendant's interests and Ver...; 

sion of what happened in a criminal case; concern with speed 

in getting cases over with as opposed to reaching truth of'jus

tice; posture towards 'whether most d~fendants should be con-

victed and punished. 

In one sense we shall characterize the general set of 

beliefs defendants have towards various 90urt personnel--what 

"most" of the defe~dants think "most" lawyers, judges, etc. 

are like. Lacking a control group .composed of non-defendants, 

44 
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we c?U1not make very authoritative asser'·tions about whether their 

beliefs are generally "favorable!! ,or "unfavorable, II for we 

don't know h'ow'other groups in the society might respond to 

the same set of items. Thus, if 74% of our respond'ents believe 
, . 

that judges try hard to listen to the defendant's side in a 

'case, we really don't knQW whetner this is a lot or a little, 

for other citizens might respond to the item in the same pro

portions, or more or less of them might agree. Thus, we can 

simply report what the patterns of responses are within our 

population. We' can go somewhat further, though. We can cOm

pare our responden'ts' beliefs about judges with their beliefs 

about public defenders and prosecutors.' Thus, we can assert 

with some more confidence propositions about whether our re-

spondentstend to believe that judges are more or less likely 

to listen to the defendant's side in a case than are defense 

attorneys and prosecutors. In this way, then, we shall both 

attempt to characcer~lze the general set of beliefs defendants 

have about what various partic1pants are like, and to make 

somewhat firmer assertions about how they believe, the parti-
'.' 

cipants differ on dimensions such as openness, inte;r:-eSt in 

speed, concern with punishment of de~endants, etc. 

The beliefs that a defendant brings to his encounter with 

criminal courts are presumably the product bf a variety of 

factors. To some extent, 'they are the produqt of the general 

socialization prooesses,that all citizens'go through-.... the 

experience of going to, school, reading books, watching movies 
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and television, etc., that teach all of ' uS lessons about what 

the legal process is like. In addi:l:ion to this general soci~li

zation, different "subcul tures" may I'earn sqmewhat different 
, 1 

lessons. '!futeracting with others who have been defendants in 

criminal caseS, may teach quite different l'e,ssons than either 
':. , 

no interaction with alnyone involved with criminal courts (the 

experience 'that presutnably most citizens have) or occasional 

interacti,ons wi tJl individUals who experience criminal courts 

in the, role of attorney or prosecutor or judge. To put ,it more· 

directly, there is probably a "street" culture existing in most 

cities tp,at teaches defendants different lessons about criminal 

courts than those learned by middle or upper class citizens. 

Another important pource of one's images of criminal 

courts is one's past experience. These direct experience~ 

presumably teach important les'sons about what such institutions 

are like. 

Fi,nally, defendant expectations may be in part the pro

duct of more gener'alized attitudes toward government institu

tions. For example, to the extent that a citizen is more dis-

trustful of or alienated from political institutions generally, 

he or she may focus some of this distrust upon criminal courts 

as one arena of government activity. 

Thus, in addition to characterizing the sets of pre dis

posi tions that our respondents ~rought to their encount:~ar with 
, i 

criminal courts, we shall also discuss how other attrir,)lltes 

they po s s es s--p'as't: :.exp'el';).encre',." po:l;,i;tical.an; eriiltion ,'f:ace::'-are 
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relr ~~~.~.totheir ',·p:I?e<i:i;s.po.$i"'f:16ns • 

Finally, we sha.ll see how the three cities differ from one' 

another in terms of the general images defendants' have of 'che 

criminal process. Such differences, to the extent that they 

exist, may be a product of differe~ces in the way the court 

systems actually opera.te, or of characteristics of the defend

ant 'sample within the d"ties (e.g., the extent to which race, 

alienation, or criminal history differs across the cities). 

We will at~empt to characterize how the cities differ from one 

CU1other, how they are the same, and how ~ve may account for any 

differences that e~erge • 

. In discussing defendant predispositions, we shall deal 

both with individual items and with some summated scales. Items 

dealing with public defenders, judges, and prosecutors were 

subjected to a variety of scaling techniques and those that met 

specified scaling criteria were .summed to produce indices. 2 

Thus, eight items dealing with Public Defenders and six items 

dealing with prosecutors, and· six with judges are summed to 

produce the PDSCORE" PRSSCORE, and JDGSC,ORE. 'l\b.e scores range 

. between 0 tleast favorable} and the maximum value ~or each (most 

favorable) • 

Defendant ~ispositions Toward Defense Attorneys 

'Defendants brini; to thej.r encounter with criminal courts 
i', 

a. variety of views o~E what defense attorneys are like·--whether 

the'y. fight hard for ,clliellci=.e, are concerned with obtaining favor-· 
:r /, 
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able 6utcomes,their influence on the disposition process, etC. 
I' 

The image that is typically portrayed in books and movies is 

like that of Perry Mason--the wily, committed advocate for the 

client's interest whose sole concern lies in obtaining a"favor ... 

able outcome for the attorney's client. Most of us think not 

only of the defense at~orney as the advocate for the client~· $ 

interest, but associate the activities of the attorney with 

the trial setting--arguing before a judge and jury, tangling 

wtth the prosecutor in a struggle to reach justice for the c1i-

ent. Although some recent and more umodern" boo]('S and tele-

vision programs have depicted the activities of the defense 

attorney in the plea-bargaining arena, most of us' are still 

inclined, I believe, to ~hink of the defense attorney not as a 

middle-man or broker, but as the. devoted advocate of the cli-

entls interest. 

Our respondents were asked a variety of questions dealing 

both with their experience with defense lawyers and their 

images ,of what such attorneys are like. On the basis of pre

vious work and the pre-test, v:e focuss(~d our questions on two' 

types of attorneys--private retained counsel and public defend-
3 ers. The basic set of items asked the, respondent to focus, 

either upon "private lawyers" or "public defenders" and asked 

him to select from opposite sentence pairs the one-that came 

closest to his opinion of what "most [private lawyers] [public 
• . I( . 
def'ende,rs] are like." Here and elsewhere in the test, in re-, . 

porting responses to these types of items, I shall repoxt the 
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proportio~ of re~pondents Who. selected the item from each pair 

that is "favorable ll to the subject of the item. This sometimes 

makes the items appear rathe.r awkward. It is important to r.emem

ber that there were always two opposite items, from which the 

respondent chose one. See the questionnaire for full text of 
'" ~ 

all items. 
';" 

"''' 
Table IV-l indicates the responses for each type. 

~ne differences are 
:\ "1\ 
"\ \. 

cal1y~~proaching 85-90% 

very sharp. Sizeable majori ties-".typi-

of the respondents--embraced descrip-

tions of private lawyers very close to that of Perry Mason. 

Most of our respondents were not talking on the basis of actual 

experience with private lawyers, for only 39% reported that 

they had ever been represented by a private lawyer (as compared 

to 58% who reported previous representation by a public de

fender).. Moreover, those who had first-hand experience were 

somewhat less likely to endorse such favorable images. In 

fact, many private lawyers are neither like Perry Mason nor do 

they behave as thedefendants believe, for many are somewhat 

marginal practitioners depending upon turning OVer large num

bers of cases' paying rather small fees.. Thus, it is not argued 

here that the defendant images of private lawyers, and the 

diverge'pce between their images of private counsel and public 

defenders, is totally the product of "reality." In fact, 

there is probably a good deal of fa.ntasy in the picture of 

private lawyers that emerges" By the same token, the favor-

r.J able images exist, and we shall shortly attempt to sUggest 

some reasons for them. 
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TABLE IV~l: o D,ElFENDANT 'VIEWS OF WHAT ~OST LAWYE~S, ARE LIKE 
I)' , , 
I r 

"In general, most [private lawyers/public defenders]' ....... 
,Ii '--' 

1\ 
L 
" 

'" 

l. Fight hard for their clients 

clients 
\ 

2. Want their to pll~ad not 
guilty 

3. Tell their clieJ:its the truth 

4: Listen to \>lhat their cl~i.ents want 
to do 1\ 

5. Do not care more about g\~tting a 
case over with quickly than about 
getting justice for their clients 

Private Public 
Lawyers Defenders 

87% 42% ,0 

84% 43% 

85% 53% 

85% 53% 

64% 30% 

6. ~o not want their clients to be 
~~:/ convipted 94% 69% 

~. Want to get the lightest possible 
\\ sentence for their clients 

8. Do not want their clients to be 
punished 

92% 

92% 

(N - appro:x:im~tely "812) 

63% 

71% 

. , 
"In general, would you say that [private lawYers/public defenders] 
are <;>n their client's side, on the state1s side or somewhere in 
the middle between their client ,and the state?" 

Client 

Middle 

State 

Private 
Lawyers, 

Public 
Defenders' 

o 
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First, -though, l~t US examine the images of public de

fenderS. On all items, substantially fewer respondents select 

the alternative that one associates with a vigorous advocate. 

Closer exami~ation of the items reveals a pattern in the per~ 

ceptions of public Defenders. Three of the i~Jtl.s deal with 

what we may call the "outcome" dimension of the case--those 

eValuating the public defender's posture towa~ds conviction, 

punishment, and sentence. Five of the items focus upon what, 

may be called the "process" dimension of defense--how hard the 

lawyer fights, whether a guilty plea is urged, interest in 

speed versus justice, and interpersonal relations with the 

client. On the outcome items, clients are substantially more 

favorable towards public defenders. Although the number of 

those 'approving is less than that for private-lawyers, nearly 

two-thirds of the r~spondents endorse the notion that the pub-

lie defender is interested in favorable outcomes. To put it 
if" 

ano'cher way, defendant suspicion of pub'l:j.c defenders does not, 

take the form of a widely shared belief that most want to sell 

(( 

their clients out or attempt to achieve outcomes unfavorable to 

the cJ,ient. Rather, it is on the process dimensions that de

fendants are most skeptical. They tend to see public defenders 

as less willing to listen to their clients and tell them the 

truth, less Gommi tted to fighting hard, ,. and more concerned with 

getting caSeS over with. Both in terms of comparison with.atti-

tudes toward private lawyers and the absolute levels of de~end

ants who express skepticism, it is on the process dimehsion 
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that wi'despread ,suspicion of public'defendersexists. 

How can we account for the divergence in images of private 

Counsel and public derenders? Again, 'it is important to keep , 

in mind 'that we are not trying to account for dj.;Eferenaes in, 

what they are "really"like--which type of attorney. cares ,more 

about, fights harder for, or gets better results for his or her 

client. We are dealing here with the attitudes of potential 

clients. The first step in trying to expiain the difference 

lies in noting that a large proportion of our defendants (61%) 

l1ave never had retained, counsel. Thus their images are the 

"product of geIier al socializ ation, of 'calking wi th those who 

have had such experience, or of their imaginations. Many of 

our respondents have h~d experience with public defenders, and 

often that experience has not turned ou~ well. Thus, to some 

extent their images of private lawyers may be the.product of a 

kind of rationalizing--those who have had public defenders. and 

been convicted may really be saying, "If only I had been a~le . 

to hire a lawyer', things would have gone better, II and hence 

their images of what private lawyers are like are the product 

of wishful. thinking. The fact that for many of the items dea,l

ingwith private lawyers those who have had experience with 

such attorneys are 'somewhat less favorable than those who have 

not supports this line of reasoning. But, the level of al~bval 

f th ' h h h d . . th . t 1 ~[ .' or .ose w 0 . ave a exper~ence. w~ pr~va e awyers r~a~ns 
, _'<:0/ 

quite high, and I believe that there is more to i~ t:t{a~~ simply 

wishful thinking. 
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A related line of analysis involves seeing whether the 

images of the two types of attorneys are related to general 

defendant attributes--race, past record, and alienation. One 

of the difficulties with this line of attack is simply the 

lack of variation in responses to items dealing with private 

lawyers. That is to say the past 'record and the alienation 

measures are unrelated to all of the private lawyer items; 

race produces differences on four of the items. By the same 

token, the differences are slight, and the overwhelming num

bers of reppondents, rega~dless of race, are favorable to pri

vate attorneys (on those items on which blacks score ImV'er 

than whites, typically 80% of the black respondents choose 

the favorable alternative). ,Thus, we cannot do very much to 

explain the difference in images by use of variables that deal 

with general attitudes toward government, race or past record. 

I believe t~at the factor that explains the difference 

lies to a large extent in the institutional position of the 

public;: defender and" the natur~ of the re1!3-tionship between 

client and public defender. At this point, I want to sketch 

out the arguTQent on this point. Then we shall return to atti-
i,\ 
\'.~ . 

tudes towards Public Defenders and attempt to see what variables 

seem to affect images of defenders. 

Pl,lb1ic De:f,:encler'$~nd' pl:";i.vate lawyer~; diff~r, in several cru-' 

c:i,.al ,:respects: the client has, centro]: 9ver which private 1aw

yerw,;L1,J, repre.!?ent him; wh,ile most, cJ,;i,ents are simply as§;i.gned 

i;n~l?lic. defenders; the private lawyer and the client engage in 
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a financial exchange, while typically.n.o such exchange occurs 

between public defender and client; finalfy ,private lawyers 

are ent;repJ;'eneurj~.,:rwllp~.,A;pend upon' their' clients for the~r liv-
:/ .... ~ '\: ' 

ing, while the public defenders are employees of the state 

(either directly in the case of salaried public defenders, or 

t'indirect;ly in the case of assigned attorneys who are paid by 

"the state" for defendj.ng particular.clients). All of these, 

I believe, contribute to distrust of public defenders and to 

the inclination to believe that private lawyers will provide a 

more effective defense. 

As a starting point in examini~g the data, note that 40% 

of ,those respondents who have never had C). public defender 'be-

lieve that most public defenders are on the state"s side. ~('h.is 

suggests that distrust of Public Defenders is by no means simply 

the product of previous and unpleasa,nt experience. It suggests 

the existence of a socialization, p~ocess, either'a "street cul

tUl[re" or some more general process, that produces a distrust 

of public defenders. A more direct approach to the question 

comes from examining two items in the questionnaire, dealing 

with defendant beliefs about the two types of attorneys. 

Defendants were asked which of the two types of lawyers 

did a better job for· clien.ts. Eighty-seven percent chose the 

private lawyer." Next, they were asked an open-ended question: 

"What is it that [preferred 'type of lawyerJ~' 
does for their clients that makes them better 
than [other type]?" 

A large variety of responses were offered, and they were coded 
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into more, than a dozeh categories. But a few categori,es gar-
~/ . 

nered most of the responses: 4 

1. Listens to client/honest with clientl 
more responsive to needs of client 15% 

2. Fights/works harder--no mention Of 
money as a reason 

3& Fights/works harder--mentiori of 
money 'as a reason 

(N = 7()4) 

19% 

48% 

~ few examples will serve. to flesh out the types of responses 

that were coded into these categories~ 

Code 1; Listens to client/honest with client, etc. 

Will answer letters sooner; is more interested; gets emotionally 
involved with client; sees defendants as personal clients; read
ier to believe client; listens to client's side o~ the story; 
visits clients in jail; wants client to go straight. 

Code 2: Fights/works harder; no mention. of money as a reason 

Checks out every angle; digs out all the·facts--gets witnesses; 
files motiohs to suppress evidence; tries not to let the client 
get railroaded; fights for a lighter sentence~ cross-examines 
wi thess'es to break their story. 

Code 3: Fights/works harder; money mentio!l.ed as a reason. 

You get .what you pay for; private lawyer' tries. to get you off 
so he'll get paid; money talks; when you are 'paying a private 
lawyer he will spend more time on your case and check out every 
little angle; I feel I would get that extra effort and service 
if I was paying a private lawyer. '. • if I was paying him I 
think he would give that little extra above the normal effort 
that could be the difference betwe~n being convicted and not. 

The last ca'tegory is, I believe mast suggestive of the 

reasons why public defenders are viewed with substantially 

more suspicion than are private lawyers. The extent to which 

defendants chose the financial transaction as the reason for 

the better performance of private attorneys suggests that the 
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distrust qf public qefenders is more than either ~ishful think-
'. .. I 

ing ab9ut private lawyers or a kind of" scapegoating of public 

defenders f9r p'ast difficulties the defendant'may have encoun

tered. What attracts defendants to private lawyers is the 

n()tio11 that, because of, the financJ.al exchange between lawyer 

,and cl'ient, the lawyer will be more commi tte¢l to the defend .... 

ant's interests. It is money that provides a sense of control, 

'the leverage to insur'~ that lawyers will listen to their cli-
0' 'f • • 

ents, take instructions from their clients, and generally exert 

themselves on their clients' behalf. Moreover, not only does 

the client fail to pay and thus lack this leverage over public 

defenders, but someone else does. And that someone else is 

,lithe ?tatell--the very institution that is proceeding against 

tl).e defendant.' Thus, public defenders suffer not only from 

the fact that they are imposed upon the defendant rather than 

being sel.ected,and from the absence of financial exchange, 

'but they are employed by the enemy. Private l~wyers suffer 

from none of these infirmities. None of this means that defend-

ants are correct in their beliefS; but it does suggest the rea-

sons why they hold them. 

In a sen,se, I think that we can undel;"stand the defend

ants' distrust of public defenders ~s 'indications that they 

are, in this respect simply "good II Americans, That is to say, 

they have internalized some general norms Gommon to most people 

in Iunerican society. I think it fair to say that in our so

ciety most of us are taught that things that cost more are 
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lik.ely to be of higher quality than those that cost less 'or are 

free. Because private attorneys cost something, be9ause'):hey 

can command more in the marketplace, they are likely to be, )nore ' 

desirable and valuable. l1any people believe that "private" 

schools are better than public schools and that medical care 

provided 'on a fee-for-service basis is better than tha{pro

vided in public or private clinics. 5 In part, these beliefs 

are based on perceived "real!! differences--e.g., that the pupil/ 

teacher ratio is better inlmany private sChools or that. fee-
, , \...-

for-service medical care results in a higher quality of medi

cal expertise. But part resides in the more general no,tion 

that cost is itself a measure of quality,. In 'this sense, then, 

defendants see a marketplace--the hiring of private attorneys-

in which they do not and cannot participate, and they are in

cl,ined to believe that, the "goods" available are likely to be 

of higher quality than those that come without cost. 

In the same sense, I think it fair to say that there is 

a general norm in our society that financial exchange tends 

,to increase the bond between the payor and the payee. We 

tend to believe that one way to make it more likely that our 

interests will be served by another is to engage in a finan-

cial transaction--to "hire" the other person. Such a trans-

action surely does not insure a total commonality of interests, 

but most of us believe that it is a step towards producing 

loyaity. Defendants see the possibility of such an exchange 

wi th an a'ttorney and tend to feel tha't it would produce a 

1\ 
\~ 
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greater commitment to- their interests. 

. Finally, th,ere is a general norm that suggests that the 
" 

~eller in a market economy has strong indUcements to satiSfy 

~he buyer--not simply because of the particular financial ex-
, . 

change that occurs but because the ~eller wants the buyer to 

return again and to tell others to,patronize his or her busi

ness'. Defendants apply this notJ,on to the lawyer/client rela-
J-:, 

tionship--the prJ.vate lawyer wants satisfied customers who 

will corne back next time they get in trouble and will tell 

their friends that so-and~so is a fine attorney. The public 

defender, on the other hand, always gets plenty of cases--he 

or she does not depend upon customer satisfaction to produce 

further business or income. In this sense, then, the, private 

lawyer is to be preferred. 

Thus, def.endant distrust of publiq defenders and respect 

for private lawyers has its most basic roots; I b~lieve, in a 

general set of norm$ that are embraced by most. people in. our 
,'. 

society, not in some peculiar and idiosyncratic set of experi-

ences or bel:iffs of the "subculture" of those who have contact 

with criminal courts. If most of us who have more extensive 

financial resources got in 'trouble wi th the law, we would hire 

a private attorney. Even if the services of the public de

fender were available to us, we would still probably choose to 

have our "own" lawyer. partly we would do this because we 

would feel that private attorneys would offer a higher'quality 

of legal representation--they would have more time to spend 
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with u~ and to work on our case, would be more respdnsiveto 

our wishes, would spend more time on legal research, etc. De,... 

fendants also believe this (see the first tw6' coding categories). 

But also, I think, we would choose a private lawyer because. such 

an a-t:torney would, by virtue of being "our" employee for the. 

case, be more likely to work in our interest. Intellectually 

most of us would "know" that becaUSe a public defender is an 

employee of the state, he or she could still act in "ourl! in-

terest, not the state's, but most of us would still be rno~e 

comfortable in a relationship in TN'h:it:: h we were actually doing 

the paying. This is, I believe? a product of general societal 

norms that all of us learn. The defendants' prefer.ences for 

private lawyers come, in farge measure, from the same nor·rns 

applied in the same fashion. other groups of people-might be 

a bit less suspicious of the public defender, but the expressed 

preferences and reasons offered by the de~endants are quite 

consistent with a set of beliefs that is ~idelY held in our 
\\ 

society, not simply the product of some peculiarity of criminal 

defendants or some self-serving or defensive reaction. 

At the risk of getting ahead of the story, I .can illustrate 

the extent of suspicion of public defenders by looking briefly 

at the experience and reaction of a defendant in Phoenix. The 

man was charged with a weapons offense. At his first prelim

inary hearing, the state moved to dismiss the case "without 

prejudice" because their case was not ready. Then, a few days 

later, the prosecutor refiled the original charge and rearrested 
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At the seco!ld preliminary hearing, .after the. 

presentation oi: evidence, the judge dismissed; the charc;Je_ Through-
'. ,,~, 

out the cas.e, th~,\ defendant was represented by a ,pUblic defender. 
.'\ 

The defendant, in t~e course of tqe second interview, went out 
'. 

ofh'is way to offer fiitvorable comments about his attorney. For 
. ~ 

example, he attributed hi\~ dismissal to the 
"'.> 

actions of his'attor-
, 

ney: "The second time, I'd'''','$ay [I got off] " because my lawyer 
,I 

", 

did a darn good job." Moreovei': in answer to. the specific items <, 
'. . 

about his lawyer, the defendant gave him a perfect score, re-

. sponding to all i temsin. a direction':Eavorable to the attorney. 

Yet, when asked whether he'd like ~o have the same' lawyer 

if he got in trouble again, the de:Eendant"l.'epl~ed: 
Well, yes, if I had to have a public 'a,efender. 
I wo~ld--he's good. But if I had the money I'd 
get a private lawyer, cause you pay him and he'll 
do the right things. 

Moreover, when asked whether, if he had to do it over ,again, 

" ' there was anything he's do differently in the case, he r~,spondeid: 

I'd try to get a private lawyer. ~e would fight 
harder to get you out of it. That's what you're 

.paying him for. 

Thus, the suspicion of public defenders and the longing for a 

'private lawyer may be so strong--and tied to the' .financial ex

change--that even when a client is apparently e~tirely satis

fied with the services of a public defender and has.his case 

dismissed, the inclination to want a private lawyer may remain. 

* * * * * 
Now we may turn to a somewhat different question. Given 

that most defendants are somewhat skeptical about public defenders 

I 
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what seems to affect their ~evel of sk.epticism. That is~ some 
. ~ 

are more distrustful than o1l;ipers, and w~ wish to see wheth(-);r 

defendant attributes or atti\Udes are ass'ociated with the l"v~l 
. of trust or distrust of PUbli:f defenders. Recall that ~;here , 

~ 

was little point in asking th~\s question V'is ... a,:-.-vis belij~fs 
(\ ' , 

about private lawyers, for the,e was virtually nQ>:variati6n 

t 1 . b" h th ~h . "'ab o exp aJ.n. We egJ.n WJ. t e: ypothesJ.s that thre~ varJ. les 
I ~ 

may be rela1:ed to levels of tru~\t of public defenders .. ,-.race, 

past record, arid political alient'ltion. Specifically, w~ make 

the prediction that blacks will He more distrustful than whites, 

that those with more extensive pas't records 'will be mor~ dis". 

trustful, and that those who are, ~:n general, ·more alienated 
~\ 

from political institutions will be'm<?re distrustful of: pub~ic 

defenders. 

There are a variety of ways of c\~nceptualizing and test

ing these propositions. We could, for. example, look simply at 

the two-way relation~;hips between +Cl,Ce.,,\\pa::;t r~,co~d, and,ali~n,a-
, " 

tigp and'the level.oftru.$i,: .Q~ Pllblic d~~eI)ders. If we follow 

this strategy, we find 'that all the hyPotheses seem to be sup

ported by the data. 6 But because there are relationships among 

our independent variables~-for example, race is related to 

alienation and to past record--simply examining the two-way 

relationships does not tell us whether each of the variables 

actually makes an independent contribution to the level of 
I) , 

trust of public defenders. ~~us, a more useful way of testing 

the hypothesis is to examine the relationship of all three var-

iables at once • 
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Examining the data in, this way produces a somewhat cot\)pli

cated type o'f table. Since I shall use' this modeQf presenta-

tion on severed other occasions, at this point I want to go 

over the table in rather great detail.' In order to test the I 'i hyPotheses, ,!'!", .'ue!1te.i!!'YlCi!l9, t:r:ul't 0F/?uP l,i cilef e!lile_~,py,rn",.an • 
II' This 

th~~l 'h!it,§\\ a, ~go~e, Qf 1I11~9h"of', "low'! on. our mea§l:I,:l,;'~,o;Ea"tt~ tudes 

t\?~.ard .. ~,llJ)* i.e, d~f~I'!(i~r s(nig:l:b eeJn:g'favdraol ed~? A;E:tve~::"i tem 
• •. ' c • ""1=. 8 
~:q4ex,. taPIl;Ln.,9 l:~y~l~ -0.:1:, gt:lne,~alpolJ:tical, .al;J;~na"t;J,()n; , h.i:\s been 

d:iy.ig·~s1·.!:Il:,tothl:'eeapproxillli:lte,lyequ.alcate,g,9~:i,.~s, so each, 

II q~~PQP'dent.' has asc'ofe on the alienation mea$.l.l.:t'e 0; IIlow, II . 
;,, "m~~;!;,llm;,"':'or: "h':i:gh, "w,tth the, higher ,score indi'cating a Jl,~gher 

:',!it:nre'l'ofalienation from government: ,institutions •. ' .;rn e~.am:in-

: ~,ngtb:e effects ,of "race , we'will d,ea,J, o:nlywith\pl~c:k aIJ.Q. White 

:!;r~~~oAQ.ent$-.,9, Finq).ly, WJ:~ ,h!it,\1e4i,yigeg ;J.'ur respo,pdelJ:ts;lnto 
Ii 
,'I 

'three , Ca,'t~99,~,te§ o.f:.pas/t; 9t'j,m:i"Pa~ recor.ci: those ~ll)9t.:eP9rt' 
I 
" 

" r,~~v~,J::. l}aY,i.,ng. beeD" ~;!:'.rest~d b.efore; tbose "who repor~t: having-been. 

to~pr;~.sonJ and, :i,tt",the'mJddle tbQse whorep6rt intElrmediate 

c:l:~min~l records . tincl':l~ing:,~ arrested, cpnYicted, !'~en,t._~nced 

t~t--j3i.~l" ,:but not having been to' prison) .10 

The table showing the relationship between race, Pi;\\s h 

re~?9~d,poli:t:i,c~1~~;I.~enation, and'attitudes t6wara. public 
11 

Cle:fj\~lJ.ders .is on the next page. 

Each of the cell entries comprises the percentage of 
. 

respondents in that category thalt·sC,Qred "h,j.gh" on the measure 
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RELATI,ONSHIP 
Ci 

TO RACE, TABLE IV-2: OF PREDISPOSITIONS TOWARD "MOST" PUBLIC DEFENDERS PAST 
':, . 

RECORD, AND POLITICALALIENATION* 

~ 

() ALIENATION: Low Medium, High 

Race White Black White" Black White Black 
(1) (2) (3 ) (4 ) (5) (6 ) 

Past Record 
"', 

None ~ 
I 94% 75'% 57% 58% 75% 29% 

"",I (16) (20) (7) (19 ) (8) (17) 

Jail or less 68% 70% 59% '51% 56% 44% 
(54) (76) (27) (69) (41) (101) 

Prison 42% 48% 20% 42% 21% 32% 
(12) (25) (10 ) (41) ('14) (65) 

(';;-'--,\, Cs2 ) (121) (44) (129) (63) (H33 ) 

li~;=-:_. 
(624) 

,', 

*Each cell entry comprises the proportion of respondents scoring '''high'' 
on. the evaluation of public defenders index. 

: I) 
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(1 . 
of atti tudes ~oward public defeqde~!!3~, .,Thus, looking at the 

upper-left:~hand cell ~ we see that 9,4% gfre.spondents who were' 

white, had no past crimin9-1 recbrd, 1;3,nd who score low on: the 
J . 

measure of .political al,ienation scored IIhigh" on our measure 
• " 1 

of attitudes toward public defenders'. By the same t'oken,. if 
. ) 

we look at the lower-right-hand cell, We see that on:ly 32% of 

the respondents wl10 were black, had previously served t~me in 

pris,on, and who scored high on the al,iena,tion measure sco'red 

high on the measure of attitudes toward public defenClers. The 

table is complicated, but. contains agrea":-.deal of information, 

for it ·enables us .to i?est the effects of "each of our "indepeno.

ent" variables--race, past record, and alienation--upon atti

tu4es toward. public defenders. Moreover, we c!.an, for each, 

S.ee its ·effect while the effects of the other variables are 

taken out or IIcontrolled for." 

For example, to examine the effects of past criminal re

cord upon attitudes toward public defenders, We look down the 

columns of the table. 1f our hypothesis is correct, as we go 

down each column, the proportion of respondents scoring "high" 

on the index of trust in' public defenders should get smaller--

for as we go down the column, the amount of past criminal ex-

iperience increases. We see that, with some excep'tions, this 

'pattern in fact occurs. At the same time, no~~ce that each 

column represents a particular mix of the other two variables--

race and poli tical alienatio~. Thus, column, 1 is compris.ed 

of whi tes with a low level of political alienation"while 
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column 4 represents blacks with a medium level of political 

alienation. Thus, we are looking at the effects of past record 

upon attitudes toward public defenders while controlling for 

or ta}cing out the potential effects of r9-ce or level of aliena-

tion upon such attitudes. 

We should note that the size of some of'the cell entries 

makes the percentages sometimes unreliable. That is to say, 

if we look at the first entry in column 5--whites with a high 

level of alienation--we see that it is based upon only eight 

respondents. This me,ans that, for example, if two respondents 

had sco:r:ed differently, the 'entry of "75%" might have changed 

to 50% (each respondent contributes 12.5% to the total of 100%). 

In this sense, we must in this and subse.quent tables like this 

be quite cautious about noting small cell sizes. 

Given the overall distribution' in the table, how do we 

evaluate the table to see whether our original hypothesis--

that past. record is related to attitudes towards public de

fenders, even when we control for the effects of race ,and aliena

tion--is in fact supported? There is no simple answer·. We can 

look at the overall, pattern and see whether the:re is a consis

tent relationship in the expected direction. In this case, 

dealing with the relationship between attitudes toward public 

dei,enders and past criminal record, we can look down the col":' 

umns and see whether the level of approval decreases as past. 

record increases. With some exceptions, it does. Looking at 

the "direction" of the relationship a bit more systematically, 
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we can look at ·pair-wise comparisons (e.g., in the first col'

umn, at the difference between FIO past record and jail or'less, 

and then at the difference between jailor less ·and prison) 

and see in how many cases the relationsnip is in the predic.,.. 

ted dir,ection. Here, we see tbat of twelve such combina,tions 

in the table, ten are in the expected direction. 

In addition, we could look not at the direction but the 

magnitude of the differences. In dealing with past record,' 

we wou:J.d expect the sharpe~t differences between "none" and 

"prison" for the middle category combines a rather diverse' set 

of past criminal records. In g,ene:r::al, we will use the rule 

of thumb th~t differences ought to re,ach the level of 10.% if 

we are to c::all them . 'f' 12 sJ.qnJ. J.cant •. Here, looking at the dif-

ferences between no past record and prison across the six 

columns, we fiild that all but column 6 pFoduce differences 

greater. than 10.%,.13 Finally, we could look at the "averagef' 

size of the differences between appropriate cells. 'Here, 

again +ooking at dIfferences between those with no past record 

and those W~10 have been to prison, we ·find that the average 

difference is 32%.14 Thus, by three different tests--direc

tion.of relationship, how many comparisons meet tbe 10.% dif-
... -A 

ference level, and whether the aVerage difference is greater 

than ~O%--we see that past record does appear to be related 

to predispositions toward public defenders. 

This question of evaluating our hypothesis can be fur

ther illuminated if we examine the effects of race upon 
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atti tud,es toward public defenders. our hypothesis is that 

blacks will score lower than whites, and when we looked at the 
, ,. 

,-; 
l' '.' . 

simple relationship b'etween race and attitudes toward l:;Ub;Lic 

defenders, we found a weak relationship in thi$ direction. When 

we exantine Table IV-2, h?wever, we find a different result. 

Testing for the effects of race while controlling for the ef-

fects of past record and alienation is accomplished by looking 

across pairs of columns, and seeing the differences between· 

blacks and whites at various levels of past record and aliena-

tion. For example, if we loqk at columns 1 and 2, We can ,see 

the racial differences for those with a low level of alienation 

and varying levels of past record. ,Simple inspection of the 

table suggests that the original hyPothesis ,is not·suppor:ted 

by the data. Whites are not consistently higher than blacks on 

the public defend~r index--sometimes they are higher, sontetimes 

lower. In only fou~ of nine comparisons do whites score higher 

than blacks, and in only three does the difference reach the 

10% level. If we take the "average differen'ce," it amounts to 

slightly less than 4%. Thus, we conclude that the original 

hypothesis about the effects of race is not supported by the 

data. 

Finaliy, the table enables us to test for the effects of 
, . 

levels o£ alienation upon attitudes toward public defenders. 

Here, we look across the rows, comparing whites with whites 

and blacks with blacKs. Thus, we see, for example, that 94% 

of the whites with no past record and a low level of alienation 
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scored h~,gh (upper .... l:~~ft-haIld cell) compared with 57% of ,the 
,I ;.'. 

whites with a medium ',lev'el of alienation and no past .record; 
\ '\1: 

compared with (here a.n exception) 75% of the whites with a high 

level of alienation and no past recQrd. 'Inspecting the table 

as a who~e, we see, thC\~t the general tendency is in the expected 

"direction--higher lev€lls of alienation in relation to lower 

levels of trust ,in pu:t:?lic defenders ,in ten of t.welve instances, 

six reaching 10%' or mox:e, and an average d.i£ferez;ce of 11. 5%. 
. \ 

Thus ,we accept that the\, data genera,lly su.pport the hypothesis. 
. 11; , 

In sum, the table i;!i:lls us a variety of things. First, 
I • 

'that both past record al'ld alienation make ::iin "independent" con-

tribution to~ attitudes' ,towards public defenders. That is, they 

both contribute when "the effects of the other ar~~ controlled 

for. Th~ table also inf,orms us that race doe~ nClt aPPE7ar to 

make a difference in atti t\ldes toward public defenders. TO the 

extent that there is a simple relationship b~tween race and 

PDSCQRE, race's contribut;ion to attitudes toward public defend

ers i~ accounted for by the effects of past. record and aliena

tHm, both of which are related to race. 

G~,·~en thes~ findings, we can reconstruct the table, leav

ing out race as a variable, and we find the following. (See 

Table I1-3, pa~e 69). Once again, w~ can observe the effects 

of' alienation and .I;'ecord on attitudes toward public defenders. 

As past record increases, th,8 proport'ion favorable to public, 

/ defenders decreases (average difference = 11%); as alienation 

increases, trust in public de~fenders goes down (average differ-
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ence = 1:/.%). If we look at the upper-l~ft-hand cell', and the 

lower-right-hand cell, we. observe a d~fler~nce of 53%" sug

gesting that ~ good deal of the variation in attitudes toward 

public defenders can be accounted for by the variables of pas't 

record and. alienation. 

TABLE II-3:. RELATIONSHIP OF PREDISPOSITIONS TOWARD "MOST" 

~UBLIC DEFENDERS TO ,ALIENATION AND PAST RECORD 

ALIENATION 

LOW MEDIUM HIGH 

PAST RECORD 

NONE 83% 54% 44% 
(36) (26) (25) (87) 

JAIL OR LESS 69% 53% 47% 
(130 ) (96) (142) (386) 

PRISON 46% 37% 30% 
(37) (51) (79) (167) 

(203) (173 ) (246) (622) 

In sum, ,tw9"f;;totorsappear ,to, be: ,relate<i,"\::9', '€lttituC!es to

wardpllblicdefen9"e~.s.. Th~d~f~ndaI11:'~:s past: r..~cord-:-,inparti

cl;1~ar,~f.,he has,;i.nthe pastl.;>een ·se!l.tenped:i;.q,pri~on--:isrelated 

to his J>;r:;ed.~I3:P(:),siit.;ons "to\,!qI'd pUblic defenders. N.o,torilY' does 

past· prison ,experi~iJnce, indicate 'C3,p. ·uhfavoi.able enc91lnt¢r ,with . "' '. '. " """" "-" -, 

crimif,lg.l jQsticeihstittitions(and, for 'our sample, ,typically' 

in q.. past case in whiclr the defendant was represented l;>y a 
'.," .' "-' .. 

public: de~en4€lr) but it alSc> taps the 'socialization. expe,rience 

of imprisonment itself~' Time spent in unpleasant- conditions 
, . '. ,., 

wi th others likely to have been unsatisfied with their ,experi.

ence; and perhaps inclined to blame their lawyer for their 
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plight, increases a defendant's sense of·distrust of pUblic 

defende,rs. In addition, the defendant's general levei of trust 
() 

of and feeling of closeness to government institutions has an 

effect upon his attitudes toward public defenders. We have 

seen above that large numbers of respondents are likely to 

think that most p~blic defenders are on the state's side. This 

tendency to identify' the public defender with IIt?e state l
' or 

"the government" seems related .. to the association between one's 

general feelings about the government to an evaluation of the 

public defender .~Q:s'g wl,1o in genetal are more distrustful of 

government ·:Lnsti tut~o~,s area:I,:$Q' most .distrustfgl of the pub

; li'c de;fender. 15 

The final question we wish to deal with is whether. there 

ar,e diff.erenGes,. :~9.+pss, the three.ci ties in predispositions to-
0., ' , 

ward'p.1J.plic defenders. We know that the three cities. d.i.;f:f'er 
, • ~_ ' - -"' .' '"..' ... • <1 ,_. ,.'. 

i~ their disposi tion. patterns' and. the method..s for providing 

cou~seltoiJ:}digents. Is there a difference across the cities 

in the expectations defendants bring to their encounters with 

public defenders? 

Differences between· the cities might be the product of a 

variety of factors. qne city might be lower than another be

cause ~.?fendants there differed on the dimensions that are 
I. 

. . ' 

related to attitudes toward public defenders. That is, Bal tfill.ore 

might be characterized by defendants, with higher levels of aliena

tion or with more extensive past records, and hence we would 

expect that our respondents there would tend to score lower on 
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the public defender index. On the otherhanq, there might be 

some. other factor-~for example, some "cultural" difference 

between two cities that produced higher or lower scores on the 

index independent of alienation and past record. For example, 
Cl 

if a particular public defender operation gains a very good 

or very poor reputation for representation in a city, this 

might lead to a more or less favorable set of expectations 

among defendants'in that city, regardless of the levels of past 
--' ._,' 

record ,'or alienation. Finally, perhaps the contrasting styles 

,of providing counsel--reliance upon a public defender or assigned 

counsel, system--may produce inter-city differences. 

TJ,1e answer seems to be that; among ourrespondeli.tS, there 

are not distipcj:ive differences across iothe cities. In examin-

ing inter-city differences, we 'will use the mean score on the 

public defender index rather than the dichotomized version us.ed 

above, f9r it permits more variation and hence seems more suit-

able for this purpos,e. The sqale runs from 0 (least favo:t~ble 

towatc:- public defenders) to a maximum of 8. In 'order to See 

whether. there is a "city effectlt- .... a dif:f;erence CiGross t'tl,e c;i. tieis 

that .is npt. attributable to tJ?e variables ,we. h~vealread.;found 

associated with variations in pl.lplj,o defender indexsGores-

we may examine Table II-4 (see page 72). ·The table suggests, 

first, that in an absolute sense the-oi ties are very' c.lose, 

for the means' oVerall are quite similar. Second, we .see that' 

there is no .consistent variation across the ci tie.s. Sometimes 
'" ' "'", . 

Phoenix is higher, sometimes D,etroi t is, sometimes Bal timoxe 
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is.' If the cities were di:ffel~~~nt as a J?esu1 t of some· "ci ty 

effect", we,wou1d expect variation that consistently cut across 

the dimensions of alienation and past r~cord. Thus, we con-

c1ude that there is no particular qifference across, the cities 

in px:edispositions toward public defenders: in an absolute 

sense the differences are negligible; moreover, the pattern of 

relationships between predispositions, alienation, and past 

record seems to hold across all three cities. 

SUMMARy , 

Defendants bring to their encounters with criminal courts 

very dif.;~erent images of what private counsel anc:i pup1ic deT.' 

fenders are like. Pll}-r--'"",:te 'counse1 ',are believed to fit very 

closely with the 'adversary idea.1-.... the caring ,commi tted, effec

tive advocate for the client's interests. Public Defenders 

are viewed with much greater skepticism. On all dimensions.--

opemPess and respoIis~veness to the client, commitment to fight

ing hard, and concern with fcwoJ;'able outcomes--public defenders 

are viewed less favo~~b1y than are private lawyers. Distrust 

of the public defender is 'more pronounced, though, on the di-

mens ions of openness, responsiveness, and commitment to. fight-

ing hard. . Both in terms of differences from pe~cepti9ns of 
ij 

~rivate lawyers and of abso~ute levels, defendants do not be"", . 

lievethat most public defenders desire unfavorable outcomes 

for' clients • 

. Thel\diffeJ:'ences il). perceptions. of retained-counsel and 

public defenders .may be the. product of a yariety of factors--

\1 
II 

" f 
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, l.ac1$, of, choice, in selection of a public defende~, the ,-inptitu-
I, \\ " . 

\' 

tional l'osi.~t~n of 
• ,I 

state,tl1~ lcipk of 
I, 

and, tbedJ;' qlitl'Pt~~ 

" 

the public defend.er as an employee o:{: the 
, ' " ", (/ " 

f:inandial ,excQange betw~~n puplic c:1efenders 
r ~ 
JThe data presented suggest that the latter 

--the. notion, P~ :1;i.,ni:lncial exchange-"';is in fact quite important 
~ ~ , 

in ~xplaining defendant· sK:epticism about public d,e:fe:h~e~s. 

We have argued that these'factors pperatinc;J to produce defend

ant skepticism are in large measure consistent with genera~ 
./, 
if 

societal norms. To the extent that they tend to explain sus-

picion of public defenders, then, such suspicion is not simply 

a form of scapegoating or a defensive reaction on the part of 

men in trouble. Rather it is, in large measure'<i simply the 

function of their internalization of norms that are quite pre

valent in 'the society at large. 

The deg:e~ to Wh~ch Q~fendants are dis!,t:custful of public 

defenders appears to pe rela,t.ed ,to two,varilable/3 .... -past :r;ecord 

and political alienation •. There is a subst~mtia.~ amount of 

variation in levels of distrust, and it can', in some measure be 

accounted for by these variables. The more, :~xperiencea de

f~ndant has 'had with criminal courts" the tno:t:-e, unfavorable his 

i_mage' of public: de1.=enders. Tho,se Who feel a\\generally lower 

level of fr-ust-in government institutions gex:\\erallyaremore 

likely ,to 'be unfavorable. We do not find that defendants in 

the three cities are very diffel~ent from one ~another on the 

dimension of predispositions toward public def:enders. To the 

extent ,that we do find differences across the cities, they 
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appear to be the products ef, differences in the attributes ef 

the three defendant samples. 

At a later peint I will discuss the pelicy im~licatiens 

ef the data, presented here. At this peint, a few issue,s may be 

raised. .First, the d.ata suggest that public defendeJ;s tefi<l to' 

ep~r~te at'a substantial disadvantage.' Their cllc,-ents wi,ll eften 

bring. with them to' the lawyer-client relatienship quite deep

seated, suspicion about wh,etner Utheir" lawyer is geing to' be 

en "thei.r" side. In large measure, this distr~st simply exists 

and is beyend the centrelef the public defender, fer it is the 

preduct.ef defendant nO'rmS and values, the. institutional posi

tien ef the public defender,~and the past experiences O'f the 

defendant. Hewever, to' the extent that this analysis enable~ 

us to' suggest the seurces ef such suspiciO'n, it may alsO' su9'-

?"~'~ gest areas in which it may b~ dealt with. Fer example, , the 
\\ . 
\~nstitutienal pesitiO'n ef the public defender is fixed--he er 

she will be paid by the state and net by the client. .But to' 

the extent that this fact tends to',; preduce defendant distrust, 

it may be ameliorated, altheugh net eliminated, by a recogni

tien. that the distrust is net enly :real, but may have its roets 
. 

in general secietal 'nerms,net simply in the anger er distrust-

fulness of a persen whO' finds himself in treuble. ~nus, a 

recegnitien ef the distrust and a discussien ef the role ef 

the public defender in the criminal justice system may be of 

use in·clearing the air and preducing a mere ceeperative rela~ 

tionship between lawyer and client. 'Finally, the d.ata suggest 

, , 
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,c) that the degree of suspicion, and e\7e1):;, hostili ty is related to 

certain defendant auribute(' It. suggests that cer1:':l~n kinds 

?f' defendants are likely to~,boW)S'\,l.bS~antiaflY· more suspicious 

than are others. It may, therefore, be;useful in alerting'the 
-" 

public defet..hi;;}:ers to which types of clients need to be dealt 

with ~n dif£erent ways. I shqll ~eturn ,in later sections to 

the policy implic?-tions o£ 'the clata. J\t this stage,.Isimply 

wish to point out that. the analysis ~s aimed at and attempts 

to deal with more than simply abstract analysis of what pro-
(, 

duces de£endant attitudes, but also a~ what implications this 
<~l 

'analysis may have f'or improving la~yer-client relations • 

~:./ 

r 

(' J 
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'v PRE1;tSPOSITION$ TOWARDS PROSECUTORS AND quDGES 

I wish now to turn to the two other major participants in 

the criminal court sy~tem" judges and prosecutors. As with 

defense attorneys I want to both describe the nature 9f the 

predislposi tions towards these two par-tricipants that defendants 

bring with them and also to explore the factors that are asso-

ciatedwith these views. 
1;~ • -

We may begin simply by eXC1mJ,nl.n£J responses to a series 

of items asking what most. proseputors alld Judges are like, ' 

administered at the firs,t interview. We will focus upon items 

of~,\similar content,) that were asked in reference both to judges 

and prosecutors, so we may see the different images of the two 

participants that defendants bri'ng: 1 

TABLE V-l: DEFENDANT PREDISPOSITIONS TOWARDS PROSECUTORS AND 

JUDGES (% agree) 

Most • ~ . . . . . lit • • • Prosecutors . . • JUdges 

Listen to all sides in a case 34% 74% 

Are honest with defendants and 
their lawyers 43% 77% 

Do not care more about getting case,s 
over with than about doing justice 28% 68% 

Are not out to get defendants 19% 62% 

Do not want to see all defendants' 
p'unished as heavily as possible 28% 59% 

(N = approximately 812) 

77 
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The differences are sharp and striking. On items dealillg 

with the openness of jud,ges and prosecutors to hearing the 

defendant's s,ide of the case, their goals in the process, and 

their posture towards possible dutcomes in the case', j:y..(:lg~~i;lr~ 

viewect~a'S much more, favorable. to the defendant, ~h~p ~re: prose-
,,, ... " , • ',1). JI 

'. , 

Gllt()rs:. In many ways, the views of judges seem close to the 
",' 

advers'ary ideal. Sub'stantiaJ:irnajdri ties endorse, the''\dew of 

tQe" ju~qe.as~tel~tj.Vely even~han~ed arbitor, not.,~bm~i;pe~ , 

, to' ra;i.l.roading defendants, but to listenihq tbthemEIficl.f~ttempt

i,n9t6 . reach so'rrie just outcome.' To be sure, there ar~'l substan

tial numbers--sometimes a bit more than, a t.hird--who dbubt these 

propositions, but given the nature of the population .the re

sponses seem to be .relatively favorable towards the activities 

of most judges. 

Attitudes t()wardprosecutors stand in sharpcbntrast. On 

a:l.l.. ~dimensicms, not only istheprosecut6r viewed as less open 

and,even:'"ha~ded than thejudge,but on none ,does a majority' 

c;>fresponderitsgive theprosecut.o;r a favorable rating' • Prose

Gqtors'\ are' seen 'asagents>~bent'!lpon.cohv;iQting ariel 'punishing 

d~;f¢lldants ~ In some ways this is not' surprising,. ~orthis is, 

in popular images, the prosecutor', s job • These res,ponses. do ' 

1;1ot, I believe, reflect 'particular hostility t'owards p'rosecu-

tors. Rather they reflect a view that the prosecutor is a 

,person whose job consists of attempting to obtain unfavorable 
., 

2 outcomes for defendan,ts. On the dimension 6~ honesty, the 

prosecutor fares best, though Iilorethan half of the respondents 
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do not ,believ~~ that pr·os.et:utorl~ are honest with defendants. 

In any event, the prosecutor is surely viewed as in some senSe 

the enemy of defendants' interest. 

Although we lack a control group, most defendants wouid 

seem to ,be reporting, for the judge at least, views consistent 

with those that most' citizens learn from gfneral socialization 

processes and might report if the questionnaire were administered 

to them. It 'might be argued that our findings are implausible, 

that most crimiQal defend';l.nts must know "bettez;di ~~bout judges 

and must be mo:r:e cynical than these data suggest" . ~'1e have no 

way of evaluating such a suggestion, except to note that, as 

indicated below, increasing criminal history and poli't:ical 

alie~~tion are related to views about judges; hence it does not 

appear to pe the case that the responses are '~otally the product 

of either feigned naivete or of telling us what the respondents 

think we want to he~r. 

It may be that there is some of this ,in their responseS, 

but it may equally be that the g~neral socialization processes 

are strong enough that even those in trouble cling to a posi

tive image of judges. It is also possible that the respondents 

are engaging in some wishful thinking. Knowing that they will 

likely have shortJ,y to appear before a judge, they may be in

clined to express a rather FOsy view of what judges are like, 

in hopes that the judge will be helpful to them either in the 

specific case or in som~ more general fashion. 3 Whatever is 

behind these ViewS':;; the data indicate that respondents do bring 
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to:. ;their en:CQJln t:er 5 , withlbrimirral",cQl,p;-t,s;. ratber.'.favorabl'e, images 

ot:.wnat; jqqg~!5,: .. cu;'e~i~~.~[lQ.,r.athE!!rnegativev(.i:ews o,f'the:r:o.l-e 
, 

play~gl::>y,tb~,:pr9sec:u,tOr (negatiVe, a:t~east,'fr~m, the~l?efspec-

tiveof i=!..·cri'mip.9!l,Qe:fenQ.,~nt). . ,) 
(} 

The majority of respondents not, only believes .t;hat judges 

are relatively even-handed, but also that, they are highly influ

ential il1' the dispositional process. (See Table V-2 )'. The 

respondents clearly differentiat:e . the decision abou'£ conviction 

:'f:ifQ.m that about sentence. The judge is vi,ewed as most' influ-
'\,:~ - " 

entiaT at both stages, but, the prosecutor is more often accorded 

the most influential role at the conviction stage than at the 

sentence stage. There is not a grea't deal of inter-ci ty va.r

iation, but we do ,see that in the ci tywi th the most formaiized 

.plea..,.bCirgaining system, DE~~roi t, the inlpo,rtanceof, the pro'secu

tor at the conviction stage is more strongly emphasized., .In 

my previous work, done in Connecticut, I reported quite d~ffer-
, '. 
ent.findings--a view that the judge was perceived as being sub-

4 stantially less influential'than the prosecutor. The data 

presented here suggest that this view does not char.acterize 

':~~hese three ci t,ies. In Connecticut, bargaining over sentences 

was common, and the prosecutor typically 'made a recommendation 

to the judge about ,sentence and the judge commo'nly accepted 

the recommendation. In .,the three cities under study here, ' 

the bargaining typically centers over charge, not sentence, 

'and .openly made sentence recommendations are not frequent. 

This may account for the fact that prosecutors are generally 

" I 
I 
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TABLE v-2: DEFEm:)ANT PERCEPTION OF INFLUENCE"IN DISPOSITIONAL PROCESS 

Who is most important in determining. • ' . . 
Whether defendant is-oconvicted 
or not 

ALL PHOENIX .. DETROIT BALTIMORE 

Judge 43% 43% 38% 48% 

Prosecutor 38% 36% 51% 28% ' 

Defense 18% 21% 10% 23.% LaWyer 

I 
99% lOO% 99% 99% 

(812) (260) ( 2E36,) (266) 

" 

What s~ntence the 

ALL PHOENIX 

72% 68% 

20% 25% 

8% 8% 

100% lOl% 
(812) (260) 

defendant 

DETROI.T 

75% 

17%, 

7% 

99% 
(286) 

receives. 

BALTIMORE' 

72% 

19%. 

8% 

99% 
(266) 

(~ 
t ... 

,. 
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thought to hav'e relatively little influence over the sentenc-

ing process. 

In stirn, n,€he'defcend,~ts 9~em to brin9, ,ri;itherfavorable, 

vi~w,s. oft~ej'lldge toctheir encQ.lJ,nt,er.s, ahd a viewbftne pro

secytQr as,an agent committed to op..ta;Lrting'qn;E;:J,vQr<;lbl~ out

com, es ~J;'om the defendant's peJ;'specti.ve.ThEr judge is Vi.e.wed . p" 
I( 

_.-11 . as ncrt; 9nly Ci re.:J,ati'Vely benign participant, but .. also. ani influ.,. 

ential one. 

Given these overall predispositions, we may now turn to 
" 

exploring the sources of variation within them. Are defend

ants' beliefs about prosecutors and judges related to other 

. beliefs or past experience? We shall first look at prosecu

tors and then at judges • 

Predispositions towards prosecutors. We begin with hyp,o

theses similar to those for defense attorneys. We predict 

tbatbJ,Ci'clcs , thoSe' W'i th m6rieextensi Ye pa.st. crimin~l records, 

and those who were" ,more aJid.enated from governmental' insti tu ... 

t~ons,:i,n general wi:l,.l Pe .less favorably disposE':!d towarqS pro,:", 

se'cutors. USing a. summated index comprised of s;Lx items deal

ing_ wi th prosecutors5 which we dichotomize. a'!;: the median. into 

higl1. cm~ low, we first discover that the s'i.mple two-way d~la-
, . 6 

ti<;».:nships appear to be correct •. 

We then must test to see whether all three make an inde

pendent contribution to attitudes toward prosecutors. The 

format of the analysis is the same as was used for public 

defenders: 
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TABLE V-3: RELATIONSHIP OF PREDISPOSITIONS TOWARDS PROSECUTORS 
TO ALIENATION, RACE , AND PAST RECORD* 

ALIENATION LOW MEDtUM HIGH 

Race White Black White Black White Black 

PAST RECORD, 

Non.e 86% 81% 77% 65% 60% 62% 
(16) (21) (56) (81) (15) ·(26) 

Jail or less 57% 62% 62% 58% 60% 37% 
(7) (21) (26) (71) (10' (43 ) 

Prison 64% 47% 41% 28% 12% ' 26% 
(L1:) (19 ) (44) (109) (16) (77) 

(669) 

*Each cell en.try compri~es percentagl:l of respondents scor .... 
ing high on the prosecutor ihdex. . 

Onc,e more, we can observe the overall effect of all three var

iables by comparing the upper left cells (those we would expect 

to score highest for they' are low on alie:nation and past re

cord) with the lower right cells (whom we would expect to score 

lowest), and we discover a difference on ,\::he order of 60%. , 

If we look down the columns, we s~e the effes::t of past record, 

and observe ,that as it increases, the proportion scoring high 

on the prosecutor index tends to fall. 7 Looking across the 

~ows, comparing whites with whites and blacks with blacks, we 

see the effects of alien~tion, and see that as alienation in

creases, favorable evaluations of the prosecutor become less 

favorable. 8 When we examine the effects of race, we do not. 

observe consistent differences. 9 Sometimes whites score higher 

'than blacks at given levels of alienation and past record (e.g., 

I) 
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lower .l.eft hand cell, w,i th respond~nts who have been to ,priolo 

s<;m but have loW levels of a1ien~tion) but often the cells 

are. ties Or close to ties, and in some instances b1ack~, .scor~ 

higher than whites. Thu~, we conclude that race does not make 
f' 

a diff~rence in evaluations of, prosecutors when the eff~cts of 

alienation and l?a,st record are removed. We can thus recoil·· 

struct the table, leaving out the effects of, r'ace: 

TABLE V-4: RELATIONSHIP OF PREDISPOSITIONS TOWARD PROSECUTORS 
TO ALIENATION AND PAST RECORD 

ALIENATION LOW, , MEDIUM HIGH 

Past Record 

None 84% 61%, 53% 
(37) (28) (30) 

Jailor, less ,70% \,1 59% 32~~ 
(137) (97) (153) 

61% 42% 24% Prison' 
(41) (53) (93') , 

(669) 

We see that both exercise an independent effect. . Alienation 

appears tO,be slightly more strongly related, for the average 

difference from low to high is around 18%, while the average 

difference for past 'record is about 12%. Thus, we conclude 

that a defendant's predispositions .towar~s pJ:'osecutors are 

,influenced by the amount of past and unfavorable experience 

with <;:rimina1 justice institutions and tbe degree to' which the 

individual feels a gel1eral sense of estrangement from government 

ins ti tu ti ons • 

Finally we may briefly check to see whether the cities are 

" ! 
J 

, 
, I 
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different on the dimension of predisposition toward prosecutors. 

TABLE V-5: RELATIONSHI~~ OF PROSECUTOR PREDISPOSITION SCORES TO 
ALIENATION AND PAST RECORD 

PAST RECORD Phoenix Detroit Baltimore 
(- \ x 4.6, (x 4.5) (x 4 .. 2) 

Alienation 

N01~E 

Low 6.4 5.8 6.3 ' 
(lB.) (79) (6) 

Medium 4.7 4.4 '4.0 
(12) (13) (4) 

High 3.3 ~.5 4.0 
(11) (11) (6) 

JAIL OR LESS 

Low 5.3 6.:? 5.2 
(72) (17) , (40) 

Medium 4.6 4.5 4.7 
(28) (39) (34) 

High 4.8 3.7 4.1 
(44) 

PRISON 
(54) (54) 

Low 3.8 5.6 4.0 
(l6) (51 ) (16) 

Medium 3.4 3.1 3.9 
(8) (13) (30) 

High 2.2 2.8 3.5 
(19) (17) (46) 

Onde more, we do not observe any cH:y effect. The overall means 

are quite close to one another, moreover; ~cross our categories 

of alienation and past record,! there is no consistent pattern 

that differentiates one city from another. We conclude that 

th.e cities are basically the same in terms of the predisposi-

tions towards prosecutors that defendants bring, and that the 

small differences are artifacts in differences of levels of 

alienation and past record across the three cities • 

, I 
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predispositions towards'dud~~ when we eXa'IDa.ne th~ effect 
I' " 

of the three independ~nt variables upon p'redispositions,~oward 

, , d "1 tt " 11 A] 1 1 t d' 'th' JU ges, a SJ.ml. ar pa .. ern appears. .. are re a e ;Ln e 
• I, • 

expect;.ed directions when we 1\3ok at the two-way )?lationship~ 
12 ", . 

wi th JDGaCORE, 'but when we ],Qok at the e~fects· o~ all three 

at once, only alienation and past record appear to exercise an 

independent effect • 

TABL:e V-6:., RELATIONSHJ;P OF PREDISPOSITIONS TOWARD JUDGES ~m 

ALIENATION, RACE, AND PAST RECORD* . , 

ALIENATION ,LOW MEDIUM HIGH 

Race White Black White Black White B~.ack 

Past Record 

None 87%' 73% 88% . 52% 44% ~~9% 
.(15 ) (22 ), (8 ) (21) (9) (17) 

Jailor less 70% 72% 80% 59% 52% 49% 
(56) (80) (25) (75) (42) (109) 

Prison 71% 69% 46% 52~~ 25% 40% 
(14) (26) (11) (44) (16) " '(68) 

(658) 

·-*Each cell entry is the percentage of respondents scoring 
high on the judge. iIldex. 

13 The effec't of alienation is clearly present; past record qas 

a less co~sisten£,:-'effect:14 a1'ld race does not appear to have a 

consistent effect on attitudes toward judges. 15 I; we ell.min

~te the effects of race ~rom the table, we get the results ~hown 

in Table V-7. ~le see that the effects of alienation and past 

record are both present; though past record appears less con-

't 16 Sl.S ent. ThUS, as with prosecutors, two variables Ei«~rn 

}) 
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associated with predispositions toward judges: the'degre~·6£ . 
. '" ~ , 

past criminal recorq,(in particular whether or'not a resP9hdent 
, . . . 

, " 

has no. past r~cord or has: been sentenced to prison) and the' gep.-

.eral level of tru~t in govern~ental institutions. 
~' '). 

~ .. , 
RELATIO:NSHIP OF ~P..'EjJ.(SPOSITION$TOWARD JUDGES TO 

ALI'ENATION AND P~~i\"RECORD* 
~' 

ALIENAT:PON 

Past Reco,rd 

None 

. ,J) 
L6~i",i 

79% 
(37) 

MEDIUM I1IGH 

62% "" 56% 
f29 ) (26) 

Jail or 'less 71% 64% 50% 
(136) (100) (150 ) 

,Prison 70% 51% 36% 
(40) (55) (84) 

(657) 

*Each'cell'entrY'is ·the percentage of respondents who score 
, high on the judge index. 

,Finally, we' may examine to see whether there app~ar·s. to be 

differences in predispositions towards judges acr.oss the "three 

cities. (See Table V-8.) HereC;;e do see some evidence that 
'o:..,_--;.-:::::=::-...;::.-_~. _'::~ 

there are differences across the cities. Fir'st~'~alJeimore' s. 

Phoenix'~d'De't;roi t. mean overall score is some,what lower than 
. I:;::' ':-

.In addition, if we observe the scores in Bal timoi:s;, across pate

~,ories ·of 'alienation. and past record, we see that Baltimore is . 

-consistently the lowest of the three cities. This indicates 

that the lower overall score in Baltimore may not be aproduc·t. 
(: 

of a different mix. of levels of alienation and past record th,ere. 

Although there is a fair amount of disorder in the tables, in 

,-

( 
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TABLE V-8: RELATIONSH:t:P OFJUDG,EPREDISPOS:tTION SCORES TO 

ALIENATION AND PAST RECORD ACROSS THE THREE CITIES 

PAST RECORD 

A1,ienation 

NONE, 

'LoW' 

Medium' 

High 

JAIL OR LESS 

Low 

-
'~, Medium 

(', 

High 

PRISON 

Low 

Medium , , 

High 

\1 

Phoenix 
(x 4.5) 

5.3 
(18) 

4.4 
(13) 

3.9 . 
(12) 

4.8 
(73) 

5.0 
(27) 

4.3 
(45 ) 

4.9 
(18) 

3.2 
(8 ) 

2.8 
(21) 

. 

:'( 

Detroit 
(x 4.7) 

.9 
(18) 

4.5 
(15) 

4.7 
(11) 

1.5 
(54) 

' 5.0 
(40) 

4.2 
(59) 

5.3 
(12) 

4.8 
(15) 

3.6 
(21) 

Baltimore 
, ·(x 3. B) 

4.2 
(6 ) 

1.5 
(4 ) 

2.1 
( 7 ) . 

406 
(42) 

2.1 
(37) 

1.~ 
(55) 

4.3 
(17) 

1.8 
(18) 

2.2 
(48) 
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,all tl1ree ,cities the basic patte,rn of the effects ,=!f ali~nation 

and past 'record still emerges. If there, is a IIcity effect" 

this implies that something, is go"ing ~)ti in Baltimore that le,ads. 

defendants to have less favorable predisposition's towards judges 

that operates 'independently of ,the effects of alienation and 

past record. 

At this point, we cannot say with great confidence what 

such a, factor is. A rather ,speculative explanation may be 

tentatively offered, however~ Baltimore is characterizea by 

a somewhat har,sher penalty structur,e, than Phoenix or, Detroit, 

at le.a:~t for those defendants that are convicted. Iriaddi tion,. 

we shall s~e that sentence received is an important determin-, 

ant of attitudes toward the ,specific judge encountered, and 

that such evaluations tend ts? be generalized to all judges. 
/~( 1,_" '.C • 

Moreover, Baltimore is the city in which the judge plays the, ' 

most prominent role in the adjudicative (process, for most cases, 

are resolve,d by trials rather than pleas~ Pl.ltting these together, 

it may be that the combination of harsh sentences ina syst~m 

in which the judge isa salient figure contributes to a more 

negative image of judges in general. If this is co'rrect, such 

a process must also be reflected in the street ,culture, for 

, eV'en' th9~e wi th no past experience in Baltimore 'tend to score 

somewhat low on the measure of predispqsi tions toward, judges 

,( though the small number of cases in these cells ma~es the 

means rather unstable). This is, as I say, a somewhatspecu

lative argument, but the data do suggest thp,t'the somewhat more 
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neg~tive' atti tudestowar.ds, judges tha~~ defendants bring with 

them to their' court experiences are more than simply the pr<;>

duct 'of the levels of alienation or past record found in 

Baltimore. 

We have now completed our 

toward judges and prosecutors. 

examination*of predispositions 
(~~:=::::: . 

We have discovered that, in 

general, judges are viewed substantially more favorably than 

are prosecutors. We l)ave argued that the variations in pre-
/« • 

\l, 
dispositions toward judges and proseputors 'are related to two 

(/ 
types of defendant characteristics-~their past experience and 

levels of political alienation. This argument suggests that 

defendants do not bring a sL<jple set of prejudices with them. 

but that their views of what these two' participants in criminal 

C01Jrts are like :r:-eflect mQre deeply-rooted patterns Qf past 

behavior 'and attitude structures encompassing more than simply 

the criminal courts. 

These predispositions are important'for a variety of rea-
" sons. First, they give us some i,nsight into the ways in which 

defendants tend to evaluate court personnel--both the levels 

of their trust or mistrust, and the kinds of factors that are 

associated with such evaluations. In addition, these predis

posi tions 'a~e presumably related to the defendant- s evalu,ation 

of what happens to him in any particular case. There 'is, of 

course, a strong opportunity for self-fulfillingprophecies-

the generalized b.eliefs can be a set of blinders which leadl? 

inexorably to a similar set, of evaluations of the· judge and 

.~~~. -~----

I 
I 
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prosecutor the d~,fendant encounters ,in his. next: case.' Shortly., 
, . 

we sha1;t address this ques,tion and see' the extent to which pre"-

dispositions tend. to affect specific evaluations. ,Finally,. 

these predisposi tionl3 ar,e' ':the base 1.ine from which we must mea

sure any attitude change that occurs. If we wish to discover 

whether different kinds of, events i'n the defendant" s case. 'are 

likely to lead him to change his attitudes toward what criminal 

court personnel ar~ like, it is these predispositions that must 

,be the starting point for any such analysis. 

, I 

I, 
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V,I DEFENDAJ:\!'T EV1\LUATIONS OF DEFENSE ATTORNEYS 

What affects a defendant's evaluation of the.performance 

of his attorney? The defendant's relationship with his attor-

ney is, in many ways, the centerpiece of his interaction with 

the criminal courts. Not only can this relationship affect 

the nature .. i"I.nd quality of the defense offered and hence the 
/'F~~"-"" 

outcome of the case, but on an interpersonal level it is the 

most complex and intense.: The lawyer--'whether hired by the 

defendant or assigned by the court--is supposed to be the one 

member of the criminal cuurt system who is unequivocally com-

mitted to the defendant's interests. The lawyer is, moreover, 

the one with whom the detendant spends the most time. Although 

interactions ,with attorneys may in many cases be relatively 

brief,t'hey are substantially greater than those with the judge, 
1·( 

prosecutor, or other court personnel. Whether client/lawyer 

relationsh,ips are fruitful and cooperative or hostile and unsatis

fying can set the whole tone for the defendant's sense of his 

interaction with the courts. 

We already have a number of clues that suggest how our 

respondents may respond to their attorneys. First, we }cnow 

thq.:t±heY bring predispositions (which are, in Jnany c,ases, in 

p.art .,the'prodr,?c.,;t. of pa~t diJ;:ect,experience) sugges.ting that 

privat:e ,laWy'e'r:sctre 'sl,lperior to p:ublic .defenders. We have se'en 

that distrust 'of publi'c~' defenders appears to 'center not' on sus

picionas toth~ir ultimate goal$yis-a-v:is'clients., but upon 

92 
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wl:lat.we·):'l~v.~ S;:tl1~(:t '~prOGe.s&II.';g..iJI1~n~~on:3~:-p.ow:. the. la,~yer. res p6nds 
. . ~~~ , 

.tothec~ieJ;1:t·.iJk:iD!ite:I:'personql~:ge;rms ;, 
j, -, --> •• , ",", • \\ ',,' 

To the etctent :t;:hat these 
~~ " 

predispositions serve as prisms through which the client views 
o 

his lawyer, then, we would 'expect that public defenders would 

be vj,ewed less favorably than retained coUnsel. We znight also 
'/ 

exP~ct that 'various' aspects of the process of interai~tion be-
G 1 ' 

tween lawyer and client might make a difference as well, for 

this is the area in which clients tend t6'>be somewhat suspi-

cious. Thu~.,.h.ow.·:muRh ,time the lawyer ' spends with thecli:en t, 

orwh.e:ther"the·lawYElr,gives'the client. tl;iesensethathe.qr 

spe.ir,s,£ightiilg'hard. may a:.Efe,ctclierrtA~v:alt.fations. 

C6in,mq:p.·seI:i$e (<:($ w~l:J.,.a,s· someresearthr. stiggeststhat 

cll,~nts"'rnaY~~~::;E?E-d m9re,fa'V:Orably to their speqi£ic attQ;I;"neys 
. '" ...... 1 

than theY d<?to tl1e abstrac,tion Of li lllost li attorneys.· Because 

it is perhaps easier to be 'critical of abstractions than real' 

people, because 'actual interaction sensitizes us to what people 

are like, because of some vague sense or the possibility of 

retribution that may operate when we judge actual people as. 

opposed to abstractions, we might begin with the expectation 

that defendants will tend to be a good deal more favorable 

towards their actual public defenders than 'they .. are towards 

what "most" pub+-ic defenders are like. An alternative, and 

less' sanguine hypothesis, might suggest that the institutional 
I: 

position of the public defender actually carries the weight--

that no mater what public defenders do, theY will be viewed 

unfavorably (either in general or vis-a-vis private counsel) 

o 
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because'they are employees 0:6' the state. 

Thus, the client's intet'action with his lawyer is an import

,ant aSpect of his interaction with the criminal courts, and in 

this section we wish to explore what, if anything, appears to 

be related to such interactions. We may start py simply look-

ing at the distribution of responses to a series of items deal-

ing with client evaluations of their attorneys: 

TABLE VI-I: CLIENT EVALUATIONS OF 'l'HEIR LAWYERS 
(% saying yes) 

Your lawyer • • • • 

1. Told you the truth 

2. Believed what you told him/her 

3. Listened to what: you wanted to do 

4 •. GaVe yOl;l good advice 

5. Wanted you to plead :not guilty 

6. Fought hard for you 

7. Did not care more about getting 
your case over with than about 

PUblic 
Defender 
Client~ 

70% 

56% 

69% 

66% 

62% 

56% 

getting justice for you 45% 

8. Did not want you to be convicted 73% 

9. Did not want you to be punished 76% 

10 I" Wanted to get the lightest possible 
sentence for you 82% 

(N approx. 
469) 

:Private 
Lawyer 
Clients 

89% 

75% 

88% 

82% 

78% 

75% 

'71% 

93% 

93% 

93% 
CN approx. 

130) 
- - - - ___ - ___ 100-- __________ ,-,._ .....- ________ ~_ 

Would you say tha,t your la\qyer was • • • 

On your side 

Somewhere in the middle between you 
and the state 

On the state's side 

58% 

17% 

25% 

100% 
(467) 

81% 

13% 

6% 

100% 
(132) 

. , 
1\ 
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Defendant evaluations of specific re;~'a:j.~1ed Hlwyers 

m 
Ii' 

, .. ,ff i 

c~ntiAutL to 
: . !i /', 

lie higher than .those of public defenders.:y(~t the m:~rgi,A.s!! 'of \') 
i ' ';"'il 
~i:Eference, compared wi thil predispos:iti.onS ablput the ,:two" i7~pes 
6f.· attorneys, ar,e substantially redUced. Thr9 l'evels! of' s-J~bis-

I: : Ilil 

;e~ction wi til sp~cific public defenders are' S~\bstanti;all:y:~!~gher 
,. I 

, I 

,than the defendants { generalized views of what "mostll publiic 
I ' 

',\ 

'defenders are like. with the exception of the items deal:i:ng 

'with the lawyer's interest in justice versus speed and fi~fh·t:ing 

h·cl..J::d" substantial majorities of defendants gave resplonses favor-. 
I 

able to their attorneys. Thus, although there is variation in 

the defendant's e:yaluation of their attorneys, the overall, level 

of satisfactiop with both ty~es appears moderately high. 

There is, :r .... I)elieve, a pattern in the levels of rel\'ipcmse 

to :t;'l'?-ese items. It appears for both public defender and private 

lawyer clients, but the levels of sati9,factionare, for ~ll, 

higher for private lawyer clients. The last three items deal. 

with the client's perception of the posture of the lawyer vis- n 

a-vis outcome, and the, proportion believing that the lawyer 

desired a favorable outcome is very high (on the averag'e of 3/4 
........... 

for public defender clients and nine out of ten ~or private 

'lawyer clients). The first four items deal with interaction.s 

between lawyer and c~ien~, and the proportions of 'respondents 

bel~eving that the lawyer:; attempted to deal openly and honestly 

wi,th the client are, again, qui·te high (about seven out of ten 

for public defender clien·ts and eight or nine out of ten for 
. 'I" 
private lawyer clients). The middle three items deal with the 

If 
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clientis perception of the lawyer's posture toward the process 

of defense--fighting hard, wanting justice not speed, wanting 

an adversary rather than a bargained outcome. Here, the pro-

.portions of respondents believing that their lawyer was con

cerned with fighting are somewhat lower. For private lawyer 

clients, n,early three quarters perceived their lawyer as want-

ing to fight; but for public defender clients, large numbers-

often close to half--did not, believe their lawy@r wanted to fight. 

Before turning to the question of what factors appear to 

be related to a client's evaluation of his attorney's perform-

ance, two negative findings are worth reporting. First, there 
,/; 

does not appear to be any difference between(.Jefendants' evalua-

tions of assigned counsel versus public defenders. /v'~l though 
:~. i 

some data collection problems prevented us from determining 

the employment status of all lawyers defending indigent respond-

ents, we were able to distinguish assigned counsel from de

fenders for about three quarters of our respondents. Of these, 

approximately 60,% were represented by assigned counsel, and 

the remainder by employees of public defender organizations. 

In terms of their interactions with clients, the differences 

between the two types were not great--in outcomes obtained, 

time spent with clients, and mode of disposition were virtually 

identical for the two types of attorneys. In terms of client 

evaluation of their lawyer, there was no difference. 2 Thus, 

the data do not support the view that indigent defendants 

tend to discriminate between the different types of at"t:orneys--

D 

// 
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apparently the fact tha.t both are paid by the state and not by 

the client leads to a general lumping of them inti' a si,ngle 

category as defendants see it. Thus, in subsequent analysis, 

we shall treat them as a single group. 

TQe other preliminary finding--or non-finding-~deals with 

the difference between so-called vertical and zone systems of 

public defender organizations. As noted at the oui:set, Baltimore 

has a zone system, w~th one set of public defenders represent

ing clients up to the preliminary exam and another set taking 

over if the .case is bound over to the felony court. Phoenix and 

Detroi tare organized--in theory at least--on a verti.cal system, 

with the same attorney supposedly representing the defendant 

throughout the Whole case. Several difficulties prevent us from 

saying anything with ,any confidence about the effects of these 

two systems. 

The first is simply a problem with the data. Respondents 

were asked whether they had been represented by more than one 

attorney. The assumption to be made from the differing organi-

zational systems is that public defender clients in Baltimore 

would be more likely to report multiple representation than 

those in the other cities. In fact, this did not turn out to 

be true. Rather, Baltimore respondents were somewhat less 

likely to report multiple representation. 3 It is difficult 

to make sense of this finding. The most plausible interpreta

tion I can think of is that in Baltimore the preliminary exams 

are frequently not held--recall tha.t the judge can refuse to 
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hold the hearing and simply turn the case over to th~ felony 1, __ 

court--and hence many respondents did not, in fact,/have mul

tiple representation. In the other cities, despite: their puta-

'tive IIvertical" systems, multiple rep~esentation il3 not uncom

mon, for public defenders are often called upon to cover for 

one another as schedule conflicts arise. In any event, then, 

\ve,cannot really test Baltimore respondents agains't those from 

the other two cities and see whether zone systems are differ

ent from vertical. Moreover, Baltimore ha$ a large number of 

trials--which we shall shortly see favorably disposes clients 

toward their lawyers--and hence this contaminates any direct 

inter-city oomparison. In fact, if we look across the three 

cities, controlling for the relevant variables, we do not find 

consistent differences in evaluations of public defenders. 

In an attetnp·t to get around the data problem, We tes'ted 

to see whether respondents who had more than one attorney eval-

uated the lawyer who took part in the conclusion of their case 

differently from those who had single representation (regardless 

of city). When the relevant controls are introduced, no con-

sistent differenceS appear. Thus, we cannot with these data 

make any particular assertions about the effects of zone versu~ 

vertical systems of organization for public defender offices. 

Wha·t inferential data there are suggest that it does not make 

much\\difference, though this conclusion must be guarded. 
\> 

w~ now turn to the question of exploring what aspects of 
\ 

the defendant's experience appear to be relCit.ed to the level 
<' ~ Ii . )\ 

. f . . h h' t I f II I) W b . of satJ.s actJ.on WJ.t J.S a torney s per <:>rrmange. e egJ.n 

.) 
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with five hypotheses about factors that are likely to influence 

a defendant's evaluation of his lawyer's performance. First, 

we: hypothesize that private lawyers are likely to be vieweJd 

more. favorably than~ are public defenders, for the predisposi-

.tions that defendants bring are likely to have an influence 

upon their evaluation of the specific attorney. 

Second, we predict that predispositions will make a dif

ference for public defender clients. Those with more faVbrable 

predispositj.9Ps will, we hypothesize, eva~ua·t:e the~r attorneys 

more fav.ora.JJJ.Y than those with a less favorable predisposition. 

Third, we hypothesize that the severity of the outcome of 

the case \',7ill affect client evaluation. Al though it is a crude 

measure of severity, I shall, use the absolute level,of out~6me 
,'I 

.:'~I 

--dismissal/acquittal; conviction but not incarceration (to be 

called probation); and incarceration (a sentence to either a 

jailor prison term).4 

Fourth, we suppose that those who have trials will be more 

favorable to their attorney than those who plead guilty. The 

basis for this prediction is the notion that the'opportunity 

to see one's attorney fighting for the clien.t. in an adversary 

context is likely to produce higher levels of, client satisfac-

tion. The defendant who pleads guilty as a result of plea

bargaining typically never has such an opportunity. The bar

gain is struck between lawye+ and prosecutor; the entering of 

the plea is a somewhat ritualistic occasion; even on sentenc-

ing day, when the lawyer does make an argument on behalf of 
j 
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:t:he client, often the outcome is in little doubt, for a charge 

or sentence bargain has severely constrained the p,·bssible sen

tences that a defendant can receive. 

Finally, we begin with the hypot.hesis that the amount of 

time spent with one'S lawyer should affect client evaluation: 

specifically, the more time a client spends with his attorney, 

the more favorable shotild be his evaluation. Time with law-

yer can mean a number of things: it can mean time spent pre

paring a defense that succeeds in producing a better outcome; 

it can mean providing the client with a sense that the lawyer 
) 

is concern~d about providing a good defense, regardless of, 

whether such a ,defense succeeds or hot; it ca~ mean providing 

a client wi i~\1:1 a sense that the lawyer cares enough about the 

client to take the time to listen to his version of the qase 

or to other aspects of his life that are or concern. Thus, 

time with attorney can tap both instrumental and affective 
,,' 

dimensions of lawyer-client relationships. 

These, then, are the factors that we predict will be asso

ciated with defendant evaluations of the performance of t.heir. 

attorn~y. It is important to keep in mind that they are not 

simple assertions. We are not simply saying that each is re-
.~ 

lated to the defendant's evaluation of his attorney; rather we 

are asserting that each exercises an effect upon defendant 

evaluations independent of the others. Thus, to the extent 

that, for example, mode of disposition is related to sentence 

(those who went to trial received, in general, more severe 
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sentences than these who pleaded guilty), to test the hypothe-

sis about the effects of mode of disposition and $entence we 

must look at each while controlling ,for theoth~r. 

cT 

The measure of defendant evaluation o:J:"the lawyer's perform

ance is based upon a summated scale of nine items dealing with 
,,~, 

the defendant's perception of his at:'torney.5, We have dichoto-

iniz~d the scale to divide clients into' two ,categori'es of approxi-
~" "" 

rnr1.telyequal Size, arid call them low and l';igh satisfaCtion,. 
- " 

One indication that -the measure does tap a defendcilit',s over-

all sense of satisfaction with the lawyer's service'S is that 

it is strongly related toia'defendan.t' s inclination to want to 

be represented by the same la~vyer in future cases: 

TABLE VI-2: 
/? 1" 

RELATIONSH/cP OF LAWYER SATISFACTION MEASURE WITH 

DESIRE Ta;:;~E REPRESENTED BY LAWYER IN FUTURE CASES 

Lawyer Evaluation 

Low High 

Those who scored high on the lawyer evaluation measure were 

very likely to say' they would like to be represented by, the 

lawyer again; those who scored'low were likely to say they 

would not like to;!"JE!Fepresented. 
\ 

This relatiqnship holds 

true both for public defender and private lawyer clients. 
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Thus;.not only do the items dealing with lawy,er evaluation meet 

the criteria for a scale, but. the dichotomized version is 

"strongly related to another dimension that one would expect to 

measure client satisfaction--desire to be represented by the 

same attorney in future ,cases. 

Now, we may turn to the factors that are related to a de

fendant's evaluation of the services provided by his lawyer. 

Time speii: with lawyer is not rela'ted in our data either to 

mode of disposition or to sentence received. Thus, we'shall 

begin by looking at the relationships of three of our variables 

to lawyer evaluation--sentence, mode <:>f disposition, and type 

f tt (S ~~ 10 VI 3)' o a orney. ee _ t,::\O_-,-, -. 

Several aspects of the table stand out. First, the dif-

ferences be:tween evaluations of private lawyers and public de-

fenders are striking. With the exception of oll€" cell (private 

lawyer clients who plead guilty and received a sentence of in

carcer'ation), a substantial majority of privat.e lawyer clients 

tend to rate them high<~6 Public defender· clients, on the other 

hand, tend to be les\s favorable; if the case resulted in a con-

viction, typically fewer than half and sometimes as few a~ a 

quarter rate their lawyer high on our measure of evaluation. 

Putting the matter more starkly, if we combine all of the pri

vate lawyer clients, we find that 72% of them rated their law

yer high (N,';' 115); '~mong public defender clients, only 44% 

7 rated them high (N = 407). 

The second asnect of the table that stands out is that it 
'" 
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TABLE VI-3: 

• • • , . • 

RELATIONSHIP OF SPECIFIC LAWYER SATISFACTION TO TYPE OF ATTORNEY, 
SEfITENCE, AND MODE C,P DISPOSITION* 

SENTENCE 

• 

Type of 
Lawyer NONE PROBATION INCARCERATION 

RETAINED 
LAWYER" 

PUBLIC 
,DEFENDER 

MODE OF DISPOSITION 

DISMISSA4 

r,I.'RIAL 

PLEA 

DISMISSAL 

TRIAL 

PLEA 

89% 
(37) 

100%' (b) 
(6 ) 

( a) 

72% 
(101) 

71%, (b) 
(7) 

( a) 

75% 
(12) 

,J) ,68% 
(31) 

59% 
(22) 

36% 
(134) 

70% 
(10) 

37% 
(19) 

38% " 
(45) 

25% 
(96) 

(520 ) 

/; 

*The cell entry comp~(ses the percentage of respondents scoring high on the lawyer 
evaluation measure. 

(a)In this and subseqUent similar tables, these cells are by definition empty. 
The combination of a plea of guilty and a sentence of II none II is not logically possible. 

(b) These cells comprise acquittals. 

I-' 
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confirms"the prediction that client evaluation$of their attor-
!I ' 

neys are sensitive both to the severity of the sentence received 
o 

and to the mode of disposition. Looking across the rows of the 

table, we see. that as sentence severity increases (from none 

to probation to incarce~ation), the proportion of clients rat

ing their lawyers high diminishes:' Al though some of the cell 

sizes are rather small, this trend appears both across' types of 

attorneys and across modes of disposition. The levels' of appro-
.:; " 

.,... (( 

val are typically different from the two types of lawyers, but 
Ii ... 

the trend is the same. 8 

l'low we may examine the impact of mode of disposi tion upon 

defendant evaluations. For the least "adversary" mode--dismis-

sal--the. levels of evaluation are quite high across both types 
,~ 

d~ of attorneys, for this mode of disposition is aS$0clated with 
~-
\,::) 

a particular sentence (Le., "none). If we set aside the dis-

missals for a moment and examine the two right-hand columns, 

we see the differences between those who plead guilty and those 

who had trials. The consistent pattern is that those who had 

trials tend to scot'e higher than those who plead guilty, regard

less of the sentence received. Once more \1 the levels of appro

val vary between private lawyer and public defender clients, 

but the trend exists for both types of clients. 9 

Thus, so far, we have established three trends in client 

evaluations of thEf~ performance of their attorney. First" that 

private lawyers are evalu~ted more favorably; second that re

gardless of type of attorney or mode of disposit~on, the less 

severe the sentence the more favorable the evaluation; third, 

'~ 
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an adversaiy mod~ of disposition f~rJ\hos,e convicted isasso

ciC;'lted with highe''f evaluations of tle law~ler; regardless of 

:type of attorney or sentence receivea."",,~==,,<Before we turn to the, 

next issue, we may note one furt.her point. If a client re-

ceives no penalty, he is likely to evaluate his lawyer favor

ably, regardless of type of attorney. Thus, as our data are 

coded, if a defendant r\~cei ves a dismissal or aH acquittal 

(the column called "none!.'), he is likely to evaLuate his law-
~ \ 

yer favorably. There are·. some differences between the two 

types of lawyers--again p;rivate lawyers score somewhat higher-

hut the levels of a:r:>provat for public defender clients in this If 

category are high (71% whOI received no penalty rate their law-

yers high). 

We have now dealt with the effects of sentence recei"~~~ 

and mode of disposition on lawyer evaluation. Now we may t::;1rn 

to the question of why private lawyer clients appear more sat-

isfied than those who had public defenders. As indicated above, 

seven out of ten private lawyer clients rated high while only 

\ . 
four out of ten publ~c defender clients scored high. One 

hypothesis to explain this centers around the outcomes obtained 

by the two types of attorneys. That is to say, perhaps pri-

vate lawyers are rated so much more favorably because they 
)! 

obtain better outcomes for their Clj(:~~~. As Table VI-4 (see 
), 

page 106) indicates, this is not rul adequate expla~ation. 
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TABLE VI-4,: 'OUTCOMES RECEIVED'~B".J: PRIVATE LAWYER AND PUBLIC 

DEFENDER,CLIENTS 
): 

. TYPE OF ATTORNEY 

SENTENC~ 

None Proba'cion Incarceration' 

Public Defender 

·Re1:.ainedLawyer 

31% 

39% 

:33% 

35% 

37%. 
I' 

27% 

100% 
(417) 

100% 
(132) 

(549 ) 

On its face, the striking thing i:tboutthis .table is -the 

'indication thCit private lawyers do not obtain substantially 
" 

more favorable outcomes for their clients., Although their 

clients do get off entirely a bit more and are somewhat less 

likely to receive incarceration, the qifferences are not great. 
Ii : ' 

The findings here are somewhat contrary to the common wisdom. 

It is often said that in absolute terms private ~awyer client~; 
,-;::=; 

are likely to get some~\1hat more favorable outcomes, but that ~ , 

when such factors as past record, charge, and race are con-

trolled, that the two types of attorneys do about the same, 

for publ±cdefenders have a disproportionate number of clients 

for whom one would expect less favorable results. lO 
'~.'-

.", 

One possibility is that in this sample, theF'usual patterj 

is reversed--that olir private lawyer clients have character-

istics (e.g., more serious charge, more,; extensive past 'records) 

that would lead to the expectation that they would receive Ii 

harsher sentences, and h~nce the overall rather'minor differ-

ences between outcomes for the two groups really masks sub-

~ . 

" 
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. stantially supe~,~or outcomes for pr'i vate lawyers. But. it 

appears safe .to assert that even when we co;ntrol for past re

cord or charge, the very large diffe:r.ence in evaluation of the 

performance of public defenders and priva·te lawyers by their 

clients is nqt likely a product of the magnitude of more favor-
'I 

'able outcomes obtai~ed for their clients .11 

Table VJ:-4 thus suggests two facts. First, in our sample 

public defender clients do about as well as do private lawyer 
::',. 

clients. In fact, to the extent that they are poor, enjoy 

,less status and credibility, and hence one would lIexpect" less. 

favorable outcomes, those represe~ted by public defenders do 

very well indeed. If one is poor .and the expense associated 

wi~th a private lawyer is relatively great, the payoffs in terms 

of outcome of the case associated ,with the expense are somewhat 

questionable •. From t.he perspective of a public defender's 

office, the claim that they provide as good legal services (in 

terms of outcome, at least) as that provided by private counsel 

is surely not contradicted by the data here. 

The second fact that Table VI-4 suggests is that the large 

difference in evaluation of private lawyer and public defender 

performance made by the clients does not appear to be the pro-

duct of more favorable outcomes achieved by private lawyers. 

The source of satisfaction or dissatisfaction with attorneys 

does not appear tOI lie in-greatly different outcomes achieved 

12 by each. 

What then, does account for th~ more favorable evaJuations 
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·of private lawyers? The answrr,to some extent at least, seems 
," \I.;} 

fo lie in the amount of time spent with the C\~ient. First, 

let us look at the amount of time spEint with ylients by the 

two types of. attorneys: 

I' 

TABLE·VI-5: TIME SPENT WITH CLIENTS BY PUBLIC DEFENDERS AND 

PRIVATE LAWYERS 

Less than 10 to 29 
10 minutes minutes 

~ to 
hours 

3 more than' 
'3 hours 

" 

Public Defender 27% .. 

Retained Counsel 5% 

(( , -

32% 27% 

16% 32% 

14% 

47% 

100% 
(463) 

100% 
(132) 

(595) 

Table VI-5 indic~t;~.s that private lawyers are,) lSubstan-

tially likely to have spent extensive periods of time wt:~:h 

their clients. 13 It is also true that not all public defenders 

spend but a few minutes with their clients. Although about a 

quarter were reported to have spent less than tenrn:inutes, they 

are arrayed across 'the time dimension fairly evenly. It is 

hard to evaluate, how much time is "enough", for sucl\. a judg
", ,"\ 

ment presumably depends upon how complicated the case is, how 

much of defense preparation requires gathering information or I, 
. . 

talking strategy \\wi th the client, etc. Moreover; many public 

defender offices are specio-,lized, with investigators or para-

legal personnel taking over the function of initial client 

contact, gathering of \b,;ackground information, etc. Thus, 

client/lawyer contact is reduced as a result of a decision 

that the preparation of the defenda.nt's case is more efficiently 
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done with.a relative minimum of lawyer/client interaction. Most 
,. 

privqte lawyers, on the other hand, do not employ such para-

legal personnel, but rather meet with the client to gather ba

sic information. Thus, ,the variable used here doeS not really 

tap the amount of time spent by -sp.e IIfirm" on case preparation, 

talking to clients, etc., but rather the amount of face-to

face contact that occurs. 
l) 

Given these 'differences, does the amount of face-to-face 

interaction affect client evaluations of their attorneys? The 

answer appears to clearly be yes. Table VI-6 presents the 
'. 

relationship between amount of time spent with client an<;i cli

ent rating of attorney performance: 

TABLE VI-6: RELATIONSHIP OF SPECIFIC LAWYER EVALUATION TO TYPE 

OF LAWYER AND TIME SPENT WITH LAWYER* 

/' Less than 10 to 29 ~ to 3 More than 
,if 10 minutes minutes hours 3 hours I' 

public Defender 34% 36% 56% 67% 
(103) (129) (Ill) (60) 

Retained Lawyer 50% 88% 63% 76% 
(6 ) (16) (38) (55 ) 

(518) 

*Each cell entry comprises the percentage of respondents 
scoring high on the lawyer evaluation index. 

Although some of the cell sizes are very small, with one excep

tion the relationship between increasing time spent with attor-

ney and increasing client satisfaction appears to hold for 

oot:h types of attorneys. Recall that time with lawyer is not 

rel('<ted either to sentence received nor to mode of disposition. 

.\ 
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Thus, the increasing:time does not appear to produce more favor

able outcomes; rather it contributes to a sense that the attor

ney is concerned with the client and his Case. Such face-to-

face contact contributes to a more favorable view, regardless 

of outcome or mode of disposition. 
I' 

Ncwwe may return to our initial question., Why do most 

,defendants with private counsel appear to evaJ:uate their law-

'yers substantially more favorablytnan do those with public 

defenders'? This difference does not appear to be the product 

of more favorable outcomes or of mode of cUsposi tion. We have 

indicated that private lawyers tend to spend more, tim'e in 
.'::1,"' 

face-to-face contact with their clients. Does this faq~-to-

:f;ace contact account for the higher evaluations clients make 

of private lawyers? The data suggest that they do. In examin-

ing this question, we shall consider only those clients who 

were convicted, for if at client .receives a dismissal or acqui t-

tal, he is likely to be favorable towards his attorney, regard-
d 

less of outcome and mode of disposition. Although there remains 

a difference between private lawyers and public defenders, 

more than 70% of public defender clients evaluate their law-

yers favorably if they were dismissed or acquitted. 

Now let us examine the differences between evaluations 

of private lawyers and pUblic defenders when the amount of time 

spent with the client is controlled for. Because we saw in 

Table VI-6 that there is little difference for public defender 

clients betw€\en those who. spent less than ten minutes and those 
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,who spent eleven to thirty tninutes, anq. because the cell sizeS' 
\...::: 

are so small, we shall collapse them into a s:i:ngle category of 

less than one-half' hour: 

TABLE VI-7: RELATIONSHIP OF SPECIFIC LAWYER EVALUATION TO 
TIME SPENT WITH LAWYER FOR CONVICTED PUBLIC 
DEFENDER AND PRIVATE LAWYER CLIENTS* 

Less -than ~ to 3 More than 
~ hour hours 3 hours 

Public Defender 24% 41% 59% 
(168) (75 ) (39) 

Retained Counsel 60% 44% 69% 
(10) (23) (35) 

(350) 

\Each cell entry is the proportion of respondents scor
ing high on the lawyer evaluation measure. 

The -table indicates that the basic relationship between 

time spent with lawyer and lawyer evaluation remains. The 

one exception is the lower left-hand cell (private lawyer 

clients who spent less than ~ hour with their attorneys), but 

we notice that the cell size is stnall--a change of one respond

ent wo,uld produce a change of 10% in the cell entry. The 
'. Ii 

second thing that stands out in the table is that, with the 

exception of the cell with the fet'lest cases, the differences 

between private lawyer and public defender clients are greatly 

reduced. We began this discussion with the discovery that 

there was a difference of 28% between the ratings of private 

lawyer and 'public defender clients. We have se~n that this 
. \\ 

difference cannot be accounted for by the outcc:mle of the case 

or by the mode of disposition. Yet if we control for the 
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amount of time spent with clients, this diff;erex{6~; is sharply 

diminished. This suggests that·, the difference in>evaluations 

between p,ublic defender and private lawyer clientsi,c;.;, to a 

significant extent, a product of the fact that private lawyers 

spend more time in face-to-face contact with their cl1ents. 

The higher rating's for private lawyers are" notb;~sically the 

product of better .Sentences or more .. trials; they are'rela'l:ed 

to the fact that private lawyers devote more time to face-to-

face client cont~ct. To, ass~rt the proposition one final way, 
\:-,. ~) 

l 
\, 
;. 

the data tend to argue that the degree to which public defenders 
'I 

\ 
suffer in terms of client evaluatioll relative to private law-

yers is :not simply the product of some generalized 1 client mis:'" 

trust pf public defenders or of their institutional position; 
i{ 

as employees of the state. Rather, it is related to the aitount 
1/ 

of time public defenders choose or are able to spend indirect 

contact with .,.their clients. 

We have thus far disdtlssed the relationships between law

y~r evaluation, time with lawyer, sentence, mode of disposi

tion, and type of lawyer. In dealing with public defenders, 

there remains one variable to be considered--the respondent's 

predisposition towards public defenders. 14 The respondents 

bring to their particular encounter with the courts a set of 

beliefs about what most public defenders are like. We wish 

therefore to consider how such a predispcsi tion affects thelir 

evaluation of the particular public defender by whom they are 

represented. The simple relationship is as follows: 
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TABLE VI-8: RELATIONSHIP OF PREDISPOSITION TOWARDS PUBLIC 
"~'> DEFENDERS AN'D EVALUATION OF SPECIFIC ,:;~lJBLIC 

DEFENDER ENCOUNTERED 

EV'alua'l:ion of specific 
public Defender 

Low 

High 

Predisposition 

Low 

64% 

High 

50% 

50% 

100% 

. , 

36% 

100% 
(168) (199) (367) 

The relationship is not strong, but there is a tendency 

for those with negative predispositions to be more likely to 

rate public .defenders lower than those who beg"an with favor

able predispositions. 

Does predisposition make a difference when we control 

for other variables that are related to defendant evaluations 

of their attorney? When we examine the relationships among 

lawyer satisfaction, predisposition, mode of disposition, sen

tence, and time with lawyer, we discover, first, that predis

position and sentence are related. The explanat~on for this -- 15 relationship, is not clear, but it has implica:ticrns ,for our 

analysis of -the re1~tionship of predisposition and lawyer 

evaluation. If we control for predisposition, there is no 

relationship between sentence received and defendant evalua-

tions of their public defenders, a'l: least for those who are 

. t d 16 
conv~c e • Thus, we can test the effects of predisposition 

and compare it to the other two factors that are related to 

lawyer evaluation--mode of'disposition and time with lawyer--
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in the following "l:able: 17 
Cj 

TABLE VI-9: RELATIONSHIP OF SPEC!FICLAWYER EVALUATION TO 
j PREDI SPOSITION TOW}\.RbS .PUBLIC DEFENDERS,:' MODE 

OF DISPOSITION, AND TIME WITH LAWYER' 
(Public Defender Clients)* 

Mode 'Of 
Disposition 

PREDISPOSITION 

LOW 

Time with Lawyer 

High Low' 

Dismissal Trial Plea Dismissal' Tric:l.l Plea 

86% 
(21) 

67% 
(18) 

67% 54% 
(12) (55) 

50% '28% 
(16) (32) 

83% 
(23) 

57% 
(28) 

39% 26% 
(23) (62) 

43% 17% 
(14) (58) 

(362) 

*Each cell entry comprises the percentage of respondent:s C 

scoring high on the lawyer evaluation index. 

If we look across the rows, we seek the effects of mode of dis

posi tion upon evaluations' of public defenders. ,The differences 

we have seen before, hold up (dismissal higher than trial or 

plea, trial higher t;Q.an plea) both for high and low time spent 
'... 

with lawyer and for the two levels !,9f predispositien. If we 

compare the two entries in each column, we see the e.ffect of 

predisposition--those who are favorably disposed are,consis

tently higher than those who are negat:iyely predisposed. 18 

Finally, if we,! look at the right and left halves of the table, 
/1' 

we can see the effects of time--the levels of approval on ·the 

left are consistently higher than these en the right, indicat

ing that respondents wh'O spent mere time with their public 
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defenders tend to be more likely to rate their specific pub-

lic defender favorably than -those who spent little time. Thus, 

the three factors that independently contribute to the level 

of evaluation for public defender clients are time, mode of 

disposition, and p~edisposition. 

To summarize the argument thus far, the gata. .. Support ,the 

proposi tionsthat client evaluati.oris of the performance of 

theirattorllays are related to the sentence received, _ to the 

mode-of disposition, and to the amount of .time spent with the 

lawyer (and,for pUblic defender clients, to the defendant· .s 

predispqsi.tionl. Private lawyers are consistently rated more 

favorably than are public defenders, but 'this relationship 

appears to be in sUbstantial me.astire a f'Unction of the "amount 

of time the laWYer spends with his or her client. 

, \ 

* * * * * 
The findings have important implications for lawyer-

client r~~lations. The impact of sentence upon lawyer evalua

tion merits little discussion. Assuming that attorneys, 

whether privately retained or assigned to defend indigents, 

do their best to obtain the most favorable outcomes for their 

clients--the only re.~sonable assumption to begin wi th--the 

fact that the client will be more satisfied if he gets a len-' 

ient sentence is of no particular importance, except to note 

that the expecte¢!. relationship does appear in the data gathered. 

The fact that mode of disposition contributes to client evalua-

tion,!? is' more significant. The, data suggest that a non-adversary 
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disposition is likely to produce a less favorable evaluation. 

Clearly this does not arg.lle that adversary disposi tio!ls are 

in most or all cases to be preferred. The advantages of a 

plea are often great, both for the melioration of sentence, 

and for the relative economy of a plea over a trial. But one 

, of the costs associated with a plea is that of reducing sub-

stantially the opportunity for the client to see his lawyer 

. "acting like a lawyerll--:-that is, advocating the client's in-

terest in a public context. To the extent, then, that defense 

strategy dictates reducing such occasions--e.g., wai\)'ing a 

preliminary hearing, pleading guilty rather than' having a 

trial--the impact of this upon client attitudes ought to be 

considered. For example, to the extent that such occasions 

are diminished or eliminated, they might well be the subject 

of discussion with the client, so that he is made aware both 

of the reasons for the choice and given a chance to reflect 

upon the fact that waiving a hearing or copping a plea is, 

really in.his interest. Moreover, to the extent that the de

fendant can participate in or be made aware of the degree to 

which the attorney actually argues on his behalf even in a 

bargaining context--for example, permitting the client to be 

present at plea-bargaining sessions or giving the' client a' . 
clear account of what happened--the arguments presented here 

suggest that there may be consequences for increasin~ the con

fidence of the client that his attorney has actually done a 

satisfactory job. 
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Finally, we may briefly discuss the impact of time spent 

with the attorney upon client evaluations. The data suggest 

that such time does have a payoff in terms of client satisfac-

tion. The data also suggest that this payoff revolves largely 

around the affective dimension of client evaluation, not around 

obtaining more favorable outcomes. If we define an adequate 

legal defense strictly in terms of obtaining the most favor

able outcome possible for the client, then it might be argued 

that time spent with client is not important. But if. we en

large the concept of what is an adequate legal defense to 

encompass providing the client not only "justice" in terms of 

outcome but also providing him a sense that he has had ade

quate legal representation, then time spent wi'ch the client 

does appear to make a difference. 

Distrust of public defenders--both relative to private 

lawyers and ~lso in terms of the extent to which a particular 

client favorably or unfavorably evaluates a particular public 

defender--is related to the amount of time the lawyer spends 

wi th the client. rrhus, the decision to spend less time-

because the public defender is busy, because the case seems 

uncomplicated, because a public defender office chooses to 

minimize such time by use of inVestigators or para-legal per-

sonnel--has costs in terms of diminishing the client's sense 

that he has been adequately represented. As with mode of dis

position, perhaps these costs are outweighed by the benefits. 

Such a decision has to be made by public defender offices them-

selves. But the argument here suggests that such decisions 
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ought not be made on the assumption that clients are distrust

ful &nd dissatisfied with public defenders, regardless of what 

they do. "What ,they do" makes a difference. If the ultimate 

choice is to minimize Client-lawyer contact, then thisdeci

sion ought to be explained to the client. If para-legals and 

investigators are going to take over functions that the law

yer might,perform--thus reducing the amount of direct contact 

yet not reducing the amoun'c of time the public defender's 

office as a whole spends on a client's case--this might well 
,)1 ,. ,j< 

be discussed with the client so that he does not th~nk that 
'-.J 

the lack of contact reflects directly upon the amount of inter

est or concern his ~ublic defender has. Moreover, decisions 

about -the amount of contact--in general and in specific cases--

ought to be made with an awareness that such decisions have a 

potentially important impact upon one aspect of the quality 

of defense that public defenders are able· to offer their clients. 

L.~ 
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VII DEFENDANT EVALUATIONS OF , 
SPECIFIC PROSECUTORS AND aUDGES 

~b this s~ction, we shall examine the defendants' evaltia

tions of the specific prosecutors and judges encountered in 
. .. . I 

the course of their case. As in the section dealing with the 

defendant's attorney, we shall both describe defendant evalua

tions and attempt to explore the factors related to 'such judg-

ments. 
,i 

We may begin by presenting the defendants' responses to 

items asking their ldews of the prosecutor and judge in their 
./ 

case. In Table VII-J., the upper half indicates defendant re-

sponses to those items of identical content dealing with both 

their judge and prosecutor, while the lower half indicates 

responses to items that are not similar in content. 

As we have noted before, judgi.n.g!.the. absolute levels is 

o.ifficult... Without acont,tolgroup of non-defendants, the 

decl,$iQn as . to whether the proportion who ha~(a f avorabl13. or 

un~lO:taJjle beliefs toward. j\pdgesor .,prosecutors'is la:J:'ge or 
'::." ,"=-

small depends in large measure upon. what noti~ns .the reader 

prings,,··to .the d.ata. What is clear from the upper }:lalf of 

the table, though, is that defendantsappear.to differentiate 

the j'udge from the pro,p,~cutor, just asthei;- general. :r;)l:~edis

pO$itionS_abou.t thetwQ participants 'are different. 2 The 

judge;i.s cle'arly Viewed as a substantially. morefieutr'al and 

b~Ilign figure; the prosectltot-is seefipy larg,enumPe:J:'s. Of 

respondents as having desired"'outcornes unfi3.vorab:te 

119 
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TABLE VII-I: DEFENDANT EVALUA'rIONS OF SPECIFIC PROSECUTORS 
AND (J;UDGES ,,<' 

., 

Was honest with you and your 
'lawyer 

o Listened to all sides 

YOUR 
PROSECUTOR 
(% agree) 

64% 

47% 

,Cared more about aOJ.ng justice than 
about getting the" case over with 
quickly 

29% 

Was not out to get you 

Did not want to punish you as 
heavily as possible 

\~ - - -

~~id careful attention to 
your case 

Did not want to get a conviction' 
in every case 

Was unbiased and fair to both sides 

", ~Tried hard to find out if you were 
-/,':--' guilty or innocent 

Wa~ concex:ned about following the 
, \+cegal rules . 

Wanted to do what was best for you 

41% 

47% 

YOUR 
PROSECUTOR 
(% agree) 

59% 

27% 

YOUR 
JUDGE 

(% agree) 

85% 

72% 

55% 

73% 

YOUR 
JUDGE 

(% agree) 

'ZO% 

82% 
"/) )1,\ 

70,?;) 

(N approx. 628) (N approx. 628) 

---,,-~------
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to the defendant's interest. The prosecutor encountered was 

generally viewed not "as dishonest or u:ncaring, but as an indi-

vidual largely committed to convicting, and punishing the. defert"d-
" \\ 

ant. 

If we examine the items that go together to form an index 

of evaluation of the specific judge and prosecutor encountered, 
. .~ " 

'l 

the mean ~cores for the "ti(ho participants are substantialiy dif-

ferent. 3 Both indices have a minimum of zero and a maximum 

IQf!'\~even, with the higher score indicating more favorable eval-. 

uation. The mean for prosecutors is 3.1, while the mean score 

for judges is 4.7. Although there are some difficulties in 

doing so, we dichotomize the respondents at the median of each 

scale. 4 

Defendan~ Evaluation of the Prosecutor in Their Case. We now 

turn to the question of what factors affect a defendant's eval-

uation of the activities of the prosecutor he encounters in 

his case. We wish to discover which, if any, aspects of a 

defendant's case tend to be associated with his evaluation of 

"the prosecutor--evaluation in terms of honesty, openness to 

the defendant's s'ide, and commitment to goals that may involve 

unpleasant outcomes for the defendant. We are using the sum-

mated index made up of seven items that has been dichotomized 

in'co groups called Ifhigh" and "low. ~I We begin with the hypo

thesis that four factors will be associated with the.defend-

ant's evaluation of the prosecutor in his case: the 'predisposi-

tion the defendant brings about what most prosecutors are like; 
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the sentence the defendant receives; the defendant's evalua

tion of the performance of his lawyer; and the mode .Of dis-

position .Of the case. 

Specifically, we begin,,·withthe hypothesis that these who 

b:r;j,ngrelg,t.ivelY\ negative" views will ev;d:tl.at.etbespecific 

prose.cuto.r ,; ,~nco:unter.ed 'mOr~negat.ively than. thepeit:iWho.conie 
" 

with a. :J;:el'aJ::in7€d~(p6s1 ti ve 'predJ,Sposition,' :regardle~s. Of sen-
., ..... 

teuce, ,mode .Of disP9::;ition, 9r evaluati6h6f lawyer. The "pre-

di¢tioP.aPQut the effect of.sentence is equally straight-forward 
q . 

--the harsher.· the sente.nce,,;the more likely it will be that 

defendan,ts wquld,eYal'uate their prosecutor unfavorably. 

The hypothesis relating to the effect of lawyerevalua

tion upon prosecutor evaluation is based upon the netion that 

a defendant·s evaluation of his lawyer may be crucial to his 

evaluation ef mest other aspects ef the case. Becaus:,6 the law-

yer is suppesed to. be the one individual who. is on the defend-

ant's side, these \'lho felt that they had had adequate repre

sentation are hypothesized to score higher on their evaluation 

of qther participants as well, including the prosecuter. 

The prediction about the direction of the effect o~~mede 

of dispesition is somewh~i:tless clear. On the one hand, ~b ' 
Ii ~ 

the extent that defendants bGlieve. that trials are fairer? 

ways of deciding \\i:::ases, wJ might expec't those that had tri.als 

to evaluate all participants mere faverably than these whe 
, '\ 

had pleas (we' have already seen that trial is related to. a 

more faverable evaluatien of the defendant's lawyer). On the 
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other hand, one might begin with the contrary hypothesis: to 

the extent tha't plea-bargaining meliorates the possible sen-

te,nce, reduces uncertainty, or gives the defendant a sense 

tha~ he has par"ticipa,ted in the out.come one might hypothe

size that, in general, those who plead guilty will be more 

favorable to the participants than those who have trials. 5 

Moreover, because the plea-bargaining process typically in-

volves a "bargain" between the defense and the prosecutor, the 

satisfaction generated by a plea-bargain might be expected to 

be most strongly associated with the prosecutor. 6 

These, then are the relationships we wish to explore. 

It should be noted that although they are straight-forward, 

they are by no means self-evident. That is to say, we hypo-

thesize that each of these factors will exercise an effect 
:) 

upon prosecutor evaluation, independent of the others. Thus, 

we must not simply look at the two-way relationship between 

each of our independent variables and prosecutor evaluation, 

but mus"t look at each while controlling for the effect of the 

others. 

We will begin by taking three of our variables and see-

ing their effect upon'evaluation of the prosecutor--sentence, 

predisposi tions toward prosecutor, and mode of disposition.' 

After examining this relationship, we will enter the effects 

of lawyer evaluation. 7 Table VII-2 presents the relation-

, ships among these three variables and evaluation of the per-

formance of the prosecutor. 
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TABLE VII-2: RELATIONSHIP OF SPECIFIC ~~ROSECUTOR EVALUA'rION 
TO PREDISPOSITION TOWARD ).\lOST PROSECUTORS, 
SENTENCE, AND MODE OF DI$POSITION* 

PREDISPOSITION 
TOWARD "MOST" 
PRbSECUTORS 

HIGH 

LOW: 

MODE OF 
DISPOSITION 

Dismissal 

Trial 

Plea 

Dismissal 

Trial 

Plea 

None 

76% 
(49) 

67% 
(6) 

( a) 

34% 
(62) 

25% 
(4) 

( a) 

SEii:J'TENCE 

75% 
(16) 

82% 
(79) 

50% 
(10) 

60% 
(47) 

Incarceratjion 

50% 
(24) 

42% 
(48) 

29% 
(24) 

33% 
(48) 

(417) 

*Each cell entry comprises the proportion of respondents 
scoring high on the specific prosecutor evaluation index. 

(a) Empty by definition, 

Looking at the upper and lower halves of the table, we 

observe the effects of predisposition. They are quite consis-

tent--regardless of sentence or mode of disposition, those who 

began with a more favorable image of prosecutors tend to be 

more favorable to the particular prosecutor they encountered. 

We can also see that the effect of predisposition is mediat~d 

by sentence--as the sentence increases, the d,ifference between 

those who are low and high tends to decrease. But the differ-

ence remains across all sentence categories, indicating that 

predisposition does have an effect, arid that one's notion of 

(\ 
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what most prosecutors are like has a substantial impact-upon 
II 

how a defendant evaluc(tes the performance of the particular 
, " 1/ 

prosecutor he encountered. 8 

Next, we can examine the effects of sentence upon evalua

tion of the prosecutor. Those~.!~lo received harsher sentences 

score lower, regardless of pre~isposition or mode o~ disposi

tion. Those who received a sentence of "none" (either a dis-

missal or acquittal) rate the prosecutor in a somewhat pecu-

liar fashion. For those with relatively negative predispo-

sitions, nearly two-thirds rate the prosecutor low, even 

though their cases were dropped; about three-iourths of those 

who had an initially favorable predisposition rate the prose

cutor high. For those with an initially unfavorable view, 

what may be at work is that they tend to I>elieve that the 

cases never should hci."ve been brought j,n the first place (and 

the dismissal or acquittal contributes to their view on this 

matter) and hence tend to blame the prosecutor for the fact 

that there was a case at all. Those who began with a favor-

able predisposition tend to rate the prosecutor at about the 

Same level as those who received probation. Again, to specu

late, perhaps what goes 6n here is that they are not inclined 

to be as suspicious of p:rosecutors at the outset, and hence 

rather than blame them for the case, they are more likely to 

credit them for the fact that the "unwarranted" charge was 

dropped. In any event, although the dismissals behave some-

what differently from the oth~rs, when we e~~mine those who 

---------
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-received probation or incarceration, we do see a rather sub

stantial and consistent impact of sentence upon evaluation, of 

9 the prosecutor. 

The effects of mode of disposition are more problemma-

tical. The differences in evaluations of prosecutors be~:ween 

those who had trials versus those who plead guilty are not 

consistent--sometimes those who plead out score higher, and 

sometimes those who had ·trials score higher. 10 We conclude 

that there is no relationship between mode of disposition and 

evaluations of the prosecutor. We began with two contradic

tory hypotheses about what the relationship might be and must 

conclude that the data support neither. Those who had trials 

and those who plead guilty do not appear to d~ffer systemati

cally in their evaluations of the prosecutor. 

Now, let us turn to the last variable that we believe 

may be associated with evaluation of the prosecutor, t:he de-

\ 

fendant's t?vaJ.uation of the performance of hi.s attorney. Here, 
I' 

and when we later discuss the relationship between lawyer and 
. 

judge evaluation, the causal sequence is not clear. It might 

be that evaluation of lawyer and prosecutor are simply aspects 

of a single underlying evaluative dimension, that they are 

thus both in some sense the same thing rather than one being 

prior to or causing the other. Al ternative,ly , it might b~ 

that one "comes first"--e.g., that a defendant arriVes at a 

judgment about his lawyer's performance and that this evaltfa

tion is then generalized to other participants as well. The 
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data available only permit us to see whether the evaluations 

of different participants vary together--whether a one goes 

the same direction as another .... -not which "comes first. II My 

feeling is that since the lawyer is the person with whom the 

defendant has the greatest interaction and who is "supposed" 

1'::0 bel~n the defendant' s side, . it is plausible to suggest 

this is the key rQlation~hip and that in some sense it may be 

generalized to other relationships the defendant has. But, 

it must be noted, this is only a suggestion, not something 

demonstrated by the. relationships reported below. 

Table V!!-3 presents the reJ~tionships between prosecutor 

evaluation, sentence received, predisposition toward prose

cutors, and evaluation of the defendant's lawyer. (See next 

page.) Looking at the effects of sentence, we See once more 

that those who received dismissals or acquittals (a sentence 

of "none") behave somewhat strangely vis-a-vis those who were 

convicted. They tend to score somewhat lower than those who 

received convictions but were not incarcerated. The dis-

crepancy goes only to the effect of sentence on prosecutot· 

evaluation--not to the effects of predispositions toward pro-

secutors or the effects of lawyer evaluation. If we examine 

the effect of sentence upon prosecutor evalua'tion using all 

thr.ee sentonce cat~gories, we have a very mixed relation-

h ' 11 s ~p. If we look a.t the effects of sentence upon those 

who were convicted, there is a strong and consistent re1ation-

ship in the expected direction. Thus, for convicted defendants, 

I 
____ J 
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TABLE VII-3 :. 
;-:-. 

Sentence 

Evaluation 
of Lawyer 

High 

Low 

e • 1 
\j" 

\' 

'\ 
" 

RELATIONSHIP OF. SPECIFIC 
TOWARD MOST PROSECUTORS, 

• • • • 

PROSECUTOR EVALUATION TO PREDISPOSITION 
SENTENCE; AND EVALUATION OF LAWYER* 

• 

predisposition Toward "Most" Prosecutors 

High Low 

None Probation Incar. None Probation Incar. 

76% 84% 61% 32% -r-:-· 70% 53% 
(37) (45) (23) (37) (20) (15) 

60% 79% 37% 47% 54% 27% 
(~, 

(10) (47) (41) (15) (33) (45) 

(466) 

*Each cell entry comprises the proportion of respondents scoring high on the 
specific prosecutor evaluation index. 

• 
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the more harsh the sentence, the less favorable the evaluation 
~~ 

of the prosecutor. 

If we examine the effects of predisposition, we see that 

those with lnore positive predispositions tend to evaluate their 

prosecutor more favorably, regardless of sentence received or 

12 evaluation of -their attorney. Finally, we can also ooserve 

-I:.he relationship between evaluation of the prosecutor and of 

the defendant's attorney. With one exception, those who eval

uate their lawyer more favorably also tend .to evaluate the 

13 prosecutor more favorably. 

Thus, we can conclude that all three variables are related 

to evaluations of the prosecutor. If we focus upon defend-

ants who received convictions, it appears that sentence.is most 

strqngly rel.:it;~Q·( aVerage difference 30%), evaluat.ioI) of law

yer ne:>,C't . Cayerag~ differencE;! 18%) and prE:!disposi tion next .( aver ...... 

Cige difference 14%) ': 

TQsum:up., .. we.have suggestE;!9. ·tQatthree. fcictcrs are:.re

latedto. 1;:he ;<:'i~feridan.t· s. eV1Huation of the perfcrmance 6f the 

prc,secutcr~ 'lWi:>. ()f . them: are relatively straightfbrward •. Qlpre

disposi tic11S Wa.ke a' difference--the,notio.ns a. defendant brings 

ab0':ltyhpj: rod.S.t prosecutors are like affect his' eval\laticn 

cf, thepaJ:",t~CJ,l),at'-.p:t6s.ecUtcrhe .. '€mccupteps." indep~ndent of 

what actually happfi'lp:s' .. iIi ~he:case. tn' addi.tion,GJcne factcr 
, "~ ", -. 

that falls under tpe' rubric of""what actually happens l.nthe 

caseu:i,$ veryiPlportartt 'tc"pto'secutcr<' ev~l1iatiori~l""thf:! sentence, 

receiv~d~.<V:tnaddition, ~~the defendant' S ,evaluat~on of the 
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b~havior of his attorney is related~. to" hiS evaluation of the 
o 

prosecutor. If the causal direction runs from lawyer evalua-

tion to prosecutor evaluation, this further stresses thi~ im

portance of the relationship between lawyer and defendant. 

It may not only be related to client satisfaction with his 

legal representation, but may also affect his notions of 

whether other participants have treated him fairly. 

Factors Associated with Evaluations of Judges. We may now turn 

to the last major participant in the criminal court system, 

the judge. We have seen above that, in contrast to the pro-

secu·tor, judges. seem to enjoy .a good deal more c.onfidence--

in .terms of· the predisposi tio}J.s defendants bring and in terms 

o.£,,, .. t2,e sp~c~fic eval.uations they J;'ecei vee Let us now. examine 

in more detail the determinants of a, defendant's evaluation 

of the particular judge he encountered. 

We begin with hypotheses quite similar for those we began 

with in examining evaluations of the prosecutor. First, that 

predispositions will influence evaluations of the particular 

judge the defendant encounters. Second, the more severe the 

sC\.nction imposed, the less likely a defendant,will be to eval

uate the juage favorably •.. Third, that a defendant'sevalua

tion of thepert'qrmance of his attQ;rmey will be related to 

his eV.?-'iuation of the performance of the judge. 

As in the case of prosecutors, the prediction about the 

effect of mode of disposition is somewhat unclear. On the 

one hand, the "participation" hypothesis has been advanced to 
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suggest that those who plead guilty will, on a variety of di

mensions, be more favorably disposed toward the criminal court 

process and its participants. One migrht hypothesize, for 

example, that those who plead guilty wi.ll appreciate the fact 

that the judge has permitted them to particip~ue in the deci

sional process and hence be more inclined to rate the judge 

favorably. A contrary hypothesis would be that in plea

bargaining the judge is viewed as having abdicated his or 

her responsibility and hence be evaluated less favorably. 

Thus, we begin with the prediction that m,ode of disposition 
.il 

will be related to evaluation of the Jt1dg(:~, but with some con-

trary ideas as to what the relationship will be. 

As with prosecutors, our hypotheses indicate that each 

of the factors mentioned will be related to judge evaluation 

independent of the effects of the other factors. We shall 

proceed as before, beginning with an examination of the effects 

of'sentence, predisposition, and mode of dispOSition upon eval

uation of the judge. (See Table VII-4.> 

If we examine the effects of sentence we see that for 

convicted respondents, the re1a'!:ionship emerges clearly-

regardless of mode of disposition or predisposition, those"who 

receive harsher sentences tend to evaluate the judge less ~ 
14 favorably. At the same time, with one exception, there is 

no difference between thOSe who received probation and those 

who were released without conviction. This suggests that what 

baSically matters for defendants--at least in terms of the 
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TABLE VII~4: RELATIONSHIP OF SPECIFIC JUDGE EVALUATION TO 
PREDISPOSITION TOWARD MOST JUDGES, SENTENCE, 
AND MODE OF DISPOSI~ION* 

SENTENCE 
"-

Predisposition Toward 
Most Judges None probation Incarceration 

Mode of Disposition 

Dismissal 66% 
(90) 

HIGH Trial 75% 68% 32% 
(4) (19) (25) 

Plea ( a) 65% 43% 
(105) (74) 

Dismissal 60% 
(55) 

LOW Trial 62% 60% 20% 
(8) (19) (39) 

plea ( a) 48% 18% 
(56) (51) 

(545) 

*Each cell entry comprises the percentage of respondents 
scoring high on the specific judge evaluation index. 

(a) Empty by definition. 
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effects of sentences and their evaluations of judges-~is 

whetber they leave the courthouse free (whether convicted or 

) . d f ' t' 15 not or whether they have to serve a per~o 0 ~ncarcera ~on. 

If we examine the upper and lower halves of. Table VII-4, 

we see the effects of the defendant's predisposition upon 

evaluation of the judge. Those with a more favorable predis

position tend to rate their judge more favorabiy then those 

, h 1 f b" d' 't' 16 w~t ess avora ~e pre ~spos~ ~ons. 

As in the case of defendant evaluations of prosecutors, 

the relationship between mode Clf disposition and evaluation 

of the judge is a very mixed bag. Thus, as with prosecutor 

evaluation, we conclude that mode of disposition is not re

lated in any consistent fashion to defendant evaluations of 

judges encountered. 17 

Now let us examine the effects of our last variable, 

evaluation of the defendant's la\'lyer, upon evaluation of the 

judge. We shall drop mode of disposition from the model.
18 

(See Table VII-S.) 

Again, some anomalies appear for those who received dis-

missals or acquittals. Examining the effects of sentence 

upon evaluation of the judge, we find a consistent pat,tern 
. 19 

for convicted defendants. Looking at all, including those 

who were released without conviction, we find a somewhat less 

20 
consistent pattern. The effects of predisposition are much 

more pronounced for convicted defendants than if we include 

those who were released entirely.21 Evaluation of one's 
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TABLE VII-5: RElLATIONSH.I.,l? OF SPECIFIC JUDGE EVALUATION TO SENTENCE, PREDISPOTITION 
TOWARD MOSTVUPGE1S, AND LAWYER EVALUATION* 

PREDISPOSITION 

High LoW 

SENTENCE None Probation Incarceration None Probation Incarceration 

Lawyer 
Evaluation 

High 70% 92% 66% 74% 66% 
(60) (49) (32) (35 ) (29) 

Low 30% 47% 23% 47% 42% 
(10) (64) (53 ) (19 ) (36) 

*Each cell comprises the percentage of respondents who scored high on the 
specific judge index. 

35% 
(20 ) 

9% 
(54) 

, .. :~> 

(461) 

• 
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lawyer is consistently related to evaluation of the jUdge. 22 

If we focus for the moment upon cQ)nvicted defendants,we see 

that with alf three variables, a good deal of variation seemS 

accoun"\,ed fol~ In the upper left cell--high predisposi tion, 

probation, favorable evaluation of lawyer--:92% of the respond-:' 

ents rated the judge favorably. In. the lower right cell--low 

predisposition, incarceration, unfavorable evaluation of law

yer--only 9% evaluate their judge favorably. 
'I 

SUMMARY 

We will conclude with some general observations about 

the evaluations that participants make of their prosecutors 

and judges. On the whoie, our respondents tend to be more 

favorable t;£_)udges they encounter than to pro.secutors. This 

may be, to some extent, simply the product of the role that 

predispositions play~ For both particji.pants, the defendant's 

predispositions are related to their ~valuation of particular 

judges orpr.Os~cutors theyencbunter, and oilr respondents 

begin with much more favorable views of judges than prosecutors. 

Second, as noted above, p;r:~disPQsitiofts a:re impol?tant. 

Like most people, defendants bring with them to the specific 

experiences in life they encounter--in this ihstance" a crim-

inal proceeding--sets Qf;beliefs abo\1t what the world·is like. 

Although predispositions matter, the defendants rfiO not seem 

to simply live out the.ir fantasies when trying i'tio understand 

what their specific judge or prosecutor was lil<e. Events 

that occur in the context of the particular case are as, if 

~' .... -----
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not more, important than the predt$positions they bring. 

This brings us to the second factpr that is related to 

evaluation of the judge and prosecutor.~-the outcome of the 

case. Not surprisingly, the sentence received is related to 

evaluation of the prosecutor and judge. This is not surpris-
,« 

ing because in the most basic sense--·whether one's freed.om 

is to be restricted and to what degree and for how long is the , 

most important thing that happens in a clefendant ' s case. The 

degree to which sentence is favorable or unfavorable is 

strongly related to the defendant's evaluation of the judge 

or prosecutor who is involved in his case. 

Examination of th~ effect of sentence imposed upon defend-

ant evaluations of various participants encountered, however, 

reveals somewhat different patterns for each. These differ-

ences may suggeBt something about the different expectations 

that defendants have toward different participants in the 

criminal court system. For judges, the effects of sentence 

have a distinct break between no-incarcei'ation and incarcer-

ation; those who were dismissed or acquitted were not very 

different from those who received a conviction but no incar-

ceration. Recall from the previous section ~hat sentence has' 
-- .' -

a somewhat different: relationship with defendant evaluations 

of their attorneys. For lawyers, the pattern was much more 

linear·~-those who received dismissal/acquittal were more sat-

isfied than those who received a conviction but no incarcera-

tion, and the latter were more satisfied than those who received 
ii 2o

< 

I 
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" a sentence i,nvQ,lving incarceration. For prosecutors, we have 

a somewhat curva:li.near relationship--those who were convicted 
",~, 

but not incarcerate;) are most favorable, those dismissed or 

acquitted next, and those Who are incarcerated least favor

able.2~ This suggests that the "test" for a lawyer is the 

relative harshness of the outcome, across all three possibili-
(2, 

ties; for a judge it is whether the defendant has to suffer' 
1/ 

incarceration; for the"pros.ecutor, the process appears more 
-,,( 

1/ complex. As suggesti~d above, to the extent that the prose-
~ , 

, ~ 
cutor is viewed as 1Jr.;!'esponsible ll for the case, those who are 

dismissed may blallle the prosecutor for pursuing a case that 

does not resu~t in a conviction; those who are incarcerated 

may tend to "blame,:' the prosecutor; while those who get pro

bation may tend to reward the prosecutor. 
11 

Thus, defendants may have somewhat different expecta .... 

t~ons for what is "good ll or "satisfactory" performance by a 

lawyer, prosecutor, or judge. In terms of how they tend to 

evaluate the performance of each relative to the outcome of 

the case, they apply somewhat different standards. 

The last variable considered is both more problemmatical 
! 

and also somewhat more interesti:ri~. The defendant's ev~lua-

tion of ,the performance of his attorn~y is consistently re-
I( 

1ated to his evalua"tion of the judge and prosecutor, ,regard

less of predispositions or sentence received. In Table VII-5, 

for example, we see in the right-hand column those defendants 

who we would eXPfct to be most unfavorable to the judge 
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encountered--those who came with negative predispositions 

ru1d who r~ceived a sentence involving incarceration. Of 

those displeased with their attorney's performance, only one 

in 'ten evaluated the judge favorably; but of those who were 

relatively satisfied with their lawyer's performance (despite 

'l::he fact that they had received a sentence involving incar

ceration), more than one in three evaluated the judge favor-
.. ~ '<,ably. A similar pattern prevails for evaluations of the pro-

i~~ \~ t 

'.',- \1 
'~"Becut.or. While the data cannot tell us whether the favorable 

evaluation of the lawyer "comeS first," they do suggest that 

there is a consistent r.elationship between what a defendant 

thinks of his lawyer and what he thinks of the prosecutor ~nd 

judge he encounters. 
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VIII 'DEFENDANT EVALUATIONS OF THE FAIRNESS OF THEIR TREATMENT 

In pr~vious sections, we have discussed the factors 'that 

are related to defendant. evaluations of and satisfactioil with 

the performance of the attorney, prosecutor, and judge en

countere¢l. in their case. In thi,s section, I want to ?e~~ With) 

a more generalized evaluation, the defendant's notionilof'Whe'tlier 
,>. "0-:::, </ 

he was, ,treated "fairly." 
,.;, 

'-.\ " 

The concept of "fairness" is \(8\ some
;'l ,( D 

what amorphous one, for it has a variety of connotations, ·.c;md 
1-, 

the main task here will11not be to "explain" what determines\ . ':) 

such def'endant evaluations but rather to explore what kinds \\ 

of meaning the defendants tend to attach to this concept as 

they apply it to the experiences they have encountered. 

FairneSs has a variety of possible meanings. It can de

note ap.otion,ofeq1,lity--treating those who hi3,Ve the same 

cha,:r:;a.cteristios .in a .likemann"er. ThllS,' a defendant might 

feel·, that he had been tre.ated fa,,ir.;Ly if the sentence. he r1~-.' " .\~ 
C 

ceived· was equivclent to those given tbotheJ:is who hao., cq/m-
, (( 

mihte.c:i the same crime, and Who had similar cha,racteristics. 

Fairness also connotes something about the process'by-which 

the/9'ase·isrescilved.. Fairness in a, .prooe,¢l:llral sense might 

mean thatth~ defendant'S consti tution.al ri,ghts hac.:i been pro-
".,~7 '.' , 

tected.. IrBaninterpersonal sense, iymight mean that the 
((l!> .. ' 

process', was oneitl which, all sides. we.,;jg:permi tted to gj.ve 
;, ~. 

. I'~' 

their version of whathappenec:l, and inllWhich th~dec:lsion
\i. 

maker (judge :9:r jur-y) decided the caSe dn the 

138 

basis.ofrelevant 
II, 

i> 
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fa-c"\:.s, not bias or prejudi.ceaga:tnst either- Side. Finally, 

fairness might mean something simplY about the outcome of the 

case. I have suggested in previous work on defendant atti-

tudes that some defendants do not appear so much concerned 

about fairness in relatively abstract terms (e.g., equity 

or procedural aspects) b1.l.t. ratl1er tend to resp.ond to questions 

about fairness on the basis simply of whether the outcome of 
. 1 

the case was favorable or Unfavorable in a more absplute 

sense~-i.e., whether they were punished by imprisonment or 

released without confinement. What I wish to 'do here is to 

explore which, if any, of these notions of fairness seem. to 

be applied by these defendants in evaluating the experience 

they have had in their particular case. 

A number of items in the qUestionnaire dealt with the 

issues of condern here. The first, and simplest and crudest, 

was a straight-forward item asking each respondent after his 

case was concluded: "All in all, do you feel that you were 

treated fairly 9r unfairly in your case?" Resp.ondents who 

said that they had been treateSi unfairly were then askeQ an 

open .... l:!nded question: ",In what ~ays were you ~reatedunfairly?" 

Their responses were recorded verbatim, and later coded into 

a number of categories. Another item, directed at all of 

those who had been convicted. involved what we will call here , -.;;:~:::::.:.-

their "comparison level": with most people convicted 

of the samec.t:ime a,s you were ,"~..rpu.ld you say that your sen

'l:ence was. • .. • abou.t the s~lJ.e 9:!~/ most people get, lighter 
"" .. " " 
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t:~lan'mC?'S't:.p~opl$ .. ge't,. or heavier,,~han' . mos tp~ople9~t? II In 

:'~ddi tion, we asked all convicted respondents whether they felt 
;"'.,; 

tha:.t the seUit;enCe1:11ey re!9J~(~veclwa~ ~~t::?o. "light, . too h~avy, 

Ol;:,,-i'lab.o,uh ric;rht, ", assessit1gno:t:th$irclornpari-?on J.ev~~.but 

sO,me.mo::J:.'e ':~Ps.pl,ute nQtionof. tl'iedef.endant's evaluat,ion of 

thfo~ ap'p~opriati:!ness '6:£ his '§eritence. 

First, let us examine the general distribution of re-

sponses to some of these items: 

TABLE VIII-I: DEFENDANT EVALUATIONS OF THEIR TREATMENT 

Yes 

No 

Was defendant 
treatE:!d-fairly? 

60% 

40% 

100% (627) 

Sentence received • 

Lighter than others 

Sentence received 

Too light 2% 

About right 53% 

Too heavy 45% 

35% 

Same as others 36% 

Heavier than others 29% 

100% (414) 

Since we do not have any baseline against which to com-

pare these responses, interpretation of tfeir general tendency 

depends in part upon the preconceptions one brings t~fa."1alyz-
\\ . 

ing the table. Moreover, as we shall see shortly, ~)e responses 
. .:;;::::/ 

are sensitive to events in the case, especially.A:ts outcome, 

so an overall evaluation without further information is difficult. 

'!" •• 
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X think it fair· to say, though, that their responses do not 

';1 appear to indicate a pervasive feeling of bitterness or sense 
" 

of outrage at the treatment received. The majority is neither 

inGlined to assert that they were treated outrageously in 

,'terms of the absol·'l!~:te outcome of the case nor in comparison 
"\-\ 

\y." 

wi th others who becom~~ involved with criminal courts'. This 
'--..":::-:" :;:-~:-': -,:::::-~~ 

',does not mean, of course, that the responses necessarily sug
\\ ~ 
1\ 

~rest a great deal of satisfaction with the treatment received. 

Elut it surely does not comport with the image of the hardened 

ci"iminal who attempts to justify his acts or plight by stead-

fclstly maintaining either his innocence or the malevolence of 

law enforcement agencies intent upon mistreating unfortunate 

mei't" Rather the overall response pattern suggests both a 

somewhat more measured judgment of the defendant·s encounter 

wi tI?- the courts. Moreover, there is clearly some complexity 
I' 

in -e,he defendants· evaluation process, for they are by no 
I 

\. " meam3 unan1.mous. 

~efore beginning to explore in more detail the responses 

to these items, it is worth noting that they are related to 

the evaluations offered by defendants of the specific parti-

cipant.s encountered. The inclination to say that one was, 

for example, fairly treated, is associated with a defendant·s 

satisfaction with the performance of his attorney, the judge, 

and the prosecutor. This relationship lends added credence 

to the notion that our measures of evaluation of the per-

formance of specific participants are tapping some generalized 
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,notion of satisfaction wi 1::h the treatment accorded the defend-

,ant. We cannot assert th~~t one's evaluation of the perform

ance of the attorney or jUdge "produces" or "causes" a more 
, i;" 

general sense of satisfac:~ion with treatment lioverall, for we.-
I' 

'''''~,::? 
are not in a position to establish which IIc'arne first. II What 

'we are dealing with are ieveral dimensions of an overall pro-

cess of evaluation of th~~ satisfactoriness of the encounter 
" 1 

with the courts. 

We can begin exploring !~hat these general evaluation 
~" 

i terns mean by looking at' the int'errelation~'h.ips of three of 
, r \ 

them: , ~,! \', , \ 
~" --;:!I ~ --,,~_" 

. ~-------- .. ~~ 

'\ 
TABLE VIII-2: INTEI\,RELATIONSHIPS AMONG ~~REE MEA~1!JRES OF 

DEFENDANT EVALUATION OF TH~~R,TR~~MENT 

Overall Evaluation 
of Sentence 

Too Light 

About Right 

Too Heavy 

Overall Evaluation 
of Sentence' 

Too Light 

Right 

Too Heavy 

Treated Fairly 
(% saying yes) 

3% 

77% 

20% 

100% (414) 

Comparison of 
Sentence 

Lighter than 
others 

Sam~ as others 

Heavier/than 
others 

Treated Fairly 
(% saying y'es) 

45% 

42% 

12% 

99% (414) 

Comparison of Sentence 
Ligh'ter 
than others 

4% 

72% 

23% 

99% 
~ (145) 

\:"/\ "::; /; . 

"'-=,,1 

Same as Heavier 
others than others 

1% 0% 

63% 
C) 15% 

36% 85¢ 

100% 100% 
(14:7) (120) 

(
/? 

/, , 
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~le relationship between fairness and overall evaluation 
r 

of sentence suggests that they seem to measure very similar 

things. A convicted defendant's evaluation of the fairness 

of· his treatment is strongly related to his evaluation of the 

particular sentence he has received. This is not to say that 

the defendant's notion of fairness is lirnit~d entirely to their 

evaluation of the sentence imposed, but to suggest that the 

two components of evaluation are tapping a very similar di-

mension. 

The second two parts of the table suggest that the com-

parison level is importantly related to the defendant's 

evaluation of what has happened to him. Defendants who believe 

they have been treated more harshly than others are much more 

likely to believe they have been treated unfairly and that 

their sentence is excessive. Note that I am tacitly assert-

ing a causal dimension to these "evaluations, and that it is 

possible that I have the order wrong. That is, the assump

tion is that the defEmdant arrives at some evaluation of the 

relative severity of his sentence and that this then affects 

his notion of whether he has been treated fairly.2 This 

assumption may not be correct. Defendants may first arrive 

at some judgment about whether they have been treated fairly 

in an absolute sense, and then may adjust their notions of 

their relative treatment to comport with this judgment (those, 

for example, who feel in general that they have been treated 

unfairly, or sentenced too harshly may tend to interpret 
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rea1itY'in such a way that they are also convinced that they 

have been singled out for particularly harsh treatment). 

Th~re is no way from the data to [;ort out these two hypo

theses, though ~y inclination is to take the comparison level 

,as in some sense "prior" to the generalized evaluation of 

fairness or appropriateness of the penalty. A more cautious 

way to avoid trying to sort these out is to simply state that 

the, two types of" evaluation are related, and that understand

ing what defendants "mean" when they make a judgment about 

the fairness of theirtre,atment or the.approp.riateness of their 

penalty includes a notion of comparison with the treatment 

others have received. 

Finally, it is worth noting, though not all that surpris

ing; that defen<lants are quite willing to accept~'treatment 

they feel is lightE;!r than that given others and brand $uch 

treatm~J:itas appropriate. 'It could be that they feel that 

they are somehow more deserving of such treatment--that they 

are not "like" others in relevant respects, and hence to dis

criminate in their favor is not really to discriminate invi-

diously. Or, it could be that their notion of fairness em

braces more than equity or equal treatment and includes a 

more gut reaction of simply doing well; hence to do better 

than others is as "fair" as doing only as well as others. 

To explore the effects of the absolute level of out-

come upon defendant notions of fair treatment, we can first 

look simply at the relationship of defendant evaluations to 

1\ 
il 
i' 

i! 
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1\ 

eutceme: 

TABLE VlII-3: RELATIONSHIP OF SENTENCE RECEIVED TO DEFENDANT 
EVALUATIONS OF FAIRNESS 

., 

Sentence Received 

"O"y;as defendant Nene Prebatien Incarceratien 
treated fairly?' 

Yes 70% 73% 39% 

No. 30% 27% 61% 

100% 100% 100% 
( 196) (221) (209) 

'\ 

There is a very sharp break in such evaluatiens when the 

defendant receives a sentence invelving incarceratien, and six 

eut ef ten who. received ~uch a sentence repert they were net 

treated fairly.3 This suggests that when defendants apply 

the netien ef fairness, they are quite sensitive to. the degree 

ef punishment they are :ferced tee; suffer. Nete, also., that 

there is effectively no. difference between these who. receive 

a dismissal er acquittal and th.ose who. are cenvicted C1}1d re-

ceive a sen·tence ef probatien er less. There are two. centra-

dictery predictiens ene might make abeut these two. greups. 

One hypethesis weuld suggest that these who. received a cen

victien and prebatien weuld be less likely to. say they were 

treated fairly, fer they have getten a less faverable eutceme: 

altheugh they de net have to. serve a term in jailer prisen, 
.. 

they new have a cenvictich on" their recerd and must lese seme 

degree ef liberty by virtue ef whatever cenditiens are attached 

to. their sentence (e.g., pay a fine, repert to. prebatien officer, 

\\ 
\ 
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etc. ). Thus, one might expect them ·to be less favorable to 

the outcome than those who receive neither a conviction nor 

any further loss of liberty. A contrary hypothesis would sug-

gest that in terms of a dimension of "fairness" those who 

received dismissals or acquittals would be less likely to 

evaluate their case experience favorably. Although they do 

not receive a conviction, they are in a position to assert 

that they never should have, been arrested in the first place, 

for the state has not been able to meet i·ts obligation to 

prove the charge. 'l'hus, to the extent that ·these people have 

had to suffer the inconvenience and mental distress of an 

arrest and some period of pre-trial detention, they might be 

predicted to be more embittered at their treatment than those 

who were in fact convicted but who are likewise released with

out further confinement (the probated defendants).4 

In fact, neither of the two predictions appears to be 

correct, for the levels of favorable evaluation are equival-

ent for the two groups. This suggests that the notion of 

fairness applied by defendants has as one of its crucial com-

ponents simply the absolute amount of the punishment imposed, 

and that the real breakpoint for such evaluations is con

.finement. 5 

If 'the defendants' notion of fairness is closely tied to 

the . absolute outcome of the case, is that all there is to it? 

The answer appear to be no, for it is also tied to other as

pects of the case as well. The no~ion of fairness is also 

)1'---_____ _ 
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ti~d to the defendant's comparison level--his evaluation of 
\\ 

hov/\\his sentence compares to that of others convicted of the 

same crime. In Table VIII-4 we can see the effects of both 

the actual sentence imposed and the comparison level upon 

defendant evaluations of the fairness of their treatment. 

In the table, we can see the effects of actual sentence 

imposed by comparing the two columns. We See that for each 

comparison level (i.e., those who felt their sentence was 

lighter, the same, or heavier), those who received a sentence 

of incarceration are less likely to say they have been treated 

fairly. By the sarrie token, if we look down the columns, we 

see the effects of the defendant's comparison~evel. Regard

less of whether the defendant has received a sentence of pro-

bation or incarceration, if the defendant thinks his treatment 

is less favorable than others received, he is less likely to 

say he has been treated fairly. We can see the effects of 

comparison level sharply if we compare the lower left-hand 

cell with the two upper right-hand cells. We see that only 

42% of ti10se who received probation but who believed t~is was 

more severe than others convicted of the same crime ~!.!3se:rt 

that they were treated fairly. By the same token, 60% of 

those who.were' incarcerated 'but believe they have received 

a rela'tively lenient sentence say they have been treated fairly 

and 44% of those who have been incarcerated bu.t who believe 

'this is about the same as others would receive also say they 

have been treated fairly. This suggests that comparison 
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TABLE VIII-4: RELATIONSHIP OF EVALUATION OF FAIRNESS TO SENTENCE 
RECEIVED AND DEFENDANT'S EVALUATION OF COMPARATIVE 
HARSHNESS OF SENTENCE* 

Defendant evaluation of Sentence Received 
relative harshness of 
sentence received probation Incarceration 

Lighter than most 82% 60% 
(72) (74) 

Same as most 77% 44% 
(96) ( 52) 

Heavier than most 42% 13% 
(41) (77) 

(412) 

*Each cell entry comprises the proportion of respondents who 
indicated that they had been fairly treated. 
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level can have an effect indeed. If a defendant believes 

that he has not been the subj ect of particular discriminatioi'~ 

hut has been treated as well as or better than others, some 

of those who have been incarcerated are mo~ likely to assert 

they have been fairly treated than are some who have received 

only a sentence of probation or less. 

Thus, the burden of Table VIII-4 is that both of these 

factors are aspects of a defendant's evaluation of the fair-

ness of his case. Not only do defendants exercise a kind of 

brute n.otion of fairness which involves simply the absolute 

level of the outcome of the case, but their notions of equity 

also are an aspect of their sense of fairness. 

There is another aspect of the defendant.' s notion of 

fairness thai: we have not talked about--a notion of fairness 

in terms of procedural rights or an interpersonal situation 

in which the defendant is provided the sense that others halve 

listened to his side of the case. ~~is is also an element 

in their notions of fairness, and it emerges in our data in 

terms, in part, of the relationship between mode of disposi~ 

tion and defendan'c evaluations of the fairness of their treat-

mente Defendants who plead guilty are substantially more 

lilcely to report that they have been fairly treated than are 

those ~ho have trials. 

T?e simple relationship is shown in Table VIII-5. (See 

next page.) The dif~erences are sharp. 
\' 

Those who plead 

guilty, when we look at the simple relationship at least, are 

.' . 
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about as likely to say they 'have 'been treated fairly as those. 

whose cases resulted in dismissal or acquittal. 

TABLE V1II-5: RELATIONSHIP OF MODE OF DISPOSITION AND DEFENDANT 
EVALUATION OF THE FAIRNESS OF THEIR TREATM~NT 

Mode of Disposition 

Dismissal Trial Plea 

% saying they 
were fairly treated 69% 41% 64% 

(182) (128) (315) (625) 
.' 

Because IIfairnesfill is also related to comparison level and 

to sentence received, before accepti~g the notion that pleas 

produce a stronger sense of fairness thiian trials, we must ex

amine the relationship while controlling for sentence received 

and comparison level. (See Table VIII-6, page 151.) 

The table indicates, first, the effects of sentence and 

comparison level. Those who received sentences involving in

carceration/fare consistently less likely to say they were 

treated fairly.6 When we examine the effects of comparison 

level, controll:bng for both sentence and mode of disposition, 

we see that those who feel they were advantaged tend to be 

more likely to assert the fairness of their trea.tment vis-a

vis those who feel they fared worse than most. 7 As suggested 

before, in general the largest breaks corne betwe4en those who 

feel they were singled out for especially harsh 'creatment ver-
,. 

sus the rest. Finally, the table suggests that 'chose who 

plead guilty are mor.e likely to say they were trt~ated fairly 

than those who had trials, even when we control for sentence 

I 
, I 
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'l'ABLE VIII-6: RELATIONSHIP OF EW\LUATIONS OF FAIRNESS TO 
SENTENCE RECEIVED, COMPARISON LEVEL, ~D MODE 
OF DISPOSITION* I' 

COMPARISON LEVEL 

Mode of Disposition 

J ... IGHTER THAN OTHERS 

Plea 

Trial 

SAME AS OTHERS 

Plea 

Trial 

HEAVIER THAN OTHERS 

Plea 

Trial 

Sentence Received 

Probation 

85% 
(60) 

67% 
(12 ) 

82% 
(79) 

5(;% 
(16) 

39% 
(31) 

50% 
(10) 

Incarceration 

69% 
. (48) 
42% 

(26) 

47% 
. (34) 

39% 
(18) 

21% 
(47) 

0% 
(30) 

(411) 

*Each cell comprises the percentage of respondents who 
report they were treated fairly. 
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n 
This relatienship between mede ef dispesitien and defend-

o 
ants' ev~~uatiens is a petentially impertant ene; but must 

be evaluated with care. It may be a spurieus relatienship, 0 

CC-',,-c~c="'i\ the preduct, fer example, ef seme pre·-existing attitudes 

en\\ the part ef defendants that are related to. their cheice to. 
)J 

:nave a tEial er plea~ guil ty, net an artifact ef the actual 
, '~ 

eccurrence in their case of 'f a trial er a plea. Fer example, 

it is semetimes asserted that particularly embittered defend-
'. 

", . '\' " 

ants are mere likely t.o have ·trials--pers6ns who.; fq;r- example, 
I' . ,}' " 

have little t.o gain frem a plea-bargaining er 'wish/te .obtain 

their peund ef flesh frem the state by demanding a tr'ial. T.o 
I 

the extent that this is true, it might suggest that def$nd
.q 

ants who have trials are distrustful er angry at the criminal 

justice system to. begin with and hence weuld be mere likely'" 

to feel unfairly treated, regardless ef what happened in their, 

case. We de not have a very geed means ef testing such. an 

hypothesis. There is seme evidence that these who. have trials 

are a bit mere likely to. have mere extensive past recerds and 

to. scere higher en eur measure ef alienatien and lower en a 
'.~ 

"'\ 

\,\ . 
scale;\ measur~ng generalized respect fer the law. This is net 

"\ 
incensiStent with the abeve hypethesis, but the relatienships 

'" 

de net appear te:b~ streng enough to. previde a cemplete expla-

natien. 

Further, there is seme difficulty in assessing the rela-
,I' 

tienship between mede ef dispesitien and the defendant's 
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evaluation of fairness becaus~ we must, to the maximum extent 

possible in sUch a comparison remove the degree to which the 

defendant may have felt advantaged by the mode of disposition. 

Although those who plead guilty are more likely to say they 

have been treated fairly, can we conclude that the process 

of pleading guilty leads to an increased sense of fair treat
\~, 

ment? The answer is unclear. To the extent that those who 

plead guil·ty believe that they received a substantially lighter 

sentence than they might have received (even if, in absolute 

terms, -they received a harsh sentence), and to the extent that 

they believe this outcome was the product of their agreeing 

to plead guilty, their saying they were treated fairly may 

not be the product of something inherent in the process of p+ea

bargaining but rather of the relationship between ple~-bargaining 

and relatively lighter sentences. 

Thus, the fact that defendants who have plead guilty are 

more likely to say they have been treated fairly than those 

who have had trials must be evaluated with care, for we are 

not entirely sure what to make of this fact. It could be the 

product of some other attitudinal structure that predisposes 

certain individuals to choose one mode of disposition over the 

other. In addition, we are not sure what it is about pleading 

guil ty 'that contributes to the relationship we have found-

whether it is something about the process of pleading guilty 

or t~e sense that the plea has provided an advantage to the 
i, f 

defendant. 

.,1 

I 

! 

I 
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Given these caveats, we can still explore this differ-

ence and see if it further illuminates what defendants take 

·into account in evaluating the fairness of their treatment. 

A number of other hypotheses might be offered to explain the 

'relationship between mode of disposition and evaluation of 

fairness, in addition to the blO' suggested above. One is what 

we may call the "part.~cipationll hypothesis. This argument 

\,suggests tha't a defendant, by participating in the decision 

about what sentence he is to receive, will find the sentence 

and the whole proceeding more palatable: 

Whether the factors entering into the bargain are 
or are not meaningful as sentencing goals, they 
are at least visible to the defendant and his attor
ney. The defendant is able to influence the sentence, 
he may set forth bargaining factors and. determine 
their relevance to the decision, and he may use his 
bargaining power to eliminate the grossest aspects 
of sentencing harshness and arbitrariness, be they 
legislative or judicial. The defendant, if he does 
not like the bargain, may reject it and stand trial. 
If he accepts the bargain, he cq!lhot help bu't feel 
that his sentence is something that he consented to 
and participated in bringing about? even if at the S<';lme 
time he resents the process that has induced his . 
consent. And while he may find his "correctional 
treatment" brutal and meaningless on one level, his 
sentence is meaningful on ano·ther level in that at 
least he participated in it and influenced the final 
resul t. • • 

[In] that moment of dread before a non-negotiated 
sentence is imposed, counsel at least, and probably 
the defendant, have. the feeling that they await the 
pronouncement of an arbitrary fiat which they are 
helpless to shape. The pronouncement of sentence, 
particularly if it be an unpleasant,one, rarely miti
gates this sense, for rarely does a)judge articulate 
any reasons for imposing the sentence he has chosen 
other than 'to < engage in an occasionally harsh spe"ech 
excoriating the defendant and his like. 9 

We have seen before that mode of disposition is unrelated to 
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evaluations of prosecutors and judges, and is related to 

evaluation of attorneys in the opposite direction (trial cli

ents being more favorable than are plea clients). The above 

hypothesis suggests, though, that the sense of efficacy and 

participation provided by the plea makes the defendant feel 

more a participan"t in the process and hence more likely to 

evaluate the overall process, more favorably. 

Another hypothesis, also suggesting that those who pJ!~ad 

guilty will be more favorable to the process than those who 

have trials, runs something like this: The defendant who 

chooses to have a trial is refusing to acknowledge his guilt, 

or, at the very least, attempting to avoid accepting the 

punishment that will be the result of a conviction. He is 

therefore taking something of a risk. In plea-bargaining 

systems in which those who plead guilty are "rewarded II by 

lesser sentences (and in our data those who plead guilty do 

tend to receive somewhat less harsh sentences), the individual 

who goes to trial may be foregoing some real advantage in 

hopes of avoiding punishment at all. Such a choice may be 

the product of a belief in one's innocence, an unwillingness 

to cooperate with the state, a taste for risk or whatever. 

By the same token, the defendant who has a trial has not only 

. taken this risk$ but is exposed to a variety of stimuli that 

stress his innocence. The experience of the trial itself, 

assuming some sort of defense is raised, exposes the defend-

ant to such things as the testimony of alibi witnesses, to 
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attempts at impeaching· the witnesses ef the state er impugn-

10 ing ef the veracityer metives ef the victim, etc. Thus, 

because ef the cheice to. have a trial and the experience ef 

a trial itself, these defendants who. go. threughthisexperi-

ence may have their expectatiens raised. When the trial re-

sUIts in acenvictien, as it typically dees (and heref:f9% ef 

these who. .had trials were cenvicted), the defendant may feel 

particular disappeintment--he has taken a risk, he has heard 

a geod deal that stresses his innocence, and then he finds that 

he has not succeeded. Especially if the sentence impesed is 

severe, such defendants may be particularly disillusiened or 

embittered. 

Notice that the issues discussed abeve mix a variety of 

things abeut the choice ef a trial that might centribute to. 

an increase in dissatisfaction--sentence advantages foregone; 

the experience ef hearing ene's defense presented; the failure 

of the defense to. convince judge or jury; the sense ef a risk 

taken that de_es net payoff. If we put these tegether with 

the suggestien that plea-bargaining prevides perceived sen-

tence advantage and seme notien ef participatien in the sen-

tencing process, and, ~inally, the eriginal suggestien that 

perhaps these who. go to. trial are semehew predispesed to. be 

mere distrustful, it is apparent that ene might offer a large 

variety of explanatiens for why these who. have trials are mere ... 
likely to. say they have been unfairly treated. Unfertunately, 

.the data available de net permit us to. really sert'out which I 

! 
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of thes"ci'\ may be at work, though some. suggestions can be made. 
~\ 

One, way to examine the. issue further is to examine those 

respondents who said they were not treated faii~j:~r':: They we:r'e 
" 

asked-an open-ended question directed at the ways in which 

they felt they were treated Unfairly. The respondents pro

vided a large number of different kinds of complaints, but six 

coding categories accounted for the bulk of their responses. 

Respondents could offer as many complaints as they wished; 

Table VIII-7 reports the one mentioned first by the respondent. 

The numbers of cases are small and the differences not 

enormous, so we must be careful about making inferences from 

this material. Yet certain trends do seem to appear. First, 

notice that the complaint that the case was a burn rap is con-

centrated among those who in fact were dismissed or acquitted 

--those for whom such a complaint is most plausible. It is 

less frequent among those who were convicted, and the common 

notion that all or most convicted criminals are likely to 

assert their innocence is not supported by the data here .. 

The second aspect of the table that appears of relevance 

is the difference between those who plead guilty and those 

who have trials. If we examine the first three categories 

of complaints, we can see that, taken together, ,they form a 

view of the case which portrays- the defendant as the subject 

ofa kind of conspiracy of others---thedefendant either as-

serts that he was innocent and hence the subject of a mistake; 

that others in the case did not give him an opportunity to 
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Ii ~ :' 
TABLE VII-7: RELATIONSHIP OF MODE OF' DISPOSITION TO DEFENDANT 

REPORTS OF TYPES OF UNFAIR .T.REATMENT 

Mode of Disposition 

Type of unfairness 

Defendant should never have 
been arrested or char'ged 
at all 

Defendant not given opportunity 
to talk, present his side of 
case 

Judge and/or prosecutor 
biased against((defendant 

\' 

Defendan-t's lawyer acted in 
uncaring, dishonest, or 
incompetent manner 

Sentence imposed too harsh 

Defendant coerced into making 
unfavoJ.~able choices (e.g., to 
plead guilty, waive rights, 
etc. ) 

Other 

Dismissal 
Acquittal :, 

50% 

5% 

7% 

11% 

2% 

25% 

100% 
(56) 

-----------------~---

Trial 

18% 

14% 

19% 

12% 

11% 

5% 

21% 
,--
,1L00% 

(74) 

'Plea 

7% 

4% 

11.% 

19% 

14% 

10% 

35% 

100% 
(112) 

(242) 
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giVe his side of the case; or, that the crucial others were ... \~, 

biased against him (e.g., had made up their minds beforehand, 

had it in for the defend?llt, etc.). The second two categories 

are in fact two sides of the same coin,~-ei ther the defendant 

wasn't given the opportunity to speak or, if he was, those to 

whom he wanted to speak were predisposed not ~b hear or con-

sider his side of 'che case. Those who had trials are substan-

tially more likely to voice one of these three types of com-

plaints: 51% of those who had trials and feel they were 

treated unfairly men·tioned one of these three complaints'; 

only 22% of those who had pleas who felt they were unfairly 

treated chose one of these. ll This suggests that those who 

have had trials are more likely to assert that in a variety 

of ways the cards were stacked against them. 

Unfortunately, the data do not really permit us to say 

~vi th assurance why the defendants who have had trials feel 

this way. It could, as noted above, be the product of some 

pre-existing set of attitudes that leads defendants to choose 

to have trials in the first place and then to feel that they 

have been the subject of unfair treatment. It could be be-

cause of the process of risk-taking, raised expectations, 

exposure to the defense arguments, and theh dashing of hopes 

by a conviction. It could be a reduced sense of participation 

in trials vis-a-vis pleas. 

Examination of the distribution of complaints voiced by 

those who plead guilty does not illumina.te the point very much. 
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They are somewh.at more likely to .. complain about the perforin
.. 12 

ance of. their attorney and a bi '\: more likely to complain that 
/' • 1..."). 

they were the subject of some coercion. One of the peculiar 

differences 'between trial and plea defendants is the greater 

propensity' of those who have had trials to complain that they 

have not had the chance to present their side of the case. 

In the abstract, one might have thought it would be the other 

way about: the tri"al setting, with the defendant either ob

serving the presentation of the defense or, often, taking the 
j II· 
si:{and to actually participate in the defense, ,,,ould appear to 

afford greater opportunities for a sense of giving one's side 

than would the typical plea procedure. Yet the relationship 

goes the other way, prorv\iding some marginal support for the 

notion that pleas may foster a greater sense of participation 

(although the coercion complaint goes in the other direction, 

.which cuts against the participation no'tion). 

It is relevant to note that there is a somewhat differ-

ent relationship between mode of disposition and the item'deal-

ing with fairness th~l there is between mode of disposition 

and the item asking the defendant to evaluate the appropriate

ness of his sentence. As indicated, those who plead guilty 

"tend to more often say they have been treated fairly, even when 
1-<",1 

"sentence and comparison level are controlled for (see 'i'c:tble 

VIII-6). This relationship does not emerge when we examine 
~ 

the item dealing with the defendant's judgment as to whethc-r , , 
\ 

his sentence was too light, about right, or too heavy. 13 \ " 
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Although in gross terms, thpse who have plead are more likely 

to judge their sentence as being "about right, il when we con

trol for the effects of sentence imposed and comparison level, 

the relationship disappears. There is no consistent rela

tionship between mode of disposition and the defendant's sense 

that the sentenge imposed is appropriate. 

It is very difficult to sort these out, but the data do 

appear to be consistent with the notion that the procE':lss of 

pleading guilty may contribute'something to a defendant's 

notion that he has been treated fairly. By the same token, 

this notion of fairness seems to be restricted to an evalua-

tion of the process itself, and does not appear to be gener

alizable to a defendant's notion that his sentence is appro

priate. To the extent that advocates of plea-bargaining argue 

that it may add something to the defendant's notion of fair 

treatment (perhaps via a ~ense of participation, although we 

cannot really establish this as the aspect of plea-bargaining 

that is crucial), the data do not contradict this view. By 

the same token, though, to the extent that this fact is taken 

as support of the proposition that plea-bargaining tends to 

make the defendant more resigned to or accepting of the sen

tence imposed (and, as some might say, thus more predisposed 

to be "rehabilitated 11') , the data do not appear to lend support 

to this view. 

Thus, most defendants apply a variety of notions of fair

ness to the evaluation of their'treat.ment. Their notion goes 
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beyond the simple short-run consideration of how well they did 

in absolute terms, and encompasses a notion of equity and 

'aspects of the procedure by which the case was adjudicated. 

Though we cannot completely sort out such notions nor explain 

exactly what produces them, the data do suggest a complexity 

of judgment. In some sense this may not be surprising. Yet 

there is a good deal of c?mmon wisdom that suggests that cri-
-, 

minal defendants ak'c- inclined to either judge their treatment 

simply in terms of sentence or simply on the basis of pre-

judices or an inclination to find scapegoats to blame for 

their acts or the consequences of their acts. The finding 

that they engage in more measured and complex kinds of jtidg-

ments not only suggests that this kind of common wisdom fails 

to encompass the actual reality of defendant evaluations, but 

confirms that defendants are like the rest of us. Their 

judgments about the fairness of their treatment in the con-

text of criminal courts are an amalgam of self-interest, 

notions of equity, and their sense of whether th~ process has 

been one in which they feel their interests have been adequately 

represented. 
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IX CHANGE IN AT~ITUDES TOWARD CRIM!NAL COURTS 

We have thus far looked at defendant predispositions to-

ward criminal court personnel and at evaluations of specific 

lawyers, prosecutors, and judges encounte~~d by our respond

ents. We now turn to the question of whether defendant atti

tudes toward court personnel change as .~ result of their spe

cific experiences. To put it another way, given that defend-

ants bring with them to their encounter with the courts a set 

of images about what court personnel are like, do they learn 

new lessons a~out such personnel from their specific experi

ences? Or do they simply leave their encounter with the same 

set of beliefs with which they came? 

The rn~dsurement of change in at.ti tudes is difficult and 

complex. The technique used in this study imTolves the ad-

ministration of sets of items at two,different times. We 
if 

then look at "dif.ferenCes" in the responses at the two times 

and attempt to see whether events that occurred between the 

two administraotions of the questionnaire can account for the 

differences we observe. This is not the place for an exten-

sive disquisition on the methodological issues involved, but 

a brief sketching out of some of them will be a useful cau
"J) 

tion in the interpretation of the results presented. 

First, we must guard ag'ainst the affects of "error" in 

ou.::: measuring instruments. That is to say, if we have a set 

of items that is supposed to measure lIattitudes toward public 

163 
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defenders," we must remember that the "instrument" is not as 

precise asa ruler or scale. I:t; a defendant scoreS a "six lI 

on the scale (or scores' "high") we cannot have the same con

fidence in this "measurement" as we might if we reported that 

at the first interview, a respondent weighed 167 pounds. The 

scale has "error ll in it--caused by such things as impreci-

sion in the que~tions; the fact that responses may be tapping 

not only attitudes toward pUblic defenders but perh~~s atti-
(( 

tudes ·cowards other th~ngs as well; the conditions of the 'I), 

interview itself (e .. g., is ·the responden,.t attentive or bored? 

is he preoccupied by something else or concentrating upon ans-

wering the qUestions? are there distractions occurring dur

ing the interview?). Although our techniques for creating 

the scale have attempted to reduce the amount of error or 

IInoise," some still remains. To put the matter most bluntly 

and clearly, if we administered our i terns to a respondent at. 

10 a.m. and again at 11 a.m., the. score received might well 

not be identical; if We weighed the respondent at the two times, 

we would expect the two measurements to be vir:tually identical. 

The difficulties associated with measprement ~rror, of 

course, apply to any questionnaire. We believe that 'I:he scales 

used, though not free of error, do tap the attitudinal dimen-

sions that they are assert!~d to tap. Bub, "noise ll or "error ll 

is particularly troublesome when we are trying to measure change'~ 

in attitudes. If a defendant in Detroit receives a different 

score on the public defender scale during the second interview 
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is 'this the product of "real" change or simply a random dif-

ference produced by "error" in our measurement of his attitudes? 

There is no simple answer. Two observations may be useful, 

though, in evaluating the change we shall observe. The first 

is simply that not all the observed change is, in fact, 

"rea.l." We should expect some change in the responseS at the 

two interviews, simply based upon random factors and measure-

ment errorsi hence, 'fie mus+. not be too eager to accept changes 

in scores as reflecting "real" changes in attitudes. ,The 

second point is a bit more optimistic: to the extent that We 
" 

observe bbange and such change appears related to events that 

have occurred betwer.·m the first and second interview, then we 

may have more confidence that the observed change really means 

something. That is to say, changes in scores that are the 

product of error in the measuring instrument ought not be 

related to anything, for they are, by and large, random var

iations. On the other hand, if we observe changes that are 

consistently related to factors that we would expect to cause 

a change in attitudes, then we can have more confidence that 

we are really measuring "re:al" change .. 
\\ I 

One other ~ntroductory issue may be briefly mentioned. 

That is the question of the stability of change. Assuming 

that we have, in fact, observed some "real" change in, for 

example, attitudes toward public defenders, how long will such 

change last? If it is to be of significance in the world, it 

ought.to last for some period of time. If We interview a 
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defendant twice and during the second interview observe an 

apparent change in hj,;S,\~atti tudes toward pUbli9._) defenders, 

will such a changeJ6 reflected if we went ba~k and inteP-
, ~"'~ c' 

viewed him next week or next year? Ideally, We ought to be 

able "';:;0 do so and find out. In the real world, given how much 
\ 

it costs to locate and interview him only twice, we cannot. 

Strictly speaking~ we don't know whether the change we observed 

is stable or not. All we can GsP is to assert that it-is re-

lated to certain events that occurred in the respondent's 

life, and does not appear to be the prodllct of imperfections 

in our measuring instrumen't.' If at'citudes are enduring states 

Of mind, and if \>"'e haV'e adequateJ,y measured them, then our pre-. 
'--

diction is that those measured at the secoi:~J interview will 

'-'endure until future even'cs produce :further change. 

There are a variety of techniqu_es for measurinq change 
/:' 

in attitudes. The simplest that might occur--looking 'at the 

"di'fference" between the score obtained on the first and ~cond 

interviews--has a variety of technical shortcomings. l We 

shall use this technique as a presepta'cional device in the 

body of the text, though our actual analysis is ~i3.~;-; .. ;\~ upon a 

somewhat more complicated measuremen-t tecl,mi<;[u:':- /iI'.shall 

briefly ?iscuss t;he' technique here so thai( 't":he reader<:vdll 
',II -; 
i! 

be aware' of the analysis upon which ''t.he c!(ssertions about 

atti tudE,! change are based, and will present one complete 
, , 

t,S'-ole ~ihdicating how this measurem~1!nt technique was applied 

to the 'data. Subsequently, in the text we shall simply look 
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at "difference" scores--looking at the directions of change 

betwe'~h the first and second interviews--and present the 

t,rlQre complete analysis in tables in Appendix IX-'I. 
--, ' 

The technique used for assessing attitude change is fairly 

straight-forward, though some of the tables are rather compli

cated. What we are going to do is to examine the relation-

.' ship between the respondent I s score during the second inter

view (e .. g., his attitude toward prosecutors, or public de-

fenders) and some other :iar'li.ables that we believe may be asso-
" \ 

ciated with change (e.g., the defendant's evaluation of the 

specific prosecutor or lawyer he encountered)~ In presenting 

such an analysis, we are going to IIcontrol" for the respond-
" 

entls score on the scale obtained during the first interview. 

To make this clearer, let us take an example. Suppose we 

begin with the hypothesis that respondents w'ho are represented 
'" 

by a public defender will tenolc,,-tQ "change" in their evaluation 

of what most public defenders are like, depending. upon their 

evaluation of the service provided by the particular public 

defender they encounter. Those who are satisfied with the 

service of their public defender will tend to generalize about 

all public defenders and become more favorable; those who 

have what ,they believe to be an unsatisfactory experience 

will generaliZe and tend to become more negative towards pub-

lic defenders. 

Such an hypothesis seems straight-forward; testing it is 

a bit more complicated, for we must establish a method of 

" 

{ 
:/ 

ii··· 

o 
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determining whether our respondents actually'changed in their 

evaluation of most public defenders. Thus, we have three 

measurements: , (I) the respondents' initial beliefs ab01.1.t 

what most public defenders· ar~ like (what-'we have before 

called their predispositions and will sometimes refer to as 

the Tl score) ;(~i) their evaluation of the specific public 

,defender they erlcoun'tered; (3) their beliefs about what, most 

Public defenders are like as measured in the slacond !J.nterview 
" // 

(to be called the T2 score). 
II,." /( 

'~-I;J 

Simply. looking at the relationship between ~he specific 

evaluation and the T2 score will not tell us anyt!hing about 

change, for we do not know what: their predisposition was. 

Consider, for example, the following possible relationships: 

Predisposi f~on :$pecific Lawyer T2 Score 
(Tlscore) Evaluation 

I: 
I 

Respondent 1 High High ' High 

Respondent 2 Low Low Low 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Respondent 3 High Low LOw 

Respondent 4 Low High High 

First, conside:rall four hypothetical respondents, and look 

at the relationship between their specific evaluation scores 

and their T ..... scores. There is a very strong relationship-
L. 

they evaluate their speci£ic lawyer and "most public defenders" 

identically. But now consider the differences between' what 

is going on with the first two respondents versus respondents 
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" 

3 and 4. For respb'nd~nts 1 and 2, we really cannot evaluate 

-our hypothesis about the relationship of specific evaluations 

to Change;~ for there was no change--their (~2 sco.t:es, are the 

same as their Tl scores, and hence there is no ohange to mea

sure. On the other hand; for respondents 3 and 4, we do have 

evidence in support of our hypothesis. Here, we see that 
! 1 

there is a relationship between their specific scores and 

their second score and there is change in their attitudes, 

for the Tl and T2 scores are different. 

In our population, we shall see examples of both types 

of respondents--those who change and those who do not. What 

we shall do, then, is to divide the population into two groups, 

--those who stay stable and those who change. For those who 

change, we shall see whether observed change is related to 

things that happened in their case (e.g., their evaluation 

of their specific attorney). In order to sort out those who 

changed from those who did not, we shall look at such rela-

tionships first "controlling" for. their predisposition, and 

thus discriminating between those who evidence some shift in 

attitudes from those who do not. Unfortunately, presentation 

of the data in this form is complicated and somewhat hard to 

follow. In order to make the argument clearer, and at the 

ris1f1 of s01\1e oVersimplification, we shall, in general, re-
~.~< 'I) . 

'>. ./ 

serve these tables to Appendix IX-I. After presenting one 

full-blown table which shows how change was measured, we shall 

simply report the proportions who stayed stable, became more 
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favorable (dialled ilpositivellchange), and those who became less 
. "\\ 

I) 
:t:avorable (called "negati ve" change) ~ 'I'hese tables sometimes 

underestimate the amount of chang~~ that has occurred, and the 

reader who wishes more details on both our measurement of 
/, . 

change and Ahe analysis ofii: is inv:i ted to look at the tClbles 
-!' 

in Appendix IX_!.2 

In"'proceeding, we shall examine change in attitudes to

.ward three participants--public defenders, pro~ecutors, anp. 

judges. 

CHANGE IN ATTITUDES TOWARD PUBLIC DEFENDERS 

We began our analysis of attitudes tc)ward public defenders 

by.describing the degree of suspicion and distrust that many 
,) 

de'fendants brought to their encounters with criminal cour'ts. 

Then, we argued that a defendant's evaluation of the services 

of the particular public defender who represented him depends 

upon several factors--sentence received, mode of disposition, 

time spent with the attorney, and predisposition. We have 

argued that, to a substantial degree, the infirmities that 

public defenders labor under vis-s-vis private ,.;a,ttorneys are, 

in the context of evaluation of specific lawyers, largely a 

product of the limited amount of time that many public defend

ers were able to spend with their clients. Finally, we have 

suggested that manY,of our respondents were, in :fact, relatively 

satisfied with the services they received from public defenders~ 

despite their initial suspiqion. Now we wish to discover 

whether such satisfaction or dissatisfaction is translated into 

o 
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a different image of what most public defenders are like. 

Are the views of respondents at the second interview about 

. wll.at most public defenders are lilcethe same as they began 

with, or are they sensitive to the respondents I experience 

'with a particular public defender? 

We may begin with a simple turnover table. Each respond-

ent was asked a series of questions about what most public 

" defenders were like both at the first and the second int!?:r-

view. The turnover table will tell us whether there was 

change in the views expressed by respondents. We have, here, 

divided the public defender scale into four approximately 

1 t 
. 3 

equa ca ego~,1~eS: 

TABLE IX-l: TURNOVER IN ATTITUDES TOWARD PUBLIC DEFENDERS 

SCORE ON PD SCALE 
AT. SECOND INTERVIEW 

Very Low 

Low 

High 

Very High 

SCORE ON PD SCALE AT FIRST INTERVIEW 

Very Low 

25% 
(96 ) 

LoW 

23% 
(87) 

High 

4% 

22% 
(89) 

Very High 

4% 27% 
(105 ) 

< ... 

5% 21% 
(83) 

7% 20% 
(79) 

30%', 100% 
(1;21 ) <,3,93 ) 

. ·1' 
I 

)",,/ 

Each en<t.ry represents the percentage of the total population 

that 'fell into each celIe The main diagonal, from upper left 

to lower right represents those respondents who remained stable 
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over the two interviews--who h'b.d, the same score 

Here 39% of the population remained stab~,e. Individuals fctll
"Ii,', 

irig to the low~~r left of tihe diagonal ";changed' posi tively--
1\ 

thl2l ir score at the T2\~ int~r.view was highe'r ,than at the Tl 

interview; those falling above the diagonal changed negatively. 

Notice; also, that there is little net change: the propor

tion scoring at each level dl~ring, the fir~t interview is-'about 
\1 " ' 
\1 II' 

'tt~~ same as the proportion scoring at that level during the 

second interview (e.g., ,25% scored "very low" during the first 

interview and 27% scored "very low" during the second inter- ' 

view, and so on). Thus, there was a good deal of off-setting 

change. That is to say, about 60% of the respondents received 
\\ 
\\ 

a different score'! at the two interviews, yet the proportions 

scoring in each cate,gory remained the same.' This means that 

about as many changed negatively as changed positively, pro

ducing similar distributions for each interview: 

Stable (same score at 
both interviews) 

Changed positively 
(higher score at 
second interviewj 

Changed negatively 
(lower score at 
second interview) 

39% 

30% 

31% 

100% (.393) 

.,' " 

Given 'chat there is a fair amount of change; although 

off~setting, the question is whether there are any patterns 

in the change--is going up or going down related to eVents in 

'''1'' • 

r: .: 
!'. 
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the case? The answer is clearly yes. We begin by predicting 

that four fac'tors may be associated with change •... The most 

important is the defendant's evaluation of the p(~rformance of 

. his public defender. We hypothesize that defendants who are 

satisfied with the performance of their public defender will 

become more favorable to "mos.t public defenders" and that 

those who are unsatisfied will become more negative. Thus, 

we suppose that defendants W~,ll generalize from their specific 
\Jj'// 

experience to the general class of public defenders. 

We also begin with the hypothesis that oth~;~r aspects of 

the defendant's case will be associated with change in evalua

tion of most public defenders. Specifically, that the more 

favorable the outcome obtained, the more positive change; the 

'more time spent with the specific public defender, the more 

positive change; and that those who had trials will change 

positively more often than those who had pleas. Notice that 

what we are predicting is that those things that tend to make 

a defondant satisfied with the performance of the specific 

public defender encountered will also make a defendant change 

positively towards public defenders in general. 

Finally, we have a more powerful prediction: that on~ 

evaluation of specific attorney will "really" be related to 

change. That is to say, when we cOht~ol for the defendant's 

evaluation of his specific attorney, none of the other factors 

will continue to be related to change. If a defendant, for 

example, receives an unfavorable outcome but evaluates hi~i 
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lawyerfav'orably, we predict that he will be as likely. to 

. change positively as a defendant who receives a favorable out

come an.d w,as satisfied wi:th the servid~'s of his lawyer .. 

Essentially, thi~ hypothesis i~ 'that all that ~atters for 

change is the defendant's evaluation of the performance of 

his attorney. 
.1 

if To eval~ate these hypotheses, we must first (took at the 
If 

simple relationships of change to the four independent var

iables (evaluation of specific lawyer, sentence, mode of dis-
,. 

posi tion, and time with lawyer) and, if all are r'Edated:to change, 

then examine the latter three controlling for the effects of 
" . 'I, 

evaluation of the defehdant's specific lawyer upon change to-

ward public defenders in general. As indicated abov~, we shall, 
Ii 

in this one .instance, present. ·the full-blown and ratiher com-
'. 

plex table. Subsequently, we shall reserve the tables for 

Append~x IX-I and use more simple presentational devices • 

(See TableIX-2.) 

The table looks and is regrettably complicated, but it 

contains a great deal of information about change in attitudes 

t.owcu-d public defenders. Each of the boxes labelled "stable" 

contains respondents whose scores at the two interyiews Were 

the same. Each box labelled IIpOS ch9 11 contains those whose 

score at the second intervif)w was more favorable than at the 

first; each called ll neg chgll contains those whose scores at 

the first were more favorable than at the second interview~ 

In looking at change, it is important to know what the 
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TABLE IX"-2:THE EFF;ECTS OF EVALUATION OF SPECIFIC PUBLIC DEFENDERS UPON CHANGE"IN ATTITUDES 
TOWA~ MOST,<I?UBLIC DEFENDERS 

SCORE" ON PDSCALE 
AT SECOND 
INTERVIEW 

;~:-? 

SCORE ON PDSCALE AT FIRST INTERVIEW 
" 

VERY LOW LOW HIGH VERY HIGH 
~,: 

EVALUATION OF 
SPECIFIC PD Low High Low High -=~~~~~~ __________ ~ _____________ ,-_____ L_o_w ____ H_i_g~h _____ Low High 

VERY LOW 

LOW 

HIGH 

VERY HIGH 

(, 

stable 
.71% 17% 

pos chg 

29%~ 

lOO% 100% 
(53) (24) 

I neg chg 
35% 15% 

stable 
40% 17% 

pos chg 
25% 67% 

100% 100% 
(48) (35) 

neg chg 
65% 18% neg chg 

71% 34%' 

stable 
14% 31% 

pos chg I~able 
21% 51% ~; . 66~\ 

100% 100% 100% 100% 
(42) (39) (52 ('58), 

• 

I 
; 

! 
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respondent! s 'score at the first interview w.as, for, this can 

,constrain the possibilities for change. 
(", . 

For example, those 

,who scored ":very low" during the first intE.~rview cannot:; change 

negatively; those whd~\ scored "very high ll .£§!;!ill.2! change posi-

tively. Only those with middle positions can change in eithe£ 
\j -

direction. Each column compriSes the total humber of respond-

ents who had the specified Tl score and"who ra.ted their par-
(i, II 

. ticular public defender in the specified f~ishion. The actual 
, 'f 

entries in each cell thus comprise the pro.portion of those 

who rated their specific :Lawyers ~ither unfavorably or favor-

ably who stayed stable or moved positivel:\! or negatively. 

For example, look at the upper left-hand box. We notice 

that of those who rated their specific lawyer unfavorably, 71% 

remained stable and continued to score ~ery low on the public 

defender scale; on the other hand, only 17% of those who rated 

their specific lawyer favorably remained very low on the public 

defender scale during the second interview--83% of them scored 

higher during the second interview, indicating a positive 

shift in attitudes towards public defenders. If we examine 
. :) 

the lower right-hand box, we see the reverse pattern--of those 

who began with the most favorable views of public defenders, 

66% of the.individuals who rated their specific lawyers 

favorably maintained with favorable views of most public 

defenders, while 71% of those who rated their specific law

yer unfavorably moves in the negative directio!J.'''';,\ If w~ ex-
\. f._~ r 

:~-), 

amine the two center columns--in which respondents have the 
Ii 

"opportuni ty" to mOVe ei ther posi ti vely or negati v.ely--we see 
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the same pattern. Those who rated their specific ai:torneys 
.:? .~ 

, ,~ . 

. :faVorablY consistently move in a positive direction more 

often than those whorated\:their attorneys unfavorably. Thus, 

the hypothesis that a defendant's evaluation of his speCific' 

lawyer will be related to the direction of change inatti

'tUdes toward most public e~dfcltl:s is supported by the data. 

A mu~;: si:~pler, and peL)haps le,ss confusing way," of mak-
j~'~. . ";} 

ing the "s'ame p~~int can be ~~en in the following summary table. 

Though simpler, it also tends to contain less ihf5~~,~ation, for 

it does not provide information as to the position of ~espond~ 

ents at the first interview. 
'/> •• 

''C) 

(See T.able IX-3.) Here we see 

" that of those who rated their specific lawyer unfavorably, 

41% moved in a negative direction on the scales measuring atti-

tudes toward public defenders; of thosl3 who rated their 19.wyer 

favorably, only 20% moved this way. On the other hand, 41% 

who rated their lawyer favorably mo:u:ed positively, while 24% 

moved negatively. Once more, we see the.) effects of lawyer ' 
), " 

I,,i ' 

evaluation on attitudes toward most pubIJ.c defenders •. What 
":' 

• . ~I 

we lack is the actual "contrb~lingl for the respondent's 

s.core at the first interview, and hence knowing h:i?s thi's first 

score may have cons,trained the possibf1i ties for 9hange. 
1";./ 

The evidence, then, supports the propo'si ti'9ns that defend

ants represented by public defenders tend to generalize from 
i' 

their specific experience to their views of what most public 

defenders are like. Those who are satisfied with the perform-
',' 

ance of their attorne;y,l tend to become more favorable to public ,; 
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TAB;LE ,:rX-3 :~, RELATIONSHIP OF EVALUATION OF SPECIFIC LAWYER TO 
DIRECTION OF CHANGE IN SCORE ON PUBLIC DEFENDER 

II (5CALEe 

PIRECTION OF CHANGE 
IN EVALUATIONS OF 
MOST PUBLIC DEFENDERS 

Negative 

stable 

Positive 

EVALUATION OF SPECIFIC 

PUBLIC DEFENDER 

Low High 
i;\ 

41% 20% 

35% 38% 

24% 41% 

100% 100% 
(196) (156) 

'.~ 
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defendlflrs in general and. tltese who arte dispatisfiedtend to 

become less favorable. 
, , 

What of the effect~ of sentence, mode of 

'(fnd time wi th la",yerup~h change in at·ti tudes 
r 

disposition, 
, " 

toward publiC 
: (~". ,< , 

<'defenders? Nei thermode: of disposition nor time wi th lawyer' 

"appears to make a differ:i~nce.4 Sentence .does appear to have 

5 a somewhat weak effect. ;: 

TABLE IX-4: RELATIONSHIP OF SENTENCE RECEIVED TO D!RECTION 
OF' CHANGE IN ATTITUDE TOWARD PUBLIC DEFENDERS 

DIRECTION OF CHANGE 
IN EVALUATION OF MOST 
PUBLIC DEFENDERS 

Negative 

S.table 

Positive 

NONE 

23% 

41% 

36% 

100% 
(112) 

t)ENTENCE RECEIVED 

PROBATION INCARCERATION 

32% 37% 

36% 41% 

32% 22% 

100% 100% 
(142) (138) 

\\ 

The differences ',i do not appear particularly strong ,though 

, they are in the expedited direction: harsher sentences are asso

ciated with more nega'tive attitudes' toward most public de-

,fenders. Moreover, the summary table presented here tends to 

underestimate the str~:ngth of the relationship. Table PD .... 1 

in Appendix IX-I, show:Lng the more complete array of data deal-
'V 

ing with the ef'fects of sentence upon change in attitudes shows 

a stronger and more consistent relationship between harshness 
"ii\ 
o:iL'Jsen tence and a tti tude change. 

-. ' JJ 
.~ JC -:;7 

.7~~-
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Thus,' two variables are associated with change in atti-

tudes toward public defenders:. the defendant's evaluation of 

his particular attorney and the sentence "received~J When we 

attempt .to examine our more complex hypothesis--that only 

. evaluation of the specific attorney matters--the numbers in 

the cells become rather sma},·~~=tsee Table PD-4). Here, we are 

looking at the·relationship between sentence and change in 

attitudes towards public defend,ers while controlling for .the 

effects of evaluation of the specific attorney who represented 

the defendant. Although the cell sizes here (and in subse-

queht tables when we have a control variable) are so small 

tha.t the conclusion can only be suggesti:ve, it appears that 

both variables tend to make an independent contribution to 

change in a'ttituaes toward public defenders. 

The data have important consequences for the relation-

\ '. 

ships between public defender and client. We have seen that 

clients come to, their interactions with public defenders with 

'rather skeptical views. These views, we have argued, are the 

product both of the institutional position of the public de-

fender and of previous defendant experience. The defendant 

then interacts with his attorney, and several factors--time 

spent, outcome, mode of disposition, and his predisposition--

produce an evaluation of the specific public defender he has 
" 

encountered. This evaluation, in turn, has an effect upon the 

defendant's generalized attitudes toward public defenders, and 

hence the expectations he brings to his next encounter. To 
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the exten.t. that the specific interactions with public defenders 

teJ?d to produce negative evaluations-~and we have ar:gued that 

Ii t,'tle time spent with client,' non-adversary c;Hsposi tional 

:,s'tyles,~nd harsh sentences are related to negative evalua-
. r 

tions--the client's negative predispositions will be con;fi:p;rted, 
, ~\ 

i, and a vicious cycle of negative predisposi t;ions/unfavorable 

,. evaluations/more negative predispositions will occur. But 'i t 

is not'a vicious cycle in the sense that it is unbreakable. 
I.L 

To the extent that the~interactions with the public defender 
~ , 

produce favorable evalu~tions--and such evaluations are by no 

means beyond the bounds of reality, for they do occur, and do 

not depend simply upon a favorable outcome--then the cycle 

tends to be meliorated~ for such:Eavorable evaluations are 

associated with a tendency to generalize ten'lard more favor-

able views of most public defenders. In this sense,a favor

able encounter with a public defender may have consequences 

not only for the defendant's sense that he has been adequately 

represented in the specific case, but also for his future 

interactions with public defenders. Thus, what happens in 
!' 

the relationShip between lal-lyer and client in .~' particular 

case is doubly important. 

CHANGE IN ATTITUDES TOWARD JUDGES 

When we examine the overall distribution of attitudes 

toward judges at the first and second int~rviews, we again 

find a good ('jeal of off-setting change. Nearly six out of 

ten respond~nts score differently the second time, but there 
,! 
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is littie net change: 

Stable 41% 
(same score at both interviews> 

Negati ve change> 
(higher score at Tl inter-view) 

positive change 
(higher score at T2 interview) 

30% 

29% 

100% (574) 

We will look at the relationship, if any,betweenfour 

case-related variables and change in attitudes toward judges: 

the defendant's evaluation of his specific judge; the sentence 

'. received; thss mode of disposi-tion; and the defendant's evalua

tion' of the performance of his attorney. As with lawyers, we 

hypothesize simple two-way relationships for all these variables, 

and also wish to test the stronger hypothesis that when evalua-
'\ 

tion of the specific judge is controlled for the other three 

will be weakened or disappear. 

Tables JDG-lto JDG-4 in the Appendix present the basic 

relationships between the independent and dependent variables. 

All appear related to change in attitudes toward judges. We 

find that the sentence variable works more consistently for 

cQnvicted defendants than for those who received dismissals 

or acquittals. Although the latter tend to evidence more posi

tiVe than negative change, they are hot, in general, more 

likely to change positively than are those who were convicted 

but not incarcerated. There is a consistent relationship be

tween evaluation of one l s attorney and ch~nge in at.:titud(~s 
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t'6ward judges, with those who are more favorablE1\ toward their 

lawyers being consistently more likely to change\,0positively 
',I 

,.in their atti tudes towards what most j~dges are' +ike." In 

, terms of mode of disposi.tion,thet:e is sometende:ncy for those 

.who had trials to change in a negative direction Illore often 

than thosewho:plead guilty. 

The simple 'relationship between evaluation of the specific 

judge and change in attitudes toward judges looks like this: 

TABLE IX .... 5: RELATIONSHIP OF EVALUA.TION OF SPECIFIC JUDGE TO 
DIRECTION OF CHANGE IN ATTITUDES TOWARD MOST 
JUDGES 

DIRECTION OF CHANGE 
, IN ATTI:TUDES TOWAFD 
'MOSlr JUDGES 

Negat:ive 

Stable 

Positive 

SPECIFIC JUDGE EVALUATION 

Low 

44% 

35% 

20% 

100% 
(264) 

17% 

47% 

35% 

.99% 
(272) 

Respondents who evaluate their judge favorably are somewhat 

more likely to remain stable; of those}'lho change, twice as 

'many become more favorable towards judges than become more 

o 

negative. Among those dissatisfied with the judge encountered, 

more than twice as many (and in fact, close to half) change in 

a negative dire,ction in their general attitude~. toward judges. 

This suggests the notion of learning--that defendants tend to 

generalize from their specific experiences with judges to their 
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~"beliefs about wha.t most judges are like. 

I. 

If we test our more specific hypothesis--that 2il'1 that 

mat;ters is the defendant's eva;Luation of his particular judge--

it is not complritely supported by the d~ta. That is, when we 

look at the relationship b.etween sentence receive¢!. and change 

in attitudes toward judges 'while controlling for the respond-
\', , 

en·t's eval1:1.ation of his specific judge, the relationship is 
L) 

weakened, but still present. 'Mode of disposition and evalua

·tion of lawyer do disappear. 6 

\\ 

Thus, ·the:r.e does appear to be patterning in the change 

in attitudes expressed toward judges. What happens in the 

case affects the beliefs that a defendant takes from his en-

counter \-d th the courts", Defendants learn from their particu-

law experiences lessons about judges that affect their belief 

systems. :: Rather than simply having a general set of beliefs 

that appears immune to experience, they tend to generalize 

from what happens to ·them. TheV corne with predispositions, 

but their specific encounters appear to affect the beliefs with 

which they leave their particular court experiences. Evalua-

tion of the specific judge encount~r~d and, to a lesser extent, 

sentence received appears to affect the defendant's gen.eral 

beliefs about what most judges are like. 

CHANGE IN A'J~TITUDES TOWARD PROSECUTORS 
.----~----..-;..-----------

I 

As. wi th judges and lawyers, change in atti tude.~~ -toward 

prosecutors' between the two interviews is largely 'of£, •. set.ting: 

. _~ •. ~R"''' ••• ~~ ••• ~ ... _, ................... h ................ . 

)) 
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stable 

positive 

Negative 

40% 

28% 

32% 

\1 
\, 

-!.. .. }.;;- •• .;.; l' 

(N 581) 

\\ 
About 60% of~. the respondents receivre a different Score at. 

I, 

\\ . 
the two inter\rie}'ls, but equal numbE~rs change ill eitq,er direction. 

~\ ,) :;:, . 
I' '. 

Examining\ the correl'at~~s qf change, we fipd, first, that 
\:\ \\, 

evaluation of th~ specific prosecu'tor is related to change: 
, '\ 

~ij3LE IX-6: REI.JhroNsHIP OF EVA)JUA'l'ION, Of SPECIFIC PROSECUTOR 
, III TO DIRECTION OF CHANGE Il'1 .r,.1!TI1J!UDES TOWARD ,MOST 

PROS~tUTORS 
Ii f, \~ 
',<, \\ 

J-'i 

'~\ 
I' 
\;\ 

EVALUATIO~' OF SPECIFIC PROSECUTOR 
t}.~ \\ 

'DIRECTIDN OF CHANGE 
IN EVI?:LUI~rI ON~{I\ O~~ .' 

'MOSTPROSEcu1'dR:s ~. . 

Negative 

Stable 

Positive 

LoW 

42% 

40% 
l\ 

18% 

100% 
(.189) 

" High~\ " " 

24~ 
" . 

4.5% 

31% ! 

-"':-- " 

100%: 
(6~25 ) 

, . 
Those who evaluated tb,eir prose.cutor unfavorably were substan-

\tially more likely to e1lange in a. negative'direction thail 
~ ! 

positively; those who evaluated their prosecutor favorably 

'wer:~ somewhat more likely to change posi ti vely, 'though the 
~\ 

trerld is less pronounced. 7 

When we look at the' relationships betw~en sentence, law

yer evaluation, and mode of dispOSition, we find that sentence 

is related to change (again, as with lawyers and judges, the 

o 

('\ 
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r,elationship is more' consistent for convicted defendants than 

,if we include dismissals/acquittals), that mode of d1,sposi

tion is weakly related (tJ,~ials tending, 1:0 change more often 

.iIi. a negative direction), and that lawYE!r evaluation does not 

appear to be related to change in atti tU,des toward prosecu-
, , 8 
tox's. This latter finding is somewhat perplexing • Before, 

, we, argued that, although the cau~al direction was unclear, 

there was a relationship between evaluations of the specific 

lawyer, jUdge, and prosecutor encountered. When we examined 

change in attitudes toward judges, we found that lawyer evalua

t'ion was related to change in attitudes toward judges though not 

when we controlled for evaluation of the specific judge. In 
(l '/'1 

ct'he' case of prosecutors, no such relationsB.±:p appears. To the 
~d--;;') 

extent, then, that a defendant's interaction wi tf,~~:~ais attorney 

has some kind of flhalo'~ effect, it appears to operate in the 

context o:E evaluation of specific proseGutors, but not to be 

generalized to his views about most prosecutors. 9 

When. we examine the relationship of sentence to change 

controlling for the effects of specific prosecutor evaluation, 

we find -that sentence is'more weakly related, and mode of 
':. 

" disposition is 'unrelated. 

Thus, the data support the proposition that defendants 

do tend to generalize about prosecutors from their evaluation 

// 

of the particular prosecutor encountered, and that their par- u 

Iticular experience thus tends to affect the predispositions 

they bring to their ,next encounter with criminal courts. 

I 
I 

I 
i 

I 
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SUMMARY 

The, data,':pr~sented inthi:; s~'ct~on sug~e~ts,th(;l.i;:, defend

an~s do, J;earb .lessons fi"omtheir ent:ounters \\Wi thcriminal jus

,tice jInstitutions. "Not only dQ they make jtldgments about 

:\~h~ ac~~vities of the partie"l arparticiPanisthE!~ e"counter 

:bhat a~e related to the events,that occur in! the, case, but 
:'\ ' ' " ' I' , ,., " ",' , ' '.' 

lleese judgments, in turn, have an effect upo,n their general-

~ed im~ges of· the criminal justice system. :: This suggests, 

frd.rst, that defendants are, in their evaluations of specific 

p~~rticipants and generalized images, behaving like other 
;\ 

PE\oPle. They do not make judgments that are simply the pro-

, dQrt of hate, blind prejudice, an inclination to make scape

go,ats out of others rather thaIl face up to their own respon

siAilities. These, of course, do contribute to their judg-
0\ 

men,ts, just as they do for the rest of us. But their judg-
,\ u 

ments--of specific participants encountered and of partici-
\ " 

pant\s in a more general. sense--are also the product of their ,I . 
i ' 

own i;=xperiences. To say that defendants are like the rest 
I 
\ 

of u~~ in the way they make their j1.fdgments is perhaps not to 
\ 

say V'Fry much. But since there is so much stereotyping of 

defenl,?ants--the glassy-eyed junkie, the hardened mugger, etc.-,

it islof sotne' significance to note that their judgments do 
\ . 

, ,) \ 

reflec~ not simply some idiosyncratic processes that "crimin-
I 

als" u~~e to rationalize events, but a complex mix of personal 

experie,\nce, prejudice, and the like. 

Th;e data also suggest that particular ,experiences do 
\ 
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matter. They not only matter in terms of whether the defend-
. c.\ 

ant feels he has been given a fair shake in the particular 

ccise, but also in terms of the images of the criminal process 

that the defendant takes with him and will bring along for 
,~. 

his next encounter. Moreover, we do not observe a process 

which inevitably spirals downward, for experiences that are 

evaluated favorably do appear to be reflected in more favor~ 

able generalized attitudes. 

CI 

(I 
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APPENDIX IX-I . 

Nete: The tables presented here are similar to. IX-2, 
dIscussed in the text. The general rule ef thumb used 
in evaluating whetper the relatienship is supper ted "by 
the data is whether there is a 10% difference between 
the il1depel'ldent and dependent variablesCin one dire.c
tion whent.here is enly ene directien that is pessible 
in beth dir~ectiens when mevement beth ways is possible ) • 
When there are three variables--e.g., the relatienship 
ef change in attitudes teward public defenders and sen
tepce receive~, centrelling fer evaluatien ef the speci
fic public defender--the relatienship between the inde·· 
pendent and centrel is ebtained by cemparing cerres
ponding cells in the upper and lewer halves ef the tables. 

In each table, we have labelled the respendents who. 
remain stable at the two. ebservatiens, those who. change 
. in 'a pesi ti ve directien, and these who. change in a nega-
tive directien. Fer respendents who. change, we have 
summed these who. change in the specified directien 
(e.g., in Table PD-l en the fellewing page, these who. 
were "very lew" at the first interview and scered 
either "lew" "hiqh" er "v.erv hiqh" at the secend , .. _, --
interview are all summed under the categery "pes ch<:;J")~ 

188 
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Sentence. 

VERY LOW, 
SCORE AT 
SECOND 
INTERVIEW LOW. 

HIGH 

VERY HIGH 

. " .' • • • ) 

\ 
.~ . 
\, . '\\ 

", .. \. . 

:.,. ~ . \ . 

. ' TABLE' \PD-l : , PD CHANGE AND SENTENCE RECEIVED 

\ 
. .\ SCORE AT FIRST INTERVIEW' ";W 

LOW HIGH VERY HIGH VERY J\')W 
\\ ' ~ ______ ~~~ __________ ~ ______ ~ ____ ~ ________________ ~ ____ M_. __ __ 

'\ 
~one Frob· :.tncar 

'~ 

\\ 

'. stable \ 
33%46% '69% 

pos chg\, 

67% 54% " 31% 

"100% 100% 100% 
( 30) (24) (42 ) 

None Prob Incar None Prob Incar NoneProb Incar 

neg chg ,) 
22% 14% 41% 

stable 
37% 29% 28% 

pos chg 

30,% 97% 31% 

1.1 

100% 100% 100% 
(27) (28) (32) 

>~ 
~-' 

• I, 

c 

, neg chg 

2;5% 53% 42% 

," 

stable 
30% ·'25% 14% 

" pos chg 
45% 22% 44% 

100% 100% 100%' 
(20) (40) (24) 

neg chg 

43% 82% 88% 

stable 
57% 18% 12% 

100% 100% '100% 
(35) (50) (3.5) 

'. 
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TABLE PD-2 :PD'CHANGE AND MODE OF-, DISPOSITION 

SCORE AT FIRST INTERVIEW 

.' VERY LOW LOW HIGH VERY HIGH 

Mode of 
Disposition Dism Tr Plea Dism Tr Plea Dism Tr Plea Dism Tr Plea 

VERY LOW 
'SCORE AT 
SECOND 
INTERVIEW LOW 

HIGH 

VERY HIGH 

"') I stable l I neg chg 
31% 70% 57% - 23% 18% 32% 

;:::::::=========::::::::::~ 
pos chg stable 

38% 18% 36% 

pos chg-
69% 30% 43% 

39% 64% 36% 

[,<c,'"=neg 
! k ~ 

chg 

26% 50% 43% 

stable 
32% 14% 21% 

pos chg 
42% 36% 36% 

100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
(29) (21) (47) (26) (17) (44) (19) (14) (56) 

neg chg 

41% 61% 55% 

stable 
59% 39% 45% 

100% 100% 100% 
(32) (23) (65) 

(392) 

• 
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'. " ".~ 

Time with 
Lawyer 

VERY LOW 
SCORE AT 
SECOND 
INTERVIEW LOW 

HIGH 

VERY HIGH 

'.J/ ' 

• • • • 

TABLE,PD-3: 
~I 

PD CHANGE·AND TIME WITH LAWYER 

VERY L'OW 

)j' 
Low High 

I tab11 : 26~, e 58% : 

pos chg 

II 74% I[ 42% 
II 
/i 
,I 
I' 
II 
" ; 

J! 
100% Ii 100% 
(69) Ii (36) 

I: 
i! 

I 
! 

. i,i 

SCORE AT FIRST INTERVIEW 

LOW 

Low High 

neg 
28% 

Chgl 
26%'. 

stable d 
32% '39% 

pos 

40% 

.~-
chg 

45% 

100% 
(38) 

!;. ,"HIGH 

Low 

neg chg 

45% 34% 

stable 
18% 

t pos 
37% 

100% 
(49) 

29% 

chg ;:] 
37% 

100% 
(38) 

.' • 

V;ERY HIGH 

Low High 

neg chg 

52% 54% 

stable 
48% 

100% 
(69) 

46% 

100% 
(52) 

• 
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TABLE PD-4: REL~TIONSHIP OF PD CHANGE TO LAWYER, EVALUATION AND SENTENCE RECEIVED 

SCORE AT FIRST INTERVIEW, 

Specific Lawyer Evaluation 

"LOW 

VERY LOW 

Sentence Received None Prob Incar 

VERY ,LOW 
SCORE AT 
SECOND 
INTERVIEW LOW 

HIGH 

VERY HIGH 

Specific Lawyer Evaluation 

HIGH 

, SCORE AT 
SECOND 
INTERVIEW 

Sentence Received 

VERY LOW 

LOW 

HIGH 

VERY HIGH 

I stable 
:67%47% ,89% I 

, pos chc;;J 

.' 
" 

33% 53% 11% 

100%: 100% 100% 
(9) (19.) (27) 

VERY LOW 

None Prob Incar 

:[. stab'le 
_20% .', '0 17% 

pos chg 

80% 100% 83% 

100% 100% 100% 
(15) (3) (6) 

LOW HIGH 

None Frab Incar 

I neg'· chg 
22% 22%', 52%1 

[", ' stable: 
'56% 44% 29%1 

pos chg 

22% 33% 15% 

100% 100% 100% 
(9)(18) (21) 

None Prob Incar 

neg chg 
' , 

75% 52% 76% 

stable 
25% 14% 11% 

I pos chg 
12% I 0 33% 

100% 100% 100% 
(4) (21) (17) 

SCORE AT FIRST INTERVIEW 

LOW HIGH 

None Prob Incar 

I' neg chg I 
19~ 0 20% 

'I-.
' stable J 

.20% 0 20% '. ~====:::=::~ pos'chg 

56% 100% 60% 

100% 100% 100% 
(16) (9) (10) 

None Prob Incar 

neg chg 

15% 11% 38% 

I stable 
)31% ,33% 25% I' 

pos chg 
38% 1 54% 36% 

100% 100% 100% 
(13) (I8 ) (8) 

VERY HIGH 

None Prob Incar 

neg chg 

, 60% .70% 7'4;% 

stable 
40% 30% 26% 

100% 100% 100% 
(5) (27) (I9) 

VERY HIGH 

None Prob Incar 

neg chg 

33% 33% 39% 

I stable 
67% 67% 61% I 

100% 100% 100% 
(24) (21) (13) 

r-' , 

~ 
N 
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':TABLE JDG~l: JDG CHANGE AND SPECIFIC JUDGE 

SCORE AT FIRST INTERVIEW 

VERY LOW LOW aIGH VERY HIGH 

~,-------------------------------------------------------------
Specific Judge 
Evaluation Lo~ High 

VERY LOW 
SCORE AT 
SECOND 
INTERVIEW LOW 

HIGH 

VERY HIGH:) 

stable, I 
66% 27% 

. pos chg 

34% 75% 

100% 100% 
(59) (41) 

Low High 

r . 'neg chg 
_ 45% 47% 

~ stable 
.. 26% 27% 

pos 

29% 

100% 
(74) 

chg 

69% 

100% 
(47) 

I 
I 
I 

Low High 

neg chg 

I 

.. 
stable 

18% 

pos 
20% 

100% 
(61) 

25% 

chg 
58% 

100% 
(59) 

1 

I 

Low High 

neg chg 

66% 28% 

I stable I 
34% 72% 

"d 

100.% 
(70) 

100% 
(125) 

• 
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Sentence 

VERY LOW 
SCORE AT 
SECOND 
INT.ERVIEW LOW 

HIGH 

VERY HIGH 

• '. • • • • • 

TABLE JDG-2: JDG CHANGE AND SEN~ENCE RECEIVED 

SCORE AT FIRST INTERVIEW 

VERY: LOW LOW HIGH VERY HIGH .. 

None Prob Incar None Prob Incar . None Prob Incar None Prob Incar 

st.anle 
48% 22% 6'9% 

pos chg 

52% 78% 31% 

-

'" , 
100% 100% 100% 
(40) (27) (42) 

neg chg neg chg neg chg 
24% 13% 48% " 

37% 27% 54% 
stable 

32% 36% 18% 
29% 39% 51% 

pos chg stable 
13% 27% 19% 

44% 51% 34% 
pos chg stable 

50% 46% 27% 71% 61% 43% 

100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% lOO% 
(38) (45) (50) (38) (44) (48% (65) (85) (51) 
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TABLE JDG-3: JDG CHANGE AND SPECIFIC LAWYER' EVALUA'1?ION 

SCORE AT FIRST INTERVIEW . 
VERY LOW LOW HIGH VERY HIGH 

O----------------------------------------~i·~,--------------~"----
Specific Lawyer 
Evaluation' Low High 

VERY LOW 
SCORE .AT 
SECOND 
INTERVIEW LOW 

'f 

I HIGH 

VERY HIGH 

pas chg 

39% 64% 

100% 
(44) 

100% 
(42) 

~ow High 

[
neg chg I 

38% 17% 

stable L 
29% 27% ...:Jl:~\ 

pas chg 

33% 

100% 
(65) 

56% 

100% 
(42 )' 

Low High 

neg chg 

53% ;35% 

:=::::1 ===st===ab1e~1 
_ 16% 26% 

I 3l~os Ch~9% I 

100% 
(55) 

100% 
(51) 

Low High 

neg chg 

49% 40% 

stable 
51% 60% 

100% 
(75 ) 

100% 
(96 ) 

• 
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TABLp: JDG-4: JDG CHANGE AND MODE OF D.ISPOSITION 

VERY LOW 

Mode of 
Disposition Dism Tr 
VERY. LOW 

SCORE AT 
SECOND 
INTERVIEW LOW 

HIGH 

VERY HIGH 

-
stable 

44% 64% 

pos chg 

56% 36% 

/. 

100% 10,0% 
(j6) (31) 

SCORE AT .FIRST INTERVIEW, 

LOW 

Plea Dism Tr Plea 

42% 

58% 

c\ 
10""0% 
(41) 

,neg chg 
28% 32% 28% 

stable 
28% 24% 30% 

pos chg 

44% 56% 42% 

100% 100% 100% 
(32) (34) (67) 

HIGH 

Dism Tr Plea 

neg chg 

'.-63% 54% 

stable 
13% 29% 

pos chg 
50% 17% 

100% 100% 
(38) (24) 

36% 

21% 

43% 

100% 
(68) 

• • 
" 

VERY HIGH . 

Dism 'Ilr' Plea 

neg chg 

29% 58% 43% 

stable 
71% 42% 57% 

100% 100% 100% 
(62) (24) (lIS) 

• 
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TABLE JDG-5: RELATIONSHIP OF JDGCHANGE TO SPECIFIC JUDGE EVALUATION AND SENTENCE RECEIVED 

SCORE AT FIRST INTERVIEW 

Specific Judge Evaluation 

LOW 

___ v __ ER_y __ L_O_W ______________ L_OW ______________ H=I~,_,.: ________ ~.V_E~R~Y~H~I~G~H~_ 

Sentence received None Prob I,ncar None Prob Incar None Prob Incar None Prob Incar 

SCORE 
AT 
SECOND 
INTERVIEW 

VERY LOW 

LOW 

HIGH 

VERY HIGH 

Specific Judge Evaluation 

HIGH 

SCORE 
AT 
SECOND 
INTERVIEW 

Sentence Received 

VERY LOW 

LOW 

HIGH 

VERY HIGH 

I stable 78~1 71~ 31% 

pos chg 

29% 69% 22% 

100% 100% 100% 
(14) (13) (32) 

VERY LOW 

I 
I 

neg chg 56~ I neg chg 
42~ 24~ 67% 43% 71% 

stable 
17%J 53% 38% , '-

. pos C?g I stable 
13% I 6% 43% 

24% . 38% 27% I pos chg 
16%l 31% 14% 

100% 100% 100% ~OO% 100% 100% 
(12) (21) (41) (16) (14) (31) 

l> 

SCORE AT FIRST INTERVIEW 

LOW HIGH 

" None Prob Incar None Prob ~ncar None Prob Inca.:t 
" 

neg chg 

56% 63% 73% 

stable 
44% 37% 27% 

100% 100% 100% 
(16) (27) (26) 

VERY HIGH 

r~5%st~~ie" 28% 1 I 0 neg 5r::g
' ~~~ neg chg 

11% 0% % 2 19 

None Prob Incar 

neg Chg"l ~::-::.. 

pos chg I stable 
22%1 .22% 35% 23% .28% 38% 

pos chg I stable 
31% I 65% 86% 72% 

67% 
.22% 24% 

78% 60% I' pos chg 
50¢ I [ stable 

62J .67% 56% 77% ' 72% 

100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% '100% 100% 100% 100% 
(20) (14) (17) (18) (20) '(9) (18) (25) (16) (44) (57) (24) 

• 
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TABLE JDGo 6: RELATIONSHIP O~) JDG CHANGE TO SPECIFIC JUDGE EVAT.JUATION AND SPECIFIC LAWYER EVALUATION 

SCORE AT FIRST INTERVIEW 

Specific Judge Evaluation 

LOW 

SCORE AT 
SECOND 
INTERVIEW 

Lawyer Eval uatio;n , 

VERY LOW 

LOW 

HIGH 

'::::I 
~VERY HIGH 

SpeCific Judge Evaluation 

HIGH 

SCORE AT' 
SECOND 
INTERVIEW 

Lawyer 'Evaluation 

VERY LOW 

LOW 

HIGH 

VERY HIGH 

VERY LOW, LOW HIGH VERY HIGH 

Low High, 

I stable,--, 
74% 50% I 

pos chg 

26% 50%' 

100% 100% 
(31) , (16) 

VERY LOW 

Low High 

C stable 1 
,33% 26%_ 

pos Chg 

67% 74% 

100% 100% 
(12) (23) 

Low High 

[
neg chg I' 

48% 38% 

[ stable I 23% 38% 
---.---' 

'i pos chg 

29% 25% 

100% 100% 
(48) (16) 

SCORE AT FIRST 

LOW 

Low High 

Low High 

neg chg 

69% 43% 

: 17% 21% ~ I stable 'I 

I pos chg 'I 
l~~ 36~ 

100% 100% 
(36) , (14) 

,.-

I~1TE:RVIEW 
i' !. • 
.Jj£IGH 

i L(;nr High 

Low High 

neg chg 

, 

62% 84% 

I stable I :JS~' 26~~ 
100% 100% 
(45) , (19) 

VERY HIGH 

Low High 

L 7%eg 
c;:hg I ' r-nleg 

j ~ 
chg n~ chg 

I 
4% 

stable 
47% 18% 

pos e.hg, 

47% 78% 

100% 100% 
(15) (28) 

] 
'13~: 18% , 

I stable ) 
: 20~ 30~ ~ 

28% 32% 

I pos chg l stable 
. fi2~ , 52:L 72"i.. 6~ 

100% 100% 100% 100% 
(15) (33) (29) (75) 
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TABLE JDG-7! RELATIONSHIP OF JDG CHANGE TO SPECIFIC ~UDGE EVALUATION AND MODE OF DISPQSITION 

SCORE AT FIRST INTERVIEW 

Specific Judge ~valuation 

LOW 

VERY LOW LOW 

Mode of Disposi tion Dism Tr Ple.a Dism Tr Plea 

SCORE AT 
SECOND 
INTERVIEW 

VERY LOW 164%st~~% 64% I 146% neg s~~g 40~ I 
-

29~1 pos chg l stable 
-.Z7~ 17~ 

LOW 

HIGH pos chg 
27% 27% 31% 

VERY HIGH 27% 27% 31% 

HIGH 

Dism Tr Plea 

neg chg 

63 66 60 % % % 

I stable 
20%) 6% 27% _ .. , 

1 pos chg 
31% 7% 20%1 I 

VERY HIGH 

Dism Tr Plea 

neg chg 

56% 100% 62%· 

stable 
38%1 44% 0 

-
100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 1QO% 100% 100% 
(11) (22) (25) (11) (18) (4S) (16) (IS) (30) (16) (8) (45) 

SCORE AT FIRST INTERVIEW 

Specific Judge Evaluation 

HIGH 

VERY LOW LOW 

Mode of Disposition Dism Tr Plea Dism Tr Plea 
! ---------~ 

VERY LOW [37% st~~% 6% r {" 0 neg ~~g 5% I SCORE AT 
SECOND 
INTERVIEW LOW pos chg 

: 21% 29% 
I stable 

32% I 
HIGH pos chg 

63% SO% 94% 

VERY HIGH 79% 64% 63% 

,. 

HIGH 

DiSIn Tr Plea 

neg chg 

11% 24% 18% 

I stabl; 
22~ 38 24~1 

pos chg 
67% 38% 58% 

VERY HIGH 

DiSIn Tr Plea 

neg .chg 

22% 38% 29% 

I stable 
: 78% 62% 71%1 

100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
(19) (6) (16) (14) (14) (19) (18) (8) (33) (41) (16) (68) 

• 
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TABLE PRS-l: PRS CHANGE AND SPECIFIC PROSECUTOR EVALUATION 

SCORE AT FIRST INTERVIEW 

Specificc 
Prosecutor 
Evaluation 

VERY LOW 
SC.ORE AT 
SE"COND 
IN'I'ERVIEW LOW 

HIGH 

VERY LOW 

Low High 

I stable [ 
- 66% . 29% 

" 
pos chg 

34% 71% 
~IJ 

/ VERY HIGH c=? 

100% 
(71) 

100% 
(48) 

LOW 

Low High 

1 
neg chg 

'54% 29% 

I stable 
30% 

pos 

16% 

100% 
(46) 

26% 

chg 

45% 

100% 
(31) 

1 

" 

" 

HIGH 

Low High 

I 
I 

neg chg 

71% 23% 

stable 
21% 

pos 
8% 

100% 
(52 ) 

46% 

chg 
31% 

100% 
(71) 

() 

I 
I I 

VERY HIGH 

Low High 

neg chg 

85% 39% 

stable I 
15% 61% _ 

100% 
(20) 

100% 
(75 ) 

N 
o 
o 
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Sentence 

VERY LOW 
SCORE AT 
SECOND 
INTERVIEW LOW 

HIGH 

VERY HIGH 

.' 

, . • e e' e. 

TABLE PRS-2: PRS CHANGE AND SENTENCE'RECE~VED 

SCORE AT FIRST INTERVIEW , 

VERY LOW LOW HIGH 

e • 

VERY HIGH' 

None Prob Incar None Prob IncarNone Prob ~ncar None Prob Incar 

stable 
44% 34% 61% 

pos chg 

56% 66% 39% 

100% 100% 100% 
( 61) (41) (57 ) 

neg chg neg chg neg c:g.g 
30% 36% 49% 

stable 55% 25%, 66% 
27% 28% 23% 

45% 41% 61% 
pos chg stable 

29% 42% 24% 
43% 28% 23% , 

pos chg st.able 
19% 33% 10% 55% 54% 34% 

-
100% 100% 100% 100% 106% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
( 37) ( 39 ) (47 ) (52 ) ( 66 ) ( 50 ) ( 31 ) ( 61 ) - ( 34') 

N 
o 
I-' 
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TABLE PRS-3: PR~i' CHANGE AND SPECIFIC LAWYER EVALUATION 

SCORE AT FIRST INTERVIEW 

Lawyer '0 

Evaluation 

!)VERY LOW 
SCORE AT 
SECOND 
INTERVIEW LOW 

HIGH 

VERY HIGH 

VERY LOW 

Low High 

stable 
53% ~6% 

pos chg 

47% 

-
100% 
(74) 

54% 

100% 
(57 ) 

LOW 

Low High 

neg chg 
47% 32% 

stable 
25% 

pos 

28% 

100% 
(57) 

32% 

chg 

36% 

100% 
(47) 

I 

HIGH 

Low High 

neg chg 

41% 36% 

stable I 
38% 40%. 

pos 
21% . 

100% 
(76) 

chg 
24% 

100% 
(74) 

• 

VERY HIGH 

Low High 

neg chg 

67% 37% 

stable 
33% 63% 

100% 100% 
(45) (65) 

N 
o 
N 

• 
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~ABLE PRS-4:PRi\CHANGE AND MODE OF D!SPOSITION 

SCORE AT FIRST INTERVIEW 

VERY LOW' LOW 

Mode of 
Disposition Dism Tr Plea Dism, Tr Plea 

VERY LOW 
SCORE AT 
SECOND 
INTERVIEW LOW, 

G st~le 
43% 62%, 47% 1 

neg chg 
24% 57% 37% 

;", 

HIGH 

, VERY HIGH C 

I] 

I', 

pas chg stable 
30% 17% 29% 

", 
pas chg 

57% 38% 53% 
46% 27% 34% 

I' 

100% 100% 100%" 100% 100% 100% 
(58) (26) (75) (33) (30) (59) 

~'" 

HIGH VERY HIGH 

Dism Tr Plea Dism Tr Plea 

neg chg- neg chg 

53% 36% 42% 

:~ 

39%' 62% 47% 
stable 

27% 34% 35% 

pas chg stable 
20% 20% 23% 61% 38% 53% 

100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
(48) (35) (85) (28) (24) (79) 

" 

J/ 

N 
o 
w 

• 
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TABLE PRS-5: RELATIONSHIP OF' PRSCHANG~ TO EVALUJ\TION 9F SPECIF.IC PROSECUTOR AND SENTENCE. RECEIVED 

VERY LOW 

Specific Prosecutor Evaluation 

LOW 

Sentence Received None l?rob Incar 

VERY LOW ,r~%st~ie 64%1 SCORE AT 
SECOND 
INTERVIEW LOW pcs chg 

", 

HIGH 
30% 39% 36% 

SCORE AT FIRST INTERVIEW 

LOW , H!GH 

NOlie prob Incar 

r- neg cfig . I 
l~3% 54%:-:. 76% 

1 stable 
". 33% 36~ 24J 

pos chg 

None Prob Incar 

neg chg 

66% 55% 79% 

17% 27% 21~1 

VERY HIGH 

None Prob ,Incar 

neg chg 

100% 71% 91% I stable 

pos chg 
o 1.1:~\0 stable ' 9%1 34% 10% 0 17% 18% 29% 

VERY HIGH 

100% 100% 100% ' 100% 100% 100% 100% ,1.00% 100% 
(27) (13) (31·) (18) (11) ': (17) (12)(11) (29) 

VERY LOW 

SpeCific Prpsecutor Evaluation 

HIGH 

Sentence Received None Prob Incar 

SCORE AT 
SECOND 
INTERVIEW 

VERY LOW 

LOW 

HIGH 

VERY HIGH 

I' ' stable 
18% 26% 50% I" 

pos chg 

72% 74% 50% 

SCORE AT FIRST INTERVIEW 

LOW HIGH 

None Prob Incar None Prob Incar 

10 
neg chg 

27% I' 
neg chg 

40% ' 
29% 9% .47% 

stable 
20% 27% 27% 

pos chg 1 stable 

80% 33%" 46% 
_56% 50% 38% 

t pos chg 
15% 25% 41% 

I 
I 

100% 100% 100% 
( 2) ( 7 ) (11 ) 

VERY HIGH 

None Prob Incar 

neg chg 

25% 42% 44% .. 

stable 
75% 58% .56% 

100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
(17) (19) (12) (5) (15) (11) 

100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
(24) (34) (13) (16) (41) (18) 

N 
a 
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TABLE PRS-6: RELATIONSHIP OF PRS CH1WGE TO SPECIFIC PROSECUTOR EVALUATION AND MODE OF DISPOSITION 
il 
I: 

II ' 
VERYI! LOW 

Sp'ecific Prosecutor Evaluation 

LOW 

II 
I: 

II 
II 

Mode of Disposition 

VERY LOW 
SCORE 
AT 
SECOND LOW 
INTERVIEW 

HIGH 

VERY HIGH 

Dism ~~ Plea 
~1\:-ib"""le----I 
~!67% 64% I 
~;==C=h=g===i 

I !I 
36% 

II 
I 

Ii C1% t33% 

f-------' 

100% .;100% 100% 
(26) (12) (33) 

~ I 

Ii 
VEF~Y LOW 

Specific Prosecutor Evaluation 

HIGH 

SCORE AT FIRST IN'!'ERVIEW 

LOW 

Dism Tr 

I neg chg 
.20% 069% I stable 
~40% 23% 

pos chg 

40% 8% 

Plea 

71% 

29% 

0 

HIGH 

Dism Tr 

neg chg 

64% 73% 

f stable 
~8% 27% I pos cl'}g 
18% 0 

VERY HIGH 

Plea Dism Tr Plea 

neg chg 

73% 

86% 84% 100% 

20% I _ 
=====::; 

7% r [0 sta~~% 16% I 
100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
(15) (13) (17) (11) (11) (30) 

100% 100% 100% 
(;1.) (7) (12) 

SCORE AT FIRST INTERVIEW 

LOW HIGH VERY HIGH 

I; 

Mode of Disposition DismiTr Plea Dism Tr ·Plea Dism Tr Plea Dism Tr Plea 

VERY LOW 
SCORE 
AT 
SECOND LOW 
INTERVIEW 

HIGH 

VERY HIGH 

s~~able 
35% I 18% 40% 

pbs chg 

82% 60% 65% 

\~ 
\ 

100% ~ 100% 100% 
(17) (5) (26) 

.... neg chg 
20% 38% 28% 

stable 
20% 25% 28% 

pos chg 

60% 

100% 
(5 ) 

37% 44% 

100% 100% 
(8) (18) 

neg chg, 

32% 20% 18% 

~ stable 
41% 33% 47% I G; pos chg 
27% 27% 35% 

100% 
(22) 

100% 100% 
(15) (34) 

neg chg 

14% 

86% 

100% 
(14) 

58% 41% 

s'tab1e 
42% 54% 

100% 100% 
(12) (49) 

• 

N 
o 
U1 
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TABLE PRS-7: RELATIONSHIP OF PRS CHANGE TO EVALUATION OF SPECIFIC PROSECUTOR AND EVALUATION 

OF SPECIFIC LAWYER 

Specific Prosecutc:>r Evaluation 

LOW 

SCORE AT 
SECOND 
INTERVIEW 

Lawyer Evaluation 

VERY LOW 

HIGH 

VERY HIGH'.' 

Specif,ic Prosecutor Evalu:~tion 

HIGH 

SCORE AT 
SECOND 
INTERVIEW 1 

Lawyer Evaluation 

VERY LOW 

LOW 

HIGH 

VERY HIGH 

() 

VERY LOW 

Low High 

I stable I 
.70%' 71%, 

pas chg 

30% 29% 
.' 

' . . " 
100%100% 
(37) (21) 

VERY LOW 

Low High 

stable 
29% 29% 

pas chg 

71% 71% 

100% 100% 
(21) (21) ., 

[ 
[ 

SCORE AT FIRST INTERVIEW 
LOW' HIGH VERY. HIGH 

Low High Low Hide Low High, 

neg chg I neg chg neg chg 
68% 41% 72% 69% 

stable I 32% 41% 100% 67% 
pas chg " stable 

21% 26% 
0 10% chg stable pas 

7% 5% 0 33% 

100% 100% 100% 100%, 100% 100%, 
(19) (17) (28) , (19) (12) (6 ) 

SCORE AT FIRST INTERVIEW 
LOW HIGH VERY HIGH 

Low High Low High Low High 

neg chg neg chg neg chg 
44% 15% 12% 36% 

stable 
I, 31~ 23% 

pas chg stable 
54% 35% 

25% 62% pes cl1g 
34% 29% 

100% 100% 100% 100% 
(16) (13) (35) (24) 

'. 

I 

N 
0 
m 
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X CONCLUSION 

A variety of the~es have emerged in our dipcussion . 
of. de.:fendanty,perceptionsandevaluationsof:' crintinal. 'c:ou.tts • . ' . ',,' . ~. ' 

The first and perhaps most prosaic but powerful is simply 

that qe;t:endan ts,: ~:x:erci-se a subs tan ti al degre~ Of' di s.cernmen t 

ancLj,YQgm~nt,inthei,tapPtQachtocriminal c;:our't;:s. rrhis is 

not to s,ay that defendant evaluations of judges or prosecu~ 

tors or public defenders are "correct," whatever such a con-

ce:pt might mean. It is to say that Q.~:fenqgnt$..,eva,l.uate ,c3:im

i:nal 901.!rt.~ ,i.n ~ays ·thatexhibi t, nei t~er(,~unanimi ty nor a, con

sis~ent·tendencyto be dissatisfied or blame others for their 
I,. ..-., " 

own:'~ro,uble's., 'l'heY,;come to th"e courts with a variety of im~ages, 

they:, )udgep:~:t;i.cip:CUlts'inav"arieti of ways, and they leave 

their, ,enqpun:terswi thavariety of views both of tl1,eir par-

ticl:llar'Case"anQ ,'Of thec6urts as a, whole. Moreover? the fac

tors that appear to, affect these judgments are ones that are 
I, 

common to all of us: a, Strong dose.,of self-interest, a con-
~ • > ,n • 

cernfc!:, .fi3:ce~,i:0,:,,"f~fe contact.and" a, $ens,e tbC);t one ha$ been' 

lisi;en~,c1 ;to. &nd " ~,;l",E:lClfdf a:s'ense,~ Qf ,e@ity, and the eXistenlc'e~"\ 
~l ,.:0' 

of, preGQncept.~op:s, ,~11 phape a defePdant',s evaluation 'of what 

hapPeIlsto h"fm.,No only, then, is there variety in :th~ 'judg

memtsthat, a~e rende.t;ec:i, hut thecri 't;:eri q , for j'Udgmep,t are by 
, , 'I' 

tnElY, are, in. ,many respects, ,much li~e, the rest Qf' us. 
. ~. ' . ~ , , ." ' 

As I say, this point may be prosaic, but it is also 

important. It flies in the face of a good deal of popular 

207 
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~entiment that tends to set criminals off from the rest of us. 

Those who have engaged in destru'otive or anti-social acts are 

most comfortably viewed as IIdifferent .. 1I Perhaps their con

duct is different from that in w,hich many of us would choose 

to engage, but the factors that appear to influence their 

judgments about what happens to them when they are called 

. into court to answer for their acts do not seem to be all 

that different. 

The fact that defendants exercise judgment that, if not 

necessarily shared by others, does display a degree of sophis

tication and discernment suggests another point. It suggests 

that it may be worthwhile talking with defend.a.nts about issues 

that make. a di . .:t;.ference to them, for they do not appear to be 

closed-minded ideologUes or scapegoaters. who simply have their 

opiniqJ;),s and are impervious to discussion of them. Whether 

we are ,talking about lawyer/client relations, the choice of 

an appropriate mode of disposition, or the more general issue 

of whether a defendant got a fair shake, the material pre

sented here suggests that discussions with defendants by r.ele

vant participants will not inevitably be fruitless. Discus

sion will not necessarily assuage bitterness or dissatisfac-

tion in this context any more than it is a guarantee of such 

an outcome in any other. But the material presented here 

does, I believe,' suggest that it may be worthvlhile. Defend-

ants, while by no means ideal "objective ll observers, are re-

sponsive to what happens to them and to an indication that 
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what they have to say or what they feel matters. Thus" one 

of the maj or recomm,endatiohs that emerges here is a simple 

one: th9§e ' cg;p.cerned''W:i. th incre~sil)g d(:[!:/;,en.Q@1:S"§,el1se 

th9;t,they havebE:!~n fairly treated in, any of a var~ety of 

respeQts might,beginoy t.alkirig to defendants ab,Qutsuch 

,l;§§Ues; ,not with the assumption th,at sUClh interchanges will 
I;, ," 

Qefruftlesso' 

Anpthet:tn!;!Jl1ethathas emerged is that,wha,toccUrs in 

th,e l,aWY¢r/cl~entrelationshig' makes a,w.ifference. ,It makes 

a dif:fler~lJ.Qe in the context o;f,:whether ~defendant thinks he 
" 

has beeYf adeqtit1.telyrepr~$ent;~a :.in the pal;'tiqularcase. It 

can affeq,~ ,the ,general be,lief,s thatdefendCtI).t~ take w,:i. ttl them 

"" ",fromth:E:!ir""pa;r,ticular experience and bring to' thei~'\ ,hext en

G_ounte~. Finally, such events are related to defendant evalua

tions of the other participants encountered in a case. 

This brings us to another important thread in our argu

ment, t;be ):'elationships between publicde'fenders and their 

cJ.ients. Given that ,relationships with.att6:tneyS are import-
, '" 

,'! 

ant ~d that the 9:t:'eatmajority of the$e--and m6S,\;--crimiu!3-1 

defendants aJ;e ~pre$ented by counsel appoint:ed~bythe state, 

these rel~tiort:{hips strike me as crucial to understand:ing ~nd 

deali1l9,'wi th d~~endan t perspe¢ti ves toward criminal couril~s.; 

Pqpl,io"defenders--whether assigned counselor employed 

by organizations devoted to defense of indigents-... h¢gin"at a 

disadv~rrtageii Clients come to such rel~i:.i,,<:mph~~:~s :\oIi th a ch.ip 
,/ , 

on the4:r~houl,der , with a willingne_s,p'to belieH7e ,thatthiLngs 

are'g,<tt 'goih~J. 'to go partiGu~~rly' well. ... To the extent that a 
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rapport ~rli th clients is an importapt element in establishing 

an adequ:ate defense or in providi'ng a working environment in 

which the public defender can spend his time with ~hose who 

are friendly and amicable rather than distrustful and cynical, 

this client distrust presents a challenge both to the attor-

neys and to the criminal justice system as a whole. 

The material suggests, however, tnat ~lth¢ugh pUblic 

de~.end:ers ma~{ suffE:'!r from handic~ps in relati onships with 

the;ir clients, these infirmities a.re not intractable. Rather, 
,.,1-\_" ' 

somethil1g can be done about them. One of the major ,sources 
1 

of client suspicion, I have argued, is the institutional posi-

tion of the public defender. Public defenders (wh~'l:her as

signed or working for public defender organizations) do not 

engage in financial exchanges with clients, and hence clients 

do not feel they have the leverage that such an exchange can 

provide. Moreover, the client typically cannot choose his 

public defender, but one is simply "given" to him. Finally, 

not only is the client not in a position to pay the public 

defender, but someone else is; and that "someone" is also 

paying the prosecutor and judg'e, leading many defendants to 

have real doubts as to whether "theirll lawyer re~lly belongs 

to th.(i;lJU. 

The material suggests several things that may be done to 

help deal with this situation. The first is simply that 

those invol VeQ wi tIl criminal courts--whethe:l;' attorneys, pro

sec1,ltors, judges, probation officers, etc.--might begin with 
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tpe rec~gn;i, t;;i,qn th.~t th,is, defendant distrust is not"in' its 

,f,u~darneJ;1::.t'~l sense, anything tope ,s\t.;:-prisedaboUt', .. nor does 

i:b . ~ndic~te .. ~}. thet .. a psychologi?alquirk ora desire to blame 

if othe,rs:forthe defendanti ~-:-:own misdeeds'. "Rather, I have 

a~gued, the source of this distrust lies in part in a se'b of 

general valUes or beliefs about the·operation of the market-

place that are deeply rooted in our culture. The defendant 
(( 

applies these lessons to his own circumstance, and comes 0\1;:)) 
I: 
',\ 

feeling distrustful. Whe.ther or not they are "right" in ',,::, 

their distrust, or whether or not "we" are able to be more 

discerning in our ability to apply general cultural norms to 

particular settings, the fact remains that d~fEmdant: distrust 
J: 

isre.~l and it stems from a set of ValUes that all of 'US, to 

one qegree or another, share. Thus, the first step in dealing 
I'; 

with this distrust is to acknowledgre--to ourselves and to 
II 

defendants as well--that we recognize their distrust and do 

not believe it to be an indication that something is, "wrong" 

with them. 

Recognition of this distrust and its roots also suggests 

some very smal~, but potentially important, areas in which 

attention might fruitfully be paid. Many defendants believe-

rightly or wrongly--that privately retained attorneys'are 
" 

"real" lawyers, and that appointed counsel are somehow inferior 

substitutes. This belief, I have suggested, stems from the 

fact that there is a marketplace in which one .9lID. "buy" the 

services of attorneys. Defendantp realize that they cannot 
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parti~\ipate in it but 'believe that what. is available there. is 

somehow superior to what is "given" them free of charge. 

T~US, those who serve as public defenders might well pay atten

tion to making sure that they do not contribute to the notion 

that they are not IIreal li lawyers. Some public defenders have 

suggested to me, for example, that such matters as dress and 

office decoration may, trivial though they seem, can make a 

difference. Dressing "like a lawyer" or displaying diplomas 

and the other accoutrements of the legal profession may be 

useful. This is not to say that all public defenders must 

wear suits and talk pompously. But it suggests that if part 

··of the initial distrust of public defenders does lie in the 

doubt that they are "real ll lawyers, doubt may be fed or 

assuaged by relatively minor details of style. 

Not only do defendants wonder whether public defenders 

are the "real thing,1I they are also made suspicious by the 

fact that the;tr lIenemy"--the state--isnot only paying the 

prosecutor and judge, but also paying "their ll lo,wyer. Thus, 

the notion that the public defender is somewhere in the mid-

dle or, even on the state's side arises. Such a suspicion is 

often fostered by the fact that public defender offices are 

frequently located in the Same building--often the courthouse 

--as are the offices of the prosecutor. Such office location 

may incre~se the sense that somehow everyone is working i::ogether, 

including the defendant's own lawyer. In addition, public 

defender interviews with clients who do not gain pre-trial 
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,release are frequently held in a jail o,r courthouse loCk-up, 

onceoagain in "their" territory, contributing to the s'llspicion 
. ·,.~.;I ',~ 

that sOl1lehow the defendant's own lawyer is iwplicated with the 
! I~ 

interests ciE "the state." In addi tion tb~ office and in'cer-

view location, in some jurisdictions it is not antincomrnon 

career pattern for an attorney to move fr:om the staff of a 
. ~1;,~, ." 8 

p:ubli~ defender to a prosecutor's offJ.ce,';<)or vJ.ce Versa:. Such 
" career changes quickly become known in the relatively closed 

communities of jailor prison and can conttibute, once more, 0 

to the notion that the defense attorney and the prosecutor are 

somehow interchangeable. 

These matters are all', perhaps, cosmetic and seemingly 

trivial. How one dresses, arranges one's office, where the 

office is located, what job one has had before or goes on t,o 

may strike many as being either unimportant in themselves or 
1; 

a,t least trivial in comparison to doing the "real" job of a 

defense attorney--representirrg the interests of the client. 

Moreover, tp do something about these things--dressing differ

ently, moving oi}ice locations, or restricting career mobility 

--can cost substantial amounts in personal discomfort or money. 

I do not argue that the fact that'certain activities may be 

d~_tri1il~ntal to attorney/client relationships means that as a 
• :1 

resul t polJ.cy sh:buld be changed. But I would argue that these 

are issues that one might pay attention to in making decisions 

about seemingly, "trivial" things. Pay~hg such attention can, 

at sometimes relatively "trivial" cost? contribute to improving 
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relationships with cli~nts and by so doing perhaps improve 

the ability of public defender offices to provide a higher 

quality of legal defense. 

Finally, ,the distrust of public defenders has its roots, 

as well, in the lack of choice of which lawyer is to repre

sent the client. Unlike the marketplace, where the defend-

ant does make this choice, such freedom is usually not accorded 

to indigents. Doing something about Ohis in the most funda

mental sense would be expensive, perhaps prohibitively so. A 

voucher ~ystem, in which ,the, defendant is gj,Veh a: chi t worth 

a certain amount of money 'and ,then permitted ,to ,shop aroun<;l , ' 

and r~tain.anatto:tney would, give thE?,d~fendant noj: only a 

s;ertse Qf choict;! ,but C;ilso of financial leverage. Such a system 

could still have a "public defender," but the office would 

compete ,with the private'bar for representation of indigent 

clients. Such, a system might be terribly expensive, for the 

economies of scale introduced by the public defender system 

are large. If we gave to each client the amount of money 

spent by most public defender offices on the average case, it 

would not,buy much on the open market (and would, no doubt, 

increase the cost for public defenders as it introduced uncer-

tainty into the caseload such offices would be guaranteed to 

service) • 

If s,u,ch, e~tensivechoice i,s n.ot.fe9-Sible, an office 

pol:i.cy~,of ,givipg the client the maximum choice poss~blE:l--if 

nott;p~~ch6cfs'e :fnitially ,at least to select ,another public 
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q.~,i;~n,:qgr·~~:9~~~ l1ilsat:L$f~ctQrY,',f?xp~rie~(Je .. wi.th".qne,:,"'c,~l?:;,c~m

,j:;ribUte .~'Q' ef£ecti ve'la~y~r,,;cliertt ·.reia·t:~hn:E$h.ip~., Some pub

lic defenders have suggested that even less is required: if 

p~l:>J.,i,c. defenQ;e.t:s mak:~ it clea,;r- ai: tne <::o;~q::set that they realize 
-. "."." " ,. I,: . ,,,' 

th:~;t,:t:n~"¢lgf~:r,td~t'i's being forc~.d't()a:cc.ep:t'"thei~:,~,ervices 

and,';tp.,a,t. 1:hi'5 may. 'make "the .defendan tl,lpcdm$Qrtable ":,this may 

.bean. iillP<:>,r,tantfi:r:-st . .step:.. Moreover, if the public defender 

tells 'the client that if he becomes dissatisfied the lawyer 

will be willing to"withdraw, this may even further increase 

the defendant's sense of control. Such an acknowledgement of 

the problem and indication of willingness to deal with it maYr 

in and of itself, be enough. Experience of some public de

fenders who use this strategy indicates that clients may be 

typically quite struck by the offer and not inclined to actu-

ally take the lawyer up on it. 

The burden q:f this C3,Xgument,the:n., is thatinsti tutional 
".~' ,\,'. 

p~siti<?n, ~ffects deft;in,cl,antatt:Ltude's t.bwaro. pilblicdefen.ders 

andpr~sen:ts'~",qha,lJ.$nge~ to b$,"pv,er¢Qftle. There are a variety 

of ways that it may bC? dealt with, some of which may ·turn out 

to be relatively inexpensive. What decisions ought to be made 

in a particular office, if any, I am not i~ a position to say, 

for there are considerations other than client distrust that 

must be weighed. But the suspicion is real, and if an office 

desires to attempt to deal with i~, some of the material pre-
y''''' 

sented here, may be useful in making rational and ef\~icient 
/~;:;:-_.)J 

..::;:/ 
choices. 
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Although clients may come to their interactions with pub-

lic defenders somewhat distrustful, these preconceptions do 

not always become self-fulfilling prophecies. Rather, the 

overall satisfaction rates are substantially higher for speci

fic attorneys than ·they are for public defenders in general, 

and the level of satisfaction is related to specific aspects 

of the case and the interaction of client and lawyer that 

occurs. To put i·t another way, ~the infirmities of the insti-

tutional position occupied by the public defender do not always 

carry the day but can be overcome. Not all clients are in fact 

satisfied with their public defender, for they are not. But 

what happens in the case does matter. 

The first thing that the material suggests might be done 

to improve lawyer-client relationships for public deferiders 
il 

is s;i:.mpJ.Y to(~cknowJddge to the clientthC;lt the: dis.trust exists 

and that th.e attorney. i p aware of i ts Ellxistence artq °p:cknowledges 

that",;)i t. is real and not an indication· of some defect on .the 

part .. of ,the cJ:i~nt. Discussion with the client of the role 

of the public defender, of one's ability to both be an employee 

of the state and still not committed to common interests 1Ni th 

the prosecution can perhaps be useful. Such discussion is 

not likely to make distrust disappear, but i·t may be a u.::eful 

starting point. Ignoring client distrust--pretending it doesn't 

exist or placing the onus strictly on the client to deal with 

the problem--seems less likely to deal with the problem than 

open acknowledgement and discussion. 

. I 

r I 
I 
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In addition- to discussing the issue of lawyer-client 

, relationships, the material presented here ,suggests that-t::.1.me 

s;p~ntyli,:thth~ ~l.j·I~,~ :t$'a .crucial:qet.El't"m;lpcuyt;:, ?t',how ,the \ .) , , 

. cl~ent;reCi:ctsto ':O.tll~pr~~\entati.on ,tha;t he ha$b~e!l.-li;riven. 

As i have indicated ab~,,'e, time spent discussing the case anq 

other issues with the client appears' to matter in an affect-

ive rather than an instrumental sense, for increaSed time 
t/ 

with clients is not associated in my data with markedly im-

proved outcomes (either dismissals, acquittals, or reduced 

sentences for those convicted). 

The .rec'l;tlcea amouhts" of time' -that 'public aefehders spend 

wi.tfl"C,J,,;i.¢!ite :v:i:s~;;t..;;Visthe. amount of time . spent by private law

yers ma,y -l?'~- th.e :PI'Oc1uct Q'f a ya:riety.offactors.. l't may, for 
'!.-, . , 

example, resuItftQ,it}.heavier caseioaCis, ,_ore it may be t:he re

sult\\9,:f;. Q:!=;!::!,.¢.e, or.gani,~ation patterns desic,;Jnedto t:J.tilize in

v~stiga.tor.s.,.and para-professionalstQ l1ClJ1d),e ce=!:,,'tC\lin aSPec,ts I, 
.' 

of,.th(:!,case:(e.g., iriitial intervi~wing). 'Vttlatever the.: rea-

SOrt,.i::hemat,~.~ial ,su~geststhat there is .a cost associated 

wi t1:i~-reducirlg1:ime .wi th clients and cit benefit associated with 

~ncr~.as:in<iJ t~me with:. clie.nts.. Again, this fact does not by 

any means resolve the issue, for increasing the amou,nt of 

time spent with clients may have its own costs. It may, in 

a public defender office, reduce the amount of time spent on 

other aspects of the defense or it may require more attorneys, 

both of which may be too costly. For an assigned counsel, it 

may reduce the amount of time available to spend on other, 

( 
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paying clients. 

Tl);us, to ,say that clients will, be increasingly satisfied 

with the quality of their representation if their lawyers 

spend more time with them does not resolve a difficult issue 

of how best to aJ.-locate one's resQu.rOE,)$ most e;Eficiel;'ltly, or 

how to organize law~er(client interactions in .,apublic de

fender office. But it does say t4at when making such deci-
". I~ 

sions, an awareness of the consequences of choosing one policy 

rather than another ought to inform judgments. Rather than 

believing that "hand-holding" makes no difference, an indi

vidual attorney or a public d,efender office ought to be aware 

that it does--whether called hand-holding or increased inter-

action with the client, it does increase the client's sense 

that he has had adequate representation. To the exten't that 

we are willing to embrace the notion that providing an "a,de-

quate de.:E.ense include'7l providing the 'client, wi th a sense· that 

he has' been adequately represented, time spent with client is 

an important aSPect of an adequate IIdef,ense. 

In addition to making choices on the basis of as much 

information as possible, the material also suggests that 

these matters might well be discussed with the client. If an 

office deci~~es ,to rely, for example, on investigators; para-
, I,.', 

legals, or interns for a"(S'ilb$tantial portion of interaction 
D 

with clients because the ,la.wyer's time is judged to be better 

spent on other aspects; the client ought to be inf()rmedof 

this fact. It would probably be best if an attorney made' the 

fl., -
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initial contact and informed the c.J.ient. Moreover, rather 

than simply saying'thatit is "office policy," some explana-

tion of what, in fact, the attorneys are likely to be doing 

during the period in which the client will not have access to 

them would be useful. When client and attorney do actually 

o get together to discuss the case, again, some explanation of 

tl1e things that have been done on the case that the client 

has not been able to observe would be useful, to provid~~the 

" client with a sense for how much work may have been done out .... 

side his presence. 
'" 

Thus, the data argu~ that more time with cli.ents produces 

an i~creased sense of ade~uate representation, and this ought 
'\ 

to be considered in decidirig what to do in individual cases 

or how large caseloads should be or how to arrange work in an 

office. Relatively smallinc::remettts.ih t'ime, the data'sug

gest, can:have s,ubstantia1.:tmp;3.ct upon clieh:t"evaluations. 

Finally, discussion with the client of the issue may'be use-

ful--to acknowledge that the attorney is aware of the client's 

concern and to explain that the lack of face-to-face contact 

does not indicate lack of attention to the case. 

All()ther~spect oflawyer/clie1;lt relationships that de~ 

servE!s. oat t,enti on is' ,th$' e:ifect of the mQd~ of dispO$it,ion'upo~ 

clie,nt~yalua;tions of theil;' ,;3.t,t:orney. TQ.ereis ,a ;(e:\,a,tionship 

betw~en ,mqde" Q,;t;t3.isPasi t;iQn,~Q.lawyereval uation, ' wi tn., "those 

who' l1Cldtrials being sub~;rtantial'ly mo~e likely to,' evaluate 

their lawyer 'f,a,vorably. A trial can mean a varietyt1f things, 

}) 
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but what I,pelieve it meanS in this context is the opportunity 

to see one's lawyer act; ,like a lawyer--arguing for the client, 

opposing the arguments of the prosecution, cross-examining 

witnesses, etc. There is something about the trial ,setting 

that in particular ,focusses favorable attention on the defend-
~ . 

ant's lawyer. 

Once more, 'this does not suggest that attorneys ought to 

always prefer adversary resolutions to pleas, for there are 

other factors--strategic, economic,interpersonal~-that may 

dictate a non-adve:r:,~ary resolution in a particular case or 

in most caSes in a jurisdiction. But it does suggest that a 

non-adversary resolution may have costs in terms of the defend-

antis sense that his lawyer has performed well. And it sug-

'gests that increasing the opportunity, for the defendant to 

observe or gain knowledge of the lawyer's efforts on his behalf 

are useful. Forexa1l!:ple,there haVe recently been proposals 

t9 permit,theo.efendap,t 'to pPserve or participate in the plea

disCllS S. ions. oetween.tneprosecution .and defense. These pro

posals may have disadvantages, but 'they have the advantage of 

perffi:itting. the. Cief~n.qant .to see hisattorrtey argue on his be

hali!, even ~hen th,e ultimate resolution will be a plea rather 

than a tria;L., If such mechanisms are not adopted, a somewhat 
:1- )',' , 

less radical proposal is simply for the, attorney to give the 

client a complete account of the negotiation session, indi

cating the nature of the discussions and the extent of nego-

tiation that has taken place. This may not be the same as 
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seeing the lawyer argue in court or actually witnessing the 

negotiations, but it may be useful in giving the client ~l:he" 

sense that the lawyer has argued on" his behalf. _ In general, 

to the extent that the client i,s permitted to observe -the law

yer in action, the client is more likely to believe that the 

lawyer has, in fact, acted on his behalf. 

One final theme emerges in our discussion of J,awyex/client 

relation$hips. Clien:ts,tend to learn-lesson,s abouj; what pub

l~c de,fenders·' are like from tl1eir e;x:perience with pa+,ticu.lar 

publiq:o.efenclers. Initial beliefs, though somewhat skeptical, 

do not in our sample determine evaluations of specific lawyers, 

though they do have an effect$ MoreOVer, evaluations of spe-

cific lawyers--the product, I have argued, of time, predis-

pOSitions, se~tence, and mode of disposition--have an effect 

upon the general beliefs which the defendant takes from his 

encounter with the criminal courts. This can be a vicious 

cycle--initially skeptical predispositions because of the insti-

tutional positipn of the public defender; relatively little 

time spent with the lawyer and a non-adversary resolution re

sulting in an unfavorable view of the particular attorney by 

whom-~he client is represented; increasingly negative gene~al 

views of public defenders after the case is completed. Yet 

this is not the only pattern. We also have seen that a favor

able experience with a public defender is reflected in more 

favorable views of what most public defenders are like. Thus, 

the relationships between public defenders and clients do not 
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have to deteriorate over time as. the client has repeated 

experiences with the courts. They may be improved by favor ... 

. able interactions with public defenders and the characteris

tics of a fa~orable interaction are not beyond the control of 

the public defender. Thus, experience in a particular case 

has implications not only for the client's sense that he has 

been adequately represented in that case, but also for the 

set of beliefs he brings tp his next encounter with the courts. 

In sum, the material presented has a variety of implica

tions for understanding lawyer/client relationships. If. one 

is willing to agree that the oon..oept o:f an ad£;!qu~te legal de

. fense encompasSeS a nQtion of providing thec,defendant with a 

sense that his interests have be.E:!n Cl,dequateJ,.y rep:r:-esen.ted, 
. . 

th~ mat~r:i,i3.:J. suggE::!$ts ~pme of the factors that appear to affect 

this i3.Spect of a defendant's encounter with criminal cQ'I,lrts. 

It is clear that there are other values at stake in criminal 

defense work and that there may be costs associated with in-

creasing the defendant's satisfaction; thus to say that cer-

tain types of change might increase defendant satisfaction by 

no means settles the issue. But if we wish to deal wi~h a 

broader concept of legal defense, the material contains a 

good deal of information about the consequences of various 

policies, and this information ought to be considered in mak

ing choices of systems for legal defense. What the choices 

wi~l be depend~l upon a broad v.ariety of concerns, and the 

burden of my argument is simply that such choices ought ·to be 
,l.' 
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'.) made with the broades1;rPossible ba.se of information about !Ithe 

consequences of one choice or another. 
\,.:) 

The materials also tell us something about defendcfut at,ti

tudes toward judges and prosecutors, though the plicy implica

tions and importance of the findings' are somewhat less straight

forward. We are able to explain some'thing about the Vzl.ria-
'j,'l,r.'_,. 

tion in defendant attitudes toward judges and prosecutors, 

but the variables that are associk.ted with such attitudes are 

substantially less surprising .£~nd! interesting than those asso-
":'! ' 

ciated with evaluations of lawyers. We find that defendant 

predispositions, sentence received, and evaluations of their 

lawyer are rela,ted to evaluations of "the specific judge and 

prosecutor encountered. The importance of evaluations of 

their lawyers, t}'lOugh clearly present in terms of joint varia-

tien in the two measures, is somewhat ambiguous, for, as we 

have noted on several occasions, we cannot really tell whether 

the lawyer evaluation is the "caUSe" or simply another a.spect 

of a single, underlying evaluative,,, dimenSion, or even the ';re

suI t" of evaluations 'of judges or prosecutors. I would a,ss(~rt 

the hypothesis that the nature of the lawyer/client rela·tion~

ship--the . closeness of contact, the notion that the lawyer .is 

IIsupposed" to be the one person on the client's side--makes 

plausible the hypothesis that it is causally prior to evalua

tions of judges and prosecutors, but cannot present evidence 

to demonstrate this proposition. If it is correct, it empha-

sizes once more the importance of lawyer/client relationships. 

\~ 
\\ 
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One of the reasons why we are able to eXplain less about 

at.ti tudes toward judges and prosecutors is the relative lack 

of V'ariation.-in. such atti tudes-ri-defendants are highly posi-

tive about judges and feel prosecutors are committed to ad

verse outcomes. Such beliefs tend ~o characterize defend-

ants when they corne into court, their evaluation of the Spe

cific judges and prosecutors they encounter, and their general 

beliefs at the end. We also discover that there is, still, 

evidence of attitude change. Evaluations ,of specific actors 

tend to be reflected in change in attitudes 'toward the general 

class. Yet, even here, we find that our measures tend to re

flect a good deal more consensus than is the case with defense 

attorneys. The gradations in judgment' simply are not so great. 

One way to interpret our findings is that the socializa-

tion proces:ses that are generally at work in the society teach-

ing lessons about what judges and prosecutors are like tend 

to hold sway even among those with direct experience. They 

tend to continue to embrace a view of the judge as a relatively 

n~utral and benign figure and the prosecutor as the advocate 

for the state committed to convicting and punishing defendants. 

Thlough we can detect variation in these views and relate it 

to past experience and events within the case, the overall pat

'teJ:-n is still fairly clear. With defense attorneys ~ though, 

we find more variation, both from the traditional i~ages of 

what they are "Strpposed" to be like and in defendant percep-
r' 

tions and evaluations. These beliefs appear to be more sensitive 
;~) 
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to "rea;tHy" lS.)fend;tnts p:::eiVe it. This mecy suggest that 
f~/' 

defendant in~ractions with lawyers are in some sense more 
. \ J\ ' 

importa~t to ~hem, for they are more likely to respond to what 

occurs rather than to adhere to the general images or myths 

that all 6~f us are taught (at least insofar oas their views of 
b ~ 

public defenders are concerned, and these are, in fact, the 

attorneys with whom they are most likelY to interact). It 

might be s~\ggested that this reflects simple scapegoating--they 

blame their lawyer for the unpleasant consequences of their 

own acts. Yet"it is not clear why they ought not also to blame 
c 

the judge. Although there is some negative shift for those 

who receive harsh sentences, their general images remain rela

tively favorable. This suggests that either defendants have 

some "need" to believe that judges are benign figures, or that 

their attitudes toward their lawyers are somehow more import-

ant, or at least amenable to change. 

Finally, the materia.1 suggests some of the dimensions of 
'J 

the concept- of ;t:airne§s applied by defefidants .W. Self-interest 

plays. a .1:'ole in the c:oncept, just as it does :f.or all of us.: 

inqre,a,§ingly unplea$ant o\ltcomesprodUc'e a greaterserise that 

thin<Js were not fair. In addition, defendants,~apply a sense 

~f equi,:t~b, to their eva,lua.tions--the notion that:; one has been 

singled out for harsher treatment,., tharrthat affbrded to others 

similarly 5i tua:te.~ produce§a, §ense of uhfairnei~s. A sense of 

equal treatment, even if the absolute outcome isuunpleasant" 

is more
e 
likely' to produce a sense of. fairness., Ii The third i 

:',1 
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aspect. of. their evaluat:i,,on a.eals with the process of convic-
" 'I,;, \ 

tiOll t" people who plead guilty are. substant:ially.mor~ likely 
; ~ ;, \ • ,. or' 

to say that. they have been treated fairly than those who have 

. trials.. We cannot precisely say" though, what it is abou't 

pleading guilty that produces this inclination. It may be a 

pre-existing set of attitudes that differentiates those \'1ho 

plera.d from those who have t:r.ials; it may be the riSk-taking 

and raised expectations of the trial~ it may be a sense of 

pCl'Lrticipation or of certainty associated wi t11 the plea. Those 

V;ho have argued that plea-bargaining makes a defendant more 

satisfied wi-th the proceedings are not contradicted by -the 

evidence here, though the associated assertion that plea

bargaining makes sentences more palatable to defendants does 

not find support in our material. 

Thus, defeI)da:nts' apply a "i)'ariety of dimensions when they', 

are asked about the fairneSS of their· proceedings, and the 

prosaic but in some ways powerful conclusion to be drawn is 

that they tend to view what happens to them in criminal courts 

in terms of many of the same concepts that citizens apply in 

the evaluation of other aspects of their life. 

This latter point is one of the main themes of this re

port. Defendants are, in many respects, like the rest of us. 

Although those who haVe committed a particular type of anti

social or destructive act may have thus distinguished them-

selves from the broad range of citizens, when it comes to 

their perceptions and evaluations of the criminal court 
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system, they do not appear to form an idiosyncratic or pecu

liarclass.( ,This means that when we as a society conffont 
j, 

certain questions about vrhat to do about our cr"iminal cou;rts, 
, " 0 

we ought not start with the conlfortable 'assumption that the, 

clients, of these, institutions are somehow "different," less 

than complete human beings, or 

start with the assumption that 

whatever. Rather we should 
)) 

, , 1\ 
they are \~kethe\~rest of us • 

, ';' 

They have preconcept;~ons and stereotypes about. what courts 

Vre like and, these can serve as partial .~lets of "blinders; 

their judgments may at times be quite self~serving,or be 

based on wishful thinking, just as those of others~re, but 
I; 

, ~' 
they are responsive to what happens to them; they learn 1es-

sons from their specific experiences and thus sometime9,) change 

their views. In short, what happ~n~ in their interactions 

wi th criminal courts does mat'ter ,'--does make a difference in 

their views about what courts are like. To the extent theft 
i~"';-~, 

we are concerned not only wi.th doing justice but with al~o 
'\l'f.~--:... ......~ 

giving people the sense that1justice has been done--and' in a 

democratic society, we ought to be concerned--the burden of 

this report is that what happens to defendants in their en-

counters with courts does make a difference. 

:\ , 

II 

' ... 
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\1 

THE SAMPLE 

The population to be investigated comprised adult men 

charged with felonies. The three cities'chosen as research 

sites, Phoenix, Detroit, and Baltimore, were sel.ected because 

they differ in terms of at least two dimensions on which we 

wished to obtain variati.on among the respondents. Phoenix and 

Detroit, like most American cities; utilize plea-bargaining 

as the means for dispositing of most felony cases that result 
I 

in a conviction. Baltimore, on the-other hand, is one of the 

few major cities that disposes of most felonies that result 

in a conviction by means of criminal trials. Baltimoreand 

Phoenix, like many large cities, rely upon a Public Defender 

system for providing cou.nsel to indigent defendants. lJetroi t 

does not have a Public Defender. Representation for most in-

digents in Detroit is provided by private counsel assigned" 

to individual defendants: about a quarter of the felony cases 

are assigned to a "private defend~rll office, a non-profit cor-

poration that operates much like a public defender office but 

which is not formally affiliated with city or county govern-

mente 

In addition to their variation on the above dimensions, 

the three cities have different histories and represent dif

ferent geographic regions. Baltimore is an old commercial 

city, dating back to colonial times, an~;has a distinctly 

. s~uthern tradition. Detroit is a manufacturing city which 

229 
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grew rapidly with the development of the automobile industry 

durfng this century. Phoenix is a typical western metropoli

tan area whose growth took place only well into this century, 

and was particularly rapid in the period since the end of World 

War II. Thus, the three cities reflect a good deal of ,the 

diversity found in American metropolitan areas, both within 

their criminal justice systems and their histories, geographic 

areas, and population charac'teristics. 

In each of the cities we aimed to obtain a sample of 

adult1 males charged with felonies. Because of the different 

institutional arrangements within each, problems of confiden

tiality of information that surround the criminal justice pro-

cess, and the availability of required information, the frame 

from which our respondents was drawn differs bet-ween the cities,. 

That is to say, the list of "individuals charged with felonies ll 

obtainable in the different cities differed somewhat in each. 

In Baltimore, d~ring the period under study here, an 

individual charged with a felony by the police was taken to 

a precinct station, where the formal document charging the 

individual with a criminal offense--basically the filing of 

the criminal information--was prepared by a police officer. 

Although in some cases there was a review within 48 hours by 

the office of the district attorney, in most'cases there was 

no such review of the charges until shortly before the prelim-

inary hearing in the case, typically a ma'tter of two weeks 

later. Thus, for the sampling.fra!Ue for men charged with 

.. _ J 
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felonies was the list, for the city,a:s a whole, ,of individuals 

against whom charges had been filed by an, arresting officer. 

In Phoenix, the sampling frame was similar to that in 

Baltimore. The list from which respondents were drawn contained 

individuals charged ,with felonies by the police. Although the 

prosecutorial screening took place sooner in PhoeniX than in 

Baltimore (usually within a matter of a day or two)"it did 

not precede the generation of the list from which we sampled. 
i 

In Detroit, an ind:j.vidual charged by the police with a 

fe~ony is booked on such charges and the case then routinely 

goes to the Warrants section of the District AttorneyDs office 

for consideration the next morning. A rather rigorous screen·

ing takes place and a deci'sion is made bo'th as to whether to 

file any charge at all and whether it ought to be filed as a 

felony, or misdemeanor. After this decision, defendants are 

arraigned upon the appropriate chqrge,or released from 
'; 

custody with no charge having been filed. Our sample from 

Detroit was drawn from this list of individuals arraigned .2.£ 

felony charqes. 

In all three cities, the sampling frame included only 

men "charged" (as described above) with felonh~s. Withineach 

city, the geographic area covered by our sampling frame was 

contiguous with the limits of t.he city itself. However, if 

an indi:vidual's place of residence was more than approxima'tely 

25 milesfrom'the city proper, even if he had been arrested, 

wi thin the city limits, he was not eligible for sampling, • 
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In each d\i ty, we aimed at obtaining approximately 250 com-

pleted first wave inte.rviews over a period of approximately 

ten weeks. We \computed the average number to,:;b,e sampled each 

week on the ass\lmption that we could obtain i~~i·~-:rviews from 
'; 

" approximately 70% of those sampled. The actual sampling pro-

cedure involved I')btaining the relevant list seve'ral times per 

week and taking every Nth case from the list. In Phoenix and 

Detroit, our assumption of a 70% completion rate was met. 

Each week approximately 36 cases were sampled, and approxi

mately 25 cases were completed during the ten-week period of 

first-wave sampling. In Baltimore, however, the completion 

rate was much lower thari assumed. As a result, we increased 

the sampling rate to approximately 60 per week. 

The interviews were conducted by personnel from the 

National Opinion Research Center. With one" exception, the 

interviewers were adult males and were matched by race with 

the respondent, where possible. A Spanish translation of the 

ques·tionnaire was available and used if the respondent so re-

quested. Copies of, the interview schedules are included in 

Appendix II. Tne interviews lasted on the average of one hour, 

and included primarily forced-choice items. All items, with 

the exception of four sets of items in the second wave deal

ing with IImost" private lawyers, public defenders, judges, 

and pr6secutors, 'were administered by the interviewer., These 

latter four were self-administered, unless the respondent 

requested interviewer administration. 

--------
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The ovei~all results of the sampling and interviewing. are 

as follows: 

Phoenix Detroit Baltimore 

,sampl~d 
,1 

Number of cases 373 365 617 

Number of completed first 
wave interviews 260 268 284 

Completion rate 69.7% 73.4% 46.7% 

The reasons for not obtaining a completed interview with 

il 
a sampled defendant were primarily connected with difficulties 

Q . 
Ii in actually getting in contact wi.ththe respondent. Incomplete 
I, 
II 
I' 

/./ 
II 
Ii 
I' II 
I, 

I' 
II 
It 

i:! 

and refused interviews accQunt for less than one-fifth of the 
') 

drop-out rate in all three cities. In Baltimore and Detroit~ 

where a release-on-recognizance agency was in operation, the 

cooperation of this office was obtained in seeldng addresses 

and ph?ne numbers of respondents sampled. Typically, the.in-

formation provided by ROR offices is superior to that pro

vided by the poli(.',e--i tis more complete, is subj ected to a 

verification procedure, and since it is gathered in the con

text of affecting chances for pre-trial release, respondents 

are more likely to give accurate information. The substan-

I~;i.ally lower completion rate in Baltimore was due no'l;: only 

to inaccuJ:)X~cies in location information provided by defendants 
\ <" 

. r 

to the police' and courts, but also to the fact that large num

bers of respondents were no't locatable in the ROR files either: 

as a result, for" a substantially greater number of respond-

ents, we were unable to contact them to inquire about the inter-
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view. The drop ... out rate in Baltimore~ as well as the other 

two cities, can therefore be considered less serious than had 

the refusal rate been the main reason for the 9nly moderately

high completio:n:~ate •.. ,The details on non-completions are pre-

sented below: 

REAaONS FOR NON-COMfLETION: 
Jl' 

Case disposed of before 
interview completed 

Unable to obtain address 
in order to attempt to 
contact respondent 

Respondent located and 
refused to be interviewed 

Interview broken off in 
middle 

Interview not correctly 
completed 

Respondent too ill 

Unable to contact 
respondent 

Other 

TOTAL 

Phoenix 
(N 113) 

4.4% 

16.6% 

5.2% 

3.5% 

48.2% 

21.9% 

99.8% 

Detroit Baltimore 
(N 97 r . (N 333) 

2.1rc. 

--- 31.6% 

16.5% 5.1% 

1.0% .7% 

1.0% 5.7% 

.3% 

27.8% 40.5% 

51.5% 15.9% 

99.9% 99.0% 

Xn discussing the samples in the three cities, one other 

difference is of some significance. Among those interviewed, 

some were in pre-trial custody, and some were free (here I 'am 

concentrating upon the first-wave interviews, though the same 

is true for the second wave as well, depending upon the sentence 
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~,;imposed if ,the respondent was convicted). In Baltimore, 82% 

of the 'interviews were conducted in, jail; in Detroit, 52%, and 

in Phoenix, '42%. The differences are attributable to t.wo"fac-

tors. First, there was a substantia;!. difference in the thr,ee 

cities as to the likelihood that an individual charged with 

a felony would be released at all and as to the timing of such 

release. ,For example, -among respondEints who were interviewed 

twice (the only ones on whom we have information about pre

trial release), ,we find that in Baltimore 60% were never re

leased prior to case disposition, while the corresponding fig

ures for Detroi t and Phoenix are 2,9% and 19%. Moreover, we 

find that in Baltimore only 23% of the second wave respondents 
,(J 

were released within seven days, while the corresponding fig

ures for Detroit and Phoenix are 50% and 67%. Given. the time 

it took to sample and locate rel?pondents, then, many more 

responden'ts in Baltimore were likely to be in pre-trial deten

tion than were respondents in the other two cities. 

The second factor causing the disjunction between the 

location interviews in the cities is less a product of, the 

actual location of the potential respondents, and more an 

artifact of the ability of our interviewers to locate respond-

ents. Given the difficulties in Baltimore in obtaining the 

C,iinformation necessary to search for respondents, we were simply 

more likely to be able to find a respondent if he WC:l:R incar-

cerated than if he had been released. Thus, this skewing of 

the location of respondents towards those in jail in Baltimore 

'/ :/ 
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is partly a product of th~ fact that more were in jail, and 

partly of the iact that. those in jail were more easily locatable. 

, Considering the high mobility of the respondent popul~

tion, ~s well as the rather anxiety-laden and suspicion-producing 

circumstances in which they found themselves, the completion 

rate seems reasonably high. In two of the cities i,t seems 

quite satisfactory (on the order of 70%) for a population as 

mobile and a subject area as difficul,J as that involved here. 

In the third city, Baltimore, the completion is substantially 

lower but on a par with many other efforts at reaching popula

tions of this character. We do not have any data available 

on those sampled but not interviewed. 

However, in Baltimore, given the fact that so many were 

interyi~wed in jail, there may be some over-representation of 

those who did not receive release on recognizance or could not 

make their money bail. This suggests that there may be some 

over-represen'cation of those who are relatively poor or who 

have more serious charges of past criminal records. 

Finally, in evaluating tiLe sampling scheme and the suc

ceSs in completing interviews, it is important to note the 

differences in the populations sampled in the three cities. 

Baltimore and Phoenix both involve a population of those charged 

by the police with felonies; Detroit comprises a population of 

individuals not only charged by the police but whose cases 

have s~rvived scrutiny by the prosecutor's office. As a re

sult, one would expect that those in Detroit might have somewhat 
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stropger cases against them than those in the other ci'l::ies, 

which the relatively low dismissal rate found in the second 

wave interviews among Detroit respondents tends to confirm. 

The next question to be addressep. in dealing with thEi' 

sample of defendants studies here is that of how representa

tive they are of some broader population. We have described 

the sampling frame and techniques, as well as the interview

ing completion rates. We have discussed in addition, Some of: 
:') 

the differences in the three cities in termS of history, 

demographic composition, a.nd insti tut:ional arrangements. that 

might tend to make the three city samples somewhat different 

from one another. But, taking the sample as a whole, what 
, 

ca.n we say about how it compares. to relevant national popula~ 

tions? The question is very difficult to answer, both because 

it is hard to conceive of the relevant national population 

(felons in the United States? felons in cities in the United 

States? felons in large cities in the United States?) and be-

cause of the paucity of useful national criminal statistics 

against which to c~mpare our sample. For want of anything 

better, we shall use the Uniform Crime Reports compiled by 

the FBI.2 

In terms of age, we can compare our si'l.mple to the FBI 
• I 

figures for arrests in "cities" (4,237 cities having al974' 
I I 

estimated population of 104 millioni. 3 We, mhc;\ll' compare only 
i' •. \-. 

arrestees who are overlB years qr ,Q.,ge, '.givent1;lat in .both 

our sample and the FBI statistics ,h~e handJ,ing:~'f juveniles 
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is somewhat problemmatical. The relevant comparison is as 

follows: 

Age of arrestees 3-City Sample All Cities 
(N 812) (N approx. 688,000) 

18 21 years 39.6% 39.5% 

22 - 24 years 19.2% 17.4% 

25 - 29 years 18.5% 16.6% 

30 and over 22.6% 26.5% 

TOTAL 99.9% 100.0% 

Our sample is slightly younger than the FBI city population, 

though the differences are 110t great. 

We . may also examine the racial compos.i tion of the FBI IS 

reported arrestees and our sample. Here we find a very s·trik-

ing differehce, as might be expected since we are reporting 

on three central cities, while the FBI sta-tistics are base.d 

upon four thousand cities of various size. 

Race 3-City Sample All Cities 
(N 812) (N approx. 688,000) 

White 33.9% 60.4% 

Black 64.0% 37.1% 

Other 2.1% "":",:, 2.5% 
} 

TOTAL 100.0% 100.00% 

Finally, we may examine the array of charges placed 

against our sample and those reported in the UCR statistics. 

~e only have information on charges for the 628 respondents 
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\' who participated in our second interviews, and report only 

thosl':.~ who were charged with a so-called "Index crimex" which 

is the. population upon which the FBI statistics are gathered. 

The comparison group from the FBI statistics in this case is 

a bit better for our purposes, for it involves 43 cities oVer 

250,000 in population: 

Charges 

Rape 

Robbery and Assault 

Burglary 

Larceny-Theft 

Motor Vehicle Theft 

TOTAL 

3-City Sample 
(N 414) 

3.6% 

7.0% 

38.9% 

28.5% 

15.0% 

7.0% 

100.0% 

43 Cities over 250,000 
(N appro?,. 509,~001 

1.5% 

1.6% 

24.2%' 

21.7% 

42.7% 

8.2% 

99.9% 

Some significant differences emerge. Our sample has sub-

stantiallymore crime.s c.\gainst persons, par'cicularly robbery 

and assault, and few strictly property crimes, particularly 

larceny-thefts. However, the populations are not s,:trictly com

parable, although they are' much closer than the broader cate-

gory of "cities" used abovl:l. o "But w,e do not know hm" much var

iation in the distribution of charges there is among these 43 

cities, and how this may vary as city size becomes larger and 

thus more comparable to our three cities. Moreover, comparable 

samples of the felony:disposi'tion process in Detroit and Baltimore 
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by Jacob and Eiseiistein,4 also s'l.tggests a substantially higher 

rate of crimes against persons than in the UCR statis·l:.ics. 
'. 

This may sugge~t t~at Baltimore and Det~pi~ have higher rates 

of personal crimes than do some other relatively large cit..ies. 

In any event, all We can do is to note that, compared to this 

sample of arrestees in other relatively large cities, our 

sample has substantially more individuals charged with assaul

tive crimes and fewer with relatively simple property offenses. 

The characteristics of our sarnple--as a whole and across 

the three cities--should be kept in mind in evaluating the 

relationships discussed in the main body of the report. When 

comparing the respondents here to some notion, for example, 

of criminal defendants in 'che United States as a Whole, one 

should keep in mind that our sample has a greater number of 
(f 
/I 

blacks alia. those charged with assaultive crimes than many 

American cities. It may be that this sample of defendants 

more accurately reflects those arrested in large center cities 

than some more generalized notion of defendants in the United 

States as a whole. 

The final issue to be discussed involves the relation-

ship of the TI and T2 samples. Recall that there were 184 

respondents in the first waVe who were not subjected to the 

second .in'l:erview. Of these IIdrop-outs, II 95 were individuals 

whose case~ were completed before the field work period was 

terminated hut who were notrein·terviewed (the bulk because 

\<1e could not locate them); the remaining 89 were defendants 
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whose' cases were not completed, and hence no attemp~'to locate 

them was made. Do the drop-outs &hare certain characteris-

tics that different~~~e them from these 
, B ~ " 

respondents who were 
<;) 

interviewed .twice? (( Put ,another way; is the :.T2 sample a ftan-
I\'~-.'::;';?> :::.> , 

dom sample of the Tl sample, or c,is it a biased sample? The 
o . ~ 

best·we can do to deal with this i~ to compare'the two samples 
\ ' ...... 

~ ; 

on a variety of demographic characteristics for whibh we have 

data on both. In tflrms of a variety of characteristics, the 
(/ 

drop-outs and those who participated' in both appear highly 
o 

similar: 

RACE/ETHNICITY 

AGE 

White 
B1a.ck 
Spanish Surname 

Less than 18 years 
18 - 2·1 years 
22 - 25 years 
26 - 30 years 
OVer 30 years 

Mean age 
Mediam age 

EDUCATION 

Less than 8 years 
Some high school 
High school graduation 
Some college or above 

T2 Sample 

"25.9% 
65.6% 

8.5% 

100.0% 
(625) 

Drop-Outs 

30.6% 
61.1% 
8.3% 

100.0% 
(180 >. 

6.1~ 6.5~ 
/0 fO .'~ .. 40.3% 26.7% 

19.8% 32.0% 
17.1% 12.9% 

" 16.7% 21.9%' 

100,. 0% 100 0, 0; ..... ~. 
• J.'y::/ 

(628) " >~"\{ 184) 
./ ...... /" ; 

25.1 years;./~y. ·i,i ... j years 
22. 2 year~.':· 23 J~ years 

15.9% 
53.4% 
21.1% 
/j.6% 
,j 

// 
II 
II 

Ii 
/1 

if 
[( 

100.0% 
(627) 

\\ 

12.00% 
48.4% 
26.6% 
13.0% 

100.0% 
(184) 
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EMPLOYMENT STATUS 
"-"'" "'r' rl 

Working 
Unemployed 
Other 

MARITAL STATUS 

Married 
Never married 
Other 

CRI.f.!IINAL RECORD 

Never arrested 
Arrested 
Convi"cted 

f 

1~41 

," . 

S6'rved Jail Sentence 
Served Prison Sentence 

T2 Sample 

40.1% 
51.8% 

8.1% 

100.0% 
('628 ) 

21.2% 
61.4% 
17.4% 

100.0% 
(628) 

14.4% 
22.4% 
16.8% 
20.1% 
26.4% 

100.1 % 
(628) 

Drop-Outs 

39.7% 
51.6% 

8.7% 

100.0% 
(184) 

23.9% 
64.0% 
12.1% 

100.0% 
(184) 

13.0% 
21,.7% 
19.0% 
18.5% 
27.7% 

99.9% 
(184) 

We do not have evidence that if we had included all 812 

in the second interview that our second sample would 

have included respondents difterent--in demographic terms at 

',' 
least--than those who did participate in both interviews.' 

~ 
--~ 

o 

\, 
',I 
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'First, some qu,:stions about yourself. 

1. ,How old were yoU: on your last birthday? , 

AGE 

'~' " 

2.' And how many yeatts' of school di" d yr.fu~;finish? 
IJ " 

() 

'1". 

'Never attended school '. · • 
Fours years or less . . · · . 
Five, six or seven years. · . . . 
Finished 8th grade. . . · 
One year of high school • 

Two ?r three years of high school 
I.-

Graduated high school • • • • • • 
" Techni6al j'training or business 

school. .. ,...... 

Some college, 1-3 years 

Finished College. . . . 
Graduate or professional school 

· 
· 

D~CK 01' 

· 
· 
· 

· 
" 

· 
· 

.01 

.02 

.03 

.04 

• O~ 

.06 

.07 

• .08 

· .. .09 

· .10 
.11 

Other (SPECIFY) ___________ 12 

::So Arc you now 

a 

!I' 

married or living as married, 

widowed, • 

divor:,~ed , . . . 
separated, • .. • • • 0 " 

or, have you never been married? 

, 
'\ 

1 

. . . . • 2 

3 

• -. • 4 

',' • 5 

r 

! 
j 
I 

.I 

I 
J 

8-9/ 

,} 
10-11/ 

12/ 

I 
I 

I 

, ! 
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4.. Las t w~ek were you working full time, part ti.~e ,., going to school, unemployed 
orwhat? Working includes working in a family business or on a family farm 
without pay. 

IF MORE THAN ONE RESPONSE, GIVE PREFERENCE TO CODES IN NUMERICAL ORDER--FROM 
LOWEST TO HIGHEST NUMBERS. CIRCLE ONE CODE ONLY. c' 

Working full .time (35 hours 

T1 

or more) • • • • • . • 01 13-14/ 

\ 
\\ 
\ \) 
U\ 
\~, 

Working part time (15 to 34 hours) 02 

With a job, but not at work 
because of temporary illness, 
vacation, strike . • . • • . . . '.' 03 

Unemployed, laid off, looking 
for work • • • . . • • • 04 

Retired (ASK A). • OS 

In school (ASK A). . . • • . O~;_ 

Other (SPECIFY AND ASK A) ___ --'-__ 07 

IF UNEMPLOYED, RE~IRED, IN SCHOOL,OR OTHER: 

A. Did you ever work fd;t" as long as, 6 months? 
), 
I. 

5. A. 

Yes. t. . . . . . 

. No (SKIP TO Q.6) • 

;: 

1 

. 2 

What kind of work (do/did) you norm~lly do? . (PROBE: What (is/was) 
\1 your job called?) 

OCCUPATION 

B. IF NOT ALREADY ANSWERED, ASK: What (do/did) you actually do in that 
job? (PROBE: What (are/were) some of your main duties?) 

C. What kind of place (do/did) you work for? (PROBE: What do they ma¥:e 
or do?) 

----/j --1'" --
lNl>USTRY 

15/ 

16-17/, 
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Now, I would like to ask you about ,some of your views on general social ",,~r..6.1\ 
political issues~. h { I 

L ,,~« I 
Here are some pairs of statemeints. For each pair, please tell mtf whf~hd?ne 
mosb:nearly expresses your: op~:hion. 

/1 
I 

" 

There is almost noway pJ~le like me can have an"influence 
on the government. • . i. • • • • • • • ',' '. • • • · 1 

A. 

People like me have a fai:tr say in ge,tting the government 
to do the things we care about . . . . . · (). · · '. · · · · 2 

B. When I make pians, I am almost certain t .can make them work. 1 · · · · · ' 0,;"- '~1 

~\'-n I make plans, I am not certain if they will work. 2 •• C · · · · 
C. The way our government works, almost every group has a say 

in running things •• ••••• 
<:] · 1 

This country is really run by a small number of men at the 
top who speak only for a few special groups. • • •• •••••• 2 

'\ 
D. I have fo.und that thidgs that happen to me are usually 

E. 

F. ;:. .. ~ 

. G. 

\ \ 
II 

beyond my control. • • • • . . • • • . . . . . . • . • . • 1 

I have found that things that happen to me are usually my own doing. • 2 

Our government leaders usually tell the truth. · · · · · · 
Most of. the things that government leaders say can't be believed 

G,~tting what I want has nothing to do .with luck. · . · · 
Getting what I want is mostly a matter of luck ," . · • · · 
The way this country is going, I often feel that I don't 

really belong here • • • .'. • • • • • i, . 
\,. 

· 
· 

Althotlghdur country may' be facing difficult t{m~s, I still 

· · 
· 

· 1 

· 2 

· 1 

2 

· 1 

feel that it's a worthwhile place and that I really belong here ..• 2 

H. \\1 am proud of many things about our government • " .' 1 

I can't find much in our government to be pr6ud of 2 

I. For me, definite decisions never work as well as trusting fate • · 1 

For me, definite decisions work better than trusting fate. • • • . • . 2 

181 

191 

20/ ' 

211 

22/ 

23/ 

241 

25/ 

26/ 

.! 
,'i 

'1 
, I 
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7. Please tell me whether you agree or disagree withecich of : the following statements. 

,. 
'\tI 

A. With everything so uns~ftain these day~, it 
~.:tmost ·seems as tho/agh anything cotilg. happen. 
Do you agree or disagree? 

B. What is lacking in the world today'isth~ old 
kind of friendship that lasted for a lifetime. 

C. With everything in such a state of disqrder, ii's 
hard for a person to know where he s~ands from 
one day to the next. 

D. Everything changes so quickly these days that I 
often have trouble deciding whicbZjjf1re the 
right rules to follow. . ct/ 

E. I 'often feel that many things our parents stood 
for are just going to ruin before our very 
eyes --Do you .agree or disagree? 

F. The trouble with the world today is that most 
people really don't believe in anything. 

G. I often feel awkward and out of place. 

H. People were better off in the old days when every
one knew just how h~ was expected to act. 

I. It seems to me that other people find it easier 
to decide what is right than I do. 

J. Most public officials are not really interested 
in the problems of the average man. 

K. These day~ a person has to live pretty much for 
today, and let tomorrow take care of itse1.f. 

L. In spite of what some people say the lot of the 
"average man is getting worse not bett~r. 

M. It's hardly fair to bring children into the world 
with the way things look. for the future. 

N. These days a person doesn't really knmoJ whom 
he can count on. 

I 

AGREE 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

I 

DISAGREE 

2 27/ 

2 28/ 

2 29/ 

2 307 

2 31/ 

2 32/ 

2 33/ 

2 34/ 

2 35/ 

2 36/ 

2 37/ 

2 38/ 

~9/ 

2 401 
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8. For each of the statementl1 I'm going to read now, tell me the box on this card 
that COll1es c'losest to yqur own opinions. 

IlAND 
RESP 
CARD 

A 

':. 

For example, if y~u agree s'trong1y with the statement, you would say box 111.' 
If you disagr'ee strongly wHh the statement you would say ROx 115. If your views 
are somewhere between strongly agreeing and strongly disagreeing, you would say 
th,e box that comes closest to'cyour own views ,_, 

./1. People should only keep prom~tseswhen 
it is to their benefit. 

<1/" 

B. Most people are better off than I am. 

C. Good manners are/for sissies. 

D. Most police are crooked. 

E. I always try to obey a law, even if 
I think it is silly. 

F. I probably won't be able to do the 
kind of work that I want to do 
because I won't have eno~gh education. 

G. Laws usually make the world a better 
place to liv~. 

H. I' Ii nev'ti:::- have as much opportunity 
to succeed as guys from other 
neighborhoods. 

~"':::~ 

AGREE 
STRONGLY 

DISAGREE 
STRONGLY 

OJITJwwOJ 

mmW/ETIw .' ,) 

(/ 
mwuJwm 
OJWmWm 

mmmmm 

[I][]][]]wm 

4J./ 

42/ 

43/ 
(, 

44/ 

45/ 

46/ 

OJ m m m m 47/ 

48/ 

» --~--------~----------~--------------------~-------------------------------
1. The law is always against the ordinary 

guy. 

.. 
J. It doesn't make much difference what 

a person tries to do; some folks 
are just lucky, others are not. 

K. 1 am as well off as most people. 

L. I should work hard only if I am 
paid e~lough for it. 

M. Laws hurt me more than they help ,me. 

OJwwww 
ITJmwww 

49/ 

50/ 

51/ 

52/ 

53/ 

.. 

.1 
I 
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• 
AGR~E 

// 

S?IRONGLY 

• N. The world, is 
1/ 

usually good to guys , 
like,me. QJ{]J 

O. Sometimes ,there are good reasons 
for breaking a law. CO IT] 

• P. All laws are good laws. ,[[}W 

Q. There isn't much chance that a 
person from my neighborhood 

• will ever get ahead. ITJ IT] 

R. Monei~is meant to be spent. m m 
• S. Most problems could be solved if 

we just had more laws to deal 
CO IT] with them. 

T. If a person like me works hard he 

• can get ahead. [}] IT] 

u. Laws should almost never be changed. OJ m 

• V. Most successful ~en probably used 
illegal means to become successful. m m 

w. People who break the law should 
always be punished. OJ m 

• x. It makes no difference whether you 
work or go on welfare just so you 

IT] m get along. 

• Y. People who make laws us~ally want to 
make the world a better place to 
live in. 

-) [JJ W 

• 

• 

DECK 01, 

DISAGREE 
STRONGLY 

m m m 

m w m 
OJ rn m 

\1 
II 

m w m 

m m m 
'[ 

" 

m m m 

m m w 
m IT] m 

m ou:m 

m m [JJ 

m m IT] 

m II] w 

54/ 

55l 

56/ 

57/ 

I, 

58/ 

59/ 

60/ 

61/ 

62/ 

63/ 

64/ 

65/ 

~, 

.' . 

j 
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z. The only thing I ought to be respon-
l, sibie for is liwse~f. 

AA. There is a good chance that som~ of 
my friends will have a lot of money. 

BB. 
'I Don't let anybodyhyour size get 

by with anything. 

ce. It's mostly luck i:E one succeeds 
or fails. 

If 

DISAGREE 
STRONGLY· 

mw[J]wm 
i\.· 
:\ 

II' " 
Ii 

'iii '1 

66/ 

67/ 

68/ 

69/ 
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1:1 
\\ 

I ,\ 
Now I would like to get your views on different parts of the criminal 
justice system. First, about police offi~ers in general: 

9. In general, do 'police of~icers • 

(1(

/ --",: 
'\~ usually treat people with 

\(,~~ _'. respect, • • • . • • 1 

sometimes treat people 
with respect, ••• • • ., 2 

or, are thay usually rude 
and disrespectful? 3 

10. In genell;al, do you think police officers are out to get people, or are 
they ju~:t doing their job? 

Out to get people. • • • 

Just doing their job • • • 

11. And what about the police officer who arrested you, did he • • • 

Treat. you iri, a business like manner? 

Use disrespectful language? 

Do his best to be as helpful as he 
could? 

Push you around wh~n he didn't have to? 

Embarrass Ybl; in front of others 
when he didn't have to'l 

Yes 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

. 1 

• 2 

No 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

8/ 

9/' 

10/ 

11/ 

12/ 

13/ 

14/ 

___________________________________ 1 __________________________________________ _ 

12. Do you feel that the police; Qfficer who arr~sted you ••• 

Was just out to get people 

Or, just doing his job? • 

• • .. 1 .15/ 

. . . 2 

, /1 
;' ;/ 
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Now, some questions about two different kinds of defense lawyers in 
criminal 'cas'es. 

DECK 02 

l!'irst, privat:~ l13.wyers. By private lawyers I mean lawyers who are paid 
by their clients in a case to defend them. 

Have you ever been represented by a private lawyer in a criminal case 
before this current arrest? 

\\ 
\. 

Yes (ASK A) • 

No. 

. . · 1 

• 2 

A. How many times before this current arrest were you represented by a 
private lawyer? 

16/ 

l7-1.M 
NUMBER OF TIMES 

14. I'm going to read some pairs of statements about private lawyers. In each· 
pair, please choqse the one that comes closest to you~ opinion of what ~ 
private lawyers are like. 

.\ 

\i 

;I 

" " .' 
\' 

In general, most private lawyers • 

A. 

B. 

C. 

Do not fight hard for their clients • • 

Fight hard for their clients. • • • • 

Want their clients to plead not guilty. 

Want their clients to plead gUilty ••• 

Do not tell their clients the truth • 

Tell their clients the truth. 

In general, most private lawyers • • • '1: 

D. Listen to what their clients want to do • • 

Do not listen to what their clients want to do •• 

E. Want their clients to be convicted. • . 

Do not lvant their clients to be convicted •• 

. . . . . · 1 

2 

· 1 

• • • 2· 

. . . 1 

.... · 2 

· . 1 

. . • • 2 

· . 1 

2 

19/ 

20/ 

21/ 

22/ 

23/ 

--------' 
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Q .14 (coil. tinued) 
. . \'" 

;;? , " " 
j 

In general, most private lawyers •• • 

Do not care. what sentence their clients, receive •• • • • • • • • 2 

" j 

G. Care more about getting a case over with quickly than 
about get·ting justice for their clients • • • • • • • • • • • ..1 

, Do not care more. ab6ut .,.getting a case over with quickly 
than about getting justice for their clients. • '. ~ • • • • • • 2 

'. ;{;, ____________________ . ___ .~~~/~~~~---c-"----------------~------------------
tlt£1:'Are no. t most concern~~th how .m. uch ~oney 
II ' !:~hey will make in a cas;e. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1. 

..J! ~~/t 
Are most concerned with how much money they will 

make ,in a ca~e. • • • • . • •.. • • • • • . . . • .. • • . . • . 2 

I. ,Do not want their clients to be punished. 

Want their clients to be purli,shed . • • • • 

15. In general, would you say that private lawyers .are • • . 

On their client's side • . 

Or, on the state's side? 

SOMEWHERE IN THE MIDDLE BETWEEN 
THEIR GL~ENT AND THE STATE ." • 

'\\ 

• 1:.-

• 2 

.. 1 

2 

3 

24/ 
,J:> 

25/ 

26/ 

27/ 

28/ 

i\ 
------------------~----------------

Next, some questions about Public Defenders or assigned lawyers. That is, 
lawyers who are paid by the cl';;l:y or state to defend people who are charged 
with crimes. 

16. Have you ever been represented by a Public Defender in a criminal case 
before this current arrest? 

Yes (ASK A). 

No • • • • • • . . '. 

A. How many times before this current arrest were you represented by a 
Public Defender? 

29/ 

30-31/ 
NUMBER OF TIMES 
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,~' 

The statements lim going tQ read now are. about Public ,Defenders. lneach 
pair, .choose the one that comes closest to your opinion of what most Public 
Defenders or assigned lawyers are .like. 

In g~~eral, most Public Defenders or assigned lawyers . . . 
A. 

I:, 

Do nQt fight hard i"or their clients • 

Fight hard ·;for their clients. • • • • 

", B. Want their clients to plead not guilty. • • • • • • .. ;:I 

C. 

Want their clients to plead guilty. 

Do·not teli their clients the trut~ 

Tel~their clients fihetruth. 

. . . . 

D. Listen. to what their clients want to do ••.•• 

~.' , 

1 

2 

· 1 

• 2 

., 1 

2 

· 1 

Do not listen to what their clients want to do •• • • • 2 

E. Want their clients to be convicted •• .'. • • • • 41 · I 

Do not want their clients to be convicted • .' x- • • • • • 2 
.' 

----~;~'--~-----------------------------------------------------------,;-;::{ 

32/ ' 

33/ 

34/ 

35/ 

36/ 

o ;F. Want to get the lightest possible sentence for their clients .• 1 37/ 

Do not care what sentence their clients receive • • • • • • • 2 

G. Care more about getting a case over with quickly than 
about getting justice for their clients • • • • . • • • • • • 1 38/ 

Do not care more about getting a case over with quickly 
than about getting justice for their clients. . • • • • • .'. 2 

----------~---------------~--~--------------~--------~------
.H. Are not most concerned with how much money 

they will make in a 'case. • • • • • • -' • • • " • • • • • • • '1 

. Are most concerned with how much money they 
wiil make in a case • • • • • • • • '. .'. 

I. Do not want their clients to be punished0;i'·~·ic~. • 
~,=="'~--'... } 

Want their clients to be punished . • . 1/ 
f ) 

~~./--,F 

• .• • • • 2 

. . I 

... .. . .' . 2 

39/ 

40/ 
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18. ' In general, would you say that Public Defenders'are . . . 

, F 
On,their client's,side. 

,0 Qr, on the state's side? . . • • .1,2, 

SOMEWHERE'IN THE ~IDDLE 'BETWEEN 

1'9! Which ofJ\these two kinds of lawyers 
do, you think does a better job for 

.. '.q . . . 

his clients -- would you say •• ~ 

THEIR CLIENT AND THE STATE .' 3 ' 

a PubHc'Defender or 
assigned lawyer ••• 1 

, or a private lawyer? • 2 

20. What is it that (LAWYER CODED IN Q.19)'s do for their clie~ts that makes 
them better than a (OTHER LAWYER IN Q.19)"or any other kind of lawyer? 
(PROBE: ,What else makes a (GHOICE' OF' LAWYER) " better) ? 

41'/ 

42/ 

43-44/ 

45-46/ 

47-48/ 

'I' 
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~ow,. som~ questions abc;mt prosecutors in criminal cases. '.£he recommendation' Qf 
I .apr~s,ectitor of.ten. s.eems important in determining what~sentenc~ a convicted de

fendant is given by the judge~ 

21. H~re is a list of things that are considered by the prosecutor' when deciding 
what sentenc.e to recommend to, the judge. 

Which ~ of these do YOll think is most important to the prosecutor' in 

r~' -.-,----t 
'de~idin.g which sentence to recommenq to the judge? 

Most 
important HAND 

RESP 
CARD 

B 

(CIRCLE ONE,CODE ONLY) 

What sentence will best make the punishment fit the crime. 1 

,What sentence has been agreed upon as part of a deal 
with the defendant . .. . . . . . . It • •• <. . . . . . . . . . . . . rF2 

\~ 

What Sentence wil1 be most l.ikely to rehabilitate the defendant. .. 3 

Whether bribes or payoffs were made to the prosecutor. 

What the defendant's crime and past record are •• 

What sentence the prosecutor thinks the judge will want to give. 

· 4 
· 5 

6 

22. Which of these statements about prosecutors comes closest to your op~nwn 
. of what most p~osecutors are like? (CIRCLE ONE CODE FOR.EACH PAIR) 

49/ 

T " 
1 

• In general, most prosecutors 

A. Try hard to find out whether a defendant is ~uilty 
or innoc~nt • • • • • • ., • • • •• .•...• 1 501 

~ " 

Do not try hard to find out whether a defendant is 

• guilty or innocent. • • • • • • • • • • • •• • ••••• 2 

B. Listen only to what the police tell them. . · . . · 1 51/., ~{ ~~ ..... 

\, 

Listen to all sides in the case . 0' 0 · . 0 · · 2 \ • ') Co Do not want defendants to get punished as 
'heavily as possible . . 0 . . · 0 . 0 • · . · 1 52/ 

Want defendants .to get punished as heavily as possible. · 2 I ,\ ' /:;' I • ~'/ 

(. 

i' (i) 

Do Care'more about getting cases over with quickly, than \ ~ ~J) 
1 t .. ~_~ 

about doing justJ.ce . • . . . . . 0 · . . . . . · · 0 · • 0 · 1 sf/ 

. Do not care more about getting cases over with quickly. 

• ,than about doing justice. • . " • . . .••. · 2 

E. Want to get a conviction, in every case. . ., 1 54/ 

. Do J).otwant to get a conviction in every case •• 2 

• 



.' o 

• 

eo 

• 
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Q.22 (cont!rlued) (i 

F. Are honest with defendants and their" lawyers. . . 
Are'not honest ui~h.defendants and their lawyers. 

G. Are out to get defendants •. ,. • .,< ~ •. 

. " Are not out to get defendants •• . . 
And now I'd like to ask you about judges in crimir.ial cases •. 

/1 

. . 

DECK 02 
" ~ . 

· 1 ,', 

2 

1 

• • • • 2 

23. In m~king his decision about what to. do in a case, do you think the 
judge usually • • • 

55/ 

56/ 

• Makes up ''his own mind about 

• 

• 

• 
I 

• 

• 

• 

what to do •••••••••••• 1 57/ 

Or, does what the prosecutor 
tells him to do? (ASK A). • 2 

A~ What do you think is the main reason the judge acts this way? 

(CIRCLE ONE CODE ONLY) 

~HAND .. SP. CARD 
C 

Prosecutors usually know more about what 
is best to do in a case than judges do. 

~Judge8 are lazy iii ii •.• .. • ,it .. .. 

· 1 58/ 

2 

.Prosecutors make the deals and judges 
feel they must back them up • • • • • " • • . " 3 

Judges are too busy to pay attention 
to anyone case • • • • • • • • • • • • .4" 

24. If an agreement is reached between a defendant and the prosecutor about 
what sentence the defendant will receive if he agrees to plead guilty, 
do you think that most judges 

will go along, or •• 1 

will they give the defendant 
a different sentence? (ASK A). 2 

A. If the judge does give a different sentence, do you think it is 
usually because. 

the judge didn't know about the agreement .between the 
~efendant and the prosecutor, • • ••••••• 

the judge wants to make up his own mind and has decided 
that the defendant deserves a different sentence, or. 

the judge has it in for the defendant? •• . . . . 

• '. • • .1 

• 2 

• • • 3 

59/ 

60/ 

:r' 
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25. Now,' I'm going to read you some" p~irs of statements abo,ut Judges. Ple~se /' 
choose the, one in each pair that comes closest to your opinion about what '"', 
most j udgesare like.' 

In general, m.ost ::judges • • ->. 

A. Are unbiased and fair to both sides .0 . . • • 1· 

Are biased in favor' of ,the prosecution." ••• . . . ., • 2 

B. Are out' to get defendants • • . .' 1 

'I~re not out to get defendants • • • • • • • • • . .. . . • 2 

C. Are concerned about following the legal rules • . • • . 1 

Are not concerned about following the legal rules • • ~'. • . • . 2 

D. Listen only to what prosecutors and police officers tell them • • 1 

Listen to all sid~s in the case . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 

In general, most judges • • • 

E. Are honest with defendants and their lawyers ••• 1 

Are not honest with defendants and their lawyers .• . 2 

61/ 

62/ 

63/ 

64/ 

65/ 

F. Want to see all defendants get punished as heavily 
as possible • • '. • ~ • '\' • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 66/ 

Do not want to see all defendants get punished as 
heavily as possible .' • • • •• • • • • • • • • 2 

G. Do not care moreaboutt getting cases over. with quickly 
than about doing justice. • • • • • • • • • • • • . 1 

(, 
67/ 

Care more about getting cases over with quickly than 
about doing justice • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2 
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26. - Ha,ve you ever had a jury trial? 

IF YES ASK A & B· '. . 
A. How many times have you had a 

;:::-,~~~~, 
,\ 

Ye,s (ASK A 6. B) 

No (ASKC &'D) ••• 

jury trial? 

. . • '~ 1 

. . . 
') 

. . • 2 

NUMBER OF 'TIMES 
" 

8/ 

9 -10/ , ' ,', I 
'/ ,: (in each case) --were you convicted acquitted? B~/, What y~e"'tne 'ou~Hpm!! 9r 

(( ,(Leits start with your 1st jury tria1/2nd/3rd. etc. ) () 

" (1, 
~ 

'" (REGOP.JJ IN BOX BELOW) 
,-

Jury Trial Convicted Acquitted 

1st (or only) ,'; 1 2 11/ 
, , 

r, 

2nd 1 2 12/ 

- ", 
J,f 

3rd 1 2 13/ 

IF NO ASK C & D: 

C. Have you ever seen a 'jury trial in a criminal case, in perso~? 

Yes (ASK D) . . .. . 14/ 

No. ~ , . . . . . . . • • • • 2 

D. H~w many times have you seen a jury trial in person 

15-16/ 
NUMBER OF T.IMES 

CJ 
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27.. Which of these statements about juries comes closest to your opinion 
of what most juries are like? (CIRCLE ONE CODE FOR EACH PAIR) 

Most juries 

A. . Are unb(l'ase'Cfland fair to both sides . 1 
\)/)! . 

Are 
If'V) 

of the 2 .b~ast~ in favor prosecutor . . 

B. Ma.ke littl,e effort to find out whether dl~fendants are 
innocent .or guilty. • • • • • • • •• •• .' ••••• 1 

l'ry hard to find out whether defendants are innocent 
~r . guil ty . . . . . . " . . . . . .. ... . . . . . . . 2 

C. List!en to all sides in the case . . . . . . · . . · . · · 1 

Listen only to what prosecutors and police officers 
tell them . .. . . . . . . . . . ~ . . . . . . · . · · 2 

D. Are less likely than judges to believe defendants · · · 1 

Are mo.re likely than judges to believe defendants • · .. · · 2 

(;li~ 

~ 

,. 

17/ 

18/ 

19/ 

20/ 
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ti 

'~ext SOine questions about ,plea-bargaining in cr:ttminal cases. 
k 

,,) . 
DECK '.0.3 ' 

l II 

J~y plea~bargaining I mean an agreemen,t: between; the defe~dant 's lawYer and 
the prosecutor in which the defendant agrees ,to plead guilty rather than 
have, a, 'trial, and the prosecutor agrees to dr.'hp some of the charges, or 

'recommends a lesser sentence to the judge~ 

28. ,Here:l.s a, lis,t of things the prosecutor considers when he is deciding 
what to offer a defendant in the' cout'seof plea-bargaining. ' 

Which'on~ of the!~e do you think is most important to the prosecutor in 
deciding what to offer a defendant in plea-bargaining? 

(CllWLE ONE CODE ONLY) , Most 
important 

-HAND 
RESP ) 

What t4e nature, bf the crime is • ~ . . ... . 1 

CARD 
D 

• 

• 

• 

What the defenda,nil;:' s past :t'~cord is • • • • 2 

What he thinks is r~ecessary to gtlt; the 
defendant to agree to plead guilty~ '~" • • . • •. 3 

How strong his case against the defendant is. • • 4 

How crowded the court calendar is . . . . 5 

~'hat sentence he thinks ,will best serve to 
rehabilitate the defendant. • • • • • . . • • 6 

" 

29. Which of these statements about plea-bargaining comes closest to your 
opinion of plea~bargaining? 

Plea-bargaining • •• 

A. Is a good way to decide most criminal cases • . . . . • 1 

Is a bad way to dec:\de mos t criminal' cases. . . • • 2 

B. Mostly benefits ,the state • • 
',' 

. . . . . . . . 1 

Mostly benefits defendants. • It • • . . 2 

o 

21/ 

1/ ,-:-

22/ 

23/ 

l , 
'1 
1 

j 

'I 

: I 

; I 
r 
I 

; , 
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') . 
. . . 

C. Often let~ guilty people off with light sentences • • • • • • • • 1 

H,as little or no effect on the seilt~nces guilty people get. • .'. 2 

p 

D. otten leads innocent people to plead guilty • • • • • III • • · 1 

Has little ot:' no effeCt on the way innocent people plead. • . . • 2 

. 
E. Prevents defendants from exercising their right to a trial. • • • 1 

Does not prevent de£endru:i.ts from exercisci~~gJ;EIUHr right 
to a trial. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2. 

30. What is it that you like most about plea-bargaining? 
(PROBE: What other things do you like about plea-bargaining?) 

.. 

31. And what is it about '[lilea-bargaining that you like the least? 
(PROBE: What other things do you dislike about plea-bargaining?) 

24/ 

25/ 

26/ 

27-28/ 

31-32/ 

33-34/ 

35-36/ 

37~'38/ 
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32., In the average criminal case. who 40 you think is most important in 

determining whether the defendant is convicted or not -- is it • 

the prosecutor . . . ~l 

tile defense lawyer · .' 2 

or, the' j udg.e ? 3 
~ \,. . 

33. In the average criminal case. who do you think is most important iqli 
det~rmining what s,entence the defendant finally receives -- is it. \~ 

the defense lawyer 

the judge. • • • • 

or, the prosecutor? 

. . . .' 1 

2 

3 

34. If a defendant is convicted, which of these do you think is the most impor
tant thing'determining what sentence he receives. 

(CIRCLE ONE CODE ONLY) Most 
important 

39/ ' 

40/ 

The judge's idea of what would best make the 
,punishment fit the crime • • • • • • • • • · . . . •• 01 41-42/ 

, :: 

The deal made between the defendant and the 
prosecutor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .02 

What the law says the sentence should be .03 

The recommendation of the prosecutor to the judge. ' .04 

The defendant's past record •• 

The judge's idea of what would best serve to 
rehabilitate the defendant or, •••• 

The argument the defense lawyer makes on 
the defendant's behalf? ••••••• 

/' 

· . . . • .05 

· . . . • , .06 

.07 

'I 
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35. If a white man and a black man are both charged with the same crime" 
.who do you think. has a better chance to get off without being convi6ted 

The black man. • • • • 

The white man (ASK A) ••••• 2 

Or, are their chances 
about the same? •••••• 3 

A. Suppose the blackman has a lot of money and the white man is poor. 
Who do you think has a better chance to get off without being con
victed • • • 

The white man. • • • . . . 1 

The black man or, ••••••• 2 

Are their chances about 
the same? • • • • • • 3 

36. What is your religious preference is it Protestant, Catholic, Jewish, 
some other" religion; or no religion? 

Protestant (ASK A) . . . . 1 

Catholic •• . . . . . . • 2 

Jewish • . . • • • 3 
.', 

Black Muslim 4 
Other (SPECIFY) ______ --" 5 

None • • • • • It . 6 

A. What group or denomination is that? 

PROTESTANT GROUP OR. DENOMINATION 

I' 'i ' 
I· 
I' 
'I 

43/ 

44/ 

45/ 

46-47/ 

I 
I 
I 

:1 
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37. Which of. the groups on this card shows your own total income from all 
sources before taxes for this last year, 1974 -7.2;1~hat ~s, just tell me 
the letter for the amount that fits. ~J, 

REMIND RESPONDENT TO INCLUDE INCOME FROM ALL SOURCES LISTED ON THB CARD. 
, , . 

Weekl~ Month1I YearlI 

.RESP ~ A~' Under $ 29 Under $ 125 Under " $ 1,5:00 . · · 01 
CARD 

B. 0 $ 29 - $ 37 $ 125 - $ 166 $1,500 - $ 1,999 . • ,02 ~ F · 
C. $ 38 - $ 47', $ 167 - $ 207 $2,000 - $ 2,499 • · ." 03 

• NOTE: CARD ONLY D. $ 48 - $ 61 $ 208 - $ 265 $2,500 - $ 3,199 • · • 04 
SHOWS ANNUAL E. ' $ 62 - $ 72 $ 266 - $ 316 $3,200.- $ 3,799 • · • .05 
I~COME. IF RE- F. $ 73 - $ 80 $ 317 - $ 349 $3,800 - $ 4,199 06 SPONDENT ANSWERS 
IN TERMS OF 

'\ 

MONTHLY OR G. $ 81 - $ 84 $ 350 - $ 365 $4,200 - $ 4,399 • · • 07' 

• WEEKLY INCOME r $ 85 - $ 
'( 

$4,400 - $ 4,699 ASK: HOW MANY 
. H., 89 $ 366 - $ 391 08 

MONTHS OR HOW 1. $ 90 - $ 95 $ 392 - $ 416 $4,700 - $ 4,999 • · • 09 
MANY WEEKS? 

J. $ 96 - $ 99 $ 417 - $ 432 $5,000 - $ 5,199 • 10 

• K. $100 - $109 $ 433 - $ 474 $5,200 - $ 5,699, • · .11 
,-, 

L. $110 - $118 $ 475 - $ 516 $5,700 - $ 6,199 • ) .. 2 

M. $119 - $130 $ 517 - $ 566 $6,200 - $ 6,799 • · • 13 

• N. $131 - $137 $ 567 - $ 599 $6,800 - $ 7,199 • 14 
O. " $138 - $141 $ 600 - $ 616 $7 ,200 ~. $ 7,399 • 15 

P. $142 -$147 $ 617 - $ 641 $7,400 - $ 7,699 • 16 

Q. $148 - $153 $ 642 - $ 666 $7,700 - $ 7,999 • 17 .' R. $154 - $157 $ 667 - ~ 682 $8,000 - $ 8,199 . 18 

S. $158 - $166 $ 683-. $724 $8,200 - $ 8,699 • 19 

T. $167 - $176 $ 725 - $ 766 . $8,700 - $ 9,199 • 20 

• U. $177 - $187 $ 767 - $ 816 $9,200 - $ 9,799 21 

V. $188 - $191 $, 817 - $ 832 $9;800 - $ 9,999 • 22 

W. $192 - $231 $ 833 -$1,000 $10,000- $11,999 . · • 23 

• X. $232 - $288 $1,001-$1,250 $12,000~ $14,999 • 24 

Y. $289 and over $1,251 and over $15,000 and over • · • 25 

48-49/ 

.- .................. ".'.'';' ....... ,_ h_ ....... ~ •• .... .. , •... .. .... ~.......... .... .., 
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38. Were you ever arrested before this current atrest'l 

• 
Yes . • . . . . • . . • . 1 50/ 
No (SKIP TO END STATE-

.::-;. 
MENT, ·Pg. 25) 

I 
. . • . • . . . 2 I. 

! 

39. How many times were you arrested? 

51-52/ 
NUMBER OF TIMES ARRESTED 

• 
40. How old were you when you were arrested (the first time)? 

• 53-54/ 
AGE AT FIRST ARREST 

41. Were you ever convicted of a criminal charge? 

• 
Yes (ASK A & B) • • • • «I • .. 1 55/ 

No (SKIP TO END STATEMENT) ••• 2 

• A. How many times were you convicted of 2 misdemeanor? 

NUMBER OF CONVICTIONS FOR MISDE}~OR 

• 
B. And how many times were you convicted of a felony? 

• ,58-59/ 
NUMBER OF CONVICTIONS FOR FELONY 

• 

..•.... . ................. " ..... . ..\.. ",., ....... 
... ..... ........ ~.... -., ..... ........... .... o.' ... -'o. • 
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Have ':'you ever be,en sentenced to serve t~e ,in jail after being convi,cted' 
ot a crime? 

'lesl.i(ASK A & B) • 

No. 
II • • • 0.' , .. ". .2 •. . . . .. . 

·A. How ~y times wet:'e yo~ Sent to jail? 

NUMBER' OF,,, TIMES SENT TO JAIL 
0',. 

'B. How many monthos altogether have you served in Jail? 

TOTAL NUMBER'OF MONTHS SERVED IN JAIL 

43. And have you ever served time in prisoa? 

Yes (ASK A &8) 1 

!!J 
No. . . . . . • • 2 

A. ,How many times were you sent to prison? 

NUMBER,;OF THmS SENT TO, PRISON 

B. How many months altogether have you served in prison? 
(\ 

TOTAL NUMBER OF MONTHS SERVED IN ,PRISON .. 
That is all the questions I have. Thank you very much and good luck. 

'I' TIME __________ A.M. 
!tY~~;~ ENDED P. M. 

~ 
~~;" 

COMPLETE FOLLOW UP SHEET INFORMATION UN NEXT PAGE. 

,j' 
~\ 

60/ 

61-62/ . 

63-65/ 

66/ 

67-68/ 

69-71/ 

(0 
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FOLLOW UP SHEET 

" 

CASE II: 

We \o1oul~ like to speak with y~u again after the disposition of your case. Af~er 
we complete the second interview we will pay you $10 in appreciation for givtlng"'--C-
us your time. 1/ 

{( 
. .\ 

First, as a reminder ,It 11 'send you a letter whj.ch will simp.ly mention a gen~J::;:lj. 
survey b~fng doing by the National qpinion Research Cent~r. ,Then, I'l~ telephone 
you soo~'(',"after Jithat for an appointment. 

/; 
If it' s &~t,;,cbnvenient to talk when I call, tve can arrange to get together over 
the phone s'ome other time. 

Please give me your address and the correct spellj;ng of your name so that I will 
know where to send the letter and whom to ask for on the telephone. 

Your name js: 

and your address'is: -----street 

city 

l1ay I have your telephone number? 

state 

Private home c==J 
Apt • number c==J 

zip 

Telephone' no. : Area code: _____ .:...1 __________ -:--__ _ (ASK A) 1 

No phone, 

Refused. 

A. 1s this telephone in your own household, or in a neighbor's home, or 
tvhere? -. 

2 

3 

In household • • • • • • • 1 

In home of neighbor. 2 

Other (SPECIFY) _____ 3 

Do you use any nick names or other names that people know you by? 
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\: ,,~.. , ®" 
, At wl)at otherad$~s.M!s or telephone numbers cou1d,You be reached:f~n case it ~'~ 
". '4iff:l:cu1t getting through to you -- perhaps the address or' telephone 'numbe't" of 
'8.', ciose / friend or relative. or ~yburp1aceofworkc8.nput US in touchagl:l~rt?" . 

Remember there will be no, mention, of the reason for my contacting you excepp thr,lt, 
this' is a general survey. 

... lifame of Contact : I 
() relationship to R. 

"IF .EMPLOYER: " Na~e of company: 

Address.: ~ Private home B ~--~-s-t-r-e-e-t~·~'~-~~--------~----------------------------~A~p~t~.~~n~um~b~e=r=- '. 

_____ ~--__ --....-_-------~'""-'; _ 'PHONE: / 
city st~te zip AREA CODE 

Is there anyone else? 

Name of Contact,: I 
relationship to R. 

IF E;MPLOYER: ·Name 'of company: -'~' __________ . _____ '-________ _ 

Address: Private home B 
street Apt. number 

~ 

______ ~ __ ---________ -------__ --~--PHONE: / 
city state zip AREA CODE 

Thank you again for all your help. 
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BEGIN DECK·' 04 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

INTERVIEWER REMARKS. 

TO .BE COMPLETED AS SOON AFTER INTERVIEWING RESPONDENT AS POSSIBLE 

in general; was the respondent • 

A. Confiding -- treating you as if a close friend, offering 
information sPQntaneously • • • • • • • • • • • · . ~ . . 1 

Frank, open -- willing to give what was asked for, but 
with no compulsion to impart more information •••• 

Equivocal -- uncertain, changeable. • · ~ . . 
2 

· .,'. . . 3 

J'Guarcle~ suspicious, wary of intent, minimal answers •••••••• 4 

Hostile un:t;riendly, quarrelsome.. • • . . . . . . . . • • :5 

Respondent is: American Indian · · 1 

Negro/Black · · · · · · · · 2 

Oriental. . · · · · · . · 3 

Caucasian/white · · · · · 4 
Other (SPECIFY) 5 

If Respondent has' a Spanish surname, code one: 

Mexican-American. · · 1 

Latino. · · · · 2 

Other . • . · · 3 

In.terview was conducted in jail . . · · · · · 1 

elsewhere . · · · · · 2 

Total length of interview in minutes: 

6. Date of interview: 

I I I 5 
MONTH { DAY 7 

8/ 

9/ 

101 

11/ 

12-13/ 

14-18/ 

7. Interviewer's signature: 
-----.--------------------------~-------

8. Interviewer's number: 19-23/ 

f 
.,j 
t 

, : 
I 
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Before we talk about your own case" I'd like to ask' abou~ some of your views 
on general social, and political.issues. 

1, Here are some pairs of statements. For each pair, please tell:me which one 
most nearly- expresses your opinion. 

A. There is almost no way people like me can have an influerice 
on the government . . . • • .. I. . . . . . . . 1 

If ,/ 
People like me have a fair say in getting the government 

to do the things we care about. . . .. . .......... 2 

'; 
\\~' 

B. When I make plans, I am almost certain I can make them work . • 1 

When I make plans, I am not certain if they ~Yill work 2' 

C. The way our ghvernment works, almost every group has a 

8/ 

9/ . 

say in running things . . • . • . . . . • . . . . , . . . 1 10/ 

This cou~try is really run by a small number of men at 
the top who speak only for a few special groups • ...... 2 

D. I have found that things that happen to me are usually 
beyond my control. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 11/ 

I have found that thi~gs that happen to me are 
usually my own doing. . . . . . 

" 
. . . . . . . . . . . . 2 

E. Our government leaders usually tell the truth • . . . . . 1 12/ 

Most of the things that government leaders say can't be believed •• 2 

Although outr country may be facing difficult times, I feel 
that it's a worthwhile place and that I really belong here .... 2 

H. I am proud of many things about our government. 1 15/ 

I can't find much in our government to be proud of. . 2 

1. For me, definite decis:tons never work as \~el1 as trusting L.lt.t! • 1 16/ 
\'\ 

For me, definite dei:~lsions work better t:han trusting fate . . 2 
\~< 

" 
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Please tell me whether you agree or disagree, with each of the,i;ollowing'scateruer:-ts. 

, '/ 

. , .... .,: .. :'. 
.!~. \'./ 

A. Witij everything so uncertain these days, it 
almostse:ems a$ though anything could h~ppen. 
Do you agree or'disagree? " 

B.'" What is lacking in the world:~t.oday is the old' 
. kil1d of friendship that lasted for a lifetime. 

C. With'evei"yth~ng in such a state of disorder" it's 
hard for a person to know where he stands from 
one day to, the next. 

D. Everything changes so quickly these days that I 
,often hav,'~ trouble deciding which are the 
right rules to follow. 

E., I often feel that many things our parents stood 
for are just going to ruin before our very' 
eyes .... - Do you agree or disagree? 

F. The trouble with the world today is that'most 
people really don't believe in anything. 

DISAGREE 

1 17/ 

1 l8/ 

I 2 19/ 

I 2 

I 2 

I 2 
~--__________ ~ ____________ ' ________________ <~ ________ ~0~ ________________________ __ 

G. I, often feel awk\qard and out of place. 

H. People were better off in the old days \vhen every
one knew jus t how, he was expec teel to ac t • 

1. It seems to me that ,other people find it easi:er 
to decide what is right than r do. 

J. Host public officials are no't really interested 
in; ,the 'problems of the average man. 

K. These days a person has to live, pretty much 'for' 
today 1 and let tomorrow take care 'of itself •. ' 

L. In spite of what ~ people say the lot of the 
average man is getting worse not: betteL" 

M. It's hardly fflir to bring ch:i.lc.ln'll :into the world 
with the way things look for the (uLul:e. 

N. These days a person doesn't really knc\'J whom 
he can count'on. 

. " 

------ -----------

1 2 

1 2 

1 2 

1 2 26/ 

I 2 271 

1 2 281 

1 29/ 

1 301 

1 
,1 
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3. For each of the statements I'm going to read now, tell me the boxOIi. this card 
.. ,that comes closest to your own opinions . 

• HAND 
RE$P 
CARD 

A 

• 

• 

• 

.' 
'.' 

• 

• 

• 

. For e.xample, if you agree s t:rongly ,>lith the stat,enu:"m t, you would say. box ,/ll. 
If you disl!,gree stt;0ngly with the statertlent you would say box #5 •. If your views 
are somewhere between strongly agreeiQ£,}1nd strongly disagreeing, you w.ou;Ld say 
the box that comes closest to your own views. 

A. People should only keep promises when 
it is to their benefit. 

B. Host people are better off than I am. 

C. Good manners are for sissies. 

D. Host police are crooked,. 

E. I always .try to obey a law, even if 
T think it is silly. 

F. T probably won't be able to do the 
kind of work that I want to do 
because I won't have enough educa \):ion. 

G. Laws usually make the world a better 
place to live. 

H. I'll never have as much opportunity 
to succeed as guys from other 
neighborhoods. 

1. The law is always against the ordinary 
guy. 

J. It doesn't make much difference what 
a person'tries to do; some folks 
are just lucky, others are not. 

AGREE DISAGREE 
S'£RONGLY STRONGLY 

[J] m IT] m m 
IT] IT] m m m .J 

OJ m IJJ W W 

m m m i 4 I m 

[JJ IT] OJ m m 

OJ [JJ OJ ITJ m 

m m mm w 

OJ m \JJ m CD 

m ITJ [JJ m [J] 

wwGJ[]][j] 

31/ 

32/ 

33/ 

34/ 

35/ 

36/ 

37/ 

38/ 

39/ 

40/ 
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Q.3 (contix\\ued)" 

K.' I am as w'ell off as most people. 

I , 
L., I should ~rork hardO!lly if I am paid 

enough for it. " 

M. Laws hUrt ll~e more than they help me. 

N. The world is usually gqod to guys 
like me. ' 

O. Sometimes th.ire are good reasons for 
breaking a'law. 

P. All laws are good laws. 

Q. There isn't much chance that a person 
from my neighporhood will ever get 
ahead. 

R. Money is meant to be spent. 

S. Most problems could be solved if we 
just had more laws to deal with them. 

AGREE 
STRONGLY 

DECK 05 

DISAGREE 
STRONGLY 

\\ 

rn IT] w m' ai\ 
\, 

'\ 

OJ rnm CiJ w 
OJ m m IT] IT], 

[]J mm m IT] 

IT] mm m IT] 

IT] mm m IT] 

mm m m IT] 

OJ Wm m m 

41/ 

43/ 

441 

45/ 

46/ 

47/ 

48/ 

49/ 
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Q.3 (continu~d) 

T. If a person like me works Qard he 
can get ahead. 

U. Laws should almost never be changed. 

V. Most successful men probably used 
illegal means to become successful. 

W. People who break the law should always 
be punished. 

X. It 'makes no difference whether you work 
or go on welfare,just so you get along. 

Y. People who make laws usually want to 
make the world a better place to live in. 

Z. The only thing I ought to be responsible 
for is myself. 

M. There is a good chance that some of my 
friends will have a lot of money. 

BB. Don't let anybody your size get by 
~dth anything. 

CC. It's mostly luck if one succeeds or 
fails. 

PECK 05 

AGREE 
STRONGLY 

DISAGREE 
STRONGLY 

OJwlJ]CIJm 

OJ W m w m 

OJ mm m m 

m W m m m 

m mm m IT] 

IT] IT] []]W [II 

IJJITJ[]] W m 

SO/ 

51/ 

52/ 

53/ 

54/ 

55/ 

56/ 

57/ 

58/ 

59/ 
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Now I would like 1:0 ask some questions: about what ,happened in the case thqt 
began when we,~irst,spoke to you. 

You were (arrested/arraigned) on for 
(ENTER DATE OF ARREST/ARRAIGNMENT) 

(ENTER ALL ORIGINAL CHARGES) 

That case ended on with 
----~------------------(ENTER DATE CASE CONCLUDED) (ENTER FINAL OUTCOME) 

~f_o_r _____ ~ _______ ~ _______ ~~ _____ ~ _______ ~_~~ __ ~ ________ ~ ___ -. __ ~ __________ ~ ________ ~ _________ . . I . ' (IF SENTENCED, \~NTER FINAL CHARGES) ------.J 

4. 'Were you held in j~il at all after your arrest on ? 
(ENTER DATE OF ARREst/ARRAIGNMENT) 

Yes (ASK A & B) • . • • 1 8/ 

No (SKIP TO Q.6). • 2 

A. Altogether how many da.ys or hours were you held in jail? {'I 

I 
NUMBER OF DAYS or NUMBER OF HOURS 

9-11/ 12-13/ ' 
B. During the time you were in j ail did you have any visi.tsfrom • . . 

(READ EACH PERSON) (1) 

How many visits did you have 
Yes ~o from • . . (READ EACH PERSON) 

14 
Lawyers 1 (ASK [1» 2 15-16/ 

NlillBER OF VISITS 
171 

Friends 1 (ASK (11) , 2 18--19/ 
NUMBER OF VISITS 

20 ,1 
Relatives 1 (ASK [1 ]) 2 21-22/. 

NUMBER OF VISITS 
23 

Someone else (SPECIFY) 1 (ASK rlJ) 2 24-25/ 
NUMBER OF VISITS 

.==------------------'-------------------~------------

5. Were you released from jail for any time between ~ __ -'"" __ --____ ......,._-----, 
• (ENTER DATE OF ARREST/ARRAIGNMENT) 

an~ when 
(ENTER DATE CASE CONCLUDED) 

• 

? 
(ENTER FINAL OUTCOME)----~·-.. -~--

Yes . . . . 

No (SKIP '1:0 Q. 7). 

. r 
2 

26/ 

I 
I 
i 
I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

. i 

I 

I 
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6. Were you released on bailor on your own. recognizance during this period? 

A. l:low much was the bond? 

Bail (ASK A lie B) 

Own recognizance 
(G9 TO Q. 7). 

'-~ 

': ..... . 1 

• ••••• 2 

$---------~----~-------

B. Did you use a bail bondsman, or were you able to post bond yourself? 

Used bondsman (ASK [1]). 

Able to post bond. 

[1] How much did the bondsman ~harge? 

. 1 

2 

~----------------------------
% ------------------------------
Don't know ..•...•..• 997 

IF RESPONDENT IS CURRENTLY FREE, ASK Q's. 7-10. 

7. bid you have a job at the time of your arrest on 
DATE 

Yes •.• 

No (SKIP TO Q.ll). 

8 •. Do you now have either a part-time or full·ptime job? 

Yes. • . 

No (SKIP TO Q.lO). 

IF "YES" TO BOTH Q.7 AND Q.8, ASK Q.9. 

9. Do you ~ have the same job as you had when you were arrested? 

Yes, same job ..• 

No, different job. 

IF RESPONDENT EITHER LOST JOB OR CHANGED JOB SINCE ARREST, ASK Q.I0. 

. 1 

• • 2 

1 

• • 2 

... 1 

2 

10. Did your arrest have anything to do with (chnnging/losing) Your job? 

Yes •. 

No • .' . 
· . 1 

, . -

? 

27/ 

28-::33/ 

34/ 

35--38/ 

39.-41/ 

43/ 

44/ 

45/ 
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. , ASK EVERYONE 

Now I'm going to ask you some questions about defense lawyers in criminal cases. 
First, abov.t th,e b,wyer in the case we have been talking about. ,i 

11. Were you represented by a la~er at any time during this case? 
" 

Yes .• . . . . 1 46/ 

No (SKIP TO Q.24, P.13) 2 

IF PLEADED GUILTY, HAD TRIAL, OR RECEIVED D1VERSION STATUS, ASK Q.12. 
o " 

12. Were you represented by a. lawyer on __ .. . 

DATE RECEIVED DIVERSION STATUS) 
diversion status)? 

(ENTER DATE PLEADED GUILTY/DATE TR!Ar~ BEGAN/ 
when you (pleaded guilty/had a trial/received 

Yes (ASK A) 

No. 
· 1 
: 2 

47/ 

A. What was the name of this lawyer? 

LAWYER'S FIRST AND LAST NAME 

--------------'-----------------..,,-,~,-----~---, 

• IF CHARGES DISMISSED, ASK Q.13. 

e, 

• 

• 

• 

• 

13. What was the name of the lawyer you last talked With before the charges wer~ 
dismissed? 

LAWYER'S FIRST AND LAST NAME 

The following questions are about 
----(,.-E-NT-E-R'-N-AM-E-' -O-F-LA-WY-E-H:' FROM Q. 12 OR 13) 

14. Was ___ ., (NAME OF LAWYER) 

a Public Defe~der or 
· 1 

Or, ti privu te lawyer? • 2 
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15. Did o'r will you or your family have to pay (NAME OF LAWYER) anything for 
representing you in this case? 
(IF RESPONDENT OR FAMII,Y RESPONSIBLE FOR PAYMENT, BUT BILL NOT YET PAID, 
CODE "YES") . 

») 
// Yes (ASK A & B) •• • • • 1 
.{ 

No. . . ~ . . . . 2 

A. Altogether how much is the lawyer costing you? 

$-------------------------
Don't know (GO TO Q.16) •.• 9997 

B. ~o you think the amount is • • • 

About right •. . . . 1 

Too much. • •• 2 

Or, too little? • • 3 

16. Altogether, how many different times did you talk with your lawyer about 
this case? 

NUMBER OF TIMES 

17. And altogether how much time did you spend talking with (NA}lli OF ·LAWYER) 
about this case • • • 

/ 
HOURS MINUTES 

57-59/ 60-61/ 

18. Where did you usually talk with him about this'case -- was it ••• 

in jail • • • • 1 

in the lawyer's office ••••• 2 

in the courtroom or court-
house hallway •••.•• 3 

in a lock-up at the court- " 
house • " • • . . ;' 4 

at your home. . 5 

Or, somewhere else? 
(SPECIFY) ________ 6 

49/ 

50-53/. 

54/ 

55-56/ 

62/ 
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,l9.Generally speaking, would you say your lawyer was • 

f II 

c:] 

D 
on your side, ',' • 

, or, on the state's side? 

SOMEWHEllli IN THE MIDDtE' 
BETWEt!;N THE 'RESPONDENT 

• ".·1,,' 

• 2 

AND 'ruE STATt!;. :, • .' • • ..·3 

·20. Now I'm going to read you some pairs or statements about lawyers. Please 
choose the one that comes closest to your opinion of what (NAME OF LAWYER) 
was like. 

YOUR LAWYER 

A. Believed what you told (him/her). · . . . . · • 1 

Or, did not believe what you told (him/her) • • 2 
(I 

B. Did not fight hard for you. 1 

Or, did fight hard for you. · " · · · · 2 

C. Wanted you to plead not guilty. .·1 

Or, ,wanted you to plead guilty. . · · · · · · · .. · .' · · · 2 

D. Did not tell you the truth. · · · · 1 

Or, did tell you the truth. • · · · · ,. 2 

\.'. 
E •. Listened to what you wanted to 40 · · · · · · · .' · · · 1 

;(.'~ ~~: ;'( 

Or, did not listen to what you wanted to do · · · · · · · · · .. 2 

F. Did not give you good advice. · · · · · .. '1 

Or, did give you good advice. . . · · · · · · · · · · 2 

G. Wanted to get, the lightest possil?le sentence f.~r you. " '., .• 1 

Or, did not want to get the lightest possible s,enterlce 
f"pr you,. • • • • • •• •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2 

.\, H. Wanted you to be convicted. . • • • • • • • • e· • • · 1 

Or, did not want you to be convicted •. • • 2· 

63/ 

64/ 

65/ 

66/ 

.. 

67/ 

68/ 

69/ 

70/ 

71/ 

I 

! 

... ", 
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YOUR LAWYER 

I. Did not want you to be punished. . . . . ,. . 1 72/ 

Or, wai~ted you to be punished. • • ~ . . . .' • 2 

J. Cared more about getting your case over with quickly 
th~;n about getting justice for you • • • .'. • • • • • . • .1 73/ 

, K. 

Or, did not care more about getting your case over 
wi;ith quickly than about getting justice for you. 

'; 

Wafs not most concerned with how much money (he/she) 
would make in your case. . . . . . . . • . . . . 

Or, was most concerned with how much money (he/she) 
would make in. your case. . . . . . . . . . . . . 

• 2 

. . . . · · 1 74/ 

. . . . · · 2 

21. If you ever got in trouble again and could choose your lawyer, would 
y'o~ choose this same lawyer? 

BEGIN 
DECK 07 

Yes • · . 1 

No (ASK A) .. • •• 2 

A. If· you could choose any kind of lawyer you wanted regardless of cost, 
would you choose a • 

Public Defender or 
assigned lawyer • 1 

Or, a private lawyer? ••.• 2 

IF ALL CHARGES DISMISSED, OR ACQUITTED, ASK g.22. 

22. Do you feel you got off because of the way your lawyer represented you, or 
for some other reason? 

Lawyer's representation 

Other reason. • • . • • 
· 1 

• 2 

23. Altogether, how many lawyers represented you during this case? 

A. What kinds of lawyers were they 
INDICATE ~~ER OF EACH. 

One 

Two (ASK A) . 

Three (ASK A) 

4 or more (ASK A) 

one two 

\~ 
Public Defender/assigned 

lawyer . . . . . . . . . . 1 2 

Or, Private lawyers. . . . . 1 2 

---- --

· 1 
• • • .4 

. . . 3 

• 4 . 

three four 

3 4· 

3 ,4' 

8/ 

9/ 

10/ 

11/ 

12/ ' 

13/ 
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Now, I'd like, you to think about the prosecutor in this case. "I'mgp1t\g 
to read you some pairs ·of statements about prosecutors. Please choose .. 
the one that comes closest to your opinion of what the prosecutor' in your 
case was like. 

(IF RESPONDENT SAYS,"I "never saw or· taiked to the prosecutbr, " PROBE WITH-
/lWell try to answer these in terms of what you think he was like.") . 

" THE PROSECUTOR • ." . 
A. Paid careful attention to your case . . . · .. . .. • 1, . 

. ~";-

Or, did not pay careful attention to your case. · . . • 2 

DON'T KNOW .•. 7 

B. Listened only to what the police told him · " . . . · 1 

Or, listened to all sides in the case •• • • • • 2 

DON'T KNOW.' , 7 

C. Did not want to punish you as heavily as possible • • • 

Or, wanted to punish you as heavily as possible • . .. · . . . • '. 2 

DON'T KNOW. 7 

----------------------~------------------------------------------~ 
D. Cared more about getting your case over with quickly 

than about doing justice. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . 1 

Or, did not care more "about getting your case over with 
• quickly than about dOing justice. • • • • • • • •• • • • 2 

•• 

• 

• 

• 

DON'T KNOW. • • . • • . 7 

E,· Was honest with you and your lawyer • • • • • . . . 
Or, was not honest with you and your lawyer • 

tilON I T KNOW. 

F. Wanted to get a conviction in every case. .'. , . . 
Or, did not want to get a con~iction in every case. 

DON'T KNOW •• 

G. Was out to get you. • • 

Or, was not to get you. . . . 
/ 

DON' r.,llrnOW. .' 

· 1 
,., 

• <. 

7 

. '. 'I 

. . 

~ . . . 

.2 

• 7 

• 2 

7 ' 

14/ 

IS/ 

16/ 

.. 17/ 

17/ 

18/ 

19/ 

201 
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IF PLEADED GUILTY OR HAD TRIAL. ASK Q.25. 
Ij 

,f( 

25. Now I'm going to read some pairs of statements about judges. I want youj;;o 
think about the judge (before whom you pleaded gui1ty/whopresidedatyo~lt. 
trial). In each pair of statements I'd like you to choose the one that 
comes closest to your opinion of that ,judge. 

-'::~ . 

rUE JUDGE • • 

A. Was honest with you and your la~tlYer . . . . . · . · · 1 21/ 

Or, was not honest with you and your lawyer .' · 2 

,;) 

B. Was out to get yiOU. . . . . . · · 1 22/ 

Or, was not out \:0 get you. . . . . . . . · · 2 

C. Was concerned abd\lt following the legal rules · . . . . · · 1 23/ 
, 

Or, was not conce~tned about followin'g the legal rules . . · 2 

D. D~d not try hard to find out if you were guilty or innocent • . 1 24/ 

Or, tried hard to find out if you were guilty or innocent ... 2 
"?) 

,E. Wanted to do what Jls best for you • · 1 

Or, did not want to do what is best for you 2 

F. Listened .only to what the prosecutors and police 
officet's told him • .••••.. • • . · 1 

Or, listened to all sides in the case • • • 2 

G. Was unbiased and fair to both sides • . . . 1 

I, 

Or, was biased in favor of the prosecution. • • • • • 2 

U. Wanted to see you get punished as heavily as possible . . . . . 1 

Or, did not want to see you get punished as heavily 
as possible . . . .' . ........ . . 

I. Did not care more about getting your case over with 
quickly. than about doing justice. . • • • • ••..•• 1 

Or; cared more about getting your case over with 
quickly than about doing justice. . • • • • • . . . . .2 

25/ 

26/ 

27/ 

28/ 

29/ 
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ASK EVERYONE 

26. In this case. how':,many times 
in court? ' ~ 

" 

, ~',:/n:: :i/t
; ,. 

IF 'CHARGES DISMISSED OR RECEIVED:'OIVERs,ION 
A JUDGE, ASK Q's. 27 & 28. 

Did you see the Ju~ge 

.. 1. 
}::,. ", '~< • 

. ",' 

'''' .1 

, " 
", 

·DECK 07 

did you appear before a judge 

30-31/ 
NUMBER OF TIMES 

Never (SKIP TO Q.29) .96 

STATUS AND RESPONDENT APPEARED BEFORE 

No 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

32/ 

33/ 

34/ 

35/ 

36/ 
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Now I'm going to read you some pairs of statements about judges. I want 
you to think or the judge (READ FIRST STATEMENT CODED "YES" ;I:N Q.27) 

(At your trial/ 
At the time you received diversion status/ 
At the preliminary hearing/ 
At the arraignment/ 
At the time bail was set). 

In each pair of. statements I'd like you to choose the one that comes closest 
to your opinion of that judge. 

THE JUDGE •.. 

A. Was honest with you and your lawyer · · · · · · 1 37/ 

Or, was not honest with you and your 1 aWY, er · · · 2 

B. Was out to get you. . . · · · · · · 1 38/ 

Or, was not out to get you. · · · '. · · 2 

C. Was concerned about following the legal rules · 1 39/ 

Or, was not concerned about following the~_legal rules · · · 2 
I 

1-""') 

D. Did not try hard to find out if you were guilty 
or innocent • . . . . . . . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 1 40/ 

" 

Or, tried hard to find out if you were guilty or innocent 2 

E. Wanted to do what is best for you · · · · 1 41/ 

Or, did not want to do what is best for you · 2 

F. Listened only to what the prosecutors and police 
officers told him 

" 
. · · · · · · · · .1 42/ 

Or, listened to all sides :Ln the case · · · · · 2 

G. Was unbiased and fair to bqth sides · · · · · 1 43/ 

Or, was biased in favor of ,. the prosecution. · · · · 2 

H. Wanted to see you get punished as heavily as possible · · · · · 1 44/ 

or, did not want to se;e you get punished as heavily 
as possible . . · · · · · · · · · · 2 

1. Did not care more about getting your case over with 
quic1<ly, than about doing justice · · · · · · · · · · 1 45/ 

Or, cared more about getting your case over with 
quickly, than about doing justice · · · · · · · · · · ' . 2 

! 

!I 

\1 

I 
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IF RESPONDENT WAS. SENTENCED. ASK Q t s. 29-33. 

29. On the day you were sentenced, did the prosecutor makeS: a recommendation 
to the judge in the courtroom about what sentence you ought to get? 

Yes •••• • 1 

No (SKIP TO Q.32) • • • • 2 

Don't know (SKIP 
TO Q.32) •••• . . • • 7 

46/ 

'~-'---""'----------------------------------"---~'" 

The recommendation of a prosecutor often seems important in determining 
what sentence a convicted defendant is given by a judge. 

30. Here is a list of things that are considered by the prosecutor when de
ciding what sentence to recommend to the judge. 

Which one of these do you think was the most important to the prosecutor 
in deciding what sentence to recommend in your case? (CIRCLE ONE CODE ONLY) 

Must 
important 

HAND 
RESP 
CARD 

B 
What sentence would best make the 

pu.nislunent fit the crime.. .. . • • • • • .. 1 471 

What sentence had been agreed upon 
as ~art of a deal with you. • • • • • . • . • 2 

What sentence would be most likely 
to renabilitate you • • • 

Your crime and past record. 

What sentence he thought the judge would 

. . .. . • 3 

•• 4 

want to give. . . . . . . . It • • • • • • • • • • • -5 
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31. Did the judge follow the recommendation that the proSecutor made? 

Yes (ASK A) 

No (ASK B & C) •. 

Don't know (SKIP TO Q. 32.) 

IF YBS ASK A: 

. 1 

. 2 

3 

A. Which of these do you think is the most important reason the judge 
followed the prosecutor's recommendation? (CIRCLE ONE CODE ONLY)' 

The prosecutor knew more about the case 
than the judge did •••.••• 

The judge was too lazy to make up his own mind. 

The prosecutor had made a deal and the judge 

Most important 

· .. 1 

• 2 

backed him up . . " . . . . " . II • • ',' • • • • • • ot • • • 3 

The judge had too many cases to be able to pay 
attention to your case. • • • • • • • . . • • • 

The judge thought the recommendation was tight .•. 

IF NO ASK B & C: 

• • • l~ 

· •• 5 

B. Why do you think the judge did not follow the prosecutor's recommen
dation -- was it because . 

the judge didn't know about the agreement 

48/ 

49/ 

between you and the prosecutor. . . . . . . . • 1 50/ 

the judge wanted to make up his own mind and 
decided that you deserved a diff~rent sentence 2 

or, the judge had it in for you? • • . . • . . . . 3 

C. Was the sentence the judge gave you lighter or heavier than the 
sentence the prosecutor recommended? 

Lighter •. 

Heavier 

. . . . 1 

2 

51/ 
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32. Did ,the same.judge who was in court (at your trial/when you pleaded g~iity) 
also sentence you? 

Yes (SKIP TO Q.34) • • . 1 
No II • • • • • • ". ., • • • • 2 

33. Which of these do 'you ,think was most important to the judge who sentenced you? 
(CIRCLE ONE CODE ONLY) 

To treat you fairly and do justice • 

To help you. • • . • • '. • " '. • 

To see you get punished. 

To get the case over with as quickly 
as possible. • • • • • • . 

To follow the legal rules. o • . . . 

, Most 
~.mportant 
.. ',1 ' 

· . 1 

• • 2 

• • • • 3 

4 

• • 5 

52/ 

53/ 

-------------------------------'.----r------------------~--------~r--------------

And now some questions about the outcome of your case. 

34. Did your lawyer ever talk with you about a plea-bargain -- that is, about 
your pleading guilty in return for a redu~tion in charges or a lighter 
sentence? 

Yes (ASK A & B). 1 

No • • • • • 2 
Don't know. • •••• 7 

A. Did your final (guilty/not guilty) plea come about as a result of the 
plea-bargain, you discussed with your lawyer? 

Yes. .... 1 

No •• • 2 

B. Did your lawyer ever tell you that he had talked with the prosecutor 
about such a plea-bargain? 

[1] 

Yes (ASK [1]) •. · 1 
No . . . · 2 

Which one of these was the most important reason the prosecutor 
was willing to talk about a plea-bargain in this case? 

~ ~ .. 
He thought you deserved a lesser 

charge or sentence • • • • • • • • • · 1 

He wanted to get the case over with. ',' . 2 
He knew he couldn't pro~e the original charge ••• 3 

54/ 

55/ 

56/ 

57/ 
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IF PLEADED GUILTY, ASK Q.35. 

35. Which one of these was the most important "reason you decided to plead 
guilty? 

HAND 
RESP 
CARD 

F 

(CIRCLE ONE CODE ONLY) 

You knew you couldn't beat the case. •• 

You ,wanted to get it over with ••. . . . . . 

Most 
important 

1 

2 

Your lawyer advised you to plead guilty 3 

You got a good deal from the prosecutor •. • 4 

Your friends or relatives advised you 
to plead guilty . . • • . • •• •••..• 5 

(NOW SKIP TO Q.19) 

IF HAD A TRIAL, ASK Q.36. 

36. which one of these was the most important reason you decided to have a 
trial? 

(CIRCLE ONE CODE ONLY) important 
~ 

HAND 
RESP You thought you would get off • • . . . . •. 1 

CARD 
G 

Your lawyer advised you to have a trial . •. 2 

\' - ~ The prosecutor didn't offer a good enough 
deal in return for your pleading guilty .••• 3 

You felt you had nothing to lose by 
going to trial. • •. •• • • • . . . • 4 

Having a trial was your right, and you 
wanted to exercise it • • • • • • • • 5 

No one talked to you about pleading guilty. . 6 

IF CHARGES DISHISSED, SKIP TO Q.42 

58/ 

59/ 
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Did you have a trial before a 

judge only (ASK A) . . · . . 1· 

or', before a judge and 
jury? (ASK A). . . • . ' . · . . 2 

1:\ 

A. Which one of these was the most important reason you decided to have 
a (judge only/judge and jury) trial? 

(CIRCLE ONE CODE ONLY) Most 
important 

You thought a (judg~/jury) would be fairer • • • . 1 

Your lawyer advised you to have a 
(judge/jury) trial • • • . ••• 

The odds of getting off seemed better 
with a (judge/jury) trial. • '.' 

A judge trial takes less time. 

• • • • • • 2 

• • • 3 

4 

60/ 

61/ 

38. About how long did your trial take? 

DAYS 62-64/ 

OR 

HOURS 65-66/ 

OR 

MINUTES 67-68/ 

IF ACQUITTED AFTER TRIAL, SKIP TO Q.43 
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IF SENTENCED. ASK g's. 39-41. 

39."What sentence did you receive? 
(RECORD VERBATIM. IF TIME IN JAIL' OR PRISON, SPECIFY WHICH) 

_~. _____ ...:-_ ~AS~" 69-72/ 

A. po you think this sentence is . 
too light (ASK [1]) . . . . . 1 73/ 
too heavy (ASK (1)) . . . 2 

or, about right? • . . . 3 

[1] What do you think you should have received? 
(RECORD VERBATIM) 

74-77 / 

40. Compared with most people convicted of the same crime as you were, would 
you say your sentence was 

IF LIGHTER ASK A: 

about the same as most people get . • • . 1 

lighter than most people get (ASK A) •••••• 2 

or, heavier than most people get?(ASK B) •••• 3 

A. Which one of these do you think was the most important reason you got 
a lighter sentence? 

IF HEAVIER,. ~: 

(CIRCLE ONE CODE ONLY) 
Nost important 

The judge felt it was all you deserved. . . 1 

You d!dn I t have a long pas t record. .2 

Your lawyer fought hard • • • • • • . . 3 

The prosecutor recommended a light sentence . . 4 
The court calendar was overcrowded, 1:tnd 

everyone wanted to get the case over 
with as quickly as possible • • • . • . • • • 5 

B. Which one of these do you think was the most important reason you got' 
a heavy sentence? 

(CIRCLE ONE CODE ONLY) Most importBllt 

The judge felt you deserved it. ...•. 1 

Your lawyer didn't fight hard • . 2 

You have a long past record ~ • • . 3 

The prosecutor was out to get,you . 4 

You had a trial instea~ of pleading guilty. . . 5 . 
The court ealendar wasn't crowded, and they 

were i.n no hurry to get things over with. ..6 

78/ 

80/ 
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41. What do you think was the most important thing determining the sentence 
you received in this ~ase? 

~~ CARD 
K 

(CIRCLE ONE CODE ONLY) 

The judge's idea of what would best make 
the punishment fit the crime • • • • '. . . . 

The deal that was made with the prosecutor • 

What the law said the punishment should be • 

Your past record • " • • • 'II • • 

Most 
,important 

.01 

. .02 

.03 

• .04 

The reconunendation of the prosecutor to the judge. • • .05 

. The judge's idea of what wdhld best serve 
to rehabilitate you. • • •.••• . . • • .06 

The argument your lawyer made on your behalf • . . • • .07 
. . 

IF ALL CHAl~GES DISMISSED1 ASK Q.42. 
1>-

42. Which one of these do you think wa,s the most, important reason that the , 

HAND 
RESP 
CARD 

L 

charges were dismissed? 

(CIRCLE ONE CODE ONLY) 

Your lawyer fought hard and convinc~d the 

Most 
imP'Qi?tant 

prosecutor and judge to drop all charges • • • • • • • 1 

The prosecutor thought it wasn't worth his 
time to prosecute you. • • ·2 

The, state didn't have a good enough case . 

The prosecutor and judge realized the police 
had made a bad arrest. • • • • • . . • • . 

• 3 

• .. 4 

IF ACQUITTED AFTER TRIAL. ASK g.43. 

,43. Which one of these do you think was the most important reason you got 
acquitted was it because . . • 

Most 
important 

the jury was fair • . . . .. 1 

the judge was fair ••• 

your lawyer fought hard for you . 

or, the state didn't have a good 
case against you? • . • ~ 

2 

· . • 3, 

• .'. 4 

8-9/ 

10} 

11/ 

Ii 
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Now we have finished asking about your particular case and I would like you. to 
think about the criminal justice system --in general -- how things happen in 
most cases. 

First 1 have some questions about two different kinds of lawyers 
iawyers and public defenders or assigned lawyers. 

private 

Please start by answering the questions about private lawyers and public defenders 
on these' sheets (I·lAND RESPONDENT PINK SHEETS, Q' s. 44 & 45) 

~\ 

in each pair of statements please check the box next to the one which 
most nearly expresses your opinion. 

• Please check only one box for. each pair of statements. 

• • • There are no right or wrong answers--only answers that conle close to 
your own views • 

. INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTIONS: 

START READING STATEMENTS TO RESPONDENT At~D SEE THAT HE CHECKS ONE BOX FOR 
EACH PAIR. YOU MAY STOP READING IF RESPONDENT SEEMS TO FIND IT EASIER TO COM
PLETE THE SELF ADMINISTERED SHEETS WITHOUT YOUR HELP. 

WHEN HE HAS COMPLETlm BOTH SHEETS t TAKE THEM :SACK AND CONTINUE WITH Q. 46. 

46. !n general, would you say that private lawyers are ••• 

on their client's side. 

or, on the state's side? 

. 1 

••• 2 

SO~lliWHERE IN THE MIDDLE BETWEEN 
THEIR CLIENT AND THE STATE . • • 3 

47. In general, would you say that Public Defenders are 

on their client's side •• . • 1 

or, on the state's side? ••••• 2 

SOMEWHERE IN THE MIDDLE BETWEEN 
THEIR'CLIENT AND THE STATE ••• 3 

12/ 

13/ 

• 48. Which of these two kinds of lawyers do you think does a better job for his 
clients -- would you say a • • . 

• 
Public Defender or 

assigned lawyer. 

or, a private lawyer? 

1 14/ 

• 2 
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Now some questions about prosecutors --in gene,[al'. ,'rhe recommendation of a. 
prosecutor often seems important in determining what sentence a convicted 
defendant is ~ivenby the judge. 

49. Here is a list of things that are considered by the prosecutor when deciding 
what sentence to recommend to the judge. 

Which one of these do you think is most important to the prosecutot in "'\ 
deciding which sentence to recommend to the judge? \ 

(CIRCLE ONE CODE ONLY) 
.Most important 

What~',~ntence will) best make the punishment 
HAND 
RESP 
CARD f£t the crime • • .,. • . . . 1 .15/ 
M 

What· sentence has been agreed upon as part 
of a deal with the defendant .. 

What sentence will be most: likely to 
rehabilitate the defendant-D' . • • • II • • 

2 

Whether bribes or payoffs were made to the prosecutor • • 4 

What the defendant's crime and past recolid are ••.• 5 

What sentenc~ the prosecutor thinks the 
judge will want;'" to give • • [\ . • . .• 6 

HAND RESPONDENT YELLOW SHEET (Q.50) 
WHEN COMPLETED. TAKE SHEET BACK AND CONTINUE WITH Q.51. 

-----------------------------,.-----------~~---

And now If d like to ask you some questions about judges in criminal cas~.!3. 

51. In making his decisions about what to do in a case, do you think the 
judge usually 

makes up his own mind about 
what to do • • . . .. • • . • • 1 16/ 

HAND 
RESP 
CARD 

N 

or, does what the prosecutor 
tells him to do? (ASK A). 2 

A. What do you think is the main reason the judge acts this way? 

(CIRCLE ONE CODE ONLY) 

Prosecutors usually know More about what is 
best to do in a case thari judges do •••• 

Judges are lazy . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • 2 

Prosecutors make the deals and judges feel 
they must back them up .••••••. . . .' . 

Judges are too busy to pay attention to anyone case. 

. 3 

4 

17/ 

I 

I 
.I 

I 

I 

I 

I 
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If an agreement is reached between a defendant and the prosecutor about 
what sentence the defehd.imt will receive if he agrees to pletid guilty, do 
yo'u think that most judges • • • 

tvill go along, or'. • . . . . . . 

will they give the defendant, 
a different sentence? (ASK A) • • 2 

A. If the judge does give a differl'ant sentence, do you think it is usua1l1 
because • . • 

the judge didn't know about the agreement 

18/ 

between the defendant and the prosecutor. . • . . . .. 1 19/ 

the judge wants to make up his own mind and 
has decided that the defendant deserves a 
different sentence, or. . • . • • . ~ • 

the judge has it in for the, defendant? . 

HAND RESPONDENT GREEN SHEET, (Q.53) 
WHEN COMPLETED, TAKE SHEET BACK AND, CONTINUE WITH Q.54 

• 2 

. 3 

Now some questions about plea-bargaining. 

54. Here is a list of things the prosecutor considers when he is deciding what 
to offer a defendant in the course of plea-bargaining. 

llAND 
RESP 
CARD 
o 

Which one of these do you think is most important to the prosecutor in de
ciding what to offer a defendant in plea-bargaining? (CIRCLE ONE CODE ONLY) 

Most important 

What the nature of the crime is . • . 1 
'''i\ -, 

What the defendant's past record is . 2 

What he thinks is necessary to get the 
defendant to agr'\ee to plead gUilty. . . 3 

How strong hi~ cas~ against the defendant is. 4 

How crowded the court calendar is . . . . 5 

\l1hat sentence he thinks/will best serve 
to rehabilitate the d:~f,rdant • • . • . . . 6 

'-'''1\ 

20/ 
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,55. Which of these statements about: plea-bargaining ~oniesclosesi: to your 
.opinion of'plea-bargaining? (CIRCLE ONE'CODE FOR EACH PAIR) 

PLEA BARGAINING • 

A. Is a good way to decide most criminal cases .. 1 

.... Is a bad way to decide most crimihal cases. .' · · 2 
. 

B. Mostly benefits the state .. . . . · · . .' 1 

. Mostly benefits defendants. · . . 2 
-' 

C. Often lets guilty people· off with light sentences · • 1 

. Has little or no effect on the sentence guilty.people get ••.• 2 

D. Often leads innocent people to plead guilty ... l' 

Has little or no effect on the. way innocent people plead.. . 2 

21/ 

22/ 

23/ 

24/ 

E.Prevent:s defendants frau{ exercising their right to a trial. • . . i 25/ 

. Does not Prevent defendants from exercising their 
right to ''a, trial. • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • III • • III 2 

56. What is it tbat you like most about plea-bargaining? 
(PROBE: What other things do you like about plea-bargaining?) 

26-27/ 

28-29/ 

30-31/ 
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57. And what is .it about plea-bargaihing,that you like the least? 
(PROBE:' What other thi;!lgs do you dislike about plea,-Jjargaining?) 

36-37/ 

58. Which of these statements about juries comes closest to your opinion of 
what most juries are like. (CIRCLE'ONE COnE FOR EACH PAIR) 

MOST JURIES • • . 

A. Are unbiased and fair to both sides • • 

Are biased in favor of the prosecutor • 

B. Make little effort to find out whether defendants 
are innocent or guilty ••.•.••••• 

Try hard to find out whether defendants are 

. . . . . . ; 

innocent or guilty. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 

C. Listen to all sides in the case 

· 1 

2 

• 1 

· 2 

1 

Listen only to what prosecutors and police officers tell them .• 2 

38/ 

39/ 

40/ 

(~ 
" . 

D. Are less likely than judges to believe defendants • 1 41/ 

Are more likely than judges to believe defendants • · 2 
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y6u think is most important. in de
convictedqrnot? Is it 

the pro$ecutor 

the 

or, 

defense lawyer 

the j';1dge? " 

" 

.. 1 42/ 

'. 2 

'. 3 

~n de-

. 1 43/ 

. 2 

3 

Most impor~ 

. '\\. 
,~, 
"~ 

.06 

.07 
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62. 'If a white ·man and a black man are both charged with the same crime, who 
do you think has a better chimce to ge.t of;f without being convicted 

the bla,ckman. 

the white man (ASK A). 

or, are their chances about 
the same? • • '-~ • • • 

. '. 

.•.• 1 

• . 2 

3 ,;; 

A. Suppose the black man has a lot of money and the white'man is poor. 
Who do you think has a better chance to get off without being 
convicted ••• 

~he white man. 

the bla,ck man, or ••• 

are their chances about 

1 

2 

the same? e _ • • • • .'. • • • • 3 

63. All i,n all, do you feel you were treated fairly or unfairly in your case? 

Fairly • 

Unfairly (ASK A) 

A. In what ways were you treated unfairly? 

· 1 

· 2 

46/ 

47/ 

48/ 

• 49-50/ 

. . 
64. Do you think your race had anything to do with what happened to you in 

your case? 

• Yes (ASK A) ••• ~ 1 

No · 2 

A. Did it affect • • • 
Yes No DK 

• the fact that you got arrested in the first place. 1 2 7 

the amount at which bail was S(!t . . • . . . ~,. 1 2 . 7 

the amount of time you had to spend in jail 

• before the case was over with.. •••• 1 2 7 

whethQr or not you were convicted. . 1 2 7 

IF CONVICTED, ASK: 

,e the length ()f your sentence? . • • • • • . • '. • • • • 1 2 7. 

51-52/ 

53-54/ 

55/ 

56/ 

57/ 

58/ 

59/ 

60/ 
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(is. All in all,who do. yo.U think ,was most important in determining the 
of , your, case, ;-- was it • . . 

66. 

the judge. • •• 

the prosecutor'. 

yo.ur lawyer. .'. 

yo.U, yourself. . . . 

•• 1 

• '. 2 

•••• 3 

• ',' ."4 

(IF WENT TO A JURY TRIAL) 
or, the jury? • • • • • -. • 5 

61/ 

--~~----------------~'-flrl --------
Suppose you had to. do. it, all Qver again -- from the time yo.u were arrf;sted 
to' the time your case was ended -- what would you do differently? I 

(PROBE: What other things wo.uld yo.udo. differently?) , J 
~ J I 62-63/ 

/. 
If 

64-65/ 

66-67/ 

That is all the questions I have. Is there anything else you wo.uld like to say 
to me? 

-TIME _______ A.M. 
ENDED P.M. 

Thank you again for all of your time. 

GIVE THE RESPONDENT $10 AND HAVE lIUl SIGN THE PAYMENT RECEIPT. 

"--------------~-.------ ----------'----------,...l 
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TO BE COMPLETED BY THE INTERVIEWER 

1. Total length of: interview in minutes: 

2. Interview was conducted. • • • in jail or prison 

,elsewhere • • . .. 

DECK 08 

. . 1 

2 

68/ 

\-.-...1-----I-,--r -J.-I ----,JI_7 -1--1 ---1.\ 69 -7 3/ 
Month 7 Day I Year 

3. Date of interview: 

4. Interviewer's signature: 

5. Interviewer's number: . '. 74-78/ 

INSERT THE FOUR SELF-ADMINISTERED SHEETS. BE, CERTAIN THE CASE NUMBER, AND DATE OF 
INTERVIEW ARE ON EACH ONE. 

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY 

The lawyer in this case is on the publ iL~ defenders list of lawyers • • '. 

Yes 

No. 

... 1 

• 2' 

79/ 

1---------------------~-----------~--__:_-'--------! 
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44. In each pair of statel1lents which follow~, please check the box next to 
the one wh~ch most nearly expresses your own opinio~ of what most private 
lawyers are like.:! 

In general, most private lawyers • • • 

A. 0 
'0 

B. 0 
D 

C. 0 
D 

D. 0 
o 

E.O 
D 

F. D 
D 

G. D·, 
D 

H. D 
D 

I. D 
D 

Do not fight hard for their clients. 8/ 

Fight hard for their clients. 

Want their clients to plead not guilty. 9/ 

Want their clients to plead guiltY. 

Do not tell their clients the truth. 10/ 

Tell their clients the truth. 

Listen to what their clieIits want to do. 11/ 
I: 

Do not listen to what their clients want to do. 

Want their clients to be convicted. 12/ 

Do not want their clients to be convicted. 

Want to get the lightest possible sentence for their clien~. 13/ 

Do not care what sentence their clients receive. 

Care more about getting a case over with quickly than about 
. getting justice for their clients. 14/ 

f/' 

Do not care more abo~t_getting a case over with quickly than 
about getting justice for their clients. 

Are .!!.Q.! most concerned with how much money they will make in a case. 

Are most concerned with how much money they will make in a case. 

15/ 

Do not want'their clients to be punished. 16/ 

Want their clients. to be punished. 

NORC NUMBER: DATE OF INTERVIEW: 
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45. In each pair. of statements which follt)ws, please check the box next to 
the bnewhich most nearly expresses your own opinion of ~hat most Public 
~nder~ or assiGned 'lawyers are like. 

In geneJ;al, most Public Defenders orl;lssigned lawyers • • • 

A. D 
D 

B. 

c. 

D. 

E. 

F. 

G. 

D 
D 
o o 
D 
D 
o 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 

Do, not fight hard for their clients. 

Fight hard for their clients. 

Want their' clients to plead not ,guilty. 

Want their clients to plead guilty. 

Do not tell their clients the truth. 

Tell their clients the truth. 

Listen to what their clients want to do. 

Do not listen to what their clients want to do. 

Want their clients to be convicted. 

Do nO,t want their cltents to be convicted. 

Want to get the lightest possible sentence for their clients. 

Do not care what sentence their clients receive. 

Care more about getting a case over with quickly than about 
getting justice for their clients. 

Do not care more about getting a case over with quickly than 
about getting justice for their clients. 

4212 T2 

5/75 

17/ 

18/ 

19/ 

201 

21/ 

22/ 

23/ 

H. D 
o 

j' 24/ 

I. D 
D 

Are not most concerned with how much money> they will make in a case. 

Are most concerned with how mudh money they will make in a case. 

Do not want their clients to be punished. 25/ 

Want their clients to be punished. 

NORC NUMBER: DATE OF INTERVIEW: _______ _ 

. I 

I 

I 

I 
I 
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50~ Following are. some statements about prosecutors. In each pair, I'd lik~ 
you to choose the one thatcQmes closest to your opinion of 'what most 

• prosecutors are like. Check one box for each pair. . ~ 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
I 

In general, most prosecutors • • • 
" 

A. 0 
o 

B. 

C. 

o 
D 
o 
o 

D. 0 
D 

E. 0 
D 

F. D 
D 

G. D 
D 

Try hard to find out 'whether defendants are guilty or innocent. 26/ 

Do not try hard to find out whethet; defendants are guilty ot;" innocent. 

Listen only to what the police tell them. '\ 
\\ 

',! 
Listen 'to all sides in the case. 

Do not want defendants to get puni$hed as heavily as possible. 
o 

Want defendants to get punished as heavily as possible. 

Care more about getting cases over with quickly, than 
about doing justice. 

Do not care more about getting cases over, with quickly, 
than about doing justice. 

Want to get a conviction in every case. 

Do not want to get a conviction in every case. 

Are honest with defendants and their lawyers. 

Are not honest with defendants and their lawyers. 

A~e out to get defendants. 
~/ 

Are not Qut to get defendants. 

27/ 

28/ 

29/ 

30/ 

31/ 

32/ 

NORC NUMBER: 
/ i 

DATE OF INTERVIEW: 
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53. Now; some pairs of statements about judges. In each pair, I'd like you 
to choQse the one that comes closest to your opinion about what most judges 
are like. 

In general. mast judges • • • 

A. D Are unbiased and fair to both sides. 

~ Are biased in favbr of the prosecution. 

B. ~ Are out to get defendants. 

~ Are not out to get defendants. 

C. 

D. 

E. 

~ 
~ 

~ 
D 
D 
~ 

Are concerned about following the legal rules. 

Are not conr.erned about following the legal rules. 

Listen only to what prosecutors and police officers tell them. 

Listen to all sides in the case. 

Are honest with defendants and their lawyers. 

Are not honest with. defendants and their lawyers. 

II 
/l 

33/ 

34/ 

35/ 

36/ 

37/ 

F.D Want to see allt defendants get punished as heavily as possible. 38/ 
I; 

G. 

~ 

~ 

~ 

Do not want to see all defendants get punished as heavily as possible. 

Do not care about getting cases over with as quickly as possible. 
39/ 

Care about getting cases over with as quickly as possible. 

NORC NUMBER: DATE OF INTERVIEW: 
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FOOTNOTES 

I Introduction 

1. Edmund Cahn, The Wredicament of Democratic. Man (New York: 
Delta Books, 1962), p. 30. c 

II 

2. Daniel Katz, ~ &., Bureaucratic Encounte~§' (,Anh Arbor, 
Michigan: Insti,t,ute for Social Research, ('197S),p. 1. 

3. 

4. 

It. is possible that the administration of the first inter
view itself might have infiuenced the respondents' per
ceptions of the specific attorneys, judges and prosecu
tors encountered, as well as the beliefs about "most" 
participants expressed ~uring the second interview. That 
is, the first interview might. have focused attention upon 
certain issues or made them more salient to the respond
ents. In order to check for such an effect, We had a 
small control group of 44 respondents in Detroit who were 
subjected only to the second interview. 'rhe sample was 
drawn from defendants arrested during the Tl field period 
but who had not been selected for the Tl sample. Anal
ysis of their responses to the T2 interview--their eval
uations o:f.,the specific court personnel encountered and 
their general beliefs about court personnel--reveals 
that they\'are quite similar (when eontrols~re introduced 
for demographic characteristics and case-related variables) 
to those obtained from Detroit respondents who partici
pated'in both waves. This suggests that the T2 re~J?onses 
from the primary group respondents were not greatly influ
enced by their participation in the first wa:ve interview. 

In referring to "initial" images or "predispositions," 
I do not mean to imply -that the beliefs about criminal 
courts tapped during the first interview are somehow pure 
or uncontaminated by p~iprexperience. In fact, as 
argued in Chapter III, they are related to past experi
ence with criminal courts. They are, however, lJinitial" 
and are "predisposi tions" in the sense 'that they are the 
beliefs that respondents bring with them to the particu
lar encounter with criminal courts that occurred during 
the course of this research. They are thus appropriately 
the starting point for analysis of how defendants eval
uated the specific encounter that occurred during our re
search and for looking for change in general attitudes 
towards courts as a result of such encounters. 

II The Three Cities 

1. For a detailed analysis of the cri~inal court process 
in two of the cities, Baltimore and Detroit, see Herbert 

Notes - 1 
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:t'Jotes - 2 
1\ 

, Jacob and James Eisenstein, Felony Justice (~oston: 
Little, Brown, and Company, 1977). 'I) 

, ' 

2. Jacob and Eisenstein suggest a figure of 35%. See Jacob 

3. 

4. 

5. 

and Eisenstein, 2E. cit., p. 

Mary Lee Luskin, "Determiri~ants of Change in Judges' 
Decisions to Bind Over Defendants for Trial, II paper. 
presented at 1976 meeting of American Political Science 
Association. 

For purposes of analysis here, a submission is treated 
as a guilty plea for it 'is not typically an adversary 
proceeding. There were only a handful in our Phoenix 
sample. 

Jacob and Eisenstein note that trials have apparently 
always been predominant in the Baltimore system. Pa.:t'ti
cipants I spoke with responded to questions about why 
they had not moved to plea-bargaining with a sense of 
bewilderment, as though they had not seriously considered 
the idea. However, as noted below, the "reform II prose
cutor who came into office during our field work advo
cated increased reliance upon plea-bargaining as a dis
posi tional tool. 

6. The distribution of arrest charges, broken by inference 
into similar categories, reported by Jacob and Eisenstein 
for Baltimore and Detroit looks like this: 

7. 

8. 

Person 
Property 
Drugs 
Weapons 
Other 

Baltimore 
58% 
18% 
17% 

7% 

100% 
(N 379) 

Detroit 
~% 

23% 
7% 
7% 

26% 

100% 
(N 361) 

Their sample contained fewer property and more drug 
crimes in Baltimore than mine did. In Detroit, they 
have a substantially smaller number of property- offenses, 
and a very large "other" category. 

Although there were few trials in Detroit, the acquittal 
rate \~as rela,tively high in this sample; 38% of those who 
had trials were acquitted (9 of 24). 

Baltimore, with many trials, had a very high conviction 
rate. 98% of the individuals who had trials were con
victed of some crime (84 of 86). 
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Notes - 3 
Q 

89% (16 of 18) deferidants who had trials were convicted. 

'Althtugh the numbers are small, this relationship holds 
even when we. control for type across all three cities, 

of" charge. 

The (~amEle 
() 

1. See Appendix I for details upon non-completions. 

2. Data presented in Appendix I indicates that 'those respond
ents who were interviewed twice were qU1te simi£ar, in 
terms of demographic attributes, to those who were inter
viewed in the initial phase but'were not included in the 
second wave sample. To put it another way, the ","drop-, 
outs" between th,e first and se.cond waves do not appear 
to cqmprise a consistently different type df responden't, 
and hence we have some confidence that the second wave 
respondents are a random sample of the first wave group. 

IV Initial Images. of Criminal Courts 

1. 

2. 

3. 

,See, for example, Herbert Jacob, '''Black and White Per
ceptions of Justice," Law and Society Review, Vol. 6 
(1971), 69~89, for a discussion of inter-racial differ
ences in perceptions of police. 

In scaling the items, we took each set of i tems--for "" 
example, those dealing with public defenders, judges, 
pro~ecutors, etc~--and first eliminated any that pro~ 
duced a response of greater than 90% in one direction. 
We then subjected thenremaining items to factor and 
criterion-groups scaling techniques. Items werere-

·tained if they fulfi.lled both the conditions of obtain
ing 'a loading of .40 or greater on the first factor and 
were able to produce a greater than 10% difference be
tween the upper and lower quartiles. 

In the pre-tests of the instruments, carried out in San 
Jose and Detroit, we attempted to differentiate between 
public defenders (salaried employees of a jurisdiction) 
and assigned counsel. It became apparent that respond-
ents do not make such a differentiation; rather they . 
tend to lump the two together under a more general rubric, 
often called. "state lawyers. II Thus ,when we asked about 
public defenders, we introduced the items as fqllows: 
"No~, some questions about Public Defenders or assigned 
lawyers. That is, lawyers who are paid by the city or 
state to defend people who are charged with crimes. II 
When analyzing the defendant's evaluation of the parti
cular lawyer who represented him, we were, for most 

---'--------------_/~------
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Notes - .4 

re~pon¢lents, able to' differenti~te whe'ther the particu
lar lawyer was a public defender or assigned counsel. In 
the discussion of attorneys, we shall generally use the 
term ;ipublic defender" to. refer, to either type. 

Respond~nts were per~i tted to v.olunteer several rec.lsons 
for their preference. Here, we report the respondents' 
first-mentioned reaSon~ ! 'l . 

In a study of patients' ,attitudes toward physicians, 
Freidson notes that patients believed that doctors provid
ing medical care on a fee-for-service basis were mOl:"e 
likely .to ntake a personal interest in them" than would 
doctors who operated under a pre-paid'health maintenance 
organization. "In spite of t17;e fa:ct that the adults of 
less than a third of the families had both extensive 
and satisfying experience with solo medical practice, the 
adults in all of these families expressed the, belief that 
they were more likely to obtain personal interest from a 
fee-for-service physician in his neighborhood than from 
a 'pre-paid' Physician." See Eliot Freidson, Patients' 
Views of Medical Practice (New York: Russell Sage Founda
tion, 1961), pp. 57, 59-60. 

The simple relationships between predispositions toward 
public defender, race, past record, and alienation ~re 
presented below. As indicated in the text on the follow
ing page, we have dichotomized the public defender scale 
at the median into high and low and trichotomized the 
alienation measure into three approximately equal cate
gories, high, medium, and low. 

Black White Spanish 
Surname 

PDSCORE 

Low 50% 41% 42% 

Hlgh 50% 59% 58% 

100% 100% 100% 
(448) (196) (64) 711 

The relationship between race is.a weak one, with whites 
and Spanish-surnamed individuals scoring marginally higher 

-",,,'than blacks. 
Past Record 

None Jail or Less Prison 
PDSCORE 

Low 37% 42% 95% 

High 63% 58% 35% . 

100% (101) 100% (420) 100% (183) 
; 

704 

((~' 

J 
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The sharp' break comes between .thosewhohave previously . 
served a term in prison and those who 'have not. 

:;Alienation 

Low Medium High 
PDSCORE ,. 

Low 32% 50% 59% 
High. 68% 50% 41% 

100% 100% 100% 
(250) (186) (268) 

o 
Here,the sharpest break comes between those'who.score low 
on the measure of alienation (i~e., are least alienate~). 

7. The. eight items reported in, the upper half of Table IV-l 
form an acceptable index of attitucles toward public de
fenders. A couple of notes on the strategy pfanalysis 
may be in order here. In dealing with the attitudinal 
variables--indices formed by adding together sets of 

8. 

items that meet our scaling criteria--the.approach I have 
us,ually followed has been to dichotomize such indices at 
the median and thus to divide respondents into two gro-qps. 
This technique involves "throwing away" a good deal of 
information and using relatively simple techniques for 
analysis. An alternative would have been to retain as 
a variable the respondents' scores on the index and to 
use more sophisticated techniques for analysis (that is, . 
to treat the variables, for example, as interval and to 
use techniques like regression) ~ Al though the scaling .. 
techniques used .do indicate tl1atthe sets of items that 
form our indices do appear to measure a single dimension, 
I am somewhat uncomfortable about treating the score as 
though it is the product of an interval scale. I am 
more confident that it does produce an ordering of 
respondents, and that the concept of "high" and "low" 
has substantive meaning. Th~s, I have opted for this 
technique and for a basically cross-tabular mode of .anal
ysis. The particular cross-tabular form of analysis comes 
from Paul Lazarsfe1d and Morris Rosenberg, The Language . 
of Social Research (Glencoe, Ill.: The Free Press, 1955) 
and Morris Rqsenberg, The Logic of Survey Analysis (New 
York: Basic ;\Books, Inc., 1968). See, especially, Chapter 
7 in the latter for a discussion of the uses of the .types 
of cross-tabs that I have adopted here. 

The five items, derived from a larger 
oped by the Survey Research Center at 
follows: . 

" 
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Notes 6 

1.' There is ,almost no way people lik!: me can have an 
influence on the government ••• 

qr 

People like me have a fair say in getting the gpvern
ment to do things we ,care about. 

2. The way our government works, almost every group has 
a say in running things... ' , 

or 

This country is really run by a small number of men 
at the top who speak only for a few special groups .• 

3. Our gove~nment leaders usually tell the tru,th ••• 

or 

MO$t of the things that government leaders say can't 
be believed. 

4. The way this country is going, I often feel that I 
don't really belong here ••• 

or 

Although our country may be facing difficult times, 
I feel that it's a wor'thwhile pla.ce and that I really 
belong here. 

5. I am proud of many things .about our government ••. 

or 

I can't find much in our government t.o be proud of .. 

The Spanish-surnamed respondents are not analyzed because 
there are so few of them that when controls are intro
duced the numbers become too small. Moreover, their scores 
on the alienation index are extremely low .... -indicating a 0 
very high level of attachment to government institutions 
--and this somewhat anomalous result (anomalous in terms 
of their other attributes) makes analysis of their atti-
tudes difficult. 

10. I have chosen to group those who hav,e served j <;1il sen
tences with those with lesser criminal records on the 
grounds ,that prison forms a peculiar 'and particularly 
strong socialization experienc!: and hence those who,h~ve 
served terms in prison should be treated as a separate 
category. We do not 'treat those who have served jail 
terms as a separate category ,because the numbers are 
relatively small and because they share with those who 
have lesser criminal histories the experience of pre
trial detention in jail. 
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1.1.' Some readers, m:aywoncler" wHy the total number of respond... ( 

" ents repor:ted 'for di:t;.t:>~.renttabJ;es varies. If the data .' . , 
fo.ra· r. espondent is"m.'issing" o~ any variable' (e.g~, court . 
records did not contain the inform:a.tion, or respondent 
dE!clinedto answer) :'t.he; 'respondent is excluded fromanaly- .' 
sis when'othe relevan1r;,.variable is analyzed. Moreover," 
when we are dealing with an index-"';e.g.; .attitudestow;:lrd 

.. public'defemders-_comprisedof severali terns and are .... 
spondent has not answered all of the items, he is ex-, 
cluded from the analysis. When, as in this table, for . 
example, we are dealing with four variables, if a respond
ent is. "missing" on anyone ,he is. excluded. . Thus, we, 
have. "lost" 190 of the possible 812 respondents. 

12. This is not "statistical significance l ' but rather simply 

13. 

14. 

a. convention I have adopted here. ' ,; 

If we include alL,three categories of past record for pur
poses of comparison, we find that 7 of 12 are greater than 
10%. 

If we include all three categories of past record for pur
poses of comparison~") we find tha,t the average difference 
is 14%. 

15. We find no such relationship between attitudes toward 
private attorneys and levels of alienation, for there is 
so little variation in the former. 

V Predispositions Toward Pros~utor and Judges 

l~ 

2. 

3. 

As with items dealing with attorneys, the actual question ... 
naire offered the respondent a pair of opposite responses 
for each item and he was asked to choose the one from. each 
pair that came closest,'Il;;to" his view. Only one item from 
each pair is reproduce9 in the table; the residual of re
spondents chose the otli~r and opposite alternative. 

. . ,,:,~ "; 

I would guess that gen¢rallY-held perceptions about pro~ 
secutors do not tapmap:y of the' complexi ties of the<'prc?
secutorial role. Thedtity, for example, to reveal to , 
the defense exculpato;r,y;'~vidence is; borll by prosecutors, 
while defense counsel,nf.iV6.., to put it mildly, no corres
ponding "obligation",;t;o'reveal incriminating evi<;ienceto 
the prosecution. Mq:~e;o;y~:r: , the role of the prosecu.tor 
as an officer of the"~'~0,ur't;empower:ed to refuse to prose
cute c.ases "in the iirt~rests of justice li further reduces 
the symmetry between d~d:'ense counsel as advocate for the 
client and prosecutora~ advocate for the state. . 

Al though we shall later see that s'Ubstant,ial numbers of 
defendants evaluate the judge encountered in their.case 
favorably, even when the outcome is not particularly 
desirable. 

" 
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See Casper, American Criminal Justice: The Defendant's 
persyective (Englewoo? Cliffs,N.J.: . Prentice~Hall; 
1972 •.. 

The six items that form the prosecutor index include: , 
"Most prosecutors • • • (1) try hard to find out whether 11 

a defendant is guilty or .innocent; (2) listen to all 
~ides in the case: (3) are honest with defendants and 
their lawyers; (4) do not care more about getting cases 
over with than about doing justice; (5) do not want tp·· 
get a conviction in every case,; (6) do not want defend-
ants to get punished as .heavily as possible. . 

T.h~ relationship between race and attitudes toward most 
prosecutors is as follows~ 

PRSSCORE 

Low 

High 

Black 

54% 

45% 

99% 
(484!) 

Race 
White 

100% 
(210) 

Spanish Surname 

27% 

74% 

101% 
(66) 760 

_ Whi tes more often score hi~:h than blacks, while those with 
Spanish surnames are by fa~; the most likely to score high. 
As with attitudes toward. p'l:,iblic defenders ,because of the 

• I. . . • 

small number of SpanJ.sh-su~~named respondents and theJ.r 
peculiar scores on the alilenation measure, we shall not 
analyze them further. il 

Ji 

Past Record /' 
None! Jail or less Prisoi1. 

PRSSCORE II 
,Ii 

Low 331~ 44% 63% 
'I 

High 67/10 
----i l 

56% 37% 

10(J% 100% 100% 
if (109) (440) ( 204) 

753 
" 

As past record inc;~eases, the propOl;tion scoring high .on 
the prosecutor ind;ex faB:.s, with a ,siharper break between 
prison and jail than between none and jail. 

PRSSCORE 

Low 

High 

Low 

27% 

73% 

100% 
(263) 

Alienation 

Meditlm High 

66% 

34% 

100% '100% 
(189) (298) 7~0 

.' 

ii 
\ 
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As distrust ,of government \(increases, those scoring high on 
the )?rosecuto~ index fallst· 

Using th~ criteria introduced before,. 10 or l~ comparisons 
are .in the expected_direction; 9 of 12 are greater than 
10%; . the average' differenCe is 18% • 

. Us'ing the, criteria applied before, 11 of 12 Clfre in the 
expec~ed direction; 7 of 12 reach 10%: the a~terage differ-
ence 1S 12%. . ~ 

, I' 
I' 

In 6 of 9 cases whites score higher: in 4 Ofi/11 9 the differ
ence is 10%; the average difference is 6%. i . 

H 
• il 

Here we are using mean scores on the prosecU;rtor inde:x;. 
. The scores thus can vary from a low (most unfavorable to 
pf"0secutors) of 0 and .a high of 6 (mostfavo\rable). 

(t 

The six items forming the judge index includ~?: Most judges 
., .'. (1) are unbiased and fair to both side~;; (2)' are 
concerned about following the legal ,rules; . (3;) listen to 
all sides in the case; (4) are honest with de;fendants and 
their lawyers; (5) are not out to getdefendaIJ,ts;(6) .do 
not want to see all defendants get punished as: heavily 
as possible. \ 

. ';' 

Race is related as follows: 

Race 

Black White SpanD;;h Surname 
JDGSCORE 

Low 44% 36% 47% 

High 56% 64% '53% 
" il 100% 100% 100% 

(477) (206) (66) 752 

Whites score slightly higher than blacks. Spanish-surnamed 
respondents score lowest. For reasons suggested above, 
we 'shall not further analyze the Spanish-surnamed respondentt3o 

" , 
Past Record :i 

None crail or less p;;rison 
JDGSCORE , 

Low 37% 39% 1\ 5.3% 

High 63% 61% 48% -
100% 100% 100% 

(107) (440) (198) 
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Notes - 10 

Here we see virtually no difference between those Who have 
no past record and ,those wh,o ,h9-ve not been sentenced to 
prison. Those who have been to prison are .more likely to 
score low on the judge index than 'either of the other groups. ' 

Alienation 
Low Medium High 

JDGSCORE 

Low 30% 42% 54% 
,Hig'h 70% 58% 46% 

100% 100% '100% 
(261) (195) (285) 

Here we see a fairly consistent pattern: as alienation 
rises, the proportion scoring high on the judge inde'x' 
falls. 

741 

13. Nine of 12 itiI expected direction; 9 of 12 greater than ' 
10%; aV1erage difference of 13%. 

14. The effects of past record are more marginal, and appear 
really only for the differences between those who have no 
past record and those who have been to prison. If we in
cludethose who have been to jailor less the directions 
are usmally as ~xpected, but' the differences rather slight. 
If we,focus upon those who have no past record and those 
who have been to prison, 6 out of 6 comparisons are in the 
expected direction; 4 of 6 reach 10%, and the average dif
ference is 17%. 

15. Five of 9 in the expected direction; only 3 reach 10%; 
average difference only 3%. 

16. For alienation, 6 of 6 in the expected direction; 4, of 6 
reach 10%; average difference of 13%. For past record, 
again foc'!lsing upon none versus prison, 3 of 3 in expected 

. direction; ,2 of 3 reach 10%; average difference of 13%. 

VI Defendants I Evaluations of Their Attorn& 

1. Cf., for example, Bureaucratic Encollnters, .2E,. ill. In 
this study of public attitudes toward various governmental 
agencies, the authors note:, "When we compare the overall 
distribution of ag~ncy experiences with attitudes toward 
'the functioning of agencies in general, ,there is a consis~ 
tent trend toward a more positive picture at the level of 
personal experience with a particular service office." 
p. 120. 

2. In Detroit, we tested the difference between attorneys 
employed by the ~egal and Defender Association and assigned 

·1 
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counsel.· In te~ting the difference between public de~ 
fender and assigned counsel using respondents 'from all 
three cities together, we placed the Legal Aid. and De
fender Association lawyers together with public defend,ers 
in the other two ci ties. . 

3. In Baltimore, of respondents represented by pUblic de ... 
fenders, 13% reported having been represented by more 

.. than one public defender; in Detroit, the corresponding 
figure was 30%, while in Phoeni~, it was 40%. 

4. Two comments about our measure.of case outcome are import..:. 
ant. First, it. j.s avery crude measure. A preferable 
measure of outcome would have involved asking the defend
ant at the first interview to predict what he thought 
would be a desirable or a likely outcome. We could have 
then measured the di$.q,re,!l~ncy between such expectation:f 
and the actual outcome and) thus get a more accurate mea
sure of the desirability oiE the outcome £rom the defend
ant's perspective. In th~lprocess of getting permission 
from various court personflel for the conduct of the re
search, it became clear/that it would create great diffi
CUlties if we asked an~ questions during the first inter
view which might lead t'fpe res~ondent to indicate his guilt. 
Thus, we were unable to~t&,,c;:t~,,,=,,,this method of measuring out
come and we must fall back upon a measure of the "absolute" 
severity of the outcome, acknowledging that it probably 
lumps together people with somewhat different experiences. 

Second, and relatedly, we lump together those who received 
jail and prison terms, looking at the group who received 
any form of incarceration. Clearly there are some distor
tions in this, for prison involves not only longer terms 
but also, often, somewhat more restricted and unpleasant 
conditions. The justification for this approach is two
fold. The·first is simply pragmatic--sPlitting jail and 
prison respondents makes the number for each rather small 
and when. several variables are related to outcome, the· 
cell sizes get tiny. Secondly, I would argue that in 
theoretical terms--and there is some SUbstantiation for 
this from the data--what matters most is whether the de
fendant walks out of the courtroom a free person or wb,~ther 
he is subjected to some form of post-conviction. incarcera
tion. In the analysis, the relation~hips reported here-
in which jail and prison outcomes are combined--have·been 
tested with these two groups separated. The general ten
dency~-though often the numbers are to.o small to tr'ust ... -
is that various measures of satisfaction are somewhat 
lower for those who received prison rather. than jail, 
but that the differences between these two groups are sub
stantially smaller than between either and those who did 
riot receive any incarceration. 
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The nine items forming the lawyer evaluation index are: 
Your lawyer • • • (1) Fought hard for you; (2) Wanted. 
you to plead not guilty; (3) Believed what you told 'him/ 
her; (4) Told you the truth; (5) Listened to what you 
wanted to do; (6) Did not care more about getting your 
case over with quickly than about getting justice for you; 
(7) Gave you good advice: (8) Did not want you to be con
victed; (9) Did not want you to. be punished. 

As with all such. indices, the respondent chose one of 
two opposite items. 

Using the criteria applied before, we find that in 6 of 
6 possible comparisons, private lawyers score higher than 
public defenders; 6, of 6 reach 10%, and the average dif
ference is 23%. 

The overall difference in evaluation of public defenders 
and private lawyers also emerges in the item asking re
spondents whose side they felt their lawyer was on: 

Public Defender Private Lawyer 

Your lawyer was • • • 

On your side 

Somewhere in the middle 
between your side and 
the state's side 

On the state's side 

Clients Clients 

58% 

17% 

25% 

100% 
(467) 

81% 

13% 

6% 

100% 
(132) 

In 6 of 6 possible comparisons, harsher sentences produce 
lower rates of satisfaction; 5 of 6 reach 10%, with the 
average difference amounting to 17%. 

9. Comparing trials and pleas, we find that in 4 of 4 cases, 
trials pr6duc~ higher rates of satisfaction; 30f 4 reach 
10%, and the average difference is 19% • 

. 10. See, for example, R. Beattie, The Public Defender and 
Private Defense Attorne s (Berkeley: Bureau of Public 
Administration, 1935 ; G. Smith, A'Statistical Analysis. 
of Public Defender Activities (Coiuiilbus, Ohio: Ohio State 
University Research Foundation, 1970); Jean G. Taylbr, 
et al., "An Analysis of Defense Counsel in the Processing 
Of Felony Defendants in San Diego, Californ,i,a," Denver 
Law Journc.'.!., Vol. ,,49 (1972), 233-275. 
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11. If we look at the kinds of charges lodged against the 
clients of the two types of lawyers, we find that private, 
lawyer clients are substantially more likely to have been 
charged with crimes against the person:, . 

Most serious arrest 
'charge-crime against . 

Person 
Property 

Other 

"Public Defender Private Lawyer 

• . 
Clients Clients 

29% 
,46% 

25% 

100% 
(467) 

47%' 

20% 

33% 

100% 
(~32) 

(599) (J) 
If we examine the overall outcomes obtained by all "l¥~f
yers for various types of arrest charges, we find that 
person crimes are likely to result in either dismissal 
or incarceration; property crimes are about evenly divided 
among .the three outcomes. 

Outcomes obtained for defendants charged with 

OUtcome Person Property Other 

Dism/Acq 42% 32% 29% 

Probation 19% 30% 52% 

Incarceration 40% 38% 18% 

100% 100% 100% 
(210) (253) (164) 

(627) 

putting these two together, we find that nearly one-half 
of the private lawyer clients were charged with a type 
of offense (person crime) that is likely either to pro
duce a dismissal or a sentence of incarceration., This 
could contribute to the finding that private lawyer clients 
are more likely to get off entirely, and might argue ,that 
their lower rates of sentences involving incarcerati~n are 
the product of superior perfor~ance. . 
If we examine the past records of the clients. of the two 
types of lawyers, we find that, firs,t, the overall past, 
records are not greatly different, and, second, that for 
those charged with person crimes, private lawyers have 
somewhat less serious past records. 
If we look at the overall relationship between outcomes 
and charges for the two groups of attorneys, the cell sizeS 

,,;:r 
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become rather small, but the overall trend does not seem 
to suggest a consistent or powerful difference between 
the outcomes obtained by the two types of attorneys: 

Most Serious Arrest Charge ~ 
Person Crime property Crime Other Crime 

pn PL PD PL PD PL 
Clients Clients Clients Clients Clients Clients 

outcome --
Dism/Acq 38% 40% 29% 38% 26% 36% 
Probation 17% 26% 30% 38% 56% 45% 
Incarcera.-

12. 

tion 45% 34% 41% 23% 19% 18% -100% 100% 100% 99% 101% 99% 
(137) (62) (213) (26) (117) (44) 

In many cases, private lawyer clients do obtain somewhat 
more favorable outcomes. Yet the differenCes are not 
terribly great. 

Nor does it appear to lie in different mode of disposition 
for the two types of attorneys: 

Mo~e of disposition 
, : 

Dismissal 
Plea' 
Trial 

Public Deft~nder 
Clients 

26% 

54% 
20% 

100% 
(467) 

Private Lawyer 
Clients 

31% 
45% 
24% 

100% 
(132) 

There is a slight edge for private lawyers, but again, the 
differences are not particularly large. 

13. The measure of time spent with 1awyer--the client's report 
of how much time he spent talking with ~is lawyer about: 
the case--may ~e subj ect to some bias .dHowever, the aver
age times reported by the respondents in the three cities 
do not seem greatly at variance with the impressions I 
gathered by observing lawyer/client interactions in the 
three cities. 

14. Recall that we can construct no useful measure of predis
positions t.Qward private lawyers because of the lack of 
variation i'b, defendant beliefs. Defendants have, to a 
degree reaching near consensus, favorable predispositions 
~oward private lawyers. 

(I 
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Notes .- 15 

15. Those with negative.\ predisposi tionsare more likely to 
receive incarceration and less likely to receive probation 
(the rates of dismissal are the same both for those who 
were favorably and negatively disposed). The relationship 
cannot be accounted for by pas,!: record (i.e., those with 
nega't:i ve predispositions do tend to have more extensive 
past records; but even when this is controlled for,;the 
relationship between predisposition .and sentence remains). 
One possible explanation is that those with negative pre
dispositions may tend to be more hostile towards and less 
cooperative with their public defenders, and hence the 
presentation of an effective defense is impeded. Such an 
hypothesis has a ring of plausibility, but cannot really 
be tested with the data available here. 

16. The relationship between lawyer evaluation and sentence 
received, controlling for the defendant's predispositions 
i's as follows: * 

17. 

18. 

c 

Predisposition 

Low' 

High 

None 

62% 
(53 ) 

78% 
(55) 

Sentence Received 
Probation Incarceration 

23% 
(48) 

42% 
(60) 

25% 
(67) 

37% 
(60) (366) 

*Each cell entry comprises the percentage of respond
ents scoring high on the lawyer evaluation index. 
Looking at the upper and lower halves of the table, we 
can 'see the effects of predisposition. If we look across 
the rows, we see that for those who \V'ere convicted, it 
makes little difference for lawyer evaluation whether the 
sentence received involves probation or incarceration. 

In order to increase cell size, and because it does not 
distort the data, here \'le will dichotomi2:e time spent 
with lawyer into "low" (less than ~ hour) and "high" 
(greater than ~ hour). 

In 5 of 6 comparisons, those wi th high prt~disposi tions 
score higher on the lawyer evaluation indE~x than those 
with less favorable predispositions; 4 of 6 reach 10%; 
the average difference is 15%. 

VII Defendant's Evaluations of Prosecutors and Judges 

1. The context provided by introductory remcu'ks in the inter
view schedule focused the respondent's attention upon the 
judge and prosecutor who were encountered either at trial 
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of plea or, for those dismissed, upon the last 
prosecutor encountered. 

will consider the effects·· of predispositions 
levels of defendant evaluation of specific pro
and judges encountered. 

The items that form the prosecutor index include: Your 
prosecutor ••• (1) paid careful attention to your case; 
(2) listened to all sides in the case; (3) was honest 
with you and your lawyer; (4) qid not care more about get
ting your case over with than about doing justice; (5) was 
not out to get you; (6) did not want to get a conviction 
in every case: (7) did not want to punish you as heavily 
as possible. 

A difficulty involved in attempting to account for levels 
of satisfaction with j'l\dges and prosecutors--whether we 
use the actual mean score on the index or a dichotomized 
version--is the sQ,i'newhat skewed nature of the distribu
,tions. Respondents are skewed toward the positive end 
of the judge index and towards the negative end of the 
prosecutor index. Thus, when we use the dicho'1;omized 
version, relatively small increments in the respondents' 
scores differentiate those who are scored low and high. 

5. See, for example, the arguments ~dvanced by Arnold Enker, 
nPerspectives on Plea-bargaining II in Task Fo:t"ce Report: 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

Courts, President's Commission on Law Enforcement and 
the Administration of Justice (Washington: GPO, 1967). 

putting it the other way about, going to trial may indi
cate an inability or unwillingness to come to terms with 
the prosecutor. 

If we examine the relationship of all the variables to
gether, including lawyer evaluation, we find that the 
directions are the same, though the cell entries become 
very sma.ll. 

In 6 of 6 comparisons, those with less favorable predis
positions score lower on the prosecutor evaluation index; 
5 of 6 reach 10%, and the average difference is 27%. 

In 4 of 6 comparisons, those with harsher sentences score 
lower; 4 of 6 reach 10% with an average difference.of ~3%. 
Both exceptions occur for the comparison between those' 
who were acquitted versus those who received probation, 
and the cell sizes for acquittals are tiny. 

10. In 3 of 4 comparisons, trial respondents score lower than 
those who plead guilty, but in only one does the difference 
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reach' the. 10% level •. If we check the Same relationship 
contJ;olling for past record, the sam~ inconsistent pat-
terti)' remai~s"" , 

, . 

If we include a1,l respondent~, the sehJ:::ence comparison 
involves 4 ofa 'in the expected direction; 4 of a reach 
10%, with an average di;ference of only 6%. If we focus 
upon convicted defendants only, 4 of 4 are in the expect~d 
direction; 4 of 4 reach lQ%, and the average difference 
is :j0%.~· 

, II 
In 6 of 6 comparisons, those with,mo;re favorablepredis
positiods score higher; 5 of 6 reaeh 10%; the averCj.ge 
d.ifference i~" 19%. *. . ' ."'..:::. 

\ :1/ 13. 
\~/ , 

In 5 of 6 comparisons, 'those who rated their lawyer more 
favorably also rated the prosecut!or favorably; 4 of 6 
reach 10%, with an average difference of 12%. 

14. 

15. 

Six of 6, in the expected directi~h; 5 of 
with an average difference of 15%. 

6 ~~ach 10%, 
jI 

./ 

If we separate those who got :].ai1 sentences from those 
who received prison sentences; the numbers are very small, 
but there is some tendency fori, those who were sentenced 
to prison to' score lower than 'those ,who received j ail sen-
tences. ' 

1'6. Six of 6 in the expected direction; 4 of 6 reach 10%, wi tho 
an average difference of 14%~ Y::=' 

17. A more speculative interpretation of the relationship 
between mode of dispd~d tion and evaluation of the judg~ 
can be gleaned from Table VII-7. When thedefendant,ehi. 
counters a judge and obtains an outc.ome that is generaily 
consistent with his preconceptions about judges (i.e., 
in the table, a defendant who has a negative predisposi
tion and receives a sentence of incarceration or an indi~ 
vidual with a positive predisposition who receives a sen-

\\ tence of probation)" the mode of disposition does not 
dJhave an effect on evaluation of tn-e judge. If, on the 

;t other hand, a defendant receives an outcome that is not 
'~\c,consistent ;wi th his predisposi tion-... :those who are nega-

"'tive but, receive probation and those :wh,p were 
positive but received, incarceration--then the mode of 
disposition does matter. ,In particular, in the trial 
setting--where one might assume that a judge's. role is 
more salient than in th~ plea.~etting--if a defendant 
wi th a negative predispos.i tion receives a favoraple out
come, he" is likely to give the judge the credit; alter
natively, if one with a Ft0sitive predisposition rec~ives 

J 
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« Notes - 18 

an unfavorable outcome in th~ trial set"j::ing,the judge 
is likely to req,eive the blame. As I say, though, this 
interpretation requires a good deal of reaching and 1.3he 
data are" equally consistent with the assertion that mode 

·of disposlition makes no differenCe. . 

18. If we inc.~ude both lawyer evaluation and mode of disposi
tion intl).e analysis, the numbers become very small, 
but the di,rections indicate that mode of disposition con
tinues torpave an inconsistent effect. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

Four of 4 in the expected direction; 4 of 4 reach 10%, 
wi th an' average difference of 28%. . 

Six of 8 in the expected direction; 4 of 8 reach 10%, . 
with an average difference of 11% • 

. Four of 6 in the 'expected direction; 3 of 6 reach 10%;' 
average difference of 9%. Among convicted only, 4 of 4 
in expected direction; 4 of 4 reach 10%; average differ
ence of 19%. 

Six of 6 in the expected dj.rection; 6 of 6 reach 10%, 
with an average difference of 34%. 

The simple relationships between sentence received and 
evaluations of lawyer, prosecutor, and judge is as 
follows:* 

Sentence Received 
None Probation Incarceration 

Evaluation'of 

Lawyer , 77% 44% 33% 
(168) (183) (171) (522) 

Judge 64% 58% 29% 
(188) (193) (201) . (582) 

Prosecutor 56% 70% 38% 
(146) (146) (151) (443) 

*Each cell entry comprises the percentage of respond
ents who scored high in the·ir evaluation of the particular 
participant. 

, 
VIII Defendants 1 Evaluation of ~~e Fairness of Their Treatment 

1. The relationship between responses to the i.tem dealing 
wi th overall fairness and defendants I. evaluations of. the 
specific participants encountered is as fop.ows: * 
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, . \ 
Evaluatton of Specific '(), 

PalH:icipant · ( " 

Low 
t ' 

,High . 
Lawyer 49% 72% 

(258) (264) . (522) 

Judge 50% ;, 69% 
(245) (339 ) (584) 

Prosecutor 54% 67% 
(284) (305) , (5a9) 

.*Each cell entry comprises the percentage of respond
ents who said they were treated~airly. 

I 

The order of items' as administ,ered to respondents involved, 
first, the question dealing with overall evaluation' of sen-
tence, followed immediately by the item dealing with com
parison level. About ten minutes later in the interview, 
the item dealing with fairness ~as asked •. 

'I'he same difference between those receiving sen'tences of 
probation versus inca:rceration appears for the item dea.l
ing with overall sentence evJlluation: 

OVerall Evaluation 
of sentence: 

Too light 
About right 

Too heavy 

" Sentence Received 
pr,'obation Incarceration 
--;, 

1% 3% 
62% 43% 

36% 54% 

9~% 100% 
(216) (207) 

If we examine the responses to the open-ended probe ad ... 
ministered to those who said they had not been treated 
fairly, we find that 51% of those who re~eived dismissals? 
aSserted that the unfairness lay in the fact that they 
never should have been arrested in the first pl.ace (11% 
of those who were convicted mentioned this complaint). ' 

If we compare those who received jC!,il versus prison sen
tences, although the numbers are sfiiall, those Who. received 
p:tison;;, sentences are somewhat leps likely to say they . 
Wl2re treated fairly. 
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~ix of,6 in 'expected direction; 6 of 6 reach 10%; average 
difference of 27%~ , 

!, 

7. Eight of 8 in expected directio:t:l; 5 of' 8 reach 10%;' 
average difference of 19%. 

8. Five of 6 in expected direction; 4 of 6 reach 10%; average 
difference of 15%. 

9/. ' EIlker, .2E,. cit., pp.IIS, 116". 

10. 

11. 

An experienced public defender suggested to me that. for 
him one of the saddest aspects of a criminal trial was 
that often the only participant or observer convi;nced by 
the defense offered was the defendant himself. . 

At t~ough the numbers get very small, when \V'e control for 
sentence received, the same pattern emerges, so it is 
not simply the result of the relationship between sentence 
and mode of '~disposi tion. 

12. Recall 'that ,when we examined the relatio'nship of mode of 
disposition to defendant evaluations of their attorney 
those who had trials tended to evaluate their lawyer ~ 
favorably. 

13. The relationship of overall sentence evaluation (here 
focussing upon those who said their sentence was "right") 
with sentence, mode of disposition, and comparison level 
is as follows:* 

Sentence 

Probation Incarceration 

Trial Plea Trial Plea 
Mode of 
Disposition 

Comparison 
Level 
Lighter than others 67% 70% 58% 70% 

(12) (60) (26) ,(47.) 

Same as others 73% 67% 61% 50% 
(15) (79) (18) (34) 

Heavier than others 30% 16% 7% 15%. 
(10) (30) (30) (47) 

*Each cell entry comprises the. percentage saying that 
the sentence received was "about right." 

(409) 

__ J 
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IX Change in Attitudes Toward Criminal Courts' 

1. 

2. 

3. 

. . 

Two 'of .the most commonly-discussed difficulties,with change 
scores are the so-called. "regz:ession" and "ceiLingI' ef
fects. 'In a p()pulation, Over a period of time, there is 
a tendency.fo.r the "s.cc;>rel?" of its members (whether atti-

;otUdes orat.tributes like. physical characteristics) .to 
"regre$.s'~ toward the "true mean" for the population as a 
whole. Thus, if we take measurements of scores 9f.indi
viduals at two periods in tim~, ceteris pari,Pus,'I7hose 
with scoreS further from the mean are likely to change 
more than those with scores closer to the mean. If we \. 
just look at difference scores at the twoobse:rvations, 
without,controlling for each respondent's initial score, 
we are likely to observe .more change in those with extreme 
scores than those close to the mean, without noting that 
this "change" is not likely the product of the variablel=l 
of interest that have intervened. between the two observa-
tions. . 

The "ceiling" effect tends to cut the other direction. 
If our measuring instrument is finite--in our cgse, for 
example, if our scale of attitudes tO,wards public defenders 

·has a minimum and maximum value--respondentswho score 
close or at one e:?Ctreme at the first interview are con..:. 
strained in the amount and direction that they can Change. 
The indiviciual, for example., who has a "perfectly" nega
tive score on the scale at the first· interview literally 
cannot change in a·negative direction. A "ceiling li im
posed by the measuring instrument thus constrains the 
possible change for those wi"th extreme scores during the 
first observation., \; 

.) T 
, II 

For a discussion of these 2Uld other issues, see Charles 
Harris, Problems in Measurj:ng Change (Madison: University 
of Wisconsin press,1963) .i, 

" /J 

As noted above, this presentational device does not take 
account of ceiling or regression effects. The tables pre
sented at the end of the chapter in Appendix IX-I are 
better measures of change and are not inconsistent.with 
the presentational devices used in the text. 

The cut-points were chosen on the bas~s of responses, to 
the Tl interview, dividing respondentl(~ into four approxi
mately equal categories. The samecut~n9~nts were 'then 
applied to ,I=lcores on the T2 interview. '."" 

4. See, Tables PD-2, PD-3 in Appendix IX-I. 

5. See Table PD-l in Appendix IX-I. 

'.1': 
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6 .• See TablesJDG-5 to JDG-7 in AppendiXI:l~-I. Again, th~ 
small cell,. sizes make the . conclusion tel~tative~' . 

7. See' Table PRS-l in Appendix IX-I for cor~plete table. 

8. See Tables PRS-2 to PRs_4 in Appendix, ".'i::~~~I. 
. ',1;' .,! 

9. 
\,' " 

A~ Table PRS-7 indicates, when we look at the relation
ship between change in attitudes and toward prosecutors. 
and evaluation of lawyer controlling fo:/:' evaluation of 
the specif.ic prosecutor, the relationsh:ip does not become 
strong. Thus, evaluation of prosecutor! is not a "suppres
sor" of a truf:':! relationship between change in attit\ldes 
toward .prosecutors and evaluation of th.e specific lawyer. 

Appendix I: The Sampl.e 

1. 

2. 

3. 

The position of juvenile defendants in our sample frame 
is somewhat hard to determine. Basically~ in all three 
cities, unless there was a decision by the pOlice or pro
secutor to proceed against, a defendant under 18 years of 
age as an adult, he should not have appeared on our sam
pling lists and hence not 'be eligible for an interview. 
However, in the sample, 50 of the respondents reported 
their age as less than 18 ,years (this comprises 6% of 
those ;i.nterv'iewed). Most of these (36 of 50) appeared 
in Detroit, and are presurnabl¥ the result of a decision 
by the prosecutor to proceed. against the defendant as a:n 
adult. The 14 cases in Baltimore and Phoenix--where 
there had been no screening by the prosecutor's office 
before we drew the sample--were presumably those in which 
the police officers chose to submit the file as though' 
the defendant were an adult, instead of turning the case 
over to juvenile court authorities. ' . 

The FBI statistics have been the subject of a great deal 
of criticism; much of it surrounding the extent to which 
arrest statistic's actually reflect the amount of crime 
occurring in the nation. The difficulty in using them 
for our purposes centers not around this issue--forwe, 
too, are dealing with a sample of arrestees~-but in trans
lating their reported figures into units· for analysis 
that are analogous to our cities. This, in fact, reflects 
a more basic i~sue--that of specifying what is the national 
population against which our sample is properly compared. 

The statistics reported in this and subsequent tables 
are dr,awnfrom Crime in the United States ... Uniform. Crime 
Reports 1974 (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing 
Office, 1975). Because the UCR statistics include large 
numbers of arrests for a variety of misdemeanors, we have 

I 
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used only:d.ata involving persons arrested for the'so""! . 
c::al·l.ed "Indexoffensesil--the more serious crimes of·"mUr
der.,. rape, assault, robbery, burg;Lary, larceny-theft;-' 
and'motor vehicleth~ft--in our comparisons. 

See note 6 in Chapter II. 
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